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With a change in government no change in the cricket’s chirrup,
the low, comical bellow of the bull, or 
the astonishing symmetry of tossing horses.
With a change in government the haze of wide rain
which you begin to hear as the ruler hears the crowd
gathering under the balcony, the leader who has promised
the permanent cobalt of a change in government
with the lilac and violet of his cabinet change.

From “A Sea Change,” Derek Walcott
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

T
his book started out as a guide for the politically perplexed — specifi-

cally, me. I wanted to understand why the realm of politics is so full of

sound and fury and why political conflict is so often intractable.

I was somewhat amazed to find answers to my questions. Over the past

50 years, modern science has made huge progress in understanding human

social and political interaction. Sadly, these insights are not widely discussed

outside of universities, and they seem to have made no impact whatever on

our popular political discourse, which remains for the most part shallow and

manipulative.

Insights from evolutionary biology, cognitive psychology and other disci-

plines now allow us to understand why people so often seem to act irrationally

when it comes to politics. These insights may allow us to develop better systems

of government — systems which are less polarized and more democratic.

Human suffering persists today on a colossal scale. Government is cer-

tainly not the only means we have for fighting suffering, but it is one of our most

important. Government failure and inefficiency can have a huge toll in terms of

human suffering (witness the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans).

This book is dedicated to the hope that we can reduce human suffering by fight-

ing political irrationality.

I wanted in this book to pay homage to the great collaborative effort of bi-

ology, psychology and the social sciences to the understanding of human nature.

Although the academics who have influenced my thinking are too numerous to

note here (see References), I would like to draw special attention to the work of

Daniel Kahneman, Amos Tversky, John Hibbing, Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, John

Alford, Carolyn Funk, Michael Fowler, Frans de Waal, Ellen Langer, Drew

Westen, Bryan Caplan, Paul H. Rubin, George Lakoff, Michael Huemer, Cass

Sunstein, Philip Tetlock, Morris Fiorina, Samuel Abrams, Robert Trivers, Susan

Blackmore, E. O.Wilson, Louann Brizendine, David Buss, Robert Cialdini,



Geert Hofstede, Robert Levine, Robert Sapolsky, David Sloan Wilson, Jonathan

Haidt, Nolan McCarty, James Fishkin, Ned Crosby, Robert Gastil, George E.

Marcus, Martha Stout, John Matsusaka and Kevin O’Leary. Gratitude to Bert

Hölldobler for teaching such a wonderful introductory class on evolutionary bi-

ology at Harvard, and to my great legal teachers, Stefan Riesenfeld and Richard

Buxbaum of Cal-Berkeley, Roy Goode of Oxford, Jan Ramberg of the Univer-

sity of Göteborg, and Fabio Bortolotti of the University of Torino. 

Aside from my academic influences, I would also like to thank the friends

and family who have shaped not only my political thinking, but my way of being.

Special thanks to my high school English teacher, Christian Smith, who first en-

couraged me in the craft of making sentences, and who was still encouraging

me decades later on this project. Thanks for their endurance and patience to my

family, my wife Consuelo and sons Nico and Pablo. Thanks for their support to

my parents, Cesar and Virginia, my brothers and sisters, Edward, Pilar, Rosa,

Lilia, Licha, Beatriz and Cesarito. Thanks to all the friends and mentors with

whom I’ve argued politics and philosophy over the past thirty years, Frank Kon-

stantynowicz, Michael and Mary Barbara Alexander, Paul Bloom, Brett Ober-

mann, Gary Monzon, Mark Worrell, Dave Jaffe, Ron Ortiz, Glen Hayes, Ian

Marshall, Clarke Parker, Ramsay Al-Salam, Carlos Guerra, Glenn Terrones,

Ed Gonzalez, Steve Young, David Lewis, Kenny Walton, Terence Kenny, Al-

berto Rosa, Michael Pollack, Bowman Hastie, Carlos Moreno, Albert, Chris

and Bruno Karoly, Thomas and Felix Legrand, Dominique Foray, Azouz Begag,

Wendy and Joyce Klemperer, Oliver Keserue and Francois-Gabriel Ceyrac. 

For comments on the manuscript thanks especially to Gene Stone and

Mark Goldblatt. Finally, thanks to my indefatigable and erudite publisher and

editor, Jim Fleming. 

Brooklyn, New York

April 2009
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CHAPTER TITLE

CHAPTER 1

The New Science of Political Irrationality

Nowhere are prejudices more mistaken 
for truth, passion for reason, and invec-
tive for documentation than in politics.
— John Mason Brown, Through These Men

Dark TruTh #1
Most of us like to think that we come to our political 

opinions as the result of calm, reasoned reflection, and not as the
result of instinctive, irrational, or emotional bias.

Most of the time, we’re wrong.

The Importance of Watching TV

I
used to spend too much time watching the Sunday-morning political

talk shows on TV. In particular, for one long campaign season, I joined

the ranks of the political junkies. After living in France for a dozen years

I had returned to the U.S. in the fall of 1998, just as the 2000 presidential

campaign was getting under way. The boiling partisanship that had emerged

during President Clinton’s impeachment trial puzzled me, as it did much of

the nation. I looked on this strange American political landscape with the re-

newed and heightened interest of an outsider. 
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During that time I would get up early on Sunday mornings (early for me

being a little after 10 a.m.) to watch the Democratic “talking heads” debate

their Republican counterparts. The talking heads talked and talked, until about

noon, but I soon came to see that nothing was ever clarified or resolved, no

matter how much yammering got done. A typical example was the popular

“McLaughlin Report.” Here, the supposedly neutral announcer orchestrated

nothing more than competing rants. No one seemed to be listening to anyone

else. These political debates might as well have been conducted in different lan-

guages, so great was the lack of mutual comprehension or dialogue. As opposed

to the stylish debates I had seen in France, which placed great value on verbal

fencing and required the participants to think on their feet, these American

free-for-alls often seemed more like teen-age mud-splashing contests.

And yet there I was, every weekend, watching them. Which led me to

ask myself, why? Why do I derive enjoyment from watching this political

version of professional wrestling? And what does this reveal about the state

of politics in America?

These were important and difficult questions…so I watched more TV.

One day, I felt I achieved a sort of breakthrough epiphany. I was watching

Senator Orrin Hatch on a particular talk show. I was marveling at the Sen-

ator’s hair, which had clearly been cut by a very conservative, Christian bar-

ber. Hatch’s grizzled locks had been beaten into submission and then molded

into a chipper little helmet of gray gravitas. 

His white collar was so stiff it seemed made of starch. I forget what

the Senator was talking about, but I will never forget his stern demeanor. He

had the narrow-eyed expression of the small-town pharmacist who suspects

the kid in the leather jacket is shoplifting comic books. Hatch was debating

something with another politico, a wooly-headed Democrat from out West.

I could sort of understand what the Democrat was saying, but I could not

comprehend Hatch at all. He seemed to be spouting nothing but absurdities,

although he did so with a convincing arrogance. 

It suddenly occurred to me, as I marveled at Hatch’s words, and to a

lesser extent, hair: these people, these Republicans, they must be from a dif-

ferent species. Just look at their hair. They may even be from a different

planet. All I know is — they are not like us. I remembered the title of John

Gray’s popular marital psychology book, Men are from Mars, Women are from

Venus. That’s right, I thought. In a very real way, Republicans are from Mars,

Democrats are from Venus.
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As I watched the Utah Senator, I realized that there was something

about his very essence that repelled me to the marrow of my bones. It was-

n’t just what the man said, it wasn’t just his hair, it was everything about

him. I was annoyed by his dress, his accent, his collar, his facial expression.

On the deepest levels I rejected him. My DNA recoiled at his DNA. 

Any reader with a knowledge of American politics will have been able

to deduce from the above that I am probably a liberal, ideologically speak-

ing. In fact, I grew up in a family which tilted toward the far-left Demo-

cratic side of the political spectrum, while the Utah Senator is well-known

to tilt toward the other extreme. 

I stopped observing Hatch and started observing myself (I’m not sure

why — perhaps there was a commercial break). In all fairness to the con-

servative Senator, I had to admit that my reaction was too excessive to be

based purely on his politics. I really did not know that much about Hatch,

so my reaction had to be emotional rather than logical. If my reaction to the

Republican Senator were that visceral, I felt I had to allow that the reac-

tions of Republicans to Democrats should be equally so. “It’s only fair,” I

mused, “They get to hate us as much as we hate them.” 

I wondered whether I had a Republican döppelganger — like a long-lost

twin, a person like me in every way except conservative — somewhere out

there across the heartland, watching the same television show, but express-

ing sentiments exactly the opposite of mine:

“Who the heck is that crazy Democrat? That boy can’t even comb his

own damn hair — how does he expect to run the country?”

I sensed that if I were ever to meet Hatch face-to-face there would

be little that we could agree upon. There was something about watching

Hatch that reminded me of unpleasant, futile political arguments I had

had in my life. I wondered whether such political disagreements did not

issue from underlying, perhaps even innate, characteristics. Certainly,

experience teaches us that when we encounter another person whom we

instinctively dislike, constructive political dialogue is not likely to follow.

Humans can intuitively sense through a variety of subtle clues (i.e.,

dress, accent, gestures), when another person possesses a mix of cul-

tural and psychological characteristics that is so substantially different

to our own that political discord is also likely. Put otherwise, a liberal

can usually smell a conservative, and vice versa. Moreover, the smell is

not a pleasant one.
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When it came to the issues being discussed on the television show

(tellingly, I have forgotten what they were), I was still certain that I was cor-

rect and that Hatch was wrong. Nonetheless, upon further reflection I had

to admit that Hatch would be equally certain that he was right and that I was

wrong. One could predict a fundamental insolubility to any political dis-

agreements I might have with the Senator. We could argue for a lifetime and

not move each other’s position an inch.

Neither the strength of my feeling against Hatch, nor my certitude as

to my own correctness, provided any proof that I was actually right. 

Here, I felt I had stumbled upon a truly engaging puzzle. Where did

my political certitude come from? How could I be so sure that I was right?

And why were my political certitudes aroused so emotionally and instinc-

tively by the mere sight of a conservative politician?

These were important and difficult questions, but this time I did not

find the answers on TV.

In Pursuit of Political Irrationality

Eventually, my curiosity led me to spend several years researching the

academic literature on the interplay of emotion and reason in political judg-

ment. This book is the product of that research. In particular, I discovered

important recent studies in neuroscience and behavioral genetics which

helped explain many of the more puzzling aspects of political behavior.

I now believe that my negative emotional reaction to Senator Hatch

was but a personal example of a universal, biologically-grounded syndrome,

which I refer to as political irrationality.

Political irrationality is the tendency to arrive at biased political judg-

ments emotionally and instinctively, while nonetheless attributing such judg-

ments to logic and evidence. Political opinions come from the heart, so to

speak, but the head claims the credit. 

The first grand (or grandiose) claim I will make in this book is that

coping with political irrationality is one of the world’s most important chal-

lenges. All attempts to manage humanity’s other problems (war, disease, en-

vironmental degradation, poverty, etc.) will be hampered by ineffective

government. Government failure, in turn, is an inevitable by-product of po-

litical irrationality. An irrational electorate is like sand in the gears of democ-

racy, and irrational politicians just make things worse. If we want to tackle
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the world’s problems effectively, we will have to learn to overcome, or at

least minimize, political irrationality.1

First, though, we need to understand it. Political irrationality is ex-

hibited primarily as follows: 

Partisan bias: In any political debate or dispute, we assume that our

political side is the “correct” one;

Political gullibility: People tend to adopt the political beliefs of their

peer group, regardless of the existence or strength of the supporting evidence; 

Over-confidence: In politics, we are very sure we are right (again, re-

gardless of the evidence); 

hostility: We don’t like our political adversaries and disdain them as

morally or intellectually inferior; 

Self-deception: We fool ourselves by denying and ignoring the exis-

tence of the above tendencies within ourselves (though we are able to detect

them in others).

Social mythology: The above tendencies combine with patriotism to

generate a number of national political myths (e.g., patriotic citizens tend to

believe that their nation’s system of government is superior to all others).

Let us now briefly introduce each of the key elements and manifesta-

tions of political irrationality:

Biology. One of the central arguments of this book is that political ir-

rationality is at least partially innate or biologically-grounded. Thus, for ex-

ample, we will review scientific studies that suggest that humans are born

with an underlying political orientation. Even as infants, long before our

family and community get a chance to indoctrinate us politically, we are al-

ready predisposed towards conservatism or liberalism. The biological reality

underlying our red-state/blue-state polarization is that some babies are born

blue, some red (and quite a few are in between, varying shades of purple).2

Research in behavioral genetics confirms that some people have an in-

stinctive preference for “tough” social relations, involving rigid obedience

to hierarchies and rules (red babies). Others just as instinctively prefer “soft”

social relations, which allow exceptions to rules and emphasizing equality

over hierarchy (blue babies). This genetic heritage, though crucial, is not

the end of the story, but merely the beginning.
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Later, family and culture get a chance to work on us. Our social envi-

ronment is extremely important in our political development, and I will not

deny its crucial role here. Sometimes political nurture overcomes political na-

ture; a person’s upbringing or education may outweigh their innate predis-

positions. A blue baby may yet grow into a red adult, or vice versa. However,

that is the minority case. It is much more likely that our social and cultural

programming will reinforce our underlying biological leanings. After all, our

most important social influence is the family, and we usually share a common

genetic heritage with family members. Families themselves tend to self-seg-

regate, seeking out communities with like values. Red families prefer red

neighborhoods, which blue families shun. Ethnic neighborhoods, common in

most cities throughout the world, are a manifestation of this phenomenon. 

Now let’s return to the purple babies (the ones who are born with a mix

of red and blue). What happens when they grow up? Statistically, they should

be the most numerous cohort. However, there is no “purple party” waiting to

receive them. Our dualistic system forces a choice between red and blue,

which most children have absorbed by age ten. Over time, the purple popu-

lation shrinks, its members recruited and brainwashed by the encroaching

red and blue armies. In the end, the remaining purples retreat to feed the

ranks of the so-called “independents” and “moderates,” people who find them-

selves strangely alienated from our red-and-blue political battlefield.

Why insist so much on biology, if  culture has a powerful impact which

can in some cases totally over-ride our biological programming? I argue that

we need biology because it helps us understand why political disagreement

is so intractable: in most cases our political prejudices are rooted both in bi-

ology and culture.

Emotional, instinctive reactions. The existence of a biological sub-

stratum to our political outlook helps explain why people can be so auto-

matic and rigid in their politics (though we all deny it). When exposed to a

political stimulus we react by feeling rather than by thinking. These emotions

work like sharp commands from our bio-cultural programming. Most of the

time, they are reflexively obeyed.

If you doubt the power and reach of irrational emotion in politics, and

are willing to try an easy thought experiment that may reveal the depth of

your own red vs. blue divide, attempt the following. If you tend to consider

yourself a conservative or otherwise lean towards the Republicans, imagine
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yourself going through a whole day admiring and supporting everything

Hillary Clinton says or does (or choose another liberal standard-bearer). If,

on the other hand, you place yourself on the liberal side and usually vote

Democratic, try to do the same, but with Rush Limbaugh (or another

conservative archetype) — imagine yourself enthusiastically approving hi-

severy utterance. If you are like most Americans, you will find the above to

be an excessively demanding task. We all pay lip service to the concepts of

tolerance and bi-partisanship, but asking us to love and admire the buffoons

who lead the opposition political party — that is asking too much. 

“I’d rather kiss a toad,” might sum up the sentiment of many Americans

asked to perform such an experiment. Why do we find opposition political

leaders so disgusting? They are, after all, Americans, too. Yet, despite their ex-

tremely impressive resumes, we cannot shake the feeling that they work for

the “Dark Side.” 

If our political attitudes were based solely on logic, we would not feel

so strongly; but politics is also very much about emotion. A popular book

on Buddhism tells a story dating from the 1960’s, of a young American

Buddhist nun reporting on her efforts to extend loving-kindness and for-

giveness to all sentient beings in the universe. “We have to forgive every-

one,” she said, “Even Nixon.” That last bit must have been quite a

challenge for her! Political neutrality is difficult to attain even for those

on the arduous path to Nirvana.

Partisan bias. Modern psychology has revealed that our brain is hard-

wired to take sides. The best explanation for this is evolutionary. As humans

evolved, the capacity to perceive the world in a distortedly self-interested

and partisan fashion was actually helpful. The biases of individual self-in-

terest, such as optimism, kept our ancestors going through hard times. The

biases of group self-interest, fore-runners of today’s political partisanship,

helped ensure the survival of small groups and tribes. For our ancient pred-

ecessors, bias worked.3

The result is that humans have been programmed by evolution to ha-

bitually break the world down into a black-and-white diagram: the good

guys (us) against the bad guys (them). We have inherited an overwhelm-

ing instinct for solidarity. Today, the political party system allows isolated

city-dwellers to satisfy that primal need for belonging. Supporting the Re-

publicans or Democrats is like joining a tribe that refuses entrance to no
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one, although there is an implied oath of allegiance at the door. Every party

supporter gets to enjoy the full benefits of tribal membership (rooting and

cheering for victory, mocking the opposition tribe, gloating when your

tribe wins an election). And it’s all for free, America’s greatest bargain in

group affiliation. 

In an age in which many other forms of traditional affiliation, such as

religious or neighborhood groups, have waned, partisanship has become in-

creasingly prominent as a secular alternative. Today, in our multicultural so-

ciety, we tend to think of religion only as a spiritual practice, and have

forgotten the socially unifying role it once played. The word “religion” is de-

rived from the Latin religio, “to bind together.” If religion is that which binds

us together, then politics is the modern religion. Elections have replaced

church ceremonies as our most widely accepted national rites, with this no-

table innovation: we now can choose (and indeed, must choose) between a

red church and a blue one. 

Gullibility. If you take some time to observe your friends and col-

leagues (and even yourself, if you can stand the scrutiny), you will see

that most people do not really “think” about political issues. Few of us

stop to analyze political issues before coming to a political opinion. In-

stead, we swoop past the possibility of dispassionate analysis on our way

to soothing conformity. When a new political issue achieves prominence

(for example, the regulation of financial markets), the average voter

briefly goes “opinion shopping,” considering the viewpoints of trusted

parties like politicians, broadcasters and columnists. As soon as we figure

out what our political peer group is saying, we tend to adopt that view-

point without further reflection. 

In short, we like to take the easiest and most pleasant path out of the

thicket of political uncertainty. In a sense, it is always a path home, because

it involves finding the orthodoxy of those people we identify with. In con-

trast, it would be very hard to confront and challenge the political ortho-

doxy of our peer-group. Not only would it require a huge amount of effort

to analyze political issues in depth, doing so could put us out of tune with

family and friends. So it should not be surprising that humans are generally

willing to adopt political views virtually without reflection. This docility

stems from our need for social belonging, the most basic of human drives. If

we fail to integrate ourselves politically, we risk ostracism, which through-
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out evolutionary history was the worst of all human fates. 

Our political opinions have a strong social component, which we rou-

tinely underemphasize. Political opinions are not like answers to algebra prob-

lems, the value of which depends solely on the correctness of the answers.

Rather, our politics are an essential part of our social persona, like an intellec-

tual version of clothing.4 Without our politics we would feel naked. Going to

the office in the morning without bringing our political views would be like

going without a shirt or shoes. It helps us pass the time with co-workers if we

can refer to something we read in the New York Times or Wall Street Journal, or

watched on “The Daily Show” or the “O’Reilly Factor.” Most of our political

beliefs are like trendy attire we wear because our social peers are wearing the

same thing (though we may all look ridiculous). In politics, birds of a feather

flock together. Like birds, we don’t even have to think about it.

Unfortunately, if it is true that people possess a partisan belief-drive,

it is also likely that people, on occasion, will be quite easily convinced of po-

litical beliefs which are erroneous, preposterous, or even evil. If, as the price

of belonging to a social group, we are prepared to believe just about anything,

the group can also convince us to do just about anything. 

It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into 

trouble. It’s what you know for sure that just ain’t 

so. — Mark Twain

Positive, adj. Mistaken at the top of one’s voice.

— Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary

Overconfidence: Our certitude and vehemence in political argu-

ment are way out of proportion to our knowledge. Political scientists have

established that most people acquire political opinions rapidly and with-

out much reflection, though afterwards they may emotionally defend

those opinions.

Listen to the tone of any political argument, editorial, or campaign speech.

What do you hear that is common to all of them? Each is marked by that

supreme and swaggering confidence that characterizes political discourse. Peo-

ple involved in political arguments do not advance their opinions timidly and

with qualifications. They speak boldly and aggressively, practically declaiming

their positions. In politics, everybody is always very sure that they are right.
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But they simply can’t be. When the Democrats and Republicans take

opposed positions on an important issue, they can’t both be right. One side

must be wrong, though you would never know it from observing their uni-

formly cocky demeanor. Thus, on any critical policy debate, it follows that

about half the electorate and half the politicians are completely wrong, yet

are blithely and majestically assured that they are right.

This self-confidence is all the more remarkable in that it remains un-

fazed by exposure to contrary facts. This is particularly true in the case of

politicians who are responsible for any major public act or decision — they

never admit they were wrong. Consider the sad case of the U.S. invasion

of Iraq, which is still staunchly defended by Dick Cheney, Donald Rums-

feld and Paul Bremer, though the consensus of world opinion is that the

U.S. occupation has proven a fiasco. It took thirty years for Robert Mc-

Namara, the architect of America’s Vietnam debacle, to admit his obvious

and monumental errors, which makes him, relatively speaking, a model of

political repentance.

hostility. Unfortunately, our modern political religion seems to re-

quire that society be cleaved into antagonistic armies, liberals versus con-

servatives. Academics tell us that political parties are helpful because they

simplify a complex political spectrum, which makes it easier for citizens to

express their preferences at the ballot box.5 However, since this alleged

benefit has been achieved only at the cost of perennial social conflict, we

should now ask ourselves whether it is worth it, or whether there is not

some better way. 

The conflict between left and right in modern republics is a sort of

perpetual-motion mechanism and negative spiral at the same time. When

we support political parties, it is regrettably more than just a matter of

adopting certain political beliefs. We are also expected to agree that our

party’s beliefs are better than those that are held by the other party. Feel-

ings of hostility and superiority are an inevitable byproduct of partisan

competition. The media encourages representatives of both sides to vent

their emotions, because this sells papers and boosts ratings. When we hear

that others disagree viscerally with us, we tend to return the feeling of

emotional dislike. Political hostility leads to further social polarization and

to habits of legislative gridlock. 
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Self-deception. We make our political decisions instinctively and emo-

tionally, but attribute those decisions to reason and logic.

The capacity for self-deception is thus an essential component of po-

litical irrationality, and one reason that the syndrome is so troublesome:

we can’t observe it in ourselves. However, we can easily spot it in our

neighbors and rivals. 

If it were impossible to overcome our own political self-deception,

there would be no point in writing this book. But I think that we can learn

to break (or at least weaken) our habits of political irrationality. The first

step is to confront the fact that we are probably a lot like other people, and

susceptible to the same flaws. The scientific studies presented later in this

book will show that most people have “cognitive blind spots.” We can learn

to be attentive to our own blind spots, which should make us a bit more cau-

tious in political judgment-making. We can learn to cultivate an openness

to new ways of looking at things, a state of non-judgmental awareness that

one psychologist refers to as “mindfulness” — the opposite of our habitual,

automatic behavior, mindlessness.6

Social mythology. Political partisans are willing to believe what-

ever their group culture requires. Some of the time, inevitably, they get

things wrong. Patriotic citizens, likewise, buy into a whole set of beliefs,

some of which must also prove mistaken. Many of the things that patri-

ots believe are true; but history tells us that some patriotic beliefs are

probably mistaken. Every country maintains some popular beliefs that

are not grounded in history or reality, and these mistaken beliefs I deem

the nation’s “social mythology.”

Social myths are political irrationality writ large. They involve self-de-

ception at the national level. Social myths prevent progress, because they

prevent citizens from perceiving reality, which is often unpleasant and de-

pressing. However, it must be our duty to identify and eradicate social

myths. Problems can’t be fixed if they aren’t admitted.

In order to expose social myths, we should proceed like homicide de-

tectives working with uncooperative, deceptive witnesses. Our first inquiry

should be as to motive. What realities would our nation, or its leaders, prefer

to ignore or conceal? What would it make sense for us to try to hide?

I will argue that the main American social myths are related to our

vaunted democracy: the power and effectiveness of voting, the wisdom of the
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Founding Fathers, the virtue of politicians, our national commitment to

equality, and the value of modern elections and electoral campaigns. 

More than we would like to admit, these beliefs are mythical and er-

roneous. America’s Founding Fathers made serious mistakes, our modern

politicians are often just self-serving hucksters, our nation’s power structure

is profoundly oligarchic and anti-democratic, and our elections commonly

devolve into farcical marketing contests between elite interests. These are

not pleasant realities to acknowledge, but we cannot hope to improve mat-

ters without an unsparing diagnosis. 

Costs and dangers of political irrationality. Our political irrational-

ity is dangerous in two ways. First, it fosters polarization. Second, it dis-

tracts our attention from a more serious underlying problem — the

fundamentally undemocratic reality of our nation. 

Ultimately, the biggest cost of our innate group-bias is that it sustains

America’s two-party duopoly. The Democrats exploit hostility toward Repub-

licans in order to monopolize liberals. The Republicans exploit hatred of liber-

als in order to monopolize conservatives. Americans become like the citizens of

two parallel, Soviet states, with most voters turning out at every election to vote

for the same party that they did in the previous election. Consequently, our

Congressional incumbents are re-elected at the Soviet-style rate of 98%. 

Despite this, the electoral conflict is irresistibly compelling. Citizens

become hypnotized by the scorpion-like combat, enjoying the drama — un-

fortunately, at great social cost. Like victims of a card hustler, the citizens

are so mesmerized by political theatrics that they don’t realize their pocket

is being picked.

Studies show that Congressional productivity declines in times of in-

tense partisan polarization.7 A political system marked by high levels of par-

tisanship is not only inefficient, it is just plain dangerous, because partisan

antagonism has been known to flare unpredictably out of control. Many so-

cial commentators trace the current American partisan conflict, the so-called

Culture War, back to the 1970s or 1980s. This is very short-sighted. In truth

we should look much further back — to the 1770s at least. 

This country was born in an upheaval of violent partisanship. The Rev-

olutionary War was actually the first Civil War, pitting neighbor against

neighbor in the bloody schism between Patriot and Loyalist. On several oc-

casions, for example, when Patriots re-took towns previously held by Loy-
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alists, British collaborators were ruthlessly executed by their fellow towns-

men. Again and again, repeatedly throughout our history, from the Civil

War to the Civil Rights era, we have witnessed eruptions of violent civil con-

flict based on partisan politics. Extreme partisanship is thus, in my view, one

of the most dangerous manifestations of political irrationality. Any highly-po-

larized society is a ticking time-bomb, as we have seen in the recent exam-

ples of Iraq, Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia.

Political irrationality is thus costly and dangerous. Fortunately, there

is something very powerful we can do about it. We can begin to confront

our own political irrationality. We can “snap out” of the trance of mass po-

litical conformity. We can make long-term, structural improvements to our

system of government that will bring us closer to our democratic goals.

By understanding and accepting our hard-wired irrationalities, we

can craft innovative electoral processes that minimize the opportunities for

irrational behavior. Our current election-based democracy makes it difficult

to escape the human penchant for partisan bias, but in the future we can

hope for progress with the implementation of alternative mechanisms such

as citizen juries and deliberative polls, democratic innovations described in the

concluding chapter.

Explaining the Futility of Political Debate

(& 14 Other Political Mysteries)

People are usually willing to believe that members of the other polit-

ical party are irrational, but it is hard to get the average voter to look in

the mirror. 

“Irrational, moi?“ 

As an incentive to make the effort, I now wish to provide a hint of

the great explanatory power of the concept of political irrationality. In

the last section I suggested that political irrationality was extremely im-

portant — let me insist here that it is also a lot of fun. When you under-

stand political irrationality, you finally understand politics. It is like

having a pair of magic X-ray glasses. Political irrationality allows us to

decipher many of the puzzles of modern politics. 

The first of and foremost of these is our near-universal discontent with

modern systems of government. Particularly acute in the United States, this
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is a worldwide phenomenon. Surveys show that ordinary citizens are un-

happy with their elected officials. Pundits and political scientists have ex-

pressed an even broader frustration — with our politicians, our electorate,

and even with the basic workings of our government. 

Consider the (typical) titles of these popular political books:

Why americans hate Politics

Politics Lost: how american Democracy Was Trivialized
By People Who Think You’re Stupid

hostile Takeover: how Big Money and Corruption
Conquered Our Government

You Call This an Election? america’s Peculiar Democracy

The Broken Branch: how Congress Is Failing america 

Presidential Power: unchecked and unbalanced

The Best Democracy Money Can Buy

Democracy in Peril

Democracy at risk

Is Democracy Possible here? 

Why is there so much frustration? Should we accept political sour

grapes as an enduring characteristic of a free press? Perhaps the jeremiad is

a necessary staple of political publishing? 

The frustration expressed in these book titles represents a discontent

which is both rational and healthy. History tells us that governments are

only forced to improve when dissatisfaction becomes general. The above

book titles collectively point to a growing public awareness that our modern

system of government is neither democratic nor efficient.

Our political malaise stems from the rational mind’s incomprehension

of a political system thoroughly permeated by traditional irrationalities. As

the poets have often reminded us, humans are capable of both rationality

and irrationality. 



* Not to mention, a free one-way ticket to a psychiatric institution.
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This book will use the concept of political irrationality to shed light

on a great number of previously-perplexing political phenomena:

Mysteries of Political Behavior

The Mystery of Futile Debate: Why do we engage endlessly in futile

political debates? We can argue politics forever, with nary a hint of progress.

The likelihood of anyone changing his or her mind as the result of a politi-

cal argument is negligible; but we debate anyway. Whether on the street cor-

ner or Meet the Press, political discussions go on and on, and are only rarely

resolved by polite compromise. As comedians have pointed out, it would be

astonishing if a presidential candidate were to decide, mid-debate, that the

other candidate was right: 

CANDIDATE: “You know, Senator, I never looked at it that way

before, but you’re actually completely right. Since it’s such an impor-

tant point, I guess I’ll just concede the whole election to you right

now — you are definitely the better candidate. Congratulations!” 

If a candidate actually did say something like that, he or she would

soon face overpowering citizen anger* – at having violated the unspoken

rule that debates are supposed to be futile. 

By convention, political discussion is regarded as a logical process.

However, the studies cited in this book suggest that in the political arena we

do not respond to each other’s logic so much as we express and defend our

sense of personal and group identification. Our political opinions emanate

from deep cultural and biological sources. 

It is therefore about as easy to change our overall political orienta-

tion as it is to change the shape of our bodies or our taste in clothes (not

impossible, but extremely difficult, especially as we get older). This ex-

plains why we get so emotional about politics and why political compro-

mise is generally impossible. When someone criticizes our politics, they

attack our very being. Political debate is futile because it is based on the

naïve premise that we can be convinced by the logical arguments of our

enemies to change our inner selves. Following the analogy of John Gray’s

marriage counseling, it is as if women expected men to behave like



women, or vice versa. That kind of dialogue is sure to end in failure. Why

then, do we engage in it?

The Mystery of Passionate Ignorance: In politics, ignorance is no bar

to passion — frequently, it is even an indispensable ingredient. When

pressed on a topical political issue (e.g., the war in Iraq, abortion, immigra-

tion reform, global warming, etc.) most people will defend their opinions

with assertions based on reason, logic and evidence (or more accurately, fee-

ble attempts to locate any shred of reason or evidence). Most people would

be highly offended if you were to suggest that their political opinions were

based purely on intuition, emotion or partisan bias. However, surveys show

that the average person is stupendously ignorant of political issues (one-

fourth of Americans can’t even name the vice-president). Although most cit-

izens claim that politics is important, they have evidently neglected to learn

very much — if anything — about political issues. If our knowledge of pol-

itics is so shallow, how can the depth of our passions run so deep? 

Why are we so politically ignorant, and how does that square with our

self-professed fascination with politics? How can we explain that? 

Can a democracy be run by people who don’t know the facts?

The Mystery of Bad Policies: of Wars and Panics: Why do govern-

mental leaders adopt foolish policies and make stupid decisions? Perhaps

even more puzzling — why do the citizens so often go along? Examples:

In the case of the Iraq War, the U.S. was warned by virtually all of its

major allies that an invasion was imprudent and unnecessary. The presi-

dent’s own father, through his surrogates, attempted to warn his son of the

danger. After failing to discover the weapons of mass destruction which

were the ostensible cause of the war, the U.S. armed forces nonetheless re-

mained in Iraq despite the overwhelming hostility of Iraqis. The U.S. suf-

fered the loss of over 4,000 soldiers, with an estimated cost to the economy

of as much as three trillion dollars, not to mention the cost in Iraqi lives

and the huge burden on the global economy. Yet, when the public was al-

lowed to vote on this fiasco in 2004, it confirmed the error by re-electing

George W. Bush. Why?

The global financial panic of 2008 was novel in terms of its scope, but

financial panics are not a new phenomenon. Their colorful history, from Hol-

land’s famous tulip mania to the Mississippi stock schemes that bankrupted
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France in 1718, had already been recounted by 1855 in Charles Mackay’s

history, Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds. The world

economy has experienced, and overcome, a great number of financial pan-

ics in the last century. There have been so many opportunities to learn from

mistakes. We are left wondering, how can the so-called “experts” continue

to get it wrong, over and over again?

Schizophrenic, or Just Bi-Polar? The Mystery of Zig-Zag Gov-

ernment: In 2008, the U.S. electorate brought a Democratic president,

senate and congress to power. It was widely anticipated that this would

lead to a new era of “progressive” (meaning liberal) policies on issues as di-

verse as foreign relations, the environment and civil liberties. However, to

achieve its liberal objectives the new administration would first have to

unweave a conservative fabric carefully and methodically woven through-

out the eight years of the George W. Bush administration from 2000 to

2008. Bush, similarly, had spent much of his administration trying to un-

do what Bill Clinton had achieved in 1992–2000, while Clinton had la-

bored to wipe out the achievements of Ronald Reagan and George H.W.

Bush in 1980–1992, and so on.

Every eight years or so, the American polity lurches from left to right,

or back again. Each reversal is hailed by half the nation as the long-awaited

re-awakening of civic reason, while the other half demands a recount. Our

foreign allies are alternately placated and mystified by our good-cop, bad-

cop routine, but they can’t complain about it without being hypocrites, be-

cause most of them are playing the same game.

Mysteries of Polarization

The Mystery of Political hatred: Why does it seem that Democrats

and Republicans hate each other? If Americans really are patriotic, why is

one half of America mocking and heaping abuse on the other half? George

W. Bush aroused undeniable emotions of hatred amongst many liberals,

while Bill and Hillary Clinton did the same for conservatives. Why have so

many presidents been hated by half the country?

The Mystery of Illusory Differences: Numerous studies show that De-

mocrats and Republicans actually do not differ politically as much as they think

THE NEW SCIENCE OF POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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they do. On most key political issues, there is a general consensus of opinion

across the parties. Why, then, do we speak so much about partisan polariza-

tion? If we don’t really disagree on political issues, what is the basis of the

“culture war”? Is our political divide merely a contrast of underlying cultures

— e.g., that Republicans like country music while Democrats prefer brie? 

The Mystery of the Gaps: the Gender Gap, Race Gap and Genera-

tion Gap — Why do we see the landscape so differently depending on our

sex, race or age? 

On average, women are more liberal than men. A clear gender gap in fe-

male political support for the Democrats has been repeatedly confirmed since

1964, reaching a contemporary high of fourteen percentage points in 1996.8

Latinos are more liberal than whites, but more conservative than

African-Americans or Jews. 

Young liberals overwhelmingly and passionately supported the presi-

dential candidacy of Barack Obama in 2008, while their liberal parents and

grand-parents tended to support Hillary Clinton. Young conservatives

flocked to Ron Paul while their elders gravitated to John McCain. 

Presuming that all of these different segments of the population are

equally rational, why are they attracted to different candidates?

Mysteries of Parties and Politicians

The Mystery of Political Duopoly: Why do Americans accept to be rep-

resented exclusively by only two parties? Many citizens agree with the De-

mocrats on some issues, but support the Republicans on other issues. How can

such citizens vote for president without contradicting themselves? Why can’t

a citizen order vanilla and chocolate? If America needs to have 128 different

kinds of granola, why is it satisfied with only two political parties? Why do we

need political parties to aggregate our preferences at such a crude, mass level?

Why don’t we have proportional voting systems the way they do in Europe?

The Mystery of “Public Service”: Politicians claim they enter politics

to “serve the public,” but surveys show that many citizens think politicians

are out to exploit the public. Who is right, the politicians or the citizens?

Who is getting serviced, and by whom? And if the citizens are right, why do

they keep electing the politicians?
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The Mystery of Neurotic Oligarchy: Since the political campaign

process is so onerous, expensive and humiliating that normal people won’t

put up with it, and since a political career provides so many incentives for

megalomania and duplicity, it is reasonable to expect that over time the pool

of politicians will become polluted with neurotic, immoral and perhaps even

emotionally-dysfunctional people. Why do citizens accept to be governed

by these kinds of persons? Is this not government by nut-cases, a kind of

nutocracy?

The Mystery of Political Elitism: Why are so many politicians tall,

wealthy, thin, white and male? Why does a diverse America accept that it

can be “represented” by such a blandly homogenous group from a tiny, priv-

ileged minority? Why is it that so many wealthy liberal politicians — like

FDR, JFK, John Kerry, Al Gore, John Edwards — have been categorized

as “champions of the poor”? Is it believable that very wealthy people can

somehow represent the poor? Are the poor that gullible?

The Mystery of “representative“ Democracy: Americans are

proud of their Founding Fathers, and also proud of having a “democracy.”

However, the historical record shows that the Founding Fathers thought

“democracy” was an extremely bad idea. The Founders clearly distin-

guished a republic from a democracy, and did not hide their contempt for

the latter. How is it that George W. Bush could talk of exporting democ-

racy when George Washington would have frowned at its importation?

We have turned the terminology of the Founders on its head, by adopt-

ing a modern euphemism for republic: “representative democracy.” In re-

ality, though, we just kept the system of government the Founders called

a republic, but went along when politicians began to call it a democracy.

Why is it so acceptable to dispense with a verbal distinction that the

Founders considered fundamental? True — the populace seems happy

with the name change, but they also report a sneaking suspicion that

somehow the wool is being pulled over their eyes. Does our elective oli-

garchy merit the term “democracy”? Or is it really just a form of placebo

democracy, a simulacrum?

THE NEW SCIENCE OF POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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Mysteries of Voting

The Mystery of Voting: Why do people vote at all? You might think

the answer is obvious, but generations of economists and political scientists

have formally tried to figure out the reasons and haven’t been able to come

up with an answer. Academics refer to this as the “Voter’s Paradox”: statis-

tically, the probability that your vote will affect the next presidential election

is virtually zero, but you will probably vote anyway.9 Why? There are good

reasons, but they are not the ones that you would expect.

The Mystery of Political Proselytizing: Why do we try to convince

apathetic people to vote, when there is strong evidence that they don’t know

anything about politics and won’t learn anything from the experience? What

makes us think the country will be better off if we harass the politically ig-

norant into voting? If we borrow the concept of “marginal voter” from eco-

nomics, it follows that the marginal voter will always be the most ignorant.

Is it not therefore irrational to encourage the undecided to vote? Would we

not be better off with lower turnouts?

The Mystery of Sensationalized Elections: Why do we think elections

are the only way to choose political representatives, when there is so much ev-

idence that elections can be won by manipulative and deceptive advertising

techniques (or by outright theft)? Why are important elections decided by

such seeming irrelevancies as whether one candidate sighed too much during

a debate, or whether his rival sweated under the television lights? Why is

there no alternative to the elaborately staged ritual of phony campaign events

meant to indicate that the candidates are locked in an ongoing “horse race”?

Why do we need to think that the candidates are racing — do we really be-

lieve the candidates are somehow changing from day to day?

It is my promise to the reader that each of the above mysteries (and even

a few more) will be illuminated by the theory of innate political irrationality,

An understanding of political irrationality allows us not only to unravel the

above mysteries, but also to propose solutions. Irrationality, like the grain in

the oyster, may help us produce the pearl of true democracy.

For the impatient reader, I offer an advance hint. All of the above myster-

ies can be understood through the application of the following simple principles:
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1. People tend to believe what their peers believe.

2. People tend to believe whatever makes them feel good about themselves.

3. People are born with a slight bias toward liberal or conservative thinking.

4. People naturally take sides, supporting their group and expressing

hostility toward other groups.

5. Politicians exploit all of the above tendencies to maintain power in

a system built on conflict.

The Politics of Irrationality — Starting at Neutral

In 2005, President George W. Bush’s approval rating reached a high

of 92% amongst Republicans while it languished at 18% for Democrats —

the largest recorded gap in the history of the Gallup Poll.10 What was going

on in the brains of the American electorate at that point in time? By April

2009, these positions had reversed, with 88% of Democrats approving of

President Barack Obama’s performance, while only 27% of Republicans

agreed. How is it possible that Americans can look at the same person and

come to such radically different viewpoints? Most observers place the

blame on our unprecedented culture war, the yawning chasm between red

and blue states. This book accepts the importance of culture, but argues

that culture is rooted in biology. 

Recent research from a number of different disciplines — psychology,

neuroscience, economics, political science, anthropology — provides a pow-

erful, multi-disciplinary perspective which I refer to as the “New Science of

Political Irrationality.” Although many scholarly and popular works address

specific aspects of human political irrationality, there is no single work that

provides an overview of the entire field. My first objective here is to provide

an introduction to that new science.

However, I first have to situate this new approach within the context

of an old debate. The emerging science of political irrationality has already

become a political football, with each political wing accusing the other of ir-

rationality. This has been going on for some time.

Indeed, the new science confirms an age-old schism. Plato’s parable of

the cave was an elitist metaphor for the irrationality of the citizenry, a theme to

which conservative thinkers have perennially returned. James Madison and

the other architects of the U.S. Constitution were influenced by the Platonic

tradition in their design of the American government. Some historians have ar-
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gued that the American government’s vaunted “checks and balances” were re-

ally intended as bulwarks against the citizenry’s presumed irrationality. 

This book starts with the neutral premise that all humans are to some

extent susceptible to political irrationality. It may indeed be true that at a cer-

tain point in time, and on a specific range of issues, one party tends to be

more reasonable than the other. However, the difficulties of proving even

such a simple assertion are formidable. Whom are we to ask? Even the U.S.

Supreme Court, in its president-making decision of 2000, showed it was sub-

ject to political bias. When society’s most eminent judges fail so spectacularly

at neutrality, where are we to find a trustworthy, dispassionate arbiter?

The irrationality of Democrats and Republicans is probably not sym-

metrical, but my primary objective in this book is not a partisan one. There

is a more important point to be made. Political irrationality is at some level

a fundamental human characteristic and, therefore, omni-partisan. De-

mocrats, Republicans, Independents and Apathetics, all are to some extent

susceptible (though perhaps not to the same degree; more about that later).

Where to Begin

Cease being the slave of a party and you become 

its deserter — Jules Simon, 1864 (Viking Book 

of Aphorisms)

An understanding of the concepts in this book can change your life for

the better, but not without a certain risk. In the interests of full disclosure,

let me sound a note of caution. If you are dearly attached to your own po-

litical hatreds, proceed with caution. Sometimes a little knowledge can be a

dangerous thing, especially if it puts you out of tune with your fellow citi-

zens. This book will help you understand politics from a more rational per-

spective, which sounds nice, but most of the people around you will continue

to discourse in the same emotional, irrational manner. 

To give you an idea of possible outcomes, I will confess how things ended

up with my old friend Senator Hatch. First of all, I don’t see him on TV quite

so often, because I spend less time watching the mass media and their shallow

and distorted treatment of political issues. Understanding political irrationality

is like knowing the secret behind a magic trick. Afterwards, the trick is less
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amusing. I do not enjoy the old political mud-wrestling shows the way I used

to, and I must admit to some sense of loss. 

Conservatives no longer bother me the way they used to. After years

of research on the topic, I have come to accept that conservatives could not

help being born and brought up the way they were, just as I had no impact

on my own genetics or upbringing. Of course, that means that much of the

pleasure I used to feel in condemning conservatives has dissipated, but per-

haps that is a small price to pay for seeing clearly. I no longer hang around

the office with my colleagues ridiculing Republicans endlessly, the way I

used to. I still ridicule them for a few minutes, out of perfunctory cama-

raderie, but then I move on. When Republicans decide to ridicule Democ-

rats, I listen briefly before I change the channel. They are not always wrong.

If you wish to seriously examine the rationality of your own politics,

you will eventually have to face the issue of party loyalty. Any attempt on

your part to look at political issues from a disinterested or neutral perspec-

tive will look, to your partisan friends, like a worrisome hint of treachery.

You may be accused of being a deserter, or worse, a closet conservative (or

liberal). My wife told me recently that a friend of hers had asked if I was con-

servative or liberal. My wife had answered, “He used to be a liberal, but

lately, I don’t know, I’m not sure any more…”

I tried to re-assure her that I am still a liberal (though I’m not sure I

succeeded). I don’t think rationality requires you to abandon your ideology.

However, I now try consciously to examine my own political beliefs, and I

think I have managed to loosen the automatic hold that those beliefs used to

have on me. Overall, this makes me slightly more cautious in coming to po-

litical judgments. Finally, I try take my own political opinions — and those

of my friends — a bit less seriously, which leads to fewer arguments. 

I doubt that we will ever rid humanity of political irrationality, and in

fact it would not be a good idea to try. To use a “Star Trek” analogy, we are

more like Bones, the irascibly irrational medical officer, than we are like

Spock, the coolly rational Vulcan. Humans will never become political ro-

bots, nor should the important role of the heart in politics be disparaged or

neglected. However, as we will see, we pay a heavy and unnecessary cost for

our excessive political irrationality. 
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CHAPTER TITLE

CHAPTER 2

The Psychology of Political Irrationality

The typical citizen drops down to a lower
level of mental performance as soon as 
he enters the political field…. He becomes
a primitive again. His thinking becomes 
associative and affective. — Joseph 
Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and 
Democracy (1942)

Dark TruTh #2
In politics, the heart makes decisions but the head takes the credit. 

That’s why “talking heads” so rarely agree.

Political Irrationality 101: Emotion and Irrationality

W
hat does it mean to say that someone comes to a political deci-

sion “rationally,” “irrationally,” or “emotionally”? Let us con-

sider a few possible cases:

MARK adores Hillary Clinton with a veneration bordering on worship.

Not surprisingly, he was a big supporter of Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presi-

dential campaign. As the primary season progressed, Mark developed an
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antipathy for Barack Obama. When Obama received the Democratic nom-

ination, Mark was disgusted. Although he agreed that Obama’s policy plat-

form was much closer to Hillary’s than to John McCain’s, Mark decided to

cross party lines and vote for McCain. Rational or irrational?

SALLY is trying to decide whether to vote in the U.S. presidential elec-

tion. Her 7-year old daughter is home sick with the flu and the doctor told

Sally to check her daughter’s temperature at least once an hour. Sally always

votes Republican, though a Republican presidential candidate has not car-

ried her state in fifty years. The last polls showed the Democrat ahead by

thirty points. Despite this, Sally has never failed to vote in a presidential

election in her adult lifetime, and after taking her daughter’s temperature

one more time (it was 100.1), she rushed off to the polls. When she got to the

polling booths however, she could see from the length of the line that it

would be at least two hours before she could cast her ballot. Despite her con-

cerns about her daughter’s flu, Sally decides to stay in line to vote. Voting is

that important to her. Rational or irrational?

ANDREA, who is 21, is not interested in politics, but she has been ha-

rassed by all her friends so much that she decides to vote. As she waits in line

to cast her ballot, Andrea doesn’t know what to do, because she has no pref-

erences amongst the candidates or parties. When she finally gets in the vot-

ing booth, she reads the names of the candidates and tries to figure out which

one “feels better.” She remembers that one of the candidates had a more sin-

cere, reassuring smile than the other. She votes for the candidate with the

better smile. Rational or irrational?

A LARGE WEALTHY COUNTRY prides itself on being a “democracy.”

For the past fifty years, polls show that a clear majority of the citizens have

been in favor of universal health coverage. Despite that, the country’s leg-

islature has not passed any of the numerous proposed laws that would have

created universal health coverage. The citizens continue to pride them-

selves on being members of a “democracy.” Rational or irrational?

When we say someone makes a “rational” decision, we mean that in

our opinion they have made the right decision, and that they first thought

about the problem (by implication this takes time), using logic and evidence.
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When we say someone has acted “irrationally,” we mean that they have made

a bad decision through a kind of self-contradiction (acting contrary to their

knowledge or professed objectives). 

We say of those who have acted irrationally that they have “weren’t

thinking,” “were thoughtless,” “didn’t think it through,” or “didn’t think

straight” (or sometimes we just ask ourselves, astonished, “What were they

thinking?”). Underlying our conception of irrationality is the conviction that

people could have made the right decision. If you make a bad decision purely

out of ignorance, strictly speaking that is not irrational — you just didn’t

know better. Academics say that such decisions have been made under con-

ditions of “bounded rationality” (meaning limited rationality, due to a limited

access to perfect information). Scholars who focus on bounded rationality

argue that we are generally as rational as we can be, given our limited knowl-

edge, so we shouldn’t use the term “irrationality” at all.

Irrationality is thus an inherently paradoxical concept, because it sug-

gests that sometimes we choose the wrong answer when the right answer is

within our grasp. The philosopher Donald Davidson has demonstrated that

we can lose ourselves in semantic riddles when we try to define irrationality

because, theoretically, it shouldn’t exist. Why would we ever do the wrong

thing if it was really our intention to do the right thing? It is very hard to

come up with an example of pure irrationality. 

Consider the example of Sam, an alcoholic man who continues to drink

even though it is apparent that drink is destroying his life. Is Sam’s alco-

holism “irrational”? If we learn that Sam has made numerous, unsuccessful

efforts to stop drinking, then it becomes clear that it would be unfair to ac-

cuse Sam of irrationality (perhaps he is weak-willed, but certainly not irra-

tional). It is not irrational to succumb to an irresistible compulsion, no more

than it would be irrational to contract a serious disease.

Irrationality is always in the eye of the beholder. We call someone ir-

rational when we can see that their actions contain some element of self-con-

tradiction, but the person who is accused of irrationality must either be

unaware of that irrationality (otherwise, they would stop) or they must be

acting under some sort of compulsion.

When we use the term “irrationality” in politics what we really

mean is “different rationality.” People are motivated by different rea-

soning systems and different objectives. Most people follow a social ra-

tionality (partisan loyalty) in politics but when questioned will pretend
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to be following an abstract, theoretical rationality. I will distinguish these

two types of rationality by referring to the first as social rationality and the

second as abstract rationality. 

Political irrationality is usually a matter of social rationality mas-

querading as abstract rationality. Most of the time we blindly follow the

party line (social rationality) but pretend that we are servants of logical truth

(abstract rationality). 

In the final analysis, is such behavior rational or irrational? Strangely,

one cannot say. In fact, it is rational from one perspective but irrational from

another. I use the term “political irrationality” to describe such behavior

because I deem it irrational to act out of instinct and pretend that you are act-

ing out of reflection. 

However, I must concede that those I accuse of political irrationality

are, from another perspective, completely rational. Such individuals prefer

social rationality, which is easy and fun, to abstract rationality, which is dif-

ficult and dangerous. 

In all disputes, so much as there is of passion, so 

much there is of nothing to the purpose; for then 

reason, like a bad hound, spends upon a false scent,

and forsakes the question first started. 

— Sir Thomas Browne, Religio Medici

Emotion. What about emotion? The pundits are now prone to observe,

for example, that a given campaign advertisement was carefully crafted to

evoke emotions (for example, Hillary Clinton’s famous “middle-of-the-night-

phone-call” advertisement was interpreted as an appeal to fear).

Emotion is thus popularly connected with irrationality, but this is

a mistake. When we say that someone has made an “emotional” deci-

sion, what we really mean is that they have made a bad decision under

the influence of a momentary surge of emotion. One might conclude

from this everyday understanding that a good, “rational” decision is one

which is devoid of emotion. 

However, contemporary neuroscience has revealed that all human

decisions have some emotional content. As we go through the day our

experiences transpire over a background hum of emotion, what psy-

chologists call “affect,” sometimes referred to as the “faint whisper of
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emotion.” The general tenor of this hum, either positive or negative, re-

flects our disposition to take positive or negative decisions. We tend to

do things that make us feel good and refrain from doing things that make

us feel bad.

Because of this, it is sometimes said that our emotions not only pre-

cede but determine our decisions. In other words, it is suggested that our

emotions make decisions for us but that our rational, conscious mind takes

the credit. 

This is probably somewhat of an over-simplification, given recent re-

search which indicates that our brain makes decisions as much as ten sec-

onds before our consciousness becomes aware of the decision. It may that

emotions don’t drive decisions, but rather signal them.11 Emotions may be

harbingers of decisions that have already been sub-consciously made and

are about to be brought to conscious awareness. Rather than driving our de-

cisions, emotions may serve a role in activating our conscious awareness to

deal with decisions that require immediate action

In either case, it is clear that the human brain mechanisms for emotion

and decision-making are closely-linked. When those parts of the brain that

regulate emotion are damaged by injury or tumor, the patient may lose the

ability to make any decisions at all. Neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux discov-

ered the dual role of the brain area known as the amygdala in generating

emotions and making decisions.12 He observed that patients who had suf-

fered injury to the amygdala lost all sense of the significance of events. One

man, whose amygdala had been surgically removed, lost interest in human

contact, forgot the faces of his friends and even his mother, failed to react to

her anguish, and withdrew into a passive, hermetic existence. We need our

emotions in order to act at all. 

Strictly speaking, therefore, it is just as possible to come to a good emo-

tional decision as a bad one. The reason for our popular misunderstanding

is that we are all familiar with what author Daniel Goleman refers to as an

“emotional hijacking,” an extreme emotional event. Certain emotions, par-

ticularly anger and hatred, predictably lead to negative social consequences.

Emotional outbursts have given emotion an undeservedly bad name.

Although our everyday confusion of emotion with irrationality is un-

derstandable, we must be more precise here. Any “rational” political decision,

like an “irrational” one, is associated with some level of underlying emotion, so

it makes no sense to simply disparage “emotional” political thinking. 



However, on a common-sense level, we are probably right to suspect

that strong political emotions correlate with political irrationality. Not all

emotions are created equal.

It is as healthy to enjoy sentiment as to enjoy jam. 

— G.K. Chesterton, “On Sentiment”

Wise Emotions / Foolish Emotions. Clearly, emotions have a major

impact on our decision-making, including our political decision-making. On

the whole, is this a good thing or a bad thing? Should we fight, resist or sus-

pect our own emotions, or should we “go with the flow,” trusting their intu-

itive wisdom?

Modern science has revealed that our emotions can be wiser than our

conscious mind. Swiss psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer, who has studied the

accuracy of intuitive reactions, provides an explanation. By using rules of

thumb, combined with the evolved capacities of the human brain to handle

social interactions, we are able to make much quicker choices than if we ra-

tionally calculated every action. Emotions enable us to make decisions speed-

ily, without having to tabulate all relevant data.13

Our conscious mind represents an extremely-focused filtering of all

the millions of possible sensations, memories and thoughts which are per-

petually buzzing in our brain. We would never get anything done if we

weren’t able to exclude the vast majority of brain activity from our ordinary

consciousness. However, much of that subconscious information can still be

relevant to a given decision that we face. Emotions are one of the ways that

our subconscious mind uses to communicate with our consciousness. It

therefore makes a lot of sense to pay attention to your feelings.

When we suddenly say, “I’ve got a bad feeling about this,” we are

admitting, in effect, that our conscious, rational mind has gotten us into

a predicament that our subconscious, emotional mind recognizes as dan-

gerous. Gigerenzer believes that in such cases you should definitely heed

your emotional warnings (get the heck out of there), because your subcon-

scious mind is probably working faster and more efficiently than your

rational mind.

Does that mean, therefore, that it is all right for citizens to react emo-

tionally to politicians? If we simply like one politician more than another,
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* I do not wish to deny the insights of thinkers such as political scientist

George Marcus (2000, 2003), who has written persuasively as regards

the potential for emotional wisdom in politics. However, I am not con-

vinced that such potential is commonly realized. Emotional wisdom in

politics is the exception rather than the rule. We are most likely to find

it in those contexts that most resemble those of our evolutionary history,

i.e., small group dynamics.

perhaps that is enough. Perhaps we should accept that our emotional at-

traction reflects a deep, intuitive wisdom, even in cases where we are un-

able to draw any rational distinction between the candidates?

Consider, for example, that psychologists have discovered that the

human face generates thousands of different “micro-expressions,” fleeting

gestures that are usually not perceived by others at the conscious level (un-

less they receive special training), but which are excellent indicators of

whether someone is lying or not.14 This explains why we sometimes are able

to sense that someone is not being honest with us, though we cannot say

what aroused our suspicions. When citizens react emotionally to a political

figure, perhaps they are actually performing a highly-accurate but subcon-

scious analysis of the candidate’s facial micro-expressions? Perhaps the feel-

ings of emotional trust generated by some politicians are an accurate

reflection of their political integrity?

I will argue that on the whole emotional reactions to political figures

are not wise, because they are so heavily conditioned by pre-existing parti-

san bias. It is hard to imagine now what else, other than bias, could have

prompted Democratic voters to cheer enthusiastically for Dukakis or Mon-

dale, or Republicans to root fervently for Ford or Dole. Emotions can be

genuine, but they can also be manufactured, manipulated, feigned and coun-

terfeited. Emotions can be wise, but they can also be astoundingly stupid.

If voters are such wonderful intuitive analysts of candidates’ facial ges-

tures and other non-verbal communication, how is it that Americans elected

Richard Nixon to an overwhelming landslide victory in 1972? Nixon’s face

was such a twitchy, quivering, sweating, conflicted mask of repressed dis-

honesty that the sobriquet “Tricky Dick” was nothing if not inevitable.

America would never have bought a used car from Dick Nixon, but they

voted for him by the tens of millions. 

In many important areas of life, you should definitely trust your emo-

tions. Politics is not one of those areas.*

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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The heart errs like the head; its errors are not any the less

fatal, and we have more trouble getting free of them

because of their sweetness. — Anatole France, Little Pierre

Fear and Loathing. There are two sets of emotional responses that

merit our special concern — those associated with fear and loathing. Human

beings have evolved an extraordinary touchiness when it comes to the sen-

sation of fear. We are guilty of “over-fearing” and “mis-fearing.” We fear the

wrong things (insignificant risks) too much, and the right things (serious

dangers) not enough. 

Take the example of my old friend, Irrational Sam. Sam, who was an

alcoholic in my last example, is not what you would call “a big health fiend.”

On weekends, Sam likes to go out to Brighton Beach, where he sits on a

towel all day smoking cigarettes and eating donuts. Sam never goes swim-

ming because he has been terrified of shark attacks ever since he saw the

movie “Jaws” in 1976. Ever since 9/11 Sam has refused to travel to any for-

eign beaches because he fears terrorist incidents. Actuarial statistics can con-

clusively prove that Sam faces a much greater risk of mortality from

cigarettes and donuts than from a shark attack in Brooklyn or a terrorist

bombing in Cancun, but Sam won’t listen. Sam is guilty of over-fearing (he’s

too afraid of sharks and terrorists) and mis-fearing (he’s not sufficiently

afraid of cigarettes and donuts). Most Americans, like Sam, have more to

fear from a donut than from a terrorist, but our emotional perceptions are

different. The terrorist and the shark are made to look scary, while the

donuts look so soft and inviting (especially Krispy Kremes, dear reader; but

resist their siren call — they’re dangerous).

Politicians and political parties learned long ago to exploit our extreme

susceptibility to fear. They learned that this technique works best if the ob-

ject of terror is presented to us in a vivid, frightening way (as in “Jaws,” or

the endless documentaries on 9/11). Instilling fear is one of the basic tools of

the propagandist, as in Nazi Hermann Goering’s famous formulation: 

Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of

the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being

attacked, and denounce the peacemakers for lack of patriotism and

exposing the country to danger. It works the same in any country.
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It has been persuasively argued by one psychologist that American

politicians and the media routinely act as “fear brokers” who try to flip our

“paranoia switch.”15 Republicans foment fear of terrorism to support legis-

lation which restricts civil liberties, while Democrats rightly denounce this

fear-mongering — and strive mightily to replace it with terror of climate

change. One of the worst things about the paranoia switch is that (once

flipped) it tends to stay on. Irrational fears can persist for a very long time,

as any adult knows who has ever had to descend alone into a dark basement

(I still won’t do it).

Recently-published research indicates that conservatives may be more

physiologically-sensitive to fearful imagery than liberals. A group of research

volunteers was tested to see how easily they startled when exposed to stim-

uli such as loud noises or frightening images. The people who were most

easily-frightened also tended to endorse the most conservative political po-

sitions. While this result might cheer my liberal colleagues (or at least make

them feel relatively brave), partisans should in general be cautious about

celebrating scientific “victories.” A we will see, there is enough irrationality

to go around, and no one escapes unscathed. Let us not be too quick to con-

clude that “your irrationality is bigger than my irrationality.”

While conservatism may correlate with fearfulness and hence with

greater susceptibility to propaganda, it does not follow that liberals are im-

mune from political fear-mongering. Moreover, there are other psychologi-

cal studies which suggest that conservatives’ fearfulness may not be such a

bad thing — it also correlates with a significantly higher degree of reported

life happiness. For the past 30 years, American conservatives have enjoyed

a “happiness gap” over liberals, with the discrepancy widest between ex-

treme conservatives (48 percent of whom reported themselves to be very

happy) and moderate liberals (only 22 percent of whom reported themselves

to be very happy).16

It may be that the fearfulness (and the need for structure and tradi-

tionalism) that seems to mark the conservative predisposition compels con-

servatives to structure safer, more well-ordered lives than their free-wheeling

liberal counterparts. Alternatively, the happiness edge may result from the

fact that American conservatives are more likely to be white and wealthy,

and therefore to benefit from racial and class privilege than liberals, who are

more likely to come from ethnic minorities or the lower economic strata.
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Are conservatives happy, rich cowards, while liberals are brave, poor

grouches? Leaving that complex debate to more partisan scribblers, I will

conclude here only that both liberals and conservatives are too susceptible

to fear-based political brainwashing.

Loathing, or political hatred, is even more dangerous than fear because

it so often has been the precursor to crimes against humanity. As witnessed

most recently in Rwanda and Darfur, genocide begins with a dehumanizing

contempt for the enemy. Even on the smallest, subtlest scale, such emotions

are rightly to be feared.

The hatred that opposing partisans felt for the presidencies of Bill Clin-

ton and George W. Bush, for example, can hardly be interpreted as an ex-

pression of the “wisdom of gut feelings.” Even when it comes sincerely from

the gut, hatred is rarely wise.

Two Ways of Thinking: Fast/Emotional and Slow/rational

What is the hardest task in the world? 

To think.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson, Journals, 1836

The human brain continually uses two different modes of thinking, a

fast mode (intuitive and emotional) and a slow mode (reasoning). By con-

vention, psychologists refer to these as System 1 (fast, easy, intuitive, emo-

tional) and System 2 (slow, difficult, rational).17

System 1 — The fast way of thinking was inherited from our ancient

ancestors (hence, it is sometimes referred to as our “reptilian brain”), and is

popularly associated with our limbic system. System 1 is always turned-on

and ready for action. Its lightning speed allows us to interact with our com-

plex environment in real time. All large animals share some kind of System

1 capacity because it is so useful. If one of your prehistoric ancestors came

across a tiger, System 1 got your progenitor safely up into a tree long before

System 2 had a clue as to what was going on. System 1 is extremely fast, but

that virtue is also its vice — because System 1 has a nasty habit of coming

to hasty, erroneous decisions. System 1 is also sometimes quite thick-headed.

Thus System 1 quickly acquires new habits, bad as well as good, but then re-

fuses to budge from them.
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Our core political problem is that most of our political thinking is gov-

erned by System 1, the realm of intuition and emotion, while we all pretend

that it is subject to System 2, the realm of logic. 

System 2 — The slower type of thinking, reason, is uniquely human.

Our evolutionary siblings, chimpanzees, might have a little capacity for it,

but no other species on the planet has anything like the System 2 capacity

that humans possess. System 2 processes occupy the neo-cortex, the surface

layer of brain tissue which was the last part of the brain to develop in evo-

lutionary time. 

System 2 is conscious, deliberate, methodical, and requires a huge

amount of effort (which is why we are so lazy about using it). Using System

2 is just plain hard work. System 2 is good at doing things like solving algebra

problems, making sense of Ikea assembly instructions, or organizing a wed-

ding — things we would rather not do. Since System 2 is so onerous a form

of cognition, we only call it into play when absolutely necessary. There has to

be some message from the environment telling us that it’s time to rev up the

Brainiac. Usually this message comes from System 1, when it finds itself in

dire straits. A sense of anxiety, urgency or panic coming from System 1 is like

the Commissioner’s call to Batman — “We need you now, masked avenger!” 

System 2 likes to think that it controls System 1, but this is wildly un-

realistic, as anyone knows who has ever tried to quit smoking, stick to a diet,

or fulfill some other such “New Year’s resolution.” Most of us conceive of our

rational brain as a kind of CEO in charge of our life. We believe that orders

issued by the CEO (e.g., “put down that beer,” “close the fridge”) will be

followed. However, a better analogy is proposed by psychologist Jonathan

Haidt, who likens the rational brain to an ineffectual jockey riding on the

back of an unruly elephant. The jockey likes to think it is in control, but in

reality the emotional elephant tramples anywhere it pleases.

Despite the rational brain’s hubris, our lives are largely ruled by the un-

conscious urges and impulses of the intuitive brain and it would be naïve to

think it could be otherwise. System 1 was there first and is never going to go

away. We are all basically animals and a healthy System 1 allows us to ex-

press our natural animal vitality. That’s a good thing, because all enjoyment

of life depends on System 1. As we saw with the patient who suffered dam-

age to his amygdala, life without System 1 isn’t worth living. Thus the great
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skeptical philosopher David Hume keenly observed, “We speak not strictly

and philosophically when we talk of the combat of passion and reason. Rea-

son is, and ought only to be, the slave of the passions, and can never pretend

to any other office than to serve and obey them.”

We arrive at our political opinions through System 1 processes but,

like the self-deluding jockey on the back of the unruly elephant, we pretend

that it was System 2 that came up with our political philosophy. In truth,

when we bring System 2 into play it is usually to help defend the initial posi-

tions taken by the System 1 elephant.

kahneman-Tversky:

Towards a Psychology of Political Stupidity

Thought is not a gift to man, but a 

laborious, precarious and volatile 

acquisition. — Jose Ortega y Gasset, 

“In Search of Goethe from Within”

Princeton psychologist Daniel Kahneman won a 2002 Nobel Prize for

his systematic exploration of the “susceptibility to erroneous intuitions of in-

telligent, sophisticated, and perceptive individuals.” Kahneman’s research is

unique in the extent of its dual impact on both psychology and economics.

Working with long-term partner Amos Tversky of Stanford, Kahneman’s

“heuristics and biases” model of thinking transformed our modern view of

human mental fallibility. Although initially derided by one American philoso-

pher as offering nothing more than a “psychology of stupidity,” the Kahne-

man-Tversky research has been extremely influential, earning thousands of

academic citations and helping create a thriving new academic field known

as behavioral economics. 

People (even smart ones) are predictably stupid under certain condi-

tions. Kahneman and Tversky sought to precisely chart those situations in

which System 2, the reasoning system, failed to correct gross errors made

by System 1. Their approach is often referred to as the “heuristics and bi-

ases” school of psychology. “Heuristics” are quick-and-speedy rules of

thumb that System 1 relies on automatically. By definition, heuristics usu-

ally work, and if they don’t, we are supposed to have System 2 standing by

to let us know. System 1 is always guessing but it gets a pretty good num-
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ber of its guesses correct, so we humans have a developed the lazy habit of

believing in our guesses even when a moment’s reflection would tell us that

they are way off. We know that System 2 is smart enough to help us out,

but it is puzzlingly inert in many situations.18 Kahneman was the senior

member of the team (and poignantly, the only one to receive the Nobel,

Tversky having passed away of cancer in 1996). Let’s set the scene for their

revolutionary accomplishments.

When Kahneman graduated from Tel Aviv University in 1951 with a

B.A. in psychology and began his military service, he was surprised to find

that his college degree made him the top-trained psychologist in the Israeli

army. At 21, he was assigned to a unit conducting psychological testing for

officer recruitment. 

Kahneman was disturbed by the feedback concerning the reliability of

the officer recommendations made by his personnel team. The statistics showed

no correlation between his team’s predictions and actual officer performance in

the field. The officer-screening mechanism was useless. In retrospect, this

should not be surprising, since the Israelis evaluated officer capacity in a bizarre

fashion inherited from the British Army. Each group of officer candidates was

told to find a way to transport a telephone pole over an eight-foot high barrier

without touching the barrier. The candidates’ response to this challenge was

carefully observed, recorded and analyzed, and officer recommendations were

formulated accordingly. It was assumed that candidates who were brilliant in

organizing telephone-pole transport would prove equally effective in combat.

No one ever thought to challenge this basic assumption, which was sadly mis-

taken. The Israeli army was not frequently called upon to attack the enemy

with telephone poles.

Kahneman was forced to accept the disconcerting fact that the army

would be better off without his personnel team’s “expertise.” He was fur-

ther struck by the fact that the proof received from the field did not lead to

any elimination or revision of the process. The personnel team ignored the

feedback and the army continued choosing officers on the basis of telephone-

pole acumen. Kahneman realized this was highly illogical and later consid-

ered it the first “cognitive illusion” he had discovered.

When the army finally assigned Kahneman the task of coming up

with a better way of screening candidates, Kahneman’s reading brought

him to Paul Meehl’s classic 1954 monograph, “Clinical versus statistical

prediction.”
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Meehl’s meta-study established that simple statistical tabulations were

generally superior to the intuitions of clinical experts such as doctors or psy-

chologists. Meehl’s findings have now been accepted by the medical com-

munity, although your family doctor may still diagnose you on the basis of

his or her personal wisdom (the worse for your health). Were our doctors to

reveal the truth it would spoil the shamanic aura surrounding their diag-

noses, which may have a powerful placebo effect. However, if your doctor

is following current medical orthodoxy, he or she should be running through

a standard mental checklist — called a decision tree — for any suspected

diagnosis. Like pilots trained to rely on instruments rather than on intuitions

of what the sky looks like, good doctors should pay greater heed to the out-

come of the clinical tabulations than to their own intuition. 

Meehl’s findings were published at a time when “expert opinion” was

revered and unquestioned, particularly in medicine. The top of the medical

pyramid was occupied by eminent physicians who had spent their lifetimes

relying on their intuitions and had come to believe that their unchallenged

“expert opinions” were the most reliable predictors of medical outcomes.

Meehl established that expert opinion was not only surprisingly stupid, the

experts had no idea how bad they were. In areas as diverse as brain trauma

diagnosis, psychiatric triage, criminal parole predictions, and even college

admissions, the so-called “experts” routinely over-estimated their predictive

accuracy, which was consistently inferior to that achieved by simple statis-

tical methods. This was pretty shocking. No one wanted to believe that a

“shopping list” could be smarter than a brain surgeon, but that is what the

data suggested.

Taking Meehl’s conclusions to heart, Kahneman tried to implement a

screening mechanism based on a simple questionnaire. This enraged his per-

sonnel team, the members of which felt reduced to the role of automatons.

Kahneman negotiated a compromise — the personnel team could add their

own subjective analyses — after considering the statistical tabulation of re-

sponses to the questionnaire. Reassuringly, Kahneman found that this last

method produced the highest predictive correlation. In other words, it was

only by forcing his personnel team to make use of both intuition and reason

that he was able to arrive at the best results.

Later, as a young psychology professor, Kahneman began to experi-

ment with a research methodology he called a “psychology of single ques-

tions.” He learned the technique from Walter Mischel, whose research was



* Were it not for his untimely death, Tversky would doubtless have shared the

Nobel podium with his old friend Danny. Fittingly, Kahneman devoted a

portion of his Nobel lecture to a eulogy for Tvsersky, in which he recol-

lected their collaboration movingly:

“Amos was often described by people who knew him as the smartest

person they knew. He was also very funny, with an endless supply of jokes

appropriate to every nuance of a situation. In his presence, I became funny

as well, and the result was that we could spend hours of solid work in con-

tinuous mirth.”

The dynamic duo’s working method validates the Nietzschean motto

that the greatest work is produced in the highest spirits. 
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based on asking children such simple questions as, “You can have this lol-

lipop (a small one) today or that lollipop (a large one) tomorrow — which

do you choose?” Kahneman was greatly impressed that the childrens’ an-

swers to such simple questions had a very high correlation with psycholog-

ical traits and life outcomes (chidren who are willing to wait for the larger

lollipop show greater ability to delay gratification, and they do better in

school and in life).

Kahneman had now discovered a theme worthy of a life’s work (human

cognitive illusions) and a methodology (single questions asked to groups).

All that this combustible mixture needed was a spark, and that was provided

by Amos Tversky, Kahneman’s junior colleague. Kahneman and Tversky

were a great example of that wonderfully irrational human phenomenon,

the team that is stronger than the sum of its parts. Although both researchers

had successful independent careers, publishing numerous papers separately,

none of their independent work came close to matching the success of the

dozen papers they published together (their 1979 article on prospect theory

in Econometrica is the most-cited article in economics history, impressive for

a couple of psychologists).*

Part of the great popular appeal of the Kahneman–Tversky research

program is that it was based on the “psychology of simple questions” — so

the average reader can easily follow the argument (not so easy with Ein-

stein’s theory of special relativity). Let us try a few of the classic questions

ourselves, as an introduction to the world of cognitive bias.



TEST YOur I.Q. (IrraTIONaLITY QuOTIENT)

1) a bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. 

The bat costs $1 more than the ball. how much does the ball cost?

Most people answer “10 cents,” which is clearly wrong if you think

about it for more than ten seconds. The correct answer is: the ball costs a

nickel. If you answered incorrectly, don’t feel bad — more than half of a

group of Princeton students got the answer wrong as well. Why are we so

dumb when it comes to such a simple question? In Kahneman’s words: “The

respondents offered their responses without checking. People are not ac-

customed to thinking hard and are often content to trust a plausible judg-

ment that comes quickly to mind.” Since $1.10 divides neatly into $1.00 and

ten cents, respondents leaped to this “obvious answer,” though it was incor-

rect. Kahneman theorized that such errors derive from the “availability”

heuristic — we rely on a mental shortcut to choose answers from the most

obvious (available) options. 

Kahneman has amusingly illustrated a variant of the availability bias

called the “anchoring bias.” When asked to estimate anything numerically,

we have a tendency to over-rely (to “anchor”) on any number that has re-

cently been suggested to us, regardless of its relevance. Kahneman asks an

audience to think of the last four digits of their social security number, and

then asks them to estimate the number of physicians living in New York

City. To a remarkable and entirely illogical extent, people’s subsequent esti-

mates of the number of New York physicians correlated with the last four

digits of their own social security number (this even held true when the au-

dience was composed of math teachers). Numbers hold a mystical sway over

the human brain and it appears we are frighteningly suggestible when it

comes to arguments based on data, even when the data is irrelevant. The

implications for political propaganda are obvious. Next time you hear a po-

litical candidate quoting statistics, beware the anchoring bias.

2) Tom is an individual chosen randomly from the american 

population. he has been described as follows: “interested in politics,

likes to participate in debates, and is eager to appear in the media.”

From the following options, what is the most likely profession for Tom?
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* I can’t tell if you answered question 3 correctly unless you send me a re-

cent picture.

a. Congressman

b. Salesman

Since there are hundreds of thousands of salesmen in America, while

there are only 435 Congresspersons (and only 370 Congressmen), it should

be obvious that there is a much greater likelihood that Tom is a salesman

than a congressman. However, a large majority of respondents choose A.

(Congressman) as the correct answer. Why? 

Kahneman refers to the cause as the representativeness heuristic —

most people chose the group which seemed most representative of Tom’s per-

sonality (he sounds like a Congressmen) instead of choosing the group to

which he had a greater probability of belonging. People gave the right answer,

but to the wrong question. They asked themselves how similar the portrait of

Tom was to their mental picture of an average Congressman (a simple ques-

tion, easily handled by System 1), instead of asking themselves what were

the relative proportions of Congressmen and salesmen in the general popu-

lation (which is a tiny bit harder, and requires us to fire up System 2).

3) how would you rate your personal 

attractiveness — above or below average?

If you answered “above average,” it could be that you look like Brad

Pitt or Angelina Jolie, but the research suggests you would answer the same

way even if you looked like Prince Charles or Camilla. In general, people are

wildly over-optimistic and over-confident when it comes to their own per-

sonal qualities. Obviously, by definition 50% of all people must be below av-

erage in looks, intelligence, sense of humor, kindness, education, and

athleticism, but few people care to admit membership in the lower category.

If you answered questions 1 and 2 above correctly,* you may be a

highly-rational exception to the general public (or you were smart enough

to figure out that the context of the questions demanded a counter-intuitive

answer). Whatever your personal case, most of your fellow citizens are

highly-susceptible to these kinds of errors. What are we to make of this?

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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Politics: The Land of Bias

Where misunderstanding serves others 

as an advantage, one is helpless to make 

oneself understood. — Lionel Trilling

1. The “Ego” Biases: Sources of Political Irrationality

The essential driver of political bias is our need to boost and protect our

fragile human ego. One writer refers to the constellation of ego-related bi-

ases as our “vain brain”:19

“Lake Wobegon Effect” (also referred to as “over-confidence bias”

and “self-serving bias”) — This is the tendency to overestimate our own

achievements and capabilities in relation to others, immortalized in fic-

tional Lake Wobegon’s pride that it is a town where “all the children are

above average.” This classic bit of humor from radio-land anticipated psy-

chological research. People generally rank themselves as far above aver-

age, regardless of the criterion. Thus, 80% of respondents rated themselves

in the top 30% of all drivers. When high school students were asked to

rate their own ability to “get along with others,” less than one percent rated

themselves as below average, while one-fourth rated themselves in the top

one percent (either proving something about the ubiquity of unjustified

self-esteem, or demonstrating that our young people are even worse at

math than we feared). 

When a group of adult men were asked to rank themselves as either

above or below average in athletic ability, not a single respondent ranked

himself below average. The Lake Wobegon effect helps explain why Amer-

ican politicians always refer to America as the “greatest country in the world”

— any less than that would seem distinctly below average. 

The over-optimistic bias is characteristic of all healthy humans and

does us more good than harm. Clinical depressives are less subject to the

over-confidence bias than the rest of us, but their rationality has been pur-

chased at too high a price — a happy life. In politicians and partisans, on the

other hand, we see a case of the optimistic bias on steroids, a ridiculous hy-

pertrophy of confidence and certainty in the face of contrary evidence. A

candidate twenty points down in the polls on the eve of the election always

assures his supporters that victory is still certain. Under these circumstances,

rationality would seem cowardly. 
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Vast over-confidence has become a mandatory characteristic for polit-

ical candidates. Is this rational? We select from the general population those

people who are most afflicted with excessive personal optimism and self-

love, then we entrust these brazen souls with the key to the treasury and

command of the armed forces. The rest, as the saying goes, is history.

Political partisans, like rabid sports fans, are especially prone to wish-

ful thinking. Republican voters expect and anticipate Republican victo-

ries, regardless of what the polls say, while Democrats are sure of the

contrary. Over-optimism becomes progressively more pronounced

amongst the more zealous.

As Paul Meehl first demonstrated, the so called “experts” are even

more disturbingly prone to overconfidence bias than the rest of us. While

Meehl’s research focused on doctors, psychologists and social workers, po-

litical scientist Philip Tetlock extended the findings to a group of “political

experts,” who were asked to give opinions on the expected outcomes of var-

ious political scenarios. 

Tetlock compared the predictive accuracy of the political experts with

a theoretical “monkey” who would randomly pick answers from a short list

of possibilities. In Tetlock’s analysis, the combat between man and simian

yielded a tie, suggesting that political experts had little to feel smug about

(although the theoretical monkey was probably quite pleased). Despite

their comeuppance, the political experts maintained a towering confidence

in their own abilities. Remember this the next time an “expert” gives you his

or her “professional” opinion. Many Americans fear that direct democracy

would take government away from the experts, the “policy wonks” who

run Washington. Tetlock’s research suggests that the citizenry should also

be wary of the wonks.20

Self-serving bias is a variant of over-confidence bias: it refers to the

tendency to interpret events in a way which is most soothing for our egos.

While overconfidence bias is rooted in an excessive optimism toward the fu-

ture, self-serving bias allows us to view the past and present through ego-

tistically rose-tinted glasses. Our memory is a willing conspirator of the

self-serving bias. Psychologists have established that we constantly re-write

and over-write our memories in order to make ourselves look and feel bet-

ter. In the political sphere, self-serving bias leads partisans to write com-

pletely different histories of the same events. For liberals, the Reagan era
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was marked by disastrous budget deficits and the corruption of the Savings

& Loan crisis and the Iran-Contra affair. For conservatives, Reagan made

America feel good again and he defeated communism in his spare time, be-

tween naps. American politics has two, parallel histories — red and blue —

and no one can finally say which is right.

Partisan Bias: The Un-Wisdom of Teams — Partisan bias is the ex-

tension of self-serving bias and overconfidence bias into the world of groups

and teams. Partisan bias is the most important source of irrational political

behavior. As soon as we feel we belong to a group, we begin to view that

group as superior to other groups. It is so easy to elicit partisan bias that

psychologists have proposed the existence of “implicit partisanship” — a

hard-wired human predisposition to take sides and then prefer that side. 

If people are shown a list of names and asked to study it for as briefly

as a few minutes, they develop a preference for the names on the list and

consider them superior to other names.21 If a group of students is told that

they are being randomly assigned to one of two teams to watch a taped bas-

ketball game, the students immediately develop a clear preference for their

assigned team and later will argue that the referee was unfairly calling fouls

against their team.22

If a group of people are told that they will be assigned to Group A or

Group B according to a coin toss, they begin to prefer their group even be-

fore they are sure they are assigned to it. Those to whom it has been merely

hinted that they may have been assigned to Group B begin nonetheless to

express a clear preference for the members of B and a belief that B is gen-

erally superior to Group A.

While the existence of the partisan bias has been confirmed by recent

research, it has long been apparent to perceptive observers of political ar-

gument. Thus Socrates noted (in Plato’s Phaedo): “The partisan, when he is

engaged in a dispute, cares nothing about the rights of the question, but is

anxious only to convince his hearers of his own assertions.”

Bandwagon effect — Also popularly known as the “herd instinct,” this

term is based on the observation that people tend to follow the crowd, even

when the crowd is doing something irrational (drinking poisoned Kool-Aid,

for example, or buying a thong bathing suit). The bandwagon effect is the

broad social manifestation of the human desire to conform. Human beings
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desire so desperately to conform that they will engage in clearly irrational ac-

tivity. In one of the most famous experiments in the history of psychology,

Stanley Milgram found it disturbingly easy to induce ordinary citizens to

torture a human research subject with electric shocks (the citizens wanted

to conform to the experimental context).23

In politics, the bandwagon effect is absolutely crucial and all cam-

paign managers rack their brains trying to figure out how to induce it

amongst the electorate at just the right time. We can observe the band-

wagon effect lurch predictably into operation every four years, just after

the first presidential primaries — in the sudden snowballing of support for

the early winners.

2. Confirmation bias: the motor of political irrationality 

Like an Iago of the political soul, the confirmation bias should be cast

as the evil culprit of this book. The “confirmation bias” is the human ten-

dency to discredit or ignore information which contradicts our beliefs, while

we uncritically adopt information that supports our beliefs. Studies have

demonstrated that people are only open to hearing new information if it con-

firms their previously-held beliefs.

Confirmation bias explains why information-exchange tends always to

strengthen and reinforce our latent biases. The more we learn about politi-

cal issues, the more biased we become. The confirmation bias is thus the

motor of political irrationality. Once we get a tiny bit biased one way or an-

other, the confirmation bias pushes us further and further in that direction.

Increased political awareness and education just ends up making us all more

deeply biased.

In one classic study, a group of pro-death penalty students and a

group of anti-death penalty students evaluated two “opposing” studies on

capital punishment. In fact, the studies were identical, except that they

carried different titles and came to different conclusions. The students

concluded that the study which supported their pre-existing views was

clearly superior in its facts and methodology to the other study, and they

were able to present a number of highly specific examples to support their

evaluations. Since both studies were based on exactly the same informa-

tion, the students’ preference for one study over the other could only be

derived from bias.24
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When we receive mixed information, part of it supporting our views

and part of it contradicting our views, we are attentive to that the part that

supports our views, which we accept as accurate and true, while the part

that contradicts our views barely registers in our consciousness, and if it

does, is quickly explained away. If we are forced to confront a strong argu-

ment, our emotions compel us to find an even stronger rationalization for

our prejudice against it. Each argument we face only reinforces our biases.

The stronger the adversary argument, the more stubbornly we rationalize

our point of view. This is why highly-educated people can be so obnoxiously

opinionated and closed-minded when it comes to politics.

Consider the recent controversy over whether the press is subject to a

liberal or conservative bias. The confirmation bias teaches us that even if par-

tisan voters were provided with perfectly unbiased reporting, indeed even if

they were provided with exactly the same information, their opinions would

still grow further and further apart, driven by the inexorable force of the con-

firmation bias. In politics, we pick and choose what we want to hear and be-

lieve; and we want to go on believing what we already believe.

Once you understand the power of the confirmation bias to make peo-

ple irrationally stubborn in their beliefs, you will begin to see evidence of it

everywhere — even (sigh) in the mirror. Most of us fall prey to the confir-

mation bias every day. The clever reader will have realized by now that if

confirmation bias is really so widespread, it might even have spread to… us. 

Once I had developed the thesis that human beings are systemati-

cally irrational when it comes to politics, I scoured the academic literature

for confirmation and corroboration. I found so much confirmation that I

was greatly comforted — until I had had a chance to fully absorb the im-

plications of the confirmation bias. I was not following my own advice —

to check carefully for disconfirmation. If anybody should avoid falling

into the trap of the confirmation bias — it is someone writing a book chap-

ter about the confirmation bias! All scholars are supposed to know that

one disconfirming study is more valuable than a hundred confirming stud-

ies, because a single disconfirming study can disprove a model, while a

hundred confirming studies may not be sufficient to remove all doubt.

Sadly, in my view, many of the authors in this field have failed to face up

to their own confirmation bias (e.g., Lakoff, Westen, Gore, etc., all of

whom go in search of scientific support for their ideological positions and

then — surprise — find it).
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I have tried to face up to the “confirmation bias challenge” by critiquing

my own biases (admittedly, there are serious philosophical limits to this ap-

proach). I reviewed authors critical of the Kahneman-Tversky model and did

the same for other studies cited in this book. Acting as my own devil’s advo-

cate, I repeatedly asked myself if I was ignoring contrary evidence or rea-

soning. This is the lesson of the confirmation bias, and it is especially relevant

to all political reflection — we have to continually re-examine our beliefs,

making a special effort to be honest with ourselves. If we want to overcome

our own political irrationality, this is our first assignment. The essence of po-

litical rationality is a determination to confront one’s own confirmation bias. 

My own confirmation-bias challenge yielded a greater appreciation of

counter-arguments to my initial thesis (that people are systematically irra-

tional when it comes to politics). Below, I try to summarize the most com-

pelling arguments against my thesis. We should sincerely explore the best

counter-arguments to our own political beliefs.

ThE COuNTEr-arGuMENT

The strongest critique of political irrationality is found

in the daily functioning of a large society. 

The “gut rationality” underlying our instinctive, emo-

tional, herd-like behavior is sufficient to sustain our civi-

lization and even allow it to slowly progress. This

instinctive rationality is the flip side of the coin of political

irrationality; we could call it the “political heuristic.” Polit-

ical irrationality is what you call it when the political heuris-

tic doesn’t work — but most of the time, it does work.

In politics, System 1 is “crazy like a fox.” It doesn’t

waste time and brainpower on political issues that don’t re-

ally matter in our everyday lives. 

Taking the “confirmation-bias challenge” has allowed me to come to a

more nuanced view of political irrationality. Although I still argue that most

of our political thinking is System 1 thinking (and therefore susceptible to

logical error), I must admit our political system functions anyway. 

My point here is that it can function much better.
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Conclusion: Living With Political Irrationality

Yes, man is a highly-reasonable, brain-using

animal. But he also has distinct biological tenden-

cies to act in the most ridiculous, prejudiced, amaz-

ingly asinine ways. He is, quite normally and

naturally, inclined to be childish, suggestible, su-

perstitious, bigoted and downright idiotic about

much of his personal behavior, particularly about

his relations with other people. — Albert Ellis,

with Robert Harper, A Guide to Rational Living in an

Irrational World (1961)

Kahneman and Tversky’s research shows us that we frequently mis-

perceive the world around us. The main causes of our erroneous views are:

1) Habitual Mental Laziness — We resist the effort involved in turn-

ing on System 2, the analytical part of the brain; and 

2) Bias — Our view of the world is warped by self-interest, and that self-

interest is in turn aroused by political partisanship, ideology and patriotism. 

Humans move through life instinctively and emotionally, living (and

dying) by the snap judgment. Most of the time, our intuitive judgments are

correct. System 1 is like a crude but effective auto-pilot, a cruise-control sys-

tem for life that allows us to economize on effort and attention. This allows

brainy System 2 to relax and drowse most of the time. The easiest way to sat-

isfy our laziness and group bias at the same time is to drift along with the

herd, which is what most people do when it comes to politics.

Since most political issues are complex, our mental laziness pro-

vides a strong predisposition toward political bias. Political issues are in-

herently difficult. Bias makes them simple. To achieve true

understanding of a single political issue can be the work of a lifetime.

Alan Greenspan spent fifty years engaged in the intense study of the reg-

ulation of financial markets, only to discover at the end that there were

still a few things left to learn. Thinking about politics is so hard, while

following the herd is so easy. 
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If we are loyal partisans, System 1 takes care of politics for us, and

System 2 can nap all day. The second irresistible virtue of partisan loyalty is

that it promotes social harmony. Our friends are always much happier with

us when we are loyal to the team. Despite these benefits, allegiance to the

herd does have a countervailing drawback. Under certain circumstances,

herds are known to stampede over cliff-sides. The suicidal plunge of the lem-

mings is thus the archetypal symbol of political irrationality.* If you are un-

fortunate enough to be part of a stupid, stampeding herd (global financial

investors prior to 2008, for example), group loyalty may prove to be your

downfall. 

Abstract rationality becomes noticeable when there is a trouble-maker

in the herd. When a Democrat annoys her friends by pointing out the ben-

efits of free trade agreements, or when a Republican irritates his co-work-

ers by arguing that racial bias is pervasive enough to require affirmative

action — we may suspect that someone has been thinking. 

Political rationality is thus doubly taxing. Not only does it require great

effort (thinking is hard), it annoys and worries our friends. People who en-

gage in too much political rationality may find that friends are becoming

scarce. Socrates, for example, was history’s greatest master of impromptu

rationality — which is precisely why the Athenians forced him to drink poi-

son. Socrates’ pesky rationality was so annoying to Athenian society that he

literally talked himself to death. 

Perhaps we should be careful to respect the herd? After all, when the

herd goes in the right direction we have a case of successful political heuristics,

what we might call “gut politics.” Surely it is rational to follow the herd when

they are headed in the right direction? There must be times when gut politics

makes the most sense, while at other times abstract rationality is better.

Some people feel most at home in the heart of the herd (conservatives),

while others are natural loners and outsiders (liberals). Red herds and blue

herds follow different rules. Red herds like to run in tight formation, even when

they’re plunging over the edge of the cliff. Blue herds are more chaotic, with lots

of stragglers, but they, too, plunge regularly over cliff-sides.

In either case, passionate intensity of feeling is the key warning sign

that your political herd is about to lead you astray. Political judgment is most

questionable when it is most passionate. When the herd seems particularly



emotional — whether greedy, frenzied, angry or fearful — take your dis-

tance. Sometimes the passionate herd is correct, but it is not a safe bet. 

Let us return to the examples that opened the chapter:

MARK was the frustrated Hillary fan who crossed party lines to vote

for McCain because he was still fuming that Obama had defeated Hillary.

From the perspective of abstract rationality, Mark’s vote was irrational, be-

cause Hillary’s policies were much closer to Obama’s than to McCain’s.

However, from the perspective of social rationality, Mark’s vote could make

sense if Mark usually hangs out with a crowd of equally insanely-rabid

Hillary supporters (maybe he’s hot for pant-suits and policy vixens). The

intensity of Mark’s passionate support for Hillary was a warning sign that

his final vote might lack abstract rationality. When Hillary accepted Obama’s

nomination to be Secretary of State, Mark felt foolish.

SALLY was the super-patriotic citizen who decided to stay in line to

vote even when she had a sick daughter at home. From the perspective of ab-

stract rationality, Sally was nuts. Sally had no chance of changing the elec-

tion (the Democrat was up thirty points in the polls), but she did have a

small chance of killing her daughter. Even from the perspective of social ra-

tionality, Sally’s vote was irrational. Perhaps she thought her action would

earn praise from her flag-waving peers, but instead they scolded her for

being a careless mom. Sally’s passionate patriotism clouded her maternal

judgment (since I wrote this example, I can report to worried readers that

Sally’s daughter survived anyway).

ANDREA was the clueless young voter who cast her ballot purely on

the basis of a candidate’s smile. From the perspective of abstract rationality,

we can criticize Andrea’s decision to vote at all. What did Andrea think she

was contributing to the public sphere, given her admittedly total ignorance

of politics? However, from the perspective of social rationality, Andrea’s vote

made perfect sense. Now, when her friends ask her if she voted, Andrea can

say, “Yes!” Her friends will congratulate her and they will all happily go out

for drinks in a bar which is too noisy to permit conversation. The media will

wax eloquent about the influx of young voters. Most importantly, Andrea no

longer has to worry about the scorn her friends would have poured on her

if she hadn’t voted. Andrea’s friends are very passionate about voting. Per-
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haps someday they will become equally passionate about acquiring political

knowledge and judgment.

THAT LARGE RICH COUNTRY (the one that went fifty years

without enacting universal health coverage, though the majority of its citi-

zens favored such coverage): This country really should think twice before

it calls itself a “democracy.” From the perspective of abstract rationality, we

cannot accept a country’s claim to democracy when it consistently fails to

heed the desires of the citizenry. On the other hand, from the perspective of

social rationality, this self-flattery is perfectly understandable. If “democ-

racy” is a good thing (we are invariably told that it is), then it makes sense

for citizens to refer to their country as a democracy (whether it is or not), es-

pecially if doing so makes them feel superior to citizens from other coun-

tries. That is why so many countries call themselves democracies when the

obvious reality is that their governance is anything but democratic.

Fortunately for humanity, our penchant for political irrationality is

often attenuated and counter-balanced by the wisdom of gut politics. Oth-

erwise, the world would be in even worse shape than it is today. Some peo-

ple might argue in consequence that political irrationality should simply be

tolerated and accepted as part of human nature. However, as we will see in

the next chapter, political irrationality is far from harmless.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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Chapter 3

War, ruin, Panic: Cases of Irrationality

Dark Truth #3: 

Sometimes, our political irrationality is harmless. 
Unfortunately, the other times include times of war, depression and panic.

The Varieties of Irrational Experience

In reading the history of nations, we find that, like in-

dividuals, they have...their seasons of excitement and

recklessness....Millions of people become simultane-

ously impressed with one delusion, and run after it, till

their attention is caught by some new folly... We see

one nation suddenly seized, from its highest to its low-

est members, with a fierce desire for military glory….

Money, again, has often been a cause of the delusion of

multitudes. Sober nations have all at one become des-

perate gamblers, and risked almost their existence upon

the turn of a piece of paper…. Men, it has been well

said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in

herds, while they recover their senses slowly, and one

by one. — Charles Mackay, Memoirs of Extraordinary

Popular Delusions (1852)

P
olitical irrationality is manifested by all of the players in the political

arena: 

Citizen irrationality — Most people’s political thinking is clouded

by chronic mental laziness and bias. Partisanship magnifies that irrational-
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ity. We should never expect extreme partisans to be fully rational about the

current president, for example. During the George W. Bush administration,

Republican die-hards worshiped the president as an icon of American de-

cency and toughness, while Democrats despised him as a mean-spirited

moron. When Barack Obama achieved electoral victory in 2008 he was

promptly acclaimed as a Messiah of social change by choirs of Democrats;

right-wing Republicans grumbled that he was an effete socialist with Amer-

ica-hating tendencies.

Elite irrationality — Social elites — politicians, “experts,” and busi-

ness leaders — are also susceptible to different forms of irrationality. 

Politicians, like everyone else, tend to believe whatever their self-in-

terest compels them to believe. Inevitably, politicians must choose between

their personal self-interest and the public interest (e.g., should I accept large

campaign contributions from a dirty corporation?). The self-serving struc-

ture of human nature suggests that the politicians will tend to follow their

own self-interest but rationalize their choices as actually being in the citi-

zenry’s interests. Consequently, it would be naïve to expect any other polit-

ical landscape than the one we have —e.g., politicians touting the public

interest while catering, behind closed doors, to the wealthy and powerful. 

“Experts” are particularly subject to overconfidence bias. Economists,

scientists, business leaders and government officials are all very smart peo-

ple who become progressively unused to criticism and self-criticism as their

careers advance. Most of the time, the experts are right; but that’s no help

when they are colossally wrong, as they were in the financial crisis of 2008.

Partisan irrationality — Political parties, like people, strive to project

an appearance of consistency, even when they are really internally-con-

flicted. Since political parties represent diverse interests, they are always

forced to contradict themselves, sooner or later. Republicans, for example,

have always marketed themselves as the party of small government and fis-

cal responsibility. However, Republican presidents like Ronald Reagan and

George W. Bush proved to be military spendthrifts who presided over un-

precedented federal deficits. The Democrats present themselves as the de-

fenders of the poor and the middle-class, but this leads inevitably to conflict.

The poor pay little in taxes while the middle-class pays quite a bit. When

pressed, as in the case of welfare reform in the mid-1990s, the Democrats
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abandon the poor in order to hold on to the middle class — then, of course,

adamantly deny having done so.

National irrationality — There are times in a nation’s history when

the entire populace, or at least the great majority of the populace, becomes

unified in its commitment and dedication to a particular goal or ideal. Un-

fortunately, this national unity has frequently corresponded with the most

extreme irrationality. Several of the horrific genocides of the 20th century

were sustained by patriotic or ethnic unity. One might have hoped that by

now the world would have learned to be wary of patriotism, but it is still ex-

tolled everywhere as the very essence of civic virtue (good news for arms

merchants, at least). 

Bias in action: The War Bias

How good bad music and bad reasons 

sound when one marches against 

an enemy! — Nietzsche, The Dawn (1881)

A “war bias” has been confirmed ad nauseam throughout history, most

recently in Iraq. Although I will refer to it as a single bias, it would be more

accurate to speak of a large group of biases working together. 

The war bias predisposes our national leaders to overestimate the like-

lihood of military victory and to underestimate the possibility of compro-

mise. In an article entitled “Why Hawks Win,” Kahneman observed that

every single one of the cognitive biases discovered in the past forty years fa-

vored “hawks” over “doves.”25

One key bias is the “fundamental attribution error,” the tendency to

attribute bad motives to adversaries even when there is evidence that they

are acting under constraint. Under the sway of the fundamental attribution

error, we rationalize away our own bad actions by attributing them to bad

luck or compulsion, but if other people do bad things to us, we attribute

their actions to bad motives. Kahneman explains how the fundamental at-

tribution error can operate in the pre-war context:

A policymaker or diplomat involved in a tense exchange with

a foreign government is likely to observe a great deal of hostile be-
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havior by that country’s representatives. Some of that behavior may

indeed be the result of deep hostility. But some of it is simply a re-

sponse to the current situation as it is perceived by the other side.

What is ironic is that individuals who attribute others’ behavior to

deep hostility are quite likely to explain away their own behavior

as a result of being “pushed into a corner” by an adversary. The ten-

dency of both sides of a dispute to view themselves as reacting to the

other’s provocative behavior is a familiar feature of marital quar-

rels, and it is found as well in international conflicts.26

In the case of the Iraq invasion, the Bush administration interpreted

Saddam Hussein’s refusal to cooperate with U.N. weapons inspectors as ev-

idence that he had weapons of mass destruction (W.M.D.s). Actually, Sad-

dam Hussein had dismantled his W.M.D. capacities, but left the impression

even amongst his own senior command that he had hidden weaponry. Hus-

sein probably felt that the illusion that he still possessed some weapons

would both intimidate enemies and cower his own people. If so, Hussein

could have thought that a complete show of cooperation with inspectors

would have revealed his deception. Reasonably or not, Hussein may have

felt himself constrained by circumstances to maintain some level of doubt as

to whether he still had W.M.D.s. Falling prey to fundamental attribution

error, the Bush administration took Hussein’s intransigence as a sign of his

determination to keep and eventually use W.M.D. (viz. Condoleezza Rice’s

ominous references to the danger of a mushroom cloud).

The Bush team compounded this error with a large dose of overconfi-

dence bias. In retrospect, Vice President Cheney’s assurances that the con-

flict would be quick and easy and that American soldiers would be greeted

as liberators seems absurdly overconfident. Sadly, though, it is typical. Mil-

itary history is strewn with examples of spectacularly unrealistic optimism.

In his book Overconfidence and War: The Havoc and Glory of Positive Illusions, Do-

minic Johnson cites a number of examples.27

At the beginning of the Civil War, residents of Washington, D.C.

brought picnics to the first major battle, expecting to celebrate a decisive

Union rout which would promptly end the conflict. In a darkly comic exam-

ple of optimism, Union General John Sedgwick inscribed his name in mili-

tary history when, watching enemy artillery, he calmly predicted: “They
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couldn’t hit an elephant at this distance…” (sentence permanently interrupted

when an enemy bullet penetrated the General’s highly optimistic brain). At

the outset of World War I, the leaders of every nation involved predicted a

quick and complete victory, in what turned out to be history’s bloodiest war. 

The war bias not only helps start wars, it keeps them going and pre-

vents the negotiation of peace. There is evidence that we tend to reject com-

promises made by an adversary even though we would have found the same

compromise acceptable if it had come from our side. Our tendency to believe

that “my compromise is better than your compromise” is known by psy-

chologist as the bias of “reactive devaluation” (sometimes known as the “not-

invented-here” syndrome). 

As Kahneman puts it: “The very fact that a concession is offered by

somebody perceived as hostile undermines the content of the proposal.

What was said matters less than who said it.” In one experiment a group of

Israeli Jews was presented with an actual Israeli-authored peace plan.

Some respondents were told it was authored by the Palestinians, while the

rest were told the truth. Respondents viewed the plan much more nega-

tively when told it came from the Palestinians than when told it came from

the Israeli government.

A final war bias element is the irrational bias against cutting losses.

Kahneman and Tversky demonstrated this bias by asking individuals to

choose between the following options:

A. — A sure loss of $890 

B. — A 90% chance to lose $1000 and a 10% chance to lose nothing

Statistically, your odds are better with Option A, but the majority of re-

spondents take the gamble in Option B. Irrationally, people prefer a large

potential loss to a smaller certain loss.

Humans hate to admit defeat and so we will snatch at any straw that

promises a possible victory, even when there is a good chance it will only

lead us to a worse defeat. When a conflict is going badly and it looks like

we’re going to lose, our instinct is to hold out and hope for a miracle rather

than to accept the bad news. This bias may partially explain why the Amer-

ican army is still in Iraq as I write this.
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Economic Biases

One theory of political irrationality holds that in practice irrational-

ities cancel out, and are therefore harmless. For every irrational voter with

an extreme view of the world, there is some other equally irrational voter

with the opposite view. The extremes cancel each other out, leaving polit-

ical outcomes to be decided by the rational minority, no matter how small.

Even if 99% of voters were politically irrational, the government could still

function rationally so long as the voters’ irrationality was randomly dis-

tributed. The remaining 1% of rational voters would make the correct

choice. 

The economist Bryan Caplan presents strong evidence that at least in

the economic sphere, political irrationalities do not cancel each other out but

instead cumulate. Caplan posed the same questions to two different popu-

lations — “ordinary” citizens and economists. By comparing the average

popular opinions on economic issues to the consensus view of economists,

Caplan generated a list of popular economic misconceptions.28

Critics have pointed out that Caplan does not really prove that the cit-

izens are wrong — he merely establishes their disagreement with econo-

mists. Indeed, economists are rarely unanimous on economic issues. Despite

this, Caplan’s evidence for the existence of persistent economic biases is ro-

bust. The gap between the popular view and the view of professional econ-

omists is too large to be easily discounted. 

For example, Caplan finds:

anti-foreign bias — Most people don’t like and don’t trust foreign-

ers, though we are loath to admit it. A number of popular economic mis-

conceptions stem from a general anti-foreign bias, which is but a patriotic

variant of partisan bias. Caplan’s survey showed that the biggest disagree-

ment between professional economists and the general public was over the

proposition, “Foreign aid spending is too high.” Citizens overwhelmingly

agreed, economists disagreed. Citizen ignorance appears to explain the di-

vergent opinions. Citizens estimate that 10% of the U.S. government budget

goes to foreign aid, while the true figure is closer to 0.7%. Aware of the true

figures, economists are not at all concerned about foreign-aid spending,

while the average citizen is convinced that America is too generous. 
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Similarly, the proposition “There are too many immigrants,” was widely

supported by the public and just as widely rejected by economists. Caplan at-

tributes the disagreement to the public’s anti-foreign bias combined with a

failure to appreciate the positive economic impact of immigration. For econ-

omists, immigration is a form of international trade in labor, which theoreti-

cally should increase the wealth of the country receiving the immigration. 

Make-work bias — The general public is greatly concerned about the

overseas “outsourcing” of jobs by American corporations. The economists,

however, are not as upset. Economists believe that the public focuses only

on the jobs being lost to the economy without paying comparable attention

to the jobs being created. 

Caplan says the public’s concerns arise out of the “make-work” bias:

the mistaken premise that it is better to make people work at unproductive

jobs rather than allow the unproductive positions to be terminated and re-

placed by jobs in more productive sectors. Thus, the general public believes

that “companies sending jobs overseas” is negative for the economy, while

economists believe that manufacturing jobs go overseas when American cap-

ital has found a more profitable use for American labor, which is a good thing. 

In fact, statistics show that job losses are seven times more often attrib-

utable to technological innovation than to outsourcing, but no one complains

about nifty new products. If someone calls you on an iPhone to complain about

job losses due to outsourcing, they are contradicting themselves.

anti-market bias — A number of disagreements between economists

and the general public are based on the public’s general suspicion of markets

and corporations. Thus, the public believes that business profits are too high

and that corporate executives are overpaid. In his 2008 campaign for the

Democratic nomination to the Presidency, Senator John Edwards made his

pledge to fight against “corporate greed” the central plank in his political

platform. His argument resonated strongly with a large sector of the Amer-

ican public which is deeply anti-corporate. The issue of corporate greed re-

turned to the forefront when it was reported that huge bonuses had been

paid by financial firms that been bailed out by the government.

Economists are less bothered by the issue of corporate greed be-

cause economic theory holds that high profits will inevitably attract com-

petitors and new products, with the long-term outcome being
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higher-quality products and services at lower prices for consumers, with

lower average profits for producers. 

Caplan has been criticized for coming to un-democratic conclusions.

Indeed, Caplan argues that governments follow bad economic policy pri-

marily because politicians are constrained to carry out the irrational direc-

tions of an economically-illiterate populace. Consequently, he believes that

voter examinations are a good idea because they would create an electorate

with a higher educational level (Caplan’s research shows that education de-

creases economic bias). If he could, one infers, Caplan would turn the run-

ning of our economic affairs entirely over to economists. He is certainly no

fan of greater democracy in economic policy-making.

I agree that the citizenry holds a number of economic misconceptions,

but it is a mistake to focus only on economic irrationality while failing to ad-

dress the underlying political irrationality. Citizens have been indoctrinated

to believe that an elitist system that presents them with no real choices is

“democratic.” In such an environment, they have little incentive to acquire

the economic sophistication which Caplan expects of them.

Political Irrationality and the Financial Panic of 2008

When things began to go wrong, there was a truly

bovine stampede for the exits. The result was a

massive, synchronized downturn in virtually all

asset markets. — Niall Ferguson, Wall Street Lays

Another Egg (2008)

The Mysteries of Panic

Irrationality was the leitmotiv of the global financial panic which began

in September 2008. During the heat of the 2008 crisis, politicians, bureau-

crats and economists vied with the citizenry in displays, and counter-accu-

sations, of irrationality. When the dust settles, whom should we blame?

In the last section we encountered the argument that bad economic

policies are the inevitable result of too much democracy — the politicians

make mistakes because they are forced to heed an irrational public. We

would all be better off, in this view, if the politicians could just ignore the cit-

izens and only listen to economists.
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The economists were therefore hard-pressed to explain the financial

meltdown of 2008, which occurred under the watchful eye of some of the

world’s most brilliant economists. In particular, the previous Fed Chairman,

the legendary Alan Greenspan (known to Congress by the modest nickname

of “the Oracle”), had striven mightily for over a decade to prevent the fi-

nancial regulation of derivatives. 

Today, it is widely conceded that Greenspan blew it (he admitted so

himself to Congress), but in the early 1990s Greenspan was so revered as a

demi-god of economics that he easily out-maneuvered Congressman Edward

Markey and the General Accounting Office when they called for strict over-

sight of derivatives. In the late 1990s Greenspan once again went to war, this

time with Brooksley Born (another bureaucrat). Once again, Greenspan’s

clout as the nation’s economic wizard-in-chief enabled him to block the de-

rivatives regulation that might have avoided the eventual catastrophe.

How can an economist like Caplan explain that in the most important

economic debacle of the last eighty years, the non-economists were right,

while the great Oracle was wrong? If anyone was well-prepared to steer the

nation clear of economic catastrophe, it was Dr. Ben Bernanke, Greenspan’s

successor as Chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve. Bernanke was a rec-

ognized academic expert on the Great Depression, the author of scholarly

articles on the topic. Though Bernanke may yet shepherd the country

through its financial tempest, he certainly did not do a good job of avoid-

ing dangerous waters. 

His failure cannot be excused by the supposed unpredictability of the

sub-prime meltdown. Financial panics are not a new phenomenon. The

global financial panic of 2008 was in many respects similar to a credit crunch

described by the Roman historian Tacitus, which occurred in 33 C.E. 

In that episode, Roman property values crashed as the result of a reg-

ulatory error, loans were called in which could not be paid, and panic ensued

as fortunes were destroyed until the Emperor finally stepped in with state

funds to guarantee interest-free credit to restore order — which came quite

slowly. Sound familiar? 

The U.S. experienced serious financial panics in 1785, 1792, 1819,

1837, 1873, 1893, 1907 and 1929. The world has dealt with a number of fi-

nancial panics in recent decades, notably the Mexican peso crisis of 1994, the

East Asian crisis of 1997, the Russian meltdown of 1998, and the U.S.

bailout of Long Term Capital Management in 1998. There have been abun-
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dant opportunities to learn from mistakes.

Dr. Ben Bernanke, the Chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve, knew

this history very well from his academic studies of the Great Depression.

Quite confident that he knew what he was talking about, Bernanke made the

following toast (and boast) at Milton Friedman’s 90th birthday party in

2002: “Let me end my talk by abusing slightly my status as an official rep-

resentative of the Federal Reserve System. I would like to say to Milton…:

Regarding the Great Depression. You’re right, we did it. We’re very sorry.

But thanks to you, we won’t do it again.” 

Bernanke over-estimated his own ability to foresee and prevent eco-

nomic calamity. Like stampedes, panics can have consequences that are both

tragic and unnecessary. Human lives are trampled underfoot, when every-

one might have survived if people had kept their calm. In such circum-

stances, to paraphrase FDR, the main thing that we have to fear is

irrationality itself. Why then, did the fabulously-knowledgeable Bernanke

rush to present an indecipherable bailout plan to the U.S. Congress (and

public) in the most terrifying and ominous of tones? Isn’t this like a fireman

yelling “fire” in a crowded theater? While waving a can of kerosene and

flicking a Zippo? How could Bernanke have failed in a task for which he was

so exquisitely well-prepared?

While Caplan blamed the citizenry for irrationality, this book blames

human nature, as the capacity for irrationality afflicts economists, politicians

and bureaucrats as thoroughly as it does the ordinary citizen. As the 2008 fi-

nancial crisis developed, each of these players became infected with one or

more strains of the irrationality virus:

Bandwagon Effect & herd Instinct

Financial bubbles and panics are classic examples of the herd instinct

in action. We should always be particularly vigilant as to their potential neg-

ative effects. Aside from physical safety, nothing motivates humans more

powerfully than greed or the fear of financial ruin. As David Hume noted in

1741, “Avarice, or the desire of gain, is a universal passion which operates

at all times, in all places and upon all persons.” When the bandwagon effect

takes over in financial markets, we can witness the most violent stampedes,

reminiscent of the charge of the bulls in an old Merrill Lynch commercial.

Consequently, de-regulation of financial markets is always risky. How is it
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possible that we have not yet fully absorbed that lesson, after dozens and

dozens of panics? Why do we continue to listen to the “experts”?

Over-confidence Bias / The “Expert Problem” 

As Paul Meehl and Philip Tetlock established, it can be dangerous to

rely on “experts.” Most of the time they give good advice, but they are bad

at noticing when they are off track, and they have no idea how far off they

can be (they can be very far off). Economists argue that we should rou-

tinely defer to the advice of economic experts, but Meehl’s research (con-

firmed by the 2008 panic) suggests that this would be a recipe for disaster. 

Of course we should consult experts, but we should never abandon

our common sense when we do so. Sometimes the experts are offended

when we dare to question them (Greenspan bristled when challenged by

Markey and Born). The arrogant self-assurance of experts often intimi-

dates the ordinary citizen. Despite this, we non-experts must learn to hang

tough. Every time a surgeon accidentally cuts off the wrong leg, or an air-

line pilot steers his plane into a mountainside despite the timidly-ex-

pressed reservations of his co-pilot, we have more concrete evidence of the

danger of the Expert Problem. It is one of the main reasons we need more

democracy, not less.

Deciding What happened: red history, Blue history 

When something calamitous occurs in a human life, a rational person

seeks to understand the nature of the occurrence, so as to be able to avoid it

in the future. This elementary form of rationality is almost impossibly chal-

lenging for modern republics because our bi-polar political structure forces

us to take a schizophrenic view of history. Whenever something momentous

happens, we construct alternative red vs. blue histories. 

After the financial crisis broke in September 2008, each political party

claimed it was the other party’s fault: “We saw this coming. We called out

warnings to no avail.” 

Democrats pointed out the Bush administration’s failure to regulate

derivative markets. Republicans harped on the Clinton administration’s de-

cision to promote sub-prime mortgages. Who was right? If you want a clear

view, don’t ask a partisan historian (and good luck finding any other kind). 
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Confirmation bias

Ideologues are even more subject to the confirmation bias than the rest

of us, and many economists are ideologues. Alan Greenspan, in his blanket

refusal to consider any regulation of the derivatives markets, was too dog-

matic in his loyalty to the libertarian ideals of Ayn Rand and Milton Fried-

man. Chairman Greenspan was exposed to plenty of disconfirming evidence

(smart people warned him under Congressional oath that unregulated de-

rivative markets were dangerous). Even Warren Buffett, the ultimate fi-

nancial pragmatist, had publicly stated that unregulated derivatives were

“financial weapons of mass destruction.” Securely coddled in layers of con-

firmation bias, Greenspan ignored all the alarm-bells.

Self-serving bias

Wall Street bankers had learned by 1998 that trading in sub-prime

mortgages was immensely profitable. Therefore, we should not have been

surprised when those same investment bankers argued that further regula-

tion of derivatives markets was unnecessary. The mistake was to listen to

them. 

Unfortunately, the investment bankers were impossible to ignore.

Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, like his predecessor Robert Rubin, was

a former CEO of Goldman Sachs. Both men had earned hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars on Wall Street, gambling in the very derivatives markets that

the well-meaning bureaucrats and politicians now threatened to regulate.

Investment banks (like Goldman Sachs) generously funded the political

campaigns of key politicians from both parties. Blinded by self-serving bias,

the bankers fought against the regulations that would have preserved the

stability of the global economy (and upon which they, too, depended). 

Acting out of self-interest, the politicians helped them. It is extremely

unlikely that there would ever be a recession so severe that it would result

in a decrease in Congressional salaries. From a self-interested perspective,

a member of Congress has more to fear from campaign funds drying up than

from an economic depression. 
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Partisan bias

When Paulson and Fed Chair Ben Bernanke presented their first

bailout plan to Congress, they were strongly supported by President Bush,

by both presidential candidates and by the party leadership of both parties.

The government’s top leaders were then shocked to find their rescue plan

voted down by a Republican revolt. Why did the Republican politicians, so

loyal to their president when he led them into war, now refuse to go along

when he tried to save the economy? 

Partisan bias provides the answer. Large government takeovers and

bailouts are in principle anathema to strict conservatives. Partisan bias can

force a person into an irrational consistency. Asking the Republicans to vote

for the bailout was like asking a country-music band to play hip-hop. 

Conclusion: Political irrationality matters…

Humans are certainly capable of political rationality, but the opposite

is all too often the case. Economists and politicians are just as susceptible to

political irrationality as the rest of us. Political irrationality can be costly. It

can start wars and financial panics and, what is worse, aggravate those ca-

tastrophes once they’re underway. 

Despite thousands of years of experience with wars and financial pan-

ics, society has not yet learned how to avoid or manage them. In order to do

so, we will have to confront the deeply intractable nature of political irra-

tionality. This will require us to track irrationality to its biological sources.
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CHAPTER 4

The Biology of Political Irrationality

Residents of Red States are ignorant racist fascist
knuckle-dragging NASCAR-obsessed cousin-marry-
ing road-kill-eating tobacco-juice-dribbling gun-fond-
ling religious fanatic rednecks, while Blue State
residents are godless unpatriotic pierced-nose Volvo-
driving France-loving Communist-loving latté-sucking
tofu-chomping holistic-wacko neurotic vegan weenie
perverts. — Dave Barry

Dark TruTh #4
Democrats and Republicans are just different kinds of people; 

their disagreements are not based on logic, reason or facts.

Inherited Partisanship: The Biology of Bias

Every boy and gal

That’s born into the world alive

Is either a little liberal

Or else a little conservative

— W.S. Gilbert, Iolanthe

J
ohn Hibbing, a University of Nebraska political scientist, had long

been professionally intrigued by voter behavior that seemed irra-

tional. Although research shows that Americans do not know or

care much about political issues, people often express virulent disliking



for politicians of the opposing party. Hibbing asked: Why? If you didn’t

show much interest in politics, why did the opposition leader bother you

so much? Hibbing was also puzzled that voters would identify themselves

as Democratic or Republican, then express views contrary to the official

platforms of those parties. 

Working with Rice University political scientist John Alford, Hibbing

began to test the hypothesis that there is a genetic basis for political prefer-

ences. Genetics could explain why political disagreements can seem so in-

tractable — people might just be hard-wired for different ideologies.

Together with Virginia Commonwealth colleague Carolyn Funk, Alford and

Hibbing published a ground-breaking 2005 paper entitled “Are Political Ori-

entations Genetically Transmitted?”29

Their research was based on analysis of pre-existing surveys of iden-

tical and fraternal twins (the researchers relied principally on a survey of

30,000 twins conducted under the auspices of Virginia Commonwealth Uni-

versity). Using standard correlation analysis to compare the rate of agree-

ment on political issues between identical and fraternal twins, the research

team was able to estimate the influence of genetics on ideology. When iden-

tical twins agree on political questions to a greater degree than fraternal

twins, they provide us with a metric for estimating the impact of genetics on

political ideology. 

The researchers concluded that genetics accounted for about 53% of

differences in ideology, an extremely strong influence. In particular, atti-

tudes on such issues as school prayer, property taxes and the draft were

strongly influenced by inheritance. 

The data further suggested that genes affect not only individual polit-

ical opinions but rather “clusters” of political attitudes on a number of is-

sues. As a result, the report concluded that people probably fall into “broad

but distinct political phenotypes.” A “phenotype” is a term for the physical

expression of a genetic trait, while the genetic code itself is called the “geno-

type.” Thus, if you have blond hair, the section of your DNA that codes for

that blond hair is the genotype; the blond hair itself is the phenotype. Al-

ford and co. are suggesting that liberalism and conservatism are the outward

behavioral expressions — phenotypes — of two different genotypes. 

The research paper’s description of the two genetic groups reads like

a summary of our own red vs. blue cultural divide:
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One [phenotype] is characterized by a relatively strong sus-

picion of out-groups (e.g., immigrants), a yearning for in-group

unity and strong leadership, especially if there is an out-group

threat (“Do not question the president while we are at war with

terrorists”), a desire for clear, unbending moral and behavioral

codes (strict constructionists), a fondness for swift and severe

punishment for violations of this code (the death penalty), a fond-

ness for systematization (procedural due process), a willingness

to tolerate inequality (opposition to redistributive policies), and

an inherently pessimistic view of human nature (life is “nasty,

brutish and short”).

The other phenotype is characterized by relatively tolerant

attitudes toward out-groups, a desire to make a more context-de-

pendent rather than rule-based approach to proper behavior

(substantive due process), an inherently optimistic view of human

nature (people should be given the benefit of the doubt), a dis-

taste for preset punishments (mitigating circumstances), a pref-

erence for group togetherness but not necessarily unity (“We can

all get along though we are quite different”), suspicion of hierar-

chy, certainty, and strong leadership (flip-flopping is not a char-

acter flaw), an aversion to inequality (e.g., support for a

graduated income tax), and greater general empathic tendencies

(rehabilitate, don’t punish).30

Alford, Funk and Hibbing’s research leads to the conclusion that many

of us are simply born liberals or conservatives. 

The researchers’ dualistic categorization of humans into left-wing and

right-wing “phenotypes” echoes findings in other disciplines. In cross-cul-

tural anthropology, for example, societies around the world are grouped into

“tough” or “soft” types. Tough societies are more masculine, have greater

gender inequality and authoritarianism, and accord more social status to

wealth. Soft societies are considered more feminine, with greater gender and

social equality; wealth is relatively less important and relationships relatively

more important. 

Psychologists, similarly, have long known that aspects of personality

are highly heritable and that some of these personality characteristics cor-

relate with positions on the left-to-right ideological spectrum. Thus, for ex-
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ample, cross-cultural research on psychological needs and values has estab-

lished that right-wing political orientation is often associated with a need for

traditionalism and rule-following: “People embrace right-wing ideology in

part because it serves to reduce fear, anxiety and uncertainty; to avoid

change, disruption and ambiguity; and to explain, order and justify in-

equality among groups and individuals.”31

Working with a large team of researchers, Hibbing published a 2008

paper entitled “Political Attitudes Vary with Physiological Traits,” which

provides further corroboration that ideology has a hard-wired component.

Hibbing recruited a group of 46 highly-partisan research subjects.  Each

subject underwent a battery of political surveys which allowed the re-

searchers to determine the subject’s political orientation.  Later, the subjects

were exposed to stimuli intended to startle them – loud noises, gruesome

photographs – and their physiological responses were measured.  Hibbing

used measurements based on involuntary reflexes (speed of eye-blinking

and level of increased skin-conductance).

The research found that people who were less sensitive to sudden

noises and threatening images were more likely to support foreign aid, lib-

eral immigration policies, pacifism and gun control.  Conversely, those who

had a more instinctively fearful reaction were more likely to support defense

spending, capital punishment, patriotism and the Iraq War.  Hibbing con-

cluded that in general people who are more physiologically sensitive to fear-

inducing stimuli are more likely to advocate policies that protect the status

quo from external and internal threats.

That two completely opposed poles of behavior can subsist in the

same species has also been corroborated by biologist John Maynard

Smith’s classic “hawk-dove” analysis of a hypothetical bird species.32

“Hawks,” in this thought-experiment, are birds that always fight to the

death over resources, while “doves” are birds that always concede re-

sources to a competitor. If there is only one hawk in a given bird popula-

tion, that trait will soon be so successful that in a short while much of the

population will be hawks. However, at some point diminishing returns

will set in, because hawks will have to fight continuously with other

hawks. At this point, one begins to see the sense of the dove strategy.

Doves always concede to hawks, avoiding the risk of a fight. They lose a

little nutrition, but they stay alive. When there are lots of hawks around,

it makes good sense to be a dove. The hawks tend to kill each other off
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until there is a stable balance between hawks and doves. Over time, the

species may evolve into what Maynard Smith called an “evolutionarily

stable” state with two distinct phenotypes.

This phenomenon has been observed in nature. Among Harris spar-

rows, darker birds tend to be dominant while the lighter birds are submis-

sive. Maynard Smith found evidence that both strategies (light and dark)

were conducive to evolutionary fitness. The twin research suggests that

human beings may be like big, featherless versions of Harris sparrows.

Are we a species divided into two breeds, conservative (hawks) and

liberal (doves)? Ironically, the answer may have been provided by that most

charming and concrete of all human dichotomies: twins.

The Power of Twins

All current research into the genetic sources of human behavior owes a

large debt to the ground-breaking “Minnesota twins” project begun by

Thomas Bouchard at the University of Minnesota in 1979. Bouchard, a Min-

nesota psychologist, had long fantasized about the scientific possibilities of

studying identical twins who had been raised apart. Bouchard realized that

such twins would provide a unique tool for determining how much of human

behavior is inherited and how much is derived from the environment. The

scientific orthodoxy among Bouchard’s fellow psychologists was that human

behavioral patterns were principally determined by the childhood environ-

ment and that genetics played a minimal role. Bouchard was not convinced.33

He understood that previous twin studies had been discredited because

it was felt that they were tainted by environmental influences. Bouchard

knew that a study of twins reared apart, however, would not be subject to

that criticism — there could be no social influence to act like an absent twin.

If a study of twins reared apart were to confirm the findings of twins reared

together, this would validate and in a sense resuscitate the earlier studies (a

much larger body of data). Thus it was that in 1979 Bouchard was on the

lookout for twins separated at birth and reared in different homes. 

One evening Bouchard received a phone call informing him of a news-

paper article about male twins in Ohio who had been separated at birth and

re-united at age 39. The article spoke of many remarkable similarities be-

tween the men. Bouchard immediately contacted the two men, who agreed

to come to Minnesota for testing. 



Bouchard was amazed by the twins, as was everyone who worked with

them. The two men were shortly to attain near-legendary status due to the

remarkable similarities in their lives. They soon appeared on the “Tonight

Show,” where their case helped draw popular attention to the world of twin

studies. Although Bouchard went on to study more than seventy sets of

twins reared apart, and although the research has been duplicated elsewhere,

the first set of “Minnesota twins” remains an unparalleled example of the

potential link between genes and behavior. 

“The Case of the Twin Jims”

Jim Lewis and Jim Springer were identical twins born in
Ohio, given up for adoption at birth and raised in separate families
eighty miles apart. They had no contact with each other. If human
behavior is based more on culture and upbringing than on genetic
inheritance, we would expect the two Jims to have led fairly dif-
ferent lives. There would be no reason for them to share any be-
haviors unusual for men of their age and social background.
Nevertheless, the list of behaviors shared by the long-separated
twins was striking.

Both had a nervous habit of chewing on the fingernail of the
same finger. Both had worked as sheriff’s deputies. Both chain-
smoked Camels. Both liked all sports except baseball. Both married
women named Linda, divorced them, and then both re-married
women named Betty. Each had a habit of leaving love notes to his
wife around the house. Both had the same hobby, wood-working,
and they had nearly identical work areas. Both had decided to build
a circular white bench around a tree in their front yards. Both had
undergone vasectomies. Each had become overweight at the same
point in their lives and both had leveled off in weight at the same
time. Both had sons named James Alan. Both had owned dogs they
had named Toy. 

Although the case of the twin Jims suggests that human lives follow a

sort of pre-set script or computer program, neither Bouchard nor Hibbing

would argue that humans are mere robots to their genes. However, if human

behavioral patterns as disparate as choice of hobbies, pet names, or prefer-

ence for a given sport are to some extent derived from DNA, as the Min-

nesota studies suggest, then it is but a small step to hypothesize that political

beliefs are also to some extent innate. 
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Obviously, if one of the twin Jims had been raised in rural Pakistan

rather than Ohio, it is rather unlikely that he would have married women

named Linda or Betty, or named his son James Alan, or his dog Toy. Clearly,

culture and environment must play a role at some level. I am not aware of

any serious scientist who maintains a contrary point of view.

While most proponents of biological influence accept that humans ex-

hibit a mix of biologically- and culturally-determined behavior, many social

scientists continue to stubbornly insist that biology has no influence what-

soever on political behavior. This point of view is now outdated. Alford,

Funk and Hibbing’s scientific evidence is too persuasive. In politics, culture

is not everything. The testimony of biology must be heard.

red Genes, Blue Genes

Molecular biology techniques suggest intriguing possibilities for the

future of political science, as science fiction becomes reality. We should even-

tually be able to track ideology to a specific origin in sequences of DNA.

Consider that the twin research found a very high heritability-correlation

for attitudes relating to the death penalty. Does this imply the existence of a

“death penalty gene”? Could such a gene be turned on or off?

As opposed to physical traits, behavioral traits are harder to trace to

specific genes. When Mendel worked out the basic laws of genetic trans-

mission, he focused on traits which were linked to single genes. This led to

the common popular conception of genes being directly linked to outward

markers. In this view, the pathway from genotype to phenotype is simple

and direct: one gene = one trait. This is known in genetics as the single major

locus (SML) or single-gene model. Although developed to explain observed

physical traits, the SML model has also been proven correct in a small num-

ber of cases related to behavioral traits. Notably, in 1993 the Dutch geneti-

cist Hans Bruner traced the origin of inherited aggressive behavior in a

single Dutch family to a defect in the gene that produced monoamine oxy-

dase-a, an enzyme that helps brain cells regulate levels of neurotransmitters. 

Despite the success of the single-gene or SML model, a more complete

understanding of human behavior is promised by what is known as the

multi-factorial-polygenic (MFP) model. In this model, a given behavioral

trait may be produced by a combination of several genes, but the expression

of the trait may depend further on certain environmental triggers. Thus, in-
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* There is already a substantial body of research which indicates that people’s
moods and decision-making can be affected by exposure to particular smells.
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stead of a single gene coding for conservatism or liberalism, it may be that

we have dozens or hundreds of genes which, when present in certain con-

figurations and triggered by certain external stimuli, will produce varying

degrees of the observed trait of conservatism or liberalism. In this model,

the pathway from genotype to phenotype is complex and supposes a num-

ber of feedback loops and interactions with the environment. 

The complexity of the MFP model suggests that it will be many years

before the full behavioral implications of the genome can be deciphered.

However, one day they will be. What a strange, new world that will be.

Imagine this commercial: 

ANNOUNCER: “Do you want to determine whether your fi-

ancé is really a committed liberal or just pretending? Just take a

strip of our special Pol-i-Test™ paper, brush it against his skin when

he’s not looking, and wait five seconds. If the paper turns blue — he

is for you, a true liberal. But if the paper turns pink or red, don’t wed

— he is a closet conservative.” 

What if some day it becomes possible to activate, or block, the genetic-

molecular pathways to liberalism or ideology? Would a conservative hus-

band of the future consider purchasing an unobtrusive spray that would

temporarily disactivate his wife’s preachy liberalism? Would the liberal wife

be willing to take a pill that would make her a Republican for a day, so that

she could tolerate Sunday dinners with her right-wing in-laws?

The potential for Orwellian mind-control is disconcerting. If a certain

number of random stimuli, say certain smells and colors, were someday de-

termined to be conducive to conservatism, wouldn’t one expect the ruling

party to ensure that such smells and colors permeated the polling booths on

Election Day? How would we outlaw such conduct — with a Fairness in

Campaign Smells Law?* Outlandish though the above examples may seem,

future generations will have to deal with real questions that lie at the uneasy

intersection between biology, science fiction and politics.

Political scientists James Fowler and Christopher Dawes have identi-

fied two genes that appear to play a role in political participation. In a 2008
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paper entitled, “Two Genes Predict Voter Turnout,” Fowler and Dawes re-

ported findings that people with one variant of the MAOA gene were sig-

nificantly more likely to vote in the 2000 presidential election. The

researchers also found that possession of a variant of the 5HTT was linked

to levels of voter turnout.34

Fowler and Dawes looked specifically at MAOA and 5HTT because

these genes were known to be involved in the production of serotonin, a

neurotransmitter which regulates fear, trust and social interaction. The

5HTT gene in particular was further cross-linked to the behavior of church

attendance, which is also known to influence voting behavior. This was the

first study to implicate specific genes as influencing political behavior, but it

will certainly not be the last. This research does not amount to the discov-

ery of a “religion gene” or a “voting gene,” but it renders those concepts less

far-fetched than they previously seemed. 

The alex keaton Theory of Partisan Development

CHILD: Mamma, are Tories born wicked, or do 

they grow wicked afterwards?

MOTHER: They are born wicked, and grow worse.

— G.W.E. Russell, Collections and Recollections

Party affiliation is less influenced by genetic inheritance than is ideol-

ogy. While genetics accounts for roughly half of our political ideology, it only

explained 18% of party affiliation. We may instinctively lean toward the pro-

gressive or conservative side, but we still tend to choose the same political

party chosen by our parents, friends or co-workers. 

In politics, it seems, social pressure to conform outweighs our inner

political voice, but does not suppress it entirely. This would explain the ap-

peal of terms such as “compassionate conservative” or “Reagan Democrat.”

They are revelatory of self-conflicted partisans. Political “conversions” are

more often due to an elimination of this internal self-contradiction than to the

exercise of logic. Over time, if your genetic inheritance puts you far over to-

ward the liberal side of the spectrum, someday you may even come out of the

closet, declaring to startled in-laws at Thanksgiving that you’ll be voting for

the Democrats in the next election.
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This suggests a two-part or two-layer model for the choice of political

party. The first part is composed of an initial biological layer, but then an

even thicker layer is put on top of that, a cultural layer. Sometime the two

layers will be congruent (a “dyed-in-the-wool Conservative” or “bleeding-

heart Liberal”), but sometimes the two layers will conflict. If all of your peers

are Republican, then you probably have affiliated yourself with the Repub-

licans, though deep inside you might be a “closet Democrat.” The twin-based

research suggests that a small but significant proportion of Americans are

probably in the “wrong” party, in the sense that their internal ideological

leaning runs contrary to that of the party they publicly support. 

We are each born with a genetic predisposition that places us at a cer-

tain starting point on the left-right political spectrum. Let’s call this the Lib-

eralism-Conservatism Spectrum and set the maximum liberal score at 0 and

the maximum conservative at 100. On this scale, Democrats represent peo-

ple who fall between 1 and 50, and the Republicans represent the population

between 50 and 100.

The odds are that your initial partisan predisposition will be close to

that of your parents, because if you have any genes, that’s who you got them

from. If we were able to measure the strength of your innate ideology, we

might find that you were born at about a 65 level of conservatism, for ex-

ample, in which case we would not be surprised to discover that your father

was a 72 and your mother a 61. Thus, in the normal case, our biological pre-

disposition to a certain ideology will be reinforced by our upbringing, which

is usually carried out by people who share our biological leanings.

However, because political behavior is complex and the number of

genes involved may be large, it is possible that you will develop a political

phenotype that is different from that of your parents. It does happen that

a redhead is born to a husband and wife who are both blonds (even in

cases where the mailman was not a redhead). When a number of genes to-

gether are required to produce a trait, and when those genes are present

in both dominant and recessive alleles, it becomes possible to generate a

very wide range of phenotypes. The pressure of DNA does not always dic-

tate that we look like our parents (though people usually do). The same is

true of inherited political disposition — there is a general tendency, but

there are lots of exceptions.

Generation X’ers will remember Alex Keaton, the character played

by Michael J. Fox in the TV show Family Ties, an ultra-conservative Re-
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publican teen-ager at odds with his left-wing hippie parents. Many of us

know of similar cases — conservatives that grew up in liberal households,

and vice versa. How can our genetic theories accommodate this observed

reality? Recall the multifactorial-polygenic theory of genetic transmis-

sion. The complex mixing of genes and environment that occurs at each

generation can easily lead to a phenotype that is somewhat distant from

the parent’s phenotype. Unless our own genetic predisposition is, like

Alex Keaton’s, unusually remote from that of our parents, we will proba-

bly succumb to their indoctrination and adopt political views close to

theirs. However, when we leave home, begin to fend for ourselves and

encounter new social environments in the workplace, we are granted a

second opportunity to express our inner partisan predispositions (or con-

form to external social pressures). 

If the twin-research data is accurate, you hold about half of your

political beliefs just because you were born a certain way. Logic and

reason had surprisingly little to do with the formation of those political

opinions, though the political scientists do not go on to explain why none

of us will ever admit it.

Confirmation from Neuroscience: Brain Scans reveal hard-wired Bias

Neuroscience has now provided us with the equivalent of photographs

of political irrationality in flagrante delicto. Dr. Drew Westen, Director of

Clinical Psychology at Emory University, conducted a ground-breaking

2004 study in which the brains of partisan voters were subjected to fMRI-

scans while the voters were asked a series of political questions. Functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans allow us to literally “watch peo-

ple think.” We can see which parts of the brain are activated when people are

asked about certain topics, and we can determine whether or not the subjects

are reasoning or merely reacting emotionally (because we know which part

of the brain is associated with emotional reaction, and which part is associ-

ated with logical reasoning).

In Dr. Westen’s experiment, the subject’s brains were monitored while

they reflected upon political issues and were asked to evaluate information

from the 2004 U.S. presidential campaign. 

Westen reported: 



* Neuroscientists have complained on occasion that the press is too quick to at-
tribute scientific validity to brain-scan research that is still embryonic. Some
researchers may indeed have been guilty of over-reaching, claming abilities
little short of mind-reading. The huge amount of brain-scan research cur-
rently underway will soon corroborate or discredit these early claims.
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We did not see any increased activation of the parts of the

brain normally engaged during reasoning. What we saw instead was

a network of emotion circuits lighting up, including circuits hy-

pothesized to be involved in regulating emotion. None of the cir-

cuits involved in conscious reasoning were particularly engaged.

Essentially, it appears as if partisans twirl the cognitive kaleidoscope

until they get the conclusions they want, and then they get massively

reinforced for it, with the elimination of negative emotional states

and activation of positive ones.35

Apparently, when humans participate in political discussion they are

first careful to disconnect the thinking parts of their brains. This is like the

elderly husband who, when informed that his irate wife “wants to talk,”

calmly unplugs his hearing aid and says, “OK, honey, go ahead.”

In Westen’s study, the partisan subjects were exposed to statements from

candidates George W. Bush and John Kerry and from neutral controls such

as actor Tom Hanks. Each statement was then followed by a statement which

apparently contradicted the first statement, suggesting that somewhere the

candidate was either lying or pandering to the audience. The subjects were

then asked to rate the extent to which the statements were self-contradictory.

Westen and his colleagues watched the MRI scans while subjects “reflected.”

The answers were clearly determined by partisan bias.* Each subject

denied that his own preferred candidate had contradicted himself, but was

able to detect the contradiction in the statements made by the opposing can-

didate. When asked about the contradictions expressed by their own candi-

date, the subjects showed activity in the orbital frontal cortex, which is in

charge of the management of unpleasant feelings. One part of the brain re-

mained eerily quiet throughout the questioning — the prefrontal cortex, as-

sociated with reasoning as well as with conscious efforts to suppress emotion.

Westen interprets these results to indicate that emotional bias operates out-

side of awareness. In Westen’s view, when we feel threatened by an oppos-

ing political belief, emotionally-biased reasoning quickly and unconsciously
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“stamps in” a defensive belief, generating positive feelings and elimination of

distress. All this happens without our noticing.

The result is that, in Westen’s words, “partisan beliefs are calcified and

the person can learn very little from new data.” Thus neuroscience corrob-

orates the existence of the confirmation bias. Even when we are exposed to

evidence that contradicts our beliefs, we somehow use that very evidence to

quickly spin to a comforting rationalization, followed by a deep internal

“ahhhh” of relief. Each exposure to an opposing argument merely reinforces

our pre-existing, internal bias. The more we argue, the more partisan we be-

come. Instead of clearing things up, providing more information is like pour-

ing oil on the fire instead of water.

Constitutional scholar Cass Sunstein has suggested that the prolifer-

ation of biased news media, including web-based zines and blogs in addi-

tion to talk radio and cable TV, makes it increasingly possible for

Americans to obtain their political information exclusively from biased

sources. Thus a conservative can listen to Rush Limbaugh on the way to

work, read the Wall Street Journal once there, visit Ann Coulter’s blog once

home, and lull himself to sleep watching Fox News. Sunstein believes that

the availability of partisan media products is a dangerous catalyst for fur-

ther polarization. Westen’s research suggests that the problem is actually

worse than that. Even if the information were perfectly impartial, the two

sides would still be driven further and further apart over time by the in-

exorable forces of human nature. 

Detecting hidden Bias: The IaT

A number of other psychological research methods have been devel-

oped to pick up the unconscious motivations and biases that explain our po-

litical leanings.

One such tool is the Implicit Associations Test (IAT) developed by psy-

chologists at Harvard, the University of Virginia, and the University of Wash-

ington.36 I always encourage my students to take a few of the tests available on

the IAT website, as this provides a fascinating way to reveal your own sub-

conscious biases. IAT tests are taken over the Internet on your own computer

monitor. Essentially, you are asked to rapidly pair a word with a picture. For

example, you might be asked to pair the word ‘good’ with a picture of a smil-

ing baby. Evidence shows that if you have a negative attitude toward the pair-
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ing, your reaction time will be slightly slower or you may make a mistake, and

this will be recorded by the computer. Thus, when the computer asks us to pair

the word ‘good’ with the face of an old man, we may hesitate or choose the

wrong answer, revealing that we have a slight bias against old people. As it

turns out, most young Americans do have an anti-elderly bias (the little jerks).

In one study, the data of 130,000 whites who had volunteered to take

the IAT online was analyzed. The data indicated that substantial majorities

of Americans, whether liberal or conservative, possessed some level of anti-

black bias. It would seem that African-Americans are not wrong to fear that

Democrats are only slightly less racist than Republicans. However, when

the IAT data was correlated with voting behavior in 435 congressional dis-

tricts in the 2004 presidential election, it was found that districts that regis-

tered higher levels of racial bias tended to support Bush.

Yale psychology professor Mahzarin Banaji, one of the researchers,

said that the data showed that George W. Bush was appealing as a leader to

those Americans who harbored greater anti-black prejudice.

This conclusion was supported by Stanford professor Jon Krosnick, a

specialist on the psychology of political affiliation:

If anyone in Washington is skeptical about these

findings, they are in denial. We have 50 years of evidence

that racial prejudice predicts voting. Republicans are sup-

ported by whites with prejudice against blacks. If people

say, ‘This takes me aback,’ they are ignoring a huge vol-

ume of research.37

It is slightly unsettling to think that, deep inside, each of us harbors an

inner racist; it is even more discomforting to think that it is the inner racist

who casts our ballots.
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Chapter 5

The Evolution of Political Irrationality

When our ancestors first became human, they 

already had in place a set of rules and social 

institutions. — Paul H. Rubin, Darwinian Politics

Dark TruTh #5
We have a good excuse for our political irrationality: we inherited it.

Monkey Machiavellis: The Birth of Politics

T
here is a popular misinterpretation of Darwin according to which

humans “descended” from chimpanzees. The correct view is that

both chimpanzees and humans have descended from a common an-

cestor. Genetically and evolutionarily, chimps are our siblings, not our par-

ents. About 4.5 million years ago humans and chimpanzees diverged, like

brothers moving to different states. One of the families evolved into modern

humans, while the other became chimpanzees. The other siblings in our pri-

mate family tree — bonobos, gorillas and orangutans — are all classified as

apes (humans are sometimes said to be the “fifth ape”). At a much earlier

point in evolution, the ape family had already separated from the monkey fam-

ily — the folks with tails. This occurred about twenty million years ago.
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When looking for clues as to the evolutionary history of humans, apes pro-

vide hints as to possible behaviors we may have inherited from our common

ancestor. 

Studies of chimpanzee societies provide us with an intriguing per-

spective on the possible origins of political behavior. Primatologist Frans De

Waal has eloquently depicted the rich social life of a captive troop of chim-

panzees.38 In one particularly dramatic episode, the power struggles of three

male chimps assume a sort of Shakespearean majesty. In order to appreci-

ate De Waal’s “Chimp MacBeth,” we need to know the following cast of pri-

mate characters (this is a true story):

Yeroen: A wily old leader, this alpha male chimp had enjoyed for many

years all the perquisites of power (mainly, sexual) at the chimp colony of the

Arnhem zoo.

Luit: This powerful upstart grew big enough to knock Yeroen off the

top position, replacing him as alpha male and leaving Yeroen to nurse the

brooding grudge of the dispossessed tyrant. As the new alpha male, Luit was

described by De Waal as the “most magnificent” chimp he had ever ob-

served, a natural leader. In contrast, the defeated Yeroen was described as

utterly forlorn and deflated, rather like Nixon after impeachment.

Nikkie: This younger competitor was described by De Waal as

“dopey but brawny.” On his own, he was no match for the magnificent

Luit, but the cunning Yeroen detected some raw potential in the youngster

and forged a strong partnership with him. Backed up by Yeroen, Nikkie

was able to dethrone Luit for top position. Working together, the wily

Yeroen and the mediocre Nikkie were able to exclude Luit from power for

a period of four years.

The final drama involving these players exploded one tense summer,

triggered by an act of treachery. Normally, the alpha male’s main perquisite

is to have first sexual rights to attractive females in heat. As the new leader,

the dopey Nikkie could have claimed his droit de seigneur. However, realizing

that he owed his victory to a partnership with Yeroen, he prudently agreed

to share mating privileges with Yeroen. And so things passed for a very long

time, until one day Nikkie became ungrateful and stopped sharing females
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with Yeroen. Outraged, Yeroen abandoned Nikkie, leaving him vulnerable

to a renewed attack from Luit, which promptly occurred. Luit quickly top-

pled the solitary Nikkie.

Luit once again reigned supreme, but his reign was a nervous one be-

cause he clearly remembered the collaboration that had reversed him be-

fore. He became extremely agitated whenever he saw Yeroen and Nikkie

approaching each other. Luit’s dominant position depended on Yeroen hold-

ing his grudge against Nikkie. As if to teach his former partner Nikkie a les-

son, Yeroen kept him at a distance for some time, allowing Nikkie to learn

what it felt like to be toppled from power. Apparently, it feels terrible. When

the time was ripe, he approached Nikkie again, showing he was ready to re-

sume their old partnership. 

This rapprochement threw Luit into a panic, as well as the human

zookeepers who were watching the drama unfold. The potential danger was

clear to everyone, especially Luit, who tried to stay between the two con-

spirators. One evening the three males were practically clinging to each

other as they were put into the same cage at night. 

The next morning Luit was found fatally wounded, his body a mass of

wounds. Toes had been bitten off, bones broken, testicles mashed and

squeezed out of his scrotum. The attack had been coordinated and vicious,

with Yeroen holding Luit down while Nikkie pounded and bit from the other

side. Murder most foul, with political ends. Two mediocre leaders got to-

gether for selfish purposes to defeat a brilliant rival. Instructively, they were

successful. As Jonathan Swift tartly observed, “When a true genius appears

in this world you will know him by this sign: that all the dunces are in con-

federacy against him.” The morning following the attack Nikkie was ha-

rassed by outraged females who had witnessed the incident, but he was able

to wait out the storm. Nikkie and Yeroen resumed shared leadership, and

Luit’s battered remains were disposed of.

De Waal draws several lessons from this drama. First, De Waal be-

lieves that human males are subject to the same power lust that drove these

chimpanzees (he cites amusing personal examples from the world of acade-

mia, but this is probably not the only place that men act like chimps). The

power drive is not only visible in large-scale politics but also in everyday

confrontations between males. “Pecking order” is a relevant concept in bi-

ology derived from the behavior of chickens. Two chickens never waste time

pecking at the same grain of food because each chicken has learned its rel-
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ative hierarchical status and subordinate chickens automatically yield to a

higher-status rival. De Waal observes that human and chimp males act sim-

ilarly. When males meet, they first bluster at each other as if to determine

their pecking order in a dominance hierarchy. Chimps do this by hooting,

stamping and charging at each other. Human males do it by arguing, often

about politics. Once the hierarchy is established, things can relax. 

A friend provided me with an example from a trip to France. He had

been invited to dinner by a French family. The family was hosting a visiting

Italian professor. At dinner, discussion turned to a governmental proposal to

revoke a French tax on the ultra-wealthy. The French husband supported

the tax, but the visiting male colleague politely pointed out a potential eco-

nomic critique — the law had forced many French millionaires to set up tax

residence in Monaco, leading to an overall loss of tax-revenue to France. 

Although the husband was reportedly an equable fellow, he suddenly

became very angry at the visitor and lost control of himself, creating an

embarrassing scene. My friend found the incident strange, but I told him

it was not unusual, from a biological perspective. When unfamiliar men

encounter each other they often feel pressed to test each other, as if in a

dominance contest. As with chimps, this sometimes involves a certain

amount of hooting and bluster, which only rarely generates into fisticuffs.

What made the French incident worse, I suggested, was that it had hap-

pened on the host’s home turf. It is as if the host were challenged for alpha

status in front of his own mate. When one man tries to out-argue another

in front of the latter’s wife or girlfriend, there is an evolutionary sub-plot

being played out that makes me want to leave the room (before anybody’s

toes get bitten off, or their testicles mashed).

Another key lesson that De Waal derives from the saga of Luit, Yeroen

and Nikkie is that the acquisition of power in chimp societies requires true

political skills. Although Yeroen comes across as a balding, murderous Iago,

one must acknowledge the remarkable intelligence and social cunning that

his plot demanded. First, Yeroen had to find the emotional maturity to get

over his initial disappointment at being knocked off by Luit. Then, he had

to realize that Nikkie was strong enough, if assisted, to defeat Luit. Although

it may sound far-fetched, I believe Yeroen’s strategy even required an intu-

itive understanding of Nikkie’s personality (“brawny but dopey”). If Nikkie

had been too assertive, he would not have been the type to share access to

females, and the plot would not have worked. As it was, when Nikkie tried
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to renege on their partnership agreement, Yeroen knew exactly how to use

his leverage to get the deal re-instated. 

Early human or proto-human tribes probably witnessed countless

political dramas similar to that of the Yeroen-Luit-Nikki triangle. In fact,

the intellectual demands of such competition may have been partially re-

sponsible for the remarkable growth of the human brain in the time pe-

riod from about 1.6 million years ago until about 10,000 years ago. It was

during this period, referred to as the Environment of Evolutionary Adapt-

edness (EEA), that humans evolved from creatures who looked a lot like

chimpanzees to modern humans. 

During the EEA, humans probably were constantly entering into and

leaving coalitions of various sizes with a view to exploiting collective power

for mutual gain. Any candidate for alpha male status always faced numer-

ous competitors, equally cunning and determined. Consequently, power in

human groups has probably always been based on what is called “reverse

dominance” hierarchies. In such a hierarchy, power can only be obtained

with the consent of some crucial segment of the governed. In order to forge

the necessary coalitions, it helped to be intelligent. Political chess battles

were waged for hundreds of thousands of years on the African savannah,

with victory, if Yeroen is any indication, going more often to brains than to

brawn. For the sake of comparison, consider that gorilla males are as much

as four times heavier than gorilla females, while human and chimpanzee

males are only about 15% larger than females. This suggests that for human

males evolving in the EEA, size and muscle alone were no guarantee of as-

cendancy — political skills were equally important. 

Our astonishingly capacious human brain is in part the evolutionary

by-product of a million Machiavellian power struggles fought by our schem-

ing ancestors. We are wired for politics, and well-wired.

The Evolution of Political Irrationality 

Humans evolved from creatures like chimpanzees into creatures like

us over a 1.6 million year period we call the EEA.39 The first 1.5 million

years of that period occurred in Africa. The social behavior of chim-

panzees provides us with something like a chalk-mark close to our evo-

lutionary starting point, while the behavior of hunter-gatherer tribes

marks the finish line (we have not evolved much in the past 10,000 years).
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In between, there is a vast uncharted area with only slender archaeolog-

ical evidence to help guide us. Regrettably, we can only hypothesize the

trajectory of human evolution. 

Evolutionary psychologists begin with informed guesses as to how

humans may have lived in the EEA, then seek to test these hypotheses on

modern humans. The conjectural nature of evolutionary psychology will al-

ways leave it open to critics. Despite this, the accumulation of corrobo-

rating evidence amassed by evolutionary psychologists suggests we can

now make a few well-informed guesses about the likely evolution of polit-

ical structure in the EEA. Our confidence in these conjectures arises from

the strength of analogies to the common behavior observed in chimpanzee

and hunter-gatherer societies, as well as from corroborating evidence pro-

vided by modern techniques such as DNA analysis and brain scans. How-

ever, evolutionary psychologists must always admit the frustrating fact

(until a time machine is invented) that it is impossible to directly observe

the behavior of one’s ancient ancestors.

Evolutionary psychology is a political hot potato because it suggests

some disturbing facts about human nature (disturbing for some people).

For example, evolutionary psychologists believe that human lives and

human societies follow a finite range of pre-determined tracks. The key

fear aroused by this view is that biological determinism can be used to jus-

tify and perpetuate human inequality. Critics argue that evolutionary psy-

chology justifies human inequality and exploitation. This view is misguided

and counter-productive.

If humans have innate tendencies which facilitate social discrimi-

nation, an understanding of the underlying mechanisms may allow us to

propose effective remedies. By understanding the structure of human na-

ture, we can identify those impulses and structures which are easy to

manage and distinguish them from those which are more intractable. We

will have a better chance of overcoming social inequities if we under-

stand their evolutionary origins.

Why We Care about Politics: The Evolution of Political Participation

Humans evolved in small groups ranging in size from about 15 to about

150. We have observed from existing hunter-gatherer tribes that when pop-

ulations reach a certain upper limit, they split, or “fission.”
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It has been suggested that the figure of 150 represents a sort of natural

maximum capacity of the human brain to manage social relationships. For ex-

ample, in corporations and in bureaucracies, when departments grow much

larger than 150, they tend to split up into sub-units. When people get into the

habit of sending out holiday greetings cards they rarely send out more than 150.

Let us go back in time a million years or so. In a group of perhaps fif-

teen or twenty adults, it made sense for every adult to participate in “politi-

cal” decisions. The political decisions of pre-history were tribal decisions.

What does our little tribe do? Even the smallest tribes repeatedly had to face

a number of complex social decisions:

1. Shall we stay here or shall we move?

2. Shall we fight that tribe, or run away?

3. Shall we stay together, or split up into separate tribes?

How did the group come to a collective decision on such matters? De-

cisions were probably mediated by a small power group of males and another

of females. However, it made sense for everybody to be interested and in-

formed. Small groups of men or women gossiping about what the group was

going to do next — such were the first political conclaves. At times, there

must have been quite dramatic debates as tribal leaders and their challengers

tried to persuade the group of alternative courses of action. During such de-

bates, it made sense for all adults to participate, because the individual par-

ticipation of any single adult might conceivably have been sufficient to change

the outcome. Consequently, it seems natural for humans to believe that we

should have a political voice, and that that voice will be heard.

It made great sense in the EEA for every tribe member to be well in-

formed on upcoming group decisions and social events (“We will be mov-

ing to a new tree tomorrow; Grok is now mating with Yarp”). It seems

likely that we have evolved a “celebrity gossip module” in our brains, an

innate sensitivity to the actions of high-status individuals. In the life of a

small tribe, the actions of a particular political celebrity could have a very

real impact on our lives. For hundreds of thousands of years, it was pru-

dent to gossip about politics. Now it just seems natural to us, and rather ir-

resistible. Even when we get disgusted with our tawdry political apparatus

and disappointing candidates, we still cannot help being fascinated by their

struggles and foibles.
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Political scientists James Fowler and Christopher Dawes have estab-

lished that possession of a variant of two genes correlated significantly with

voter turnout. They also found in a separate, twin-based study that the pre-

disposition to vote is highly heritable. Matching public voter-turnout records

in Los Angeles to a twin registry, they demonstrated that up to 70% of the

variance in turnout figures can be attributed to inheritance.40

Fowler and Dawes suggest that a specific brain mechanism accounts

for at least part of the variance in people’s desire to participate in politics.

Serotonin is a brain chemical that is released by neurons when they fire, as

in response to stress or fear. Normally, the neurons have a mechanism for re-

absorbing the serotonin. However, in some people, this mechanism doesn’t

function well, either for genetic reasons or due to trauma. The inability to

regulate serotonin levels has been linked to anti-social and aggressive be-

havior. Animals that have a defect in their serotonin-processing mechanism

have a tendency to react impulsively and fearfully to social stressors. Fowler

and Dawes established that people who have genes which are linked to less

efficient re-uptake of serotonin are also less likely to vote. By implication, if

you were born with serious anti-social tendencies, you probably don’t give

a damn about elections.41

Serotonin mechanisms may provide the molecular keys to under-

standing left-to-right political variation. If one compares humans to other

social animals, like bees, ants or wolves, one is struck by how disobedient

humans are. Humans accept the chains of society, but only up to a point.

The degree to which we tolerate, or need, social cohesion is probably ge-

netically-based. 

As bands of humans spread across the planet, two divergent social

strategies emerged. Sometimes it made sense to be very tight and close-knit

with the members of your band, showing absolute loyalty and deference to

power figures. Conversely, at other times this must clearly have been a bad

strategy, such as when your group was threatened by larger rivals, or when

your leader was evidently exploitative or incompetent. 

The human brain has probably evolved cerebral mechanisms — very

likely involving the maintenance of a serotonin balance — which allow us to

instinctively calculate the trade-offs between obedience to group norms and

individualistic defection to pursue selfish goals. People with a sensitive sero-

tonin mechanism, from this perspective, will feel relatively more disturbed

by actions that threaten social harmony. These people are more likely to be-
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come conservatives. Other people’s brain chemistry leaves them less sensi-

tive to social harmony, and they are more likely to subvert rules, traditions

and hierarchies, to leave the group to pursue individual goals, and to permit

others to do likewise. These people are more likely to become liberals. 

Evolution has left even our neurons tinted red or blue.

The Evolution of Partisanship

Ironically, partisan bias can best be explained by concepts developed

in the study of its apparent opposite: altruism (behavior involving self-sac-

rifice or generosity). 

Altruism was long considered a mystery and a great challenge to Dar-

winism. Why would any animal, or human, help another? If the basic prin-

ciple of Darwinism was that only traits conducive to reproduction were likely

to be inherited, how could one explain altruism? Humans have been known

throughout history to go to extraordinary lengths to help other humans. News

reports of house fires commonly are accompanied by tales of heroic by-

standers who rush in to save children or animals at great risk to themselves. 

Altruism remained perplexing until the great English biologist W. D.

Hamilton unlocked its secrets by applying the concept of “kin selection.”

Kin selection refers to evolution based on cooperation between related or-

ganisms. J.S.B. Haldane famously summarized the principle as follows: “I

would gladly give my life for two brothers or eight cousins.” Haldane was

humorously but accurately referring to the proportion of genes shared in a

family: identical twins share 100% of genes, brothers and sisters share 50%,

nephews 25% and first cousins 12.5%. 

W.D. Hamilton argued that what appeared to be selfless altruism by

many animals was in fact a form of prudent calculation at the level of the

gene. If we consider that evolution occurs at the level of the gene and not just

the organism, then we can appreciate that it is all the same to the gene

whether it is this organism or that one that provides the conduit to the next

generation. The gene’s-eye perspective is the basic premise underlying the

most popular book ever written on evolutionary biology, Richard Dawkins’s

The Selfish Gene, which expounded upon Hamilton’s findings.42

Hamilton suggested that the incidence of altruism could be predicted

from a basic formula involving just three variables: the degree of related-
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ness of the parties, the benefit to the receiver, and the cost to the giver. In

simple terms, if two individuals are closely related and one of them can at

small cost do something that has great benefit to the other, then altruistic

behavior should be expected. Anyone knows that much who has sought to

borrow a small sum of money from a rich relative. Altruism thus requires an

organism to calculate the genetic relatedness of the two parties (called “kin

recognition”) and analyze the cost/benefit ratio of the altruistic behavior. It

as if the genes in one body say, “Hey, those genes in trouble over there look

a lot like our genes! Let’s go help them out, as long as it doesn’t cost too

much.” Altruism is teamwork between identical genes that happen to be in

different bodies.

Observation of human and animal behavior confirms that altruistic and

cooperative behavior does in fact occur in direct proportion to the genetic re-

latedness of the parties involved. Blood is thicker than water. One of the most

common examples of supposed altruism amongst animals is warning behav-

ior. When animals make loud noises to warn of the approach of a predator,

they make themselves more visible to that predator. Why do animals take

that chance? Why does warning behavior exist?

Hamilton’s hypothesis prompted field biologists to carefully observe

and measure the warning behavior of squirrels, birds and monkeys. They

found that the frequency of risky warning behavior exhibited was in direct

proportion to the proximity of genetically-related individuals. It makes sense,

genetically speaking, to stick your neck out for a brother, nephew or cousin.

All parents are expected to show altruistic concern for their children.

Hamilton’s theory, however, suggested that step-parents could be expected

to show a lower level of altruistic concern than biological parents. Sadly, the

statistics bear this out. Step-children and adopted children have a higher in-

cidence of childhood accidents and suffer a greater amount of domestic vi-

olence than do biological children.

Thus we arrive at the dark side of the genetic equation. If it made sense

for our ancestors to be altruistic to those who were genetically similar, it also

made sense, on occasion, for them to harm or exploit those who were ge-

netically distant. Genetically-distant individuals from our own species are

the worst sort of competition. Their genes are well-suited to our ecological

niche, but they’re not our genes. Any assistance we render such individuals

will just tend to displace lots of our own genes from future generations. Our

genes don’t like that. 
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Instead of trying to help outsiders with altruistic behavior, evolving

humans may have obeyed a darker evolutionary imperative — aggression,

even homicide. From an evolutionary perspective, altruism and homicide

are the two extreme poles of social behavior available to humans. From the

gene’s-eye view, altruism made sense when the cost was little and the re-

ceiver was a close relative. Regrettably, by the same token, murder made

evolutionary sense when the victim was genetically distant and a tough eco-

logical competitor. Hamilton referred to the latter sort of behavior — re-

verse altruism, if you will — as “spiteful.”

In the primate world, evidence of the spiteful, murderous instinct was

first observed in 1974 in groups of wild chimpanzees at Gombe stream in

Kenya, the research camp established by famed primatologist Jane Goodall.

At Gombe, one large party of chimpanzees fissioned into two sub-groups,

which then moved apart. One day, members from the larger group formed

into what appeared to be a hunting party, which set out silently in search —

as it turned out — of a solitary member of the smaller band of chimpanzees.

When the unlucky member of the smaller band was found, he was savagely

murdered. Methodically, the larger group exterminated the smaller group,

a small-scale primate example of ethnic cleansing. Field biologists elsewhere

have confirmed that chimps tend to form murderous raiding parties, like

gangs of thugs, who set out in search of isolated males from other troops. In

humans, of course, history is also replete with examples of gang violence

and the massacre of minority out-groups.43

While Hamilton focused on altruism between individuals that are di-

rectly related, an important extension of Hamilton’s theory applies to altru-

ism and cooperation between members of different groups. This approach,

known as Genetic Similarity Theory, is an extension of the gene’s-eye view

to larger groups of related individuals. It is based on the notion that individ-

uals do not have to be directly related to have a high degree of genetic over-

lap. In any human population subjected to long in-breeding (as in the island

populations of Iceland or Japan), there will eventually accumulate a great

deal of genetic overlap even between people not known to be directly related.

Estimates of the degree of genetic-relatedness in such homogenous popula-

tions suggest that ethnic nationals are as closely related to each other as

cousins. Put otherwise, it is almost as if all Icelanders or Japanese were first

cousins within their respective communities. Evolutionary theory predicts a

high degree of cooperation in such societies. 
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The choice of which course of behavior to engage in depends on what

biologists call “kin recognition.” Social animals — those most likely to ben-

efit from cooperation and altruistic behavior — should develop outward

markers of their genetic traits, so that genetically-related individuals can rec-

ognize each other and help each other out. People should be very attentive

to markers by which they can recognize their kin. Indeed, it is a common-

place that brothers and sisters look alike. 

From an evolutionary point of view, we could say that siblings re-

semble each other so that they will remember to cooperate. The need to dif-

ferentiate genetic cousins from genetic outsiders may be why people have

developed such highly-visible markers as bright hair and eye coloring or

prominent noses and ears. Humans are capable of incredibly fine discrim-

ination between individuals (which is why twins are such fun: they con-

found our natural capacity to tell people apart). We have all had the

experience of being able to pick out a friend in a crowd from very far away,

just by the way the person stands or walks, or from the shape of the back

of their head, or their ears.

In the EEA there arose situations when a potentially altruistic person

had to make a difficult decision as to whether a given person “deserved” al-

truistic behavior. At a distance, you can see that a child is under threat of at-

tack from a panther. Do you run over, at risk to your life, to save the child?

If the child has those funny ears that run in your family, you run over. 

Sometimes, however, two people look similar even when they have dif-

ferent genetic makeup. There is the possibility of being fooled in one’s al-

truism by a deceptively similar outsider. 

Consequently, it would make sense if humans could also discriminate

between individuals on the basis of behavioral cues that would be shared

only by those who had actually lived together. Just as teen-agers everywhere

are quick to invent slang and their own private languages, early groups of

humans may have used language-cues to distinguish insiders from outsiders.

This may explain why making fun of foreign accents is universally consid-

ered to be hilarious, and a staple of comedians everywhere. In many coun-

tries, even a trace of a foreign accent can be considered shameful. Culture

itself, in its myriad forms of behavior and display, may have originated in

the need to carefully mark a shared genetic legacy.

A classic example of culture as a tool for discriminating genetic out-

siders is found in the historical use of the “shibboleth.” ‘Shibboleth’ is a
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Hebrew word found in the Bible’s “Book of Judges,” in an account of a

conflict between the Ephraimites (who used the word “shibboleth”) and

the Gileadites (who were unable to pronounce the sh- sound). After their

defeat, many Gileadites tried to sneak across the Jordan river, where they

found themselves seized by Ephraimite soldiers and given the following,

terrifying order: “Say ‘shibboleth’!” Those who were unable to pronounce

the word correctly were immediately killed. As your mother told you, it

pays to study languages.

Shibboleths of various sorts have been used throughout history for

similar military purposes (American soldiers in the Pacific asked unidenti-

fied parties to say “lollapalooza,” an American slang term difficult for native

Japanese speakers). The concept of shibboleth can be taken very broadly,

to indicate any kind of sign or behavior by which group members can dis-

tinguish outsiders. Thus we see that cultural artifacts such as accent, slang,

clothing, and gesture, etc., may have arisen as means of distinguishing ge-

netic insiders from outsiders. Culture itself can be seen as a massive accu-

mulation of shibboleths.

The broader implication of genetic similarity theory for political life is

that evolution has wired us for tribal partisanship. We are programmed to

figure out which people are genetically close to us and which are not, and to

treat the former better than the latter. We can often afford to be altruistic and

generous — because we are usually pretty good at figuring out when it

makes sense to be altruistic. On the other hand, we just as instinctively tend

to detect and punish outsiders. 

In a large, multi-cultural society like the U.S., the two-party system

allows citizens to express their ethnocentric, spiteful impulses in a socially-

sanctioned manner. Our culture war is a form of internalized xenophobia.

Instead of hating the neighboring cultures (Canadians, say, or Mexicans), we

just divide our own country in two, and hate ourselves. Members of the other

political party are regularly derided as fools and suckers. We hoot and holler

at each other like two colonies of estranged chimps, and no one gets hurt. 

At least, not since 600,000 were killed in the Civil War.

The Evolution of Political Gullibility and Self-Deception

We lie loudest when we lie to ourselves. 

— Eric Hoffer, The Passionate State
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The greatest deception men suffer 

is from their own opinions. 

— Leonardo Da Vinci, Notebooks

An essential element of political irrationality is a willful political gulli-

bility. People are extremely willing to adopt the beliefs of their peers, even

if it means swallowing some bizarre premises. Where does this gullibility

come from? In order to understand political gullibility, we need to under-

stand the evolutionary significance of deception and self-deception. 

Humans, like other primates, are fundamentally social animals — con-

stantly working together and cooperating. Whenever two individuals work

together, there is the possibility that one will do more of the work while the

other will reap more of the rewards (free-riding, or even worse, cheating).

Consequently, social animals have evolved an innate sense of fairness in so-

cial situations, a kind of ur-morality. 

When capuchin monkeys are trained to perform an exercise in a cage

next to a fellow capuchin, they carefully observe the reward that their neigh-

bor is getting for the same work. Capuchins greatly prefer grapes to cu-

cumber slices. When a capuchin gets paid with a lousy cucumber slice for a

task that earned his neighbor a juicy grape, his outrage can be so extreme

that he will throw the food away. Capuchins, like humans, are liable to react

to unfairness with violent anger.

While social animals have evolved innate rules of fairness, they have

also resorted to deception as a strategy for cheating those rules. We all want

to have our social cake and eat it, too. We’d like the benefits of society, but

without the costs. Deception — and self-deception — are consequently fun-

damental social strategies. 

Consider one of De Waal’s stories about the wily alpha chimpanzee,

Yeroen. Chimpanzees observe a social duty to share large fruit. The prima-

tologists observing Yeroen’s colony did an experiment in which they hid ba-

nanas throughout the animal compound while the chimpanzees were inside

their cages. When the chimps were let out, Yeroen walked past a spot where

a banana was hidden, though he had probably noticed it. Later, when the

colony was dispersed and sleeping, Yeroen returned to the spot and enjoyed

the banana in solitary gluttony. By pretending not to notice the hiding spot,

Yeroen had gotten around the tiresome expectation of sharing one’s fruit.44
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Evolutionary theory predicts that individuals should engage in this

kind of deception whenever they can get away with it. This may provide an

evolutionary perspective for the almost-universal human behavior of lying

(excepting you and me, dear reader). It also makes evolutionary sense for

one’s neighbors to evolve ever-more sophisticated ways of detecting cheat-

ing (not to mention legal and cultural codes which prohibit it). Thus, al-

though humans lie regularly in their everyday lives, our fellow humans are

pretty good at detecting those lies. The best lie detector in the world is still

an alert person with narrowed eyes. Our internal lie-detection mechanism is

an exceedingly sensitive one, because it has been developed over hundreds

of thousands of years. When you suspect that someone is lying to you, you

are probably right.45

In the evolutionary cat-and-mouse game between liars and human lie-

detectors, self-deception arose as a cunning new trick by the liars. The most

convincing liar is the one who believes his own story. Consequently, it would

be evolutionarily helpful for individuals to be able to lie to themselves, so as

to be better able to deceive their neighbors. That self-deception is the tech-

nique of the good liar is confirmed by the habit of professional film actors

who remain “in character” between takes. Similarly, salesmen are indoctri-

nated to believe in the value of their product — if they believe it themselves,

the consumer is more likely to be convinced. 

Likewise, any political candidate who fails to exhibit strong belief

in his own policies is doomed. Belief is extremely convincing, and there-

fore was probably evolutionarily adaptive for social animals. The com-

municative power of belief had already been noted centuries ago by that

keen observer of political cant, Jonathan Swift: “Positiveness is a good

quality for preachers and orators, because he that would obtrude his

thoughts upon a multitude, will convince others the more, as he appears

convinced himself.”

Evolution has programmed us to believe our own bullshit. Fortunately

for society, however, we do not necessarily have to believe our neighbor’s. In

this sense, we are all our brother’s keeper — we help our fellow citizens

“keep it real,” just as they do for us.

Political belief is often just a matter of self-deception at the group level.

We deceive ourselves that our beliefs are logical, when in reality they are

principally group-markers.
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The Evolution of the Gender Gap

The most controversial subject matter in evolutionary psychology is the

study of differences between male and female behavior. In a series of ground-

breaking papers published in the early 1970s while he was still a graduate

student at Harvard, Robert Trivers shook the world of gender relations when

he proposed an evolutionary explanation for male promiscuity.46

Applying evolutionary theory, Trivers reasoned that men and women

should have developed divergent reproductive strategies because the relative

investments of the two genders in child-rearing are not symmetrical. While a

male is able to reproduce merely by inseminating a female, a female can only

reproduce by going through a long pregnancy, stressful childbirth, and drain-

ing child-rearing. Since the man’s investment is relatively trivial and the po-

tential payoff so great, it would make evolutionary sense for men to “invest”

as often as possible, i.e., by being promiscuous. For women, conversely,

promiscuity is of no reproductive benefit. A woman can only get pregnant

once at a time. As a result, evolutionary theory would predict that men would

be relatively more promiscuous, and in general more sex-driven, than women. 

The theory also predicts that women would be more choosy in engag-

ing in sexual relations, because with each pregnancy they are making such

a large life-investment. Since a female is likely to be presented with various

alternatives for mating, given the compulsive sexuality of males, it would

make sense to be careful and discriminating in choosing the one with the

best genetic potential. Note that this theory does not imply any moral validity

to male promiscuity (nor to female reticence), though the accusation is often

made. Feminists sometimes attack the theory on grounds that it represents

an attempt by male researchers to justify male patriarchy, but the force of the

critique is somewhat diminished when one considers that many evolutionary

psychologists are women (Lena Cosmides and Sarah Hrdy, to take just two

prominent examples).

Has the observation that men actually are more promiscuous than

women been confirmed experimentally? Indeed, it has, though some

would question the need to test a principle so self-evident. That men are

relatively more sexually-obsessed than women is no surprise in many

parts of the world, though the assertion still produces discomfiture at

American universities. 
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In one experiment, a young man and young woman are given the fol-

lowing assignment. Each researcher is instructed to walk up to a number of

randomly-selected members of the opposite sex and make the following

offer: “I’ve been watching you and am very attracted to you. Would you like

to come back to my room to have sex with me?” I often ask audiences to

guess which of the two researchers is more successful — the young man or

the young woman. 

The young woman is successful in approximately three-quarters of en-

counters, while the young man is never successful (I guess they’re not using

Brad Pitt). If this were due to culture and socialization, we would expect to

see some cross-cultural variation, but there is no country in which the fe-

males are as open as males to sex with random strangers. If there were such

a country, it would soon be overrun by drooling male immigrants.

The differences in reproductive strategies between men and women

are relevant for politics because they have left men and women with dif-

fering innate motivations. There is evidence that the best way for men to

indulge their sex drive is to achieve high social status. In hunter-gatherer

societies, just as in the societies of our primate cousins, males of higher

status reproduce at a higher frequency. Many studies show modern

women as well are attracted to men of high status, reflecting an evolu-

tionary imperative observed in other primate species. How else could

Donald Trump get a date?

Evolutionary psychology infers that males will be hard-wired to seek

social status at any cost. Achieving political power is the classic way to that

status. It thus makes sound evolutionary sense for men to be obsessed by

politics — it is the royal road to sex. Indeed, surveys show that twice as

many men as women respond affirmatively to the question, “Are you ex-

tremely interested in politics?” In virtually all countries studied (there are ex-

ceptions), men report a greater interest than women in politics. Men usually

know more about politics than women do, a superiority which may account

for a certain number of divorces. The male obsession with politics would

help explain the persistence of patriarchy throughout history as well as

today’s gender gap in political representation. 

Critics of Trivers’ promiscuity theory have pointed out that the repro-

ductive sex act requires the participation of both genders. Who can the

promiscuous males have sex with, if not with equal numbers of equally

promiscuous females? The answer has been provided by recent DNA tech-
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niques which allow scientists to study the separate evolution of male and male

DNA lineages by measuring the rate of mutation in the male Y chromosome. 

The DNA record shows that human history has significantly more fe-

male lineages than male lineages. Strangely, this means that we had more

female ancestors than male ancestors. It now appears that throughout their

evolution most humans were slightly polygynous, i.e., one man mated with

more than one woman. This means that a lot of men got left out in the evo-

lutionary cold, losers in the worst possible way — genetically. Less than half

of all men who ever lived were successful in reproducing, while approxi-

mately 80% of all females were able to reproduce.47

Thus, throughout evolution one man’s promiscuity could only be sat-

isfied at the cost of his neighbor’s reluctant celibacy. Since the odds against

reproducing for any given male were daunting, it made sense for young

males to take risks in order to reproduce. Whether it meant battling a larger

rival, hunting dangerous game, or engaging in war-like raids against a neigh-

boring tribe, the risk was worth it if it helped overcome the long odds against

reproduction. Today, a taste for risk is much more marked among males than

among females. Participation in extreme sports or dangerous professions is

overwhelmingly male. We see the most concrete proof in our driver insur-

ance premiums, which are much higher for young males.

The gender difference in risk appetite has strong implications for pol-

itics, especially as regards the most classic and enduring of all political

dilemmas, the decision to go to war. War is the riskiest, most hazardous ac-

tivity any person or society can embark upon, yet throughout history men

have willingly and even eagerly marched off to battle while wives and

mothers stayed behind. After the 2003 invasion, U.S. support for the Iraq

War was marked by a clear gender gap, with more men than women sup-

porting the war effort. Indeed, the first recorded evidence of the gender

gap occurred in the 1968 presidential election in which Richard Nixon re-

ceived 7% greater support among men than among women. The disparity

was popularly attributed to the relatively more “dove-ish” sentiment among

women voters as regarded the Vietnam War. Ever since that period, the

Democrats have enjoyed a slight but consistent edge among female vot-

ers, attributed to women’s lower support for military spending, a perennial

plank of the Republican platform. 

Evolutionary theory provides an explanation for the disparity in mili-

tary attitudes. Although it has left humanity with a troubling genetic legacy,
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war and murder provided our male ancestors with an evolutionarily sound

strategy for eliminating male rivals and gaining sexual access to females.

Our female ancestors, conversely, received no benefit from war. Even in the

best case (victory), war merely diverted the energies of males; in the worst

case it meant defeat, rape or the death of one’s children. Although females

did not benefit from war, they nonetheless suffered a somewhat lesser risk

from violent conflict (they had a lower chance of being killed in battle). Fe-

males would have been less likely to evolve an emotional response to threats

of aggression. When our male ancestors found themselves threatened by a

warlike neighbor, the stakes they faced was their own prompt and violent ex-

tinction (which explains why men can follow sports — a modern symbolic

substitute for war — with such insane fervor). Thus, many of the great wars

have sprung from an uncontrollable escalation of threats and counter-threats

between male leaders. If we want world peace, evolutionary theory suggests

that electing more female leaders would be a good place to start. 

Immigration is another example of a policy area that may reveal male-

female differences due to evolutionary pressures. Humans probably

evolved as a “patrilocal” species, meaning that at sexual maturity males re-

main with the family unit while females migrate to other family units. We

find an expression of patrilocality in the traditional cultural practice ac-

cording to which a young man brought his bride to live with him in his

family’s house, while a young bride was expected to leave her family and

join her husband’s household. Since human females migrate to other fam-

ily groups, one would expect evolutionary pressure for females to be some-

what more open to out-groups than males. Correspondingly, males should

be expected to be somewhat more suspicious of immigrant groups, partic-

ularly if those groups are predominantly composed of impoverished, sex-

starved males (annoying competition). 

We see a humorous expression of the potential gender bias in immi-

gration policy in the silly Sacha Baron Cohen film, “Ali G Indahouse.” In this

movie, the comical Ali G character ends up as Prime Minister, where his ab-

surd policies prove surprisingly popular. He proposes that U.K. immigra-

tion policies be reformed so as to allow legal entry to all “fit” young women.

U.K. men express their hearty support. The comic premise here makes a

sound evolutionary point: men are receptive to Ali G’s preposterous pro-

posal because evolution would not have wired men to reject a sudden influx

of nubile, exotic young women. When you see American men on the street
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protesting against illegal immigration, it is more likely that their ire was in-

spired by virile Mexican gardeners than by fit Swedish nannies. 

Let us try to summarize the limited contribution of biology to the poli-

tics of gender differences. No serious evolutionary psychologist would assert

that gender differences in politics are universal or that they mechanically issue

from “different genes.” The pathway from genetic predisposition to social trait

is undoubtedly very complex and subject to a strong cultural influence. 

No one would argue that all women are more dove-ish than all men, nor

that all women will favor pro-immigration policies, etc. Moreover, it would

make no sense to say that a particular woman is against military intervention

“because” she is a woman. Rather, what is asserted here is that on a large scale

— the scale of populations — we can detect the presence of a significant bio-

logical influence on political behavior, and we can better explain that behav-

ior by understanding the evolutionary role it might have once served. On

average, the genders react to politics in slightly different ways. The argument

here has been that evolutionary theory predicts such a difference.

It has long been accepted that culture, personality, family history, and

education play a role in the development of political behavior. To that list of

factors we must now add biology. The value of the evolutionary perspective

is that it allows us to explain phenomena — such as partisanship, and the

gender gap — which would otherwise remain puzzling and obscure.

Evolution of the Generation Gap

When a nation’s young men are 

conservative, its funeral bell is already rung. 

— Henry Ward Beecher,

Proverbs from the Plymouth Pulpit

A mellowing rigorist is always a much 

pleasanter object to contemplate than 

a tightening liberal, as a cold day warming 

up… is much more agreeable than a 

warm one chilling down. 

— Oliver Wendell Holmes,

The Poet at the Breakfast Table
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In the 2008 Democratic presidential primaries, Hillary Clinton and

Barack Obama cleaved the liberal electorate along a number of demographic

lines. A generation gap appeared. Young voters overwhelmingly favored

Obama, while their parents and grandparents just as strongly supported

Clinton. Was there an underlying biological dynamic at play?

It is part of our received folk wisdom in politics that people become

more conservative as they age. Thus it is a cliché to associate radical left-wing

politics with the young, while in Hollywood films the role of Republican

CEO is invariably given to a gray-haired white man. Is there any evidence

of a correlation between aging and conservatism; and if so, does an evolu-

tionary mechanism play a role? 

American political scientists have not found that citizens become more

conservative as they age. Rather, it seems that the most typical behavior is

persistence – whatever people believed in young adulthood is what they con-

tinue to believe for the rest of their lives. Some people’s attitudes may become

more pronounced with age, so that staunch liberals and conservatives be-

come ever more set in their ways. That finding would comport well with the

theory that the confirmation bias plays a key role in politics. The widespread

perception that people become more conservative as they age might have

been caused primarily by those who were conservative to begin with.

However, while aging may not affect party loyalty, it is hard to believe

that it does not affect political behavior in other important ways. There is so

much anecdotal history that young people have different interests and mo-

tivations from those of older people. Consider the famous, bitingly-sharp

distinction that Aristotle drew between the characters of young and old men:

Young men have strong passions, and tend to gratify them in-

discriminately…. They are changeable and fickle in their desires,

which are violent while they last, but quickly over: their impulses

are keen but not deep-rooted, and are like sick people’s attacks of

hunger and thirst. They are hot-tempered, and quick-tempered,

and apt to give way to their anger; bad temper often gets the bet-

ter of them, for owing to their love of honour they cannot bear

being slighted, and are indignant if they imagine themselves un-

fairly treated. While they love honour, they love victory still more;

for youth is eager for superiority over others, and victory is one

form of this. 
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Elderly Men — men who are past their prime… have often been

taken in, and often made mistakes; and life on the whole is a bad

business….They are cynical; that is, they tend to put the worse con-

struction on everything. Further, their experience makes them dis-

trustful and therefore suspicious of evil…. They are small-minded,

because they have been humbled by life: their desires are set upon

nothing more exalted or unusual than what will help them to keep

alive. They are not generous, because money is one of the things

they must have, and at the same time their experience has taught

them how hard it is to get and how easy to lose.48

In modern biology, the theory that organisms change their life-strategies

as they age is known as Life History Theory (LHT).49 LHT helps to explain

generational conflicts, such as those between parents and children. One age-

dependent trait that is clearly relevant for politics is the appetite for risk.

Young people are in general more open to social innovations than older peo-

ple, who are more likely to perceive such innovations as risky.

Small bands of humans left Africa about one hundred thousand years

ago. Since then, the species has spread to a dizzying variety of habitats, oc-

cupying terrain from Norway to Tierra del Fuego. This suggests a restless

species, often on the move. As little bands of our ancestors trudged, barefoot

and half-naked, over mountain ranges, across deserts and through jungles,

the going must often have been rough. The elderly, sick, infantile, or child-

rearing members of society must often have shared a common interest in

staying put, while adult males and childless females may have been more

willing to take risks in order to explore fresh hunting and feeding grounds.

In other words, at crucial times the different human generations may have

faced opposing incentives. The generation gap in politics is probably a very

ancient phenomenon. 

One interesting aspect of the Clinton-Obama rivalry was that Clinton

was, if anything, the more radical of the two candidates, but she was sup-

ported by older voters. Was this because the older voters had become in-

creasingly radicalized after a lifetime of liberalism, continually-reinforced

by the confirmation bias? I don’t think so.

In our ancient inter-generational conflicts, it probably made sense, all

else being equal, to support leaders who were closest to one’s own age. Same-

age leaders could best be counted on to follow a life-history strategy that
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would be most congruent with one’s own. Recall that the Implicit Attitudes

Tests revealed that most people have an anti-elderly bias. It made sense, from

an evolutionary perspective, for humans to be able to detect the ages of

prospective leaders (as by signals such as balding and gray hair), so as to be

able to express a preference for those candidates closest to one’s own age. 

Long before tattoos, nose-rings and text-messaging were invented, evolu-

tion had developed ways for humans to clearly mark their generational divides.

anthropology vs. Biology

Let us finally consider the long-standing critique of evolutionary theory

that comes from cultural anthropology. In the late 1880’s Franz Boas helped

create the modern science of anthropology with his ethnographic studies of the

Inuits. Boas was highly skeptical of Darwinian explanations for human be-

havior. In Boas’ view, if human behavior were biologically-determined, it

should be universal, e.g., everywhere the same. However, Boas’ experience

amongst the Inuits had taught him that human societies around the world were

extremely different. Boas postulated that the existence of human culture in-

terposed a crucial difference between men and animals. Humans could not be

comprehended in terms of bare evolutionary theory because culture added an

unpredictable, variable element. Boas asserted that human culture was infi-

nitely malleable, thereby discrediting the evolutionary perspective. Boas’ most

famous graduate student helped convince the world of the anti-Darwinian

case with a single book, one of the greatest scientific best-sellers of all time.

In 1928 Margaret Mead published Coming of Age in Samoa. Based on

several months of close observation of the native population of a small Poly-

nesian island, Coming of Age recounted and analyzed the experiences of ado-

lescent females. Mead observed that Samoan females were extremely relaxed

about their entry into puberty and sexual life. From this, she deduced that

culture was actually a more important determinant of human behavior than

biology. If biology were all-controlling, Mead reasoned (following Boas),

we would expect to see universal behavior in puberty and adolescence — all

cultures would share similar practices. In the West, however, it was observed

that sexual coming of age was associated with stress and anxiety. The rela-

tive freedom from sexual anxiety of Samoan teen-agers was taken by Mead

to disprove the universality of human adolescent experience. Basing a

breathtakingly broad argument on slender evidence, Mead concluded that
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the difference between Samoan and American experiences in puberty was

sufficient to prove that culture trumped biology. Helped by its titillating rev-

elations of sexual promiscuity among the teen-age natives (and slyly pruri-

ent cover art), the book enjoyed colossal sales. Anthropologists rejoiced in

their victory over the Darwinian orthodoxy. In the tug of war between na-

ture and nurture, nurture was ascendant for several decades, thanks in no

small measure to Margaret Mead.

Today, however, Mead’s research has been discredited. Subsequent

studies, published to controversy in the 1980s, revealed that many of the

teen-agers that she reported on were making up stories to have fun with her.

Moreover, she failed to detect social patterns in Samoa that should have been

obvious to any professional anthropologist (but which would have contra-

dicted her overall thesis). Later anthropologists, notably Donald Brown, re-

futed Mead with extensive cross-cultural research that pointed to a contrary

conclusion: human culture around the world is indeed marked by a striking

number of universal practices.50

Despite the vertiginous decline in Margaret Mead’s reputation, it is

necessary to understand the immense popularity that her work recently en-

joyed, because it helped to firmly entrench an anti-Darwinian school of

thought that remains robust. For an example of the power of the anti-Dar-

winian lobby, consider the affair of Larry Summers, chief economic advi-

sor to President Barack Obama. 

In 2005, Summers was weathering a controversial term as president

of Harvard University. He had already offended a number of Harvard fac-

ulty members with his aggressive manner when he sealed his doom with a

presentation on the topic of female academics in the sciences. It is a widely-

bemoaned fact that only a very small percentage of tenured professors in the

hard sciences are women. Summers was discussing possible origins of the

problem. Amongst other causes, he mentioned the possibility of a biologi-

cal link, which is suggested by evolutionary theory. Studies have confirmed

that there is a greater genetic variability amongst males than amongst fe-

males. Thus, for example, three times as many boys as girls are diagnosed

as autistic. Extremely high IQs are more common amongst boys, as are ex-

tremely low IQs. Summers conjectured, qualifying his statements carefully,

that there was a possible biological source to the observed greater vari-

ability in male performance in scientific and mathematical performance, but

only as a minor factor to be considered along with other social factors. 
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This statement provoked great horror, not to mention immediate symp-

toms of nausea. Nancy Hopworth, an M.I.T. professor listening to the pres-

entation, had to rush outside, she said, to keep herself from vomiting. The

press soon reported that the president of Harvard University was being crit-

icized for saying that little girls shouldn’t go into science because they

weren’t as smart as boys. Summers recanted, back-tracked and apologized

as quickly and profusely as humiliated public figures are expected to nowa-

days. It was not enough.

Summers was thrown out on his tin ear. The Harvard faculty promptly

issued a vote of no confidence in its gaffe-prone president and Summers

meekly resigned soon after. What is remarkable about this incident for evolu-

tionary psychologists is the fact that Summers was drawn-and-quartered for

stating a plausible (if controversial) hypothesis. For evolutionary psycholo-

gists, differences between men and women are to be expected and such dif-

ferences do not necessarily carry any great moral significance. All serious

evolutionary psychologists agree that women must be accorded the same rights

and privileges as men, and further all agree that the average professional ap-

titude of women is at least as great as that of men. However, evolutionary psy-

chologists also accept it as commonplace that there are numerous physical and

behavioral differences between the human sexes, just as there are between the

genders of all the higher animals. This is not necessarily something to vomit

about (it all depends where you ate for lunch).

Consider the viewpoint of Louann Brizendine, a neuropsychiatrist and

author of the book, The Female Brain. Brizendine argued that Summers’ ar-

gument was misguided because there is no evidence that women lack the

requisite scientific aptitude to become science professors. However, Brizen-

dine herself ascribes to a very dichotomous view of the male and female

brains. For Brizendine, the two brains are quite different in every way and

the advantage goes clearly to the female brain. Brizendine’s research sug-

gests that the male brain is just a stunted version of the female brain.51

All brains start out as female brains. Shortly after conception, though,

those of us unlucky enough to possess “Y” chromosomes receive a harsh

blast of fetal testosterone, turning us into little embryonic Beavises and

Buttheads. The cognitive effects of that first testosterone shock can be ob-

served in childhood. Boys are dumber, slower, more impulsive, aggressive

and anti-social. Meanwhile the female brain, not similarly brutalized in utero,

is allowed to flourish through childhood and is then further enriched by
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nourishing baths of adolescent estrogen. Women’s hormonally souped-up

brains are capable of a much richer emotional life than men’s, and we can ac-

tually see this at the neuronal level, where there is a greater proportion of

connective tissue. Women have more empathy and are more collaborative.

All of this naturally leads to different interests. 

Imagine that a young person is described to you as “intelligent, popu-

lar, and sociable,” and that you are asked to suggest a career for such a per-

son. What would be the first career option that would pop into your head?

Theoretical physics? 

It is impossible to be equally interested in everything, and it thus seems

plausible that women would be less interested than men in certain disci-

plines. As Brizendine suggests, these different interests may well be rooted

in biological superiority, not inferiority. If one manifestation of this difference

in interests is that fewer women than men are interested in becoming physics

professors, one returns to a biological explanation. Even if the pathway from

biology is a complex one, mediated by culture, and ending only in a gener-

alized difference of interests, that is enough to produce asymmetrical social

results.

It is unfortunate that the president of America’s most prestigious uni-

versity could be forced out for uttering a scientific conjecture that would be

commonplace in Evolutionary Psychology 101. However, Summer’s expe-

rience should be instructive for the rest of us. In a book which deals with

the biological origins of human irrationality, it is prudent to note that bio-

logical explanations of human behavior themselves tend to provoke irra-

tionality, not to mention dyspepsia. 

Having now repulsed the attacks of the cultural determinists, we must

conclude a peace — by opening our gates to them. As we will see in the next

chapter, they have something very important to teach us.
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CHAPTER 6

Culture and Political Irrationality

Because they were acquired so early in our lives,
cultural values remain unconscious to those who hold
them. Therefore, they cannot be discussed, nor can they
be directly observed by outsiders. They can only be in-
ferred from the way people act under various circum-
stances. If one asks why they act as they do, people may
say they just “know” or “feel” how to do the right thing. 

Their heart or conscience tells them. 
— Geert Hofstede, Cultures and Organizations

Dark TruTh #6
There is a map of the culture war. It was drawn by anthropologists.

red Deserts vs. Blue Forests:

The Bio-Cultural Origins of Partisanship

A
s we have seen, evolutionary biology has greatly informed our un-

derstanding of political behavior. To appreciate the role of biology,

we first had to topple the reigning paradigm of cultural determin-

ism, which held that human nature was a blank slate for culture to write

upon. Human nature is most emphatically not a blank slate. Humans come
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into this world equipped with a full suite of mental programs and sub-rou-

tines, ready to begin the strange business of being a human.

Now we must return to the concept of culture. Culture is not every-

thing, but it is not irrelevant, either. Cultural anthropology is the science of

human culture. Built upon the fieldwork and ethnographic studies of pio-

neers such as Bronislaw Malinowski, Franz Boas, Ruth Benedict and Mar-

garet Mead, cultural anthropology in the 20th century was a vast, global

enterprise of cultural analysis, as armies of anthropologists sought to chart

the entire social world. Anthropologists insinuated themselves into thou-

sands of micro-cultures around the planet, from primitive villages to board-

rooms and bureaucracies. They carefully observed and meticulously

recorded the rituals, customs and habits of each society. 

Eventually, enormous databases of human behavior were assembled for

comparative analysis. In the mid-1960s, Stanford anthropologist Robert Tex-

tor gathered information on 400-plus societies around the world and classified

them according to nearly 500 traits. He then fed all this information into a

computer which cross-correlated all the data. Textor’s mammoth “Cross Cul-

tural Summary” is the 3,000 page record of the most significant correlations.54

At the broadest scale, Textor discovered that most cultures could be

classified as belonging to one of two large groups, desert cultures or forest

cultures. Desert cultures tended to be monotheistic, hierarchical, sexist and

warlike. Forest cultures, conversely, tended to be polytheistic, egalitarian,

gender-neutral and peace-loving. 

The cultural differences can be traced to the different demands of each

environment. The desert is a harsh, unforgiving environment ruled by the

law of scarcity. Human groups living in the desert operate on a tighter mar-

gin of error than groups in luxuriant environments. Rules are more tightly

enforced and cohesion is more important. A solitary human may survive a

while in the forest, but not in the desert. Far-flung groups of male goat and

camel herders may have been the original warrior castes. In the desolate

landscapes of the desert, the alternating dominance of sun and moon led nat-

urally to monotheistic or dualistic religions.

In the forest, by contrast, food is plentiful and there are myriad forms

of plant and animal life that can be either helpful or dangerous. In such a

chaotic, teeming profusion, polytheistic religions arise. Simple rules are not

as helpful as an appreciation of complexity. Since the danger of ostracism

from the group is lower, group cohesion and respect for hierarchy is less im-
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portant. The greater abundance of food permits a lower intensity of work

and therefore less need for separation of labor, so that the sexes more often

work and live together.

Which culture would you prefer to live in? At least one biologist, Stan-

ford’s Robert Sapolsky, has bemoaned the relative success of desert cultures:

Desert cultures, with their militarism, stratification, mis-

treatment of women, uptightness about child-rearing and sexual-

ity, seem pretty unappealing. And yet ours is a planet dominated

by the cultural descendants of the desert dwellers. At various

points, the desert dwellers have poured out of the Middle East

and have defined large parts of Eurasian cultures. Such cultures,

in turn, have passed the last five hundred years subjugating the

native populations of the Americas, Africa, and Australia. As a

result, ours is a Judeo-Christian/Muslim world, not a Mbuti-

Carib/Trobriand one.52

In Sapolsky’s view, the original red vs. blue divide was between desert

cultures (conservatives) and forest cultures (liberals) — and the desert cul-

tures won. Sapolsky, a bushy-bearded professor from San Francisco who

likes to hang out in jungles watching baboons, leaves no doubt as to his pref-

erence (forest). He finds the enforced conformity of desert culture appalling:

“Only one way to think, to do, to be. Crusades and jihads, fatwas and inqui-

sitions, hellfire and damnation.”53 Presumably, Dr. Sapolsky will not be mov-

ing to Tucson anytime soon, nor voting Republican. He’s a forest man

through and through.

In this chapter I will argue that cultural characteristics — such as a

tendency toward conservatism or liberalism — emerge from biological

sources. As populations of humans spread across the planet, they encoun-

tered radically different ecological conditions. The evolutionary pressure of

prolonged exposure to different conditions led to populations with different

behavioral characteristics. The twin-based research we looked at earlier

demonstrated that humans inherit political predispositions ranging from con-

servative to liberal. Textor shows us what happens when this human vari-

ability is allowed to play out over time in different environments. Certain

types of individuals will tend to do better in certain kinds of environments.

The tough-minded did well in harsh environments, and their proportion of
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the population increased. The soft-hearted did well in luxuriant environ-

ments and the proportion of like individuals increased over time. Eventually,

human cultures have diverged and stratified into the forms observed by Tex-

tor: desert cultures (red countries) and forest cultures (blue countries). Tex-

tor allows us to extend the red-blue metaphor to a global scale —

conservative-liberal polarization is present both within societies and — glob-

ally — between countries. 

Since America is composed of a native population mixed with immi-

grants from every country on the planet, America’s cultural divide is a mir-

ror of the world’s cultural complexity. If we wish to negotiate a truce in our

culture war we should first seek to understand how red cultures differ from

blue cultures around the world. 

Anthropologists have shown us the way, by providing a helpful frame-

work which allows us to pinpoint the cultural differences underlying any

social conflict. Before turning to that framework, let us summarize how bi-

ology and culture interact in the development of an individual’s politics.

The Bio-Cultural Model of Partisan Development

Personal political growth is organic. The best analogy is to some kind

of plant life, such as a tree. Any living tree represents the intersection of at

least three factors: genetic (the seed); local (the soil); and environmental

(the climate). From the same type of seed we could grow a great variety of

different-looking trees by subjecting them to different environments, yet

each tree would still recognizably belong to the same species. As trees (and

humans) grow, they are shaped by local and environmental pressures so that

they become progressively rigid, with only the top-most shoots and branches

still showing flexibility. 

The twin research on the heritability of ideology suggests that humans

fall into two broad phenotypes that might be characterized as tough (red-

state, desert culture) or soft (blue-state, forest culture). A particular indi-

vidual might fit anywhere on the spectrum between tough and soft — i.e.,

we can inherit a hue anywhere from carnation red to cobalt blue. However,

that is only the beginning of the story, as is indicated by the four-part struc-

ture of what I call the bio-cultural model of political development:
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1. The biological foundation — As we observed above, the “ground

floor” is biological. We are each born with a political predisposition that falls

somewhere in the range from tough to soft. 

2. The cultural environment — This is perhaps the most important

layer, as it has the power to over-ride genetic predispositions. In the social-

ization process, we gradually acquire beliefs and values which shape our

politics. Commonly, this heavy cultural layer reinforces biological tendencies,

but sometimes it doesn’t, which explains why some people suddenly “dis-

cover” their true political values only after they have left the home. Although

we speak of a single culture, it would probably be more accurate to speak of

layers of overlapping cultural influences. Every person really belongs to sev-

eral cultures and also bears the influence of several cultures. Our first cul-

tural influence is contributed by our family. The single greatest predictor of

our political orientation is our parents’ political orientation. Culture finishes

writing on the biological slate when we are still young. Political change after

age 25–30 is rare. 

3. The framing layer — The framing layer is the point of contact be-

tween our inherited and socialized predispositions and the conventions and

manipulations of the outside world. Political problems and issues are not in-

herently “liberal” or “conservative” — it is up to the politicians to create

distinctions by reacting to problems in different ways. 

The framing layer introduces a great deal of irrationality into the po-

litical sphere because the political parties successfully convince their mem-

bers to follow platforms that are internally inconsistent. Thus, in America

conservatives are against abortion and euthanasia because of the “sanctity

of life,” but they are also in favor of the death penalty and foreign military

intervention. Liberals, conversely, believe in the universal rights of the

weak, defenseless and underprivileged, but exclude human fetuses.

4. The rational surface — The individual’s abstract capacity for logical

analysis of issues, politicians and policies resides in the rational layer. The-

oretically, we can ignore the influences from biology, culture and framing, by

reaching decisions that are purely based on logic and evidence. It is my con-

tention that this rarely happens. Although we do have a strong capacity for

reason, our rationality is regrettably also further divided into sub-levels:



a) The defense lawyer — The defense lawyer is the mind’s ability to

develop logical arguments to support positions that are deeply rooted

in the biological and cultural layers. The defense lawyer helps us en-

gage in “motivated reasoning”: logic at the service of an argument.

b) The neutral arbiter — This refers to the mind’s capacity to arrive

at a rational, disinterested conclusion. By common convention, we pre-

tend to make political decisions at this level. However, it is really the

least important from a practical perspective. It exists theoretically but

is rarely (if ever) observed in nature.

During the process of political growth, there is a certain amount of po-

tential flexibility. Unlike trees permanently rooted to one spot in the forest, hu-

mans are frequently transplanted into different environments. A person may

move from one culture to another during his or her life, disrupting the gradual

political calcification. However, the likelihood of major shifts diminishes rapidly

with age. Once an opinion gets locked in by the first three layers, the mind’s

inner “defense lawyer” ensures that no contrary opinion will ever be granted a

fair hearing.

Thus, we should not overly indulge the hope that we will convert

our political rivals. Their political orientation took decades to grow and

solidify, and is solidly-rooted in genetic and cultural programming. Our

political rivals, like our spouses, are people we should give up trying to

change. There is hope, however, for a better life in mutual comprehen-

sion and tolerance (in politics, at least). 

red Culture vs. Blue Culture: or, how to Dance the Bubble Tango 

Each of us has an invisible “bubble” of space around us, a sort of nat-

ural comfort zone. When a stranger gets inside of that space we feel dis-

turbed. However, from country to country the size of the bubble varies

enormously. The warm and empathic Brazilians have virtually no bubble at

all — they love to stand close and even touch their interlocutors as they talk.

Relating warmly and physically to others is an unspoken positive value in

Brazilian culture. The Finns, like other Scandinavians and northern Euro-

peans in general, are more reserved and prefer to keep a distance of at least
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18 to 24 inches between themselves and any person who is not a close friend

or family member. Scandinavians place more of a positive value on privacy

and independence.

Imagine a Finn and a Brazilian talking at a cocktail party. The two

speakers will engage in a funny dance — the Brazilian constantly moving in

to make a point, the Finn adroitly stepping back to a comfortable range. De-

pending on the size of the venue, the Brazilian may gradually chase the Finn

across the room and back again. We could call this the Bubble Tango. You

can see a version of it happening at virtually any large international cocktail

party, but it is often not perceived by the dancers themselves. 

Afterwards, the Brazilian might remark that the Finn seemed “cold” or

“aloof.” The Finn might complain that the Brazilian had seemed “pushy” or

“nosy.” This is how cultural conflict begins: a clash of unseen values followed

by discomfort, which both sides explain by making negative evaluations of

the other. Of such insubstantial conflict are real, bloody wars born.

The study of cultural dimensions provide us with a much more pro-

ductive way of reacting to cultural conflict. Instead of seizing upon each po-

litical dispute as fresh evidence of the evil stupidity of the other side, we can

trace our discord to different positions on the cultural spectrum. Cultural

understanding is the foundation for political peace.

The dean of the cultural dimensions school of cross-cultural studies is

Geert Hofstede, a Dutch social psychologist who spent part of his professional

career with I.B.M.54 Building upon a framework provided by cultural an-

thropologists, Hofstede marshaled survey data from over seventy countries to

show that societies differ according to a set of five “cultural dimensions”: 

1) POWEr DISTaNCE — acceptance or rejection of inequality; 

2) INDIVIDuaLISM — preference for individualism or group member-

ship (“collectivism”); 

3) MaSCuLINITY / FEMININITY — tendency toward assertiveness or

nurturing; 

4) uNCErTaINTY aVOIDaNCE — preference for tradition or innovation, 

5) TIME OrIENTaTION — long-term or short-term perspective. 

CULTURE AND POLITICAL IRRATIONALITY
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In Hofstede’s view, when people from different cultures fail to work ef-

fectively together, it is generally because their implicit values conflict along

one of these dimensions. 

The unspoken and invisible nature of cultural conflict is one of its most

frustrating aspects. It is impossible to get people to work together if they

cannot see why they are clashing, but cultural conflict is frequently subter-

ranean and unconscious. 

The Dimensions of Difference: Mapping the Cultural Fault Line

The world is like a map of antipathies, 

almost of hates, in which everyone picks 

the symbolic color of his difference. 

— Juan Ramon Jiménez, Heroic Reason

Cultural dimensions allow us to map the contours of the cultural divide

between the red states and blue states. Below, let us review the common cul-

tural stereotypes of conservatives (authoritarian, community-minded, tra-

dition-oriented and masculine) and liberals (egalitarian, individualistic,

future-oriented and feminine), from the perspective of international survey

data on cultural dimensions:

RED-STATE / CONSERVATIVE STEREOTYPE

People from tough cultures are deferential to authority and tradition, 

suspicious of individualists and outsiders, are relatively sexist, 

and place great value on the acquisition of social status.

BLUE-STATE / LIBERAL STEREOTYPE

People from soft cultures are more egalitarian and individualistic,

less attached to traditions and gender roles, and less materialistic.

Individualism

In individualistic countries, the individual’s interests are allowed to

prevail over the group’s. Individuals are allowed to choose their own life

paths, even if they are not approved of by the group. In countries that rank
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low on individualism (Hofstede calls them collectivist), the group’s values are

considered supreme. 

The U.S. ranks number one in Hofstede’s studies on individualism,

beating out 73 other countries in the study. Although we are the champions,

other individualistic countries include Australia, Great Britain, the Nether-

lands, Italy and France. 

On the collectivist side, where conformity to the group’s wishes is more

important, we find Ecuador, Pakistan, China, Mexico and Greece. 

In the U.S., the blue states are individualist while the red states are

collectivist. Citizens of the blue states insist on protection of individual free-

doms, whether they include a woman’s right to choose, a gay couple’s right

to marry, or a protestor’s right to burn the flag. Citizens of red states lament

the decline of small-town, communitarian values, where neighbors could

count on each other. Red state residents view the individualism of the blue

states as being reckless, selfish and unpatriotic. For red-state culture, the ul-

timate act of citizenship is to give up one’s life for one’s country in military

service. For blue-staters, in contrast, a brave protest against repressive laws

is more heroic and admirable.

For several of the cultural dimensions listed below we only have in-

ternational comparative data, with nothing to allow us to compare the U.S.

states internally. However, when it comes to the culture of individualism,

we do have an additional set of helpful data from social psychologist Robert

Levine, presented in his highly-readable book A Geography of Time.55

Levine’s international travels left him with the conviction that there

is a relationship between a culture’s health and its pace. He sought to

measure this relationship by establishing a number of simple metrics for

social health. These involved the willingness to perform a small act of al-

truism, such as helping a blind person cross the street, or helping return

a lost letter. When people are too rushed and pressed for time, Levine

reasoned, they start to abandon traditional altruistic practices, and be-

come more selfish.

Levine’s data suggests that blue states, and blue cities in particular, are

individualistic (selfish) while red states are collectivist (helpful). 

Amongst the most individualistic cities were New York, Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Chicago and Philadelphia. Amongst the most helpful cities

were Rochester, Nashville, Memphis, Houston and Kansas City.



Power Distance

This dimension measures how accepting a culture is of inequality. In the

U.S., red states are high in power distance, blue states are low. 

Thus, conservatives tend to respect authority, while liberals are suspi-

cious of power. This explains the emotional reaction from the red states when

liberals criticize a conservative president—from the perspective of high

power distance culture, it is simply wrong to challenge one’s leaders. When

a liberal administration is in power, however, conservatives self-servingly

forget the importance of respecting one’s leaders.

Countries that rank high in power distance, such as Russia, Mexico,

China, the Philippines, and India, have a tradition of autocratic government

and strong class divisions. 

Countries that rank low in power distance, such as Denmark, New

Zealand, Ireland, Great Britain and Germany, prefer social structures

based on equality. 

Interestingly, Hofstede discovered a rough correlation between power

distance and latitude. Tropical countries tend to have high power distance,

while countries in the temperate latitudes tend to be more egalitarian. In the

U.S., similarly, conservatism historically was more associated with the South

than with the North. 

Masculinity / Femininity

Hofstede came to the somewhat controversial conclusion that some soci-

eties are relatively “masculine,” others “feminine.” Masculine societies are

marked by a tough, competitive work-place, where men battle for material signs

of success, while women manage the home and child-rearing. In feminine so-

cieties, work roles are not gender based, and material success is considered less

important than having successful relationships in one’s family and community. 

Masculine societies include Japan, Austria, Italy, Mexico, China and

Germany, while feminine societies can be found in Sweden, Slovenia, Costa

Rica, Portugal and Thailand. 

In the U.S., the red states are masculine while the blue states are fem-

inine. Indeed, Republicans are from Mars, while Democrats are from Venus.
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When arch-conservative Ann Coulter wants to insult the Democrats, she

accuses them of “female whining.” Not surprisingly, Democrats are always

worried that their leaders are acting like “wimps” (or in the California Gov-

ernator’s classic formulation, “girlie-men”). 

uncertainty avoidance

This dimension measures the strength of a culture’s attachment to tra-

ditions, rules and customs. Countries that are high in uncertainty avoidance

would prefer life to stay the same, and they look at social innovation with

suspicion; examples include Greece, Portugal, Uruguay and Russia. Coun-

tries that are low in uncertainty avoidance welcome change and innovation;

examples include Singapore, Denmark, Vietnam and Ireland. 

In the U.S. the red states are high in uncertainty avoidance (prefer-

ence for tradition), while the blue states are low (acceptance of change).

This is another way of stating the old story of politics — liberals view change

as positive and associate it with “progress,” while conservatives view change

as dangerous and inimical to valuable “traditions.”

Time Orientation

Some cultures take a long perspective on time and history (China and

Japan), while others are focused on the here and now (Canada and Spain). 

In the U.S., the red states have a long-term time orientation, while

the blue states have a short-term perspective. Studies have established a

correlation between population density and perception of time. As we

move from the country to the city, we can observe a gradual increase in

tempo, and a corresponding decrease in civility. Country folk take the

time to stop and say howdy, while city slickers bump you as they race by

to steal a cab from someone else. Blue-state residents want social change

to happen right away, while red-state residents are suspicious of anything

done in a rush.

Robert Levine provides us with some additional data. He measured

the pace of life in cities around the U.S. using a few ingenious and simple
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metrics. For example, he measured the average walking speed of pedestri-

ans in the street. He found that speed of walking is proportional to popula-

tion density. As they approach a city, people speed up. People walked

especially fast in Ireland, Holland and Switzerland, while they dawdled in

Brazil, Indonesia and Mexico.

Levine also measured a culture’s respect for punctuality by recording

the time on public clocks and then comparing it to the exact time as deter-

mined by a chronometer. Internationally it was Switzerland, not surpris-

ingly, that had the most accurate clocks (an average deviation from perfect

of seventeen seconds). El Salvador’s clocks were either very, very far off the

correct time, or they were all broken.

Within the U.S., an overall fast pace of life appeared to correlate

roughly with blue-state politics. Thus, Boston, New York and Providence

ranked as the speediest cities (blue), while Sacramento, Shreveport and

Memphis were at the slow end (red).

Bridging the Cultural Divide

How does Hofstede suggest that we bridge the inevitable cultural di-

vide when individuals work together with individuals from different back-

grounds? How can we get over our habitual red vs. blue conflict?

The key lies in realizing that your own values are not universally cor-

rect — there is no “right” culture. Knowledge of cultural dimensions is help-

ful because it allows us to spot the cultural tension underlying many political

issues. Applying a modicum of cultural savvy we might realize, for example,

that a given political dispute arose because citizens had different cultural at-

titudes toward power and authority. As we have seen, some cultures have a

tradition of great respect for authority, while others have the opposite tra-

dition — it is impossible to say that one way is right and the other wrong. 

If we wish to discuss such issues productively, we must begin with a

basic respect for the validity of the different perspectives that arise at each

end of the cultural spectrum. The great contribution of cultural anthro-

pology has been to teach us that each perspective, whether red-state or

blue, is internally justifiable. Everyone is “right” from the perspective of his

or her own culture. 

The ability to tolerate fundamental differences in values is difficult for

people who lack experience with other cultures. Since Americans prefer in-
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creasingly to socialize with people of similar politics, many of us do not get

the opportunity to realize that cultural values which are different from ours

are not necessarily wrong. 

Parental Culture: Mommy Democrats, Daddy republicans

George Lakoff, a professor of cognitive linguistics at the University of

California, Berkeley, maintains that political polarization stems from a clash

of different “worldviews.” Worldviews are ethical and moral frameworks

learned principally from the family. The problem, for Lakoff, is that there are

two completely different kinds of families. 

Thus, some people grow up in families that posit the “tough daddy” or

“strict father” as the guiding social archetype. In such families, the father

has primary responsibility for “bringing home the bacon,” while the mother

takes care of the house and raises the children. The tough daddy provides

safety in an uncertain world, sets and enforces a strict code of authority, and

expects the children to acquire self-discipline and self-reliance. People who

grow up in these families place great value on these concepts: character, dis-

cipline, self-reliance, personal responsibility, and hard work. Tough-daddy families

tend to produce conservatives, who will find it natural to support and vote

for the Republican Party.

In another kind of family, a “loving mommy” or “nurturant parent”

provides love, empathy and understanding. In such a family, children be-

come responsible through being cared for and through caring for others.

Obedience is not compelled but derives from love and respect. The goal of

nurturance is to create autonomous, happy adults. People who grow up in

these families place great value on these concepts: social responsibility, free ex-

pression, equality, human rights, empathy, and health. Loving-mommy families

will tend to produce liberals, who will support the Democratic Party.

Republicans and Democrats clash, in Lakoff’s view, because they at-

tach radically-different connotations to the same words. The two sides

“frame” issues distinctly, depending on their backgrounds. Thus, if you grew

up in a tough-daddy family, the words “big government” may evoke conno-

tations that a “stranger” is going to “meddle” with your “independence” and

“freedom” and take away “your money.” If you grew up in a loving-mommy

family, the words “big government” might connote a “helpful” or “caring”

“neighbor” who can provide “equality,” “human rights” and “social welfare.” 



Lakoff does not hide his preference for the mommies. He achieved

celebrity status among Democratic strategists by providing specific advice

on how to frame public issues so that liberal viewpoints were more palatable

to voters. For example, Lakoff observed with grudging admiration that the

Republicans always referred to their tax cuts as “tax relief.” Lakoff believed

this to be an effective strategy because the phrase conveyed the impression

that taxes were already oppressive. By getting the media and citizenry to dis-

cuss tax cuts in the terminology proposed by Republicans (“relief” is so sooth-

ing), the battle was already half-won for conservatives. Lakoff argued the

Democrats should follow suit, applying a kind of linguistic judo to each po-

litical occasion. When the Republicans referred to their proposed restrictions

on civil law judgments as “Tort Reform,” Lakoff advised the Democrats to

counter by referring to the draft bill as “The Corporate Immunity Act.”

Such pragmatic advice may well be useful to political candidates en-

gaged in the rough-and-tumble of political combat. However, for voters on

the quest for truth and rationality, Lakoff is of little use. Conservatives, espe-

cially, will enjoy reading Lakoff’s books about as much as liberals enjoy lis-

tening to Rush Limbaugh. The main flaw in Lakoff’s theory is that he assumes

that readers will agree with him that the loving-mommy family is better than

the tough-daddy family. It is no surprise, from Lakoff’s perspective, that De-

mocrats currently hold a substantial lead over Republicans amongst women

voters. However, by simply assuming that all his readers are liberals, Lakoff

avoids fully engaging the question of conservatism. How is it that in all cultures

and times some extremely intelligent people been conservative, and have given

a reasonably coherent account for their being so? Lakoff does not say.

Lakoff is entirely dismissive of conservatives (not to mention, men),

although the bio-cultural model suggests that half the population will remain

relatively conservative (and half will always be male). His explanation of

why conservatives are wrong is gnomic: “Strict Father morality is not just

out of touch with the realities of raising children…. It is out of touch with

the realities of the human mind.”56 For Lakoff, the application of absolute

moral rules (strict-father morality) is illogical in a multi-cultural society.

Conservatives, by Lakoff’s less-than-neutral definition, are people who fail

to accept cultural diversity; hence, they should lose elections. 

This is a paradoxically intolerant point of view. As we have seen from

Geert Hofstede’s cross-cultural research, many cultures around the world

are deeply rooted in a tough-daddy morality, so actually Lakoff can also be
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accused of cultural intolerance. When Lakoff condemns conservative cul-

ture, he is condemning half the world. He may well be right to do so, but he

needs to give us better reasons.

According to Hofstede’s data, countries that rank high in uncertainty

avoidance are: Greece, Portugal, Uruguay, Belgium, Russia, Poland and

Japan. That’s rather a lot of people to condemn as being “out of touch with

the realities of the human mind.” 

Understandably, Lakoff (a Berkeley professor, after all) would be

more comfortable in low power distance countries like Jamaica, Denmark,

Sweden, Vietnam or Ireland. I don’t blame him; those are nice countries.

But Lakoff would like those cultures better because they are more congru-

ent with Lakoff’s own bio-cultural profile, not because they are somehow

intrinsically better. 

What would happen if Lakoff’s framing strategies were so successful

that the entire populace voted Democratic and the Republican party went

extinct? Would we live happily ever after in liberal uniformity? I fear that

any utopian unity would be short-lived, as the Democratic Party would

promptly split into two factions, one conservative and one liberal. After a

while, the conservatives would re-name themselves the Republicans, and we

would be back to square one. Lakoff does not confront the reality that pop-

ulations of humans will always fall along a normal distribution on a left-to-

right ideological scale. Frames will not abolish human differences. As the

twin studies, not to mention, history, have confirmed: we have always had

conservatives, and always will.

Lakoff claims that child developmental psychology has established that

tough daddy child-rearing practices harm children, while nurturant parent

practices result in healthy adults. This is arguable. How does Lakoff explain

the surveys which show that conservatives are happier than liberals? More-

over, how does he explain the research of Judith Rich Harris, the independ-

ent scholar who infuriated child psychologists by proving that even very bad

parenting has little effect on the psychological health of adults? If we re-

member the case of the twin Jims, we will recall that the twins were brought

up by different parents, but developed very similar behavioral traits. It seems

that for most people our genetic programming is resilient enough to with-

stand some pretty terrible parents. This research may be disappointing to you

if you have been an incredibly conscientious parent, but on the other hand,

it should be a bit of a relief if you haven’t. 
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Young boys often compete by boasting of the strictness of their fathers;

many continue to do so for the rest of their lives, with increasing nostalgia.

To be sure, nobody has fond memories of an abusive parent, but an ex-

tremely strict but loving father is remembered with respect and gratitude.

For people with memories of such fathers, Lakoff is barking up the wrong

tree. Regardless of one’s own tastes or bio-cultural background, one must ac-

cept that America will always have its share of tough daddies. It is wishful

thinking to believe that we can make them go away, but maybe we can keep

the family together by following a political version of John Gray’s marital ad-

vice. Mars and Venus must learn to get along. 

Like any healthy family, America needs both its parents, tough daddies

and loving mommies, to work together.
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CHAPTER 7

Irrational Partisanship

Dark TruTh #7
Irrationality is proportional to partisanship.

Blue Books, red Blood

A
merican elections are now framed as a contest between red and blue,

between Republicans and Democrats. The red vs. blue metaphor

has so thoroughly permeated our social consciousness that we can

instantly categorize any aspect of our lives through a simple blue/red refer-

ence. A friend of mine, showing me around his home city of Seattle, referred

to certain neighborhoods as “red-state parts of town.” If we take the popular

media as any guide, we would have to conclude that there is a big difference

between the red state and blue state parts of town, and further that the red-

staters and blue-staters don’t get along. Indeed, statistics show that increas-

ingly, liberal Americans move into blue-state parts of town, and conservatives

do the opposite. Over time, our ideological polarization leads to a crazy-quilt

political map, as America separates into red-or-blue enclaves.

A visit to our local chain bookstore confirms that America has di-

vided into red and blue publishing markets. Barnes & Noble now com-

monly has a table which is marked “Red” on one side and “Blue” on the

other, making it easy to shop for your prejudice (one can imagine quite a

few interesting glances being tossed across the top of that book table at

your local B & N). 
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If you are conservative, and shopping on the “Red” side, publishers

are hoping that the following book titles will whet your political curiosity:

Treason: Liberal Treachery from the Cold War to the War on Terrorism

Deliver us from Evil: Defeating Terrorism, Despotism and Liberalism

Why the Left hates america: Exposing the Lies 

that have Obscured Our Nation’s Greatness

The War on Christmas: how the Liberal Plot to Ban the Sacred 

Christian holiday is Worse than You Thought

Of course, if you are a liberal, the above books might not be entirely

to your liking. Not only will you refrain from buying such books, if given one

as a present, you will subject it to creative forms of mutilation before recy-

cling it in the fireplace. Therefore, the same publishing industry that brought

you the above titles has also been careful to provide a fair and balanced coun-

terpoint for the “Blue” side:

Bloodthirsty Bitches and Pious Pimps of Power: 

The rise and the risk of the New Conservative hate Culture

The I hate republicans reader: Why the GOP 

Is Totally Wrong about Everything

The Bush-hater’s handbook: a Guide to the Most appalling

Presidency of the Past 100 Years

Fraud: The Strategy Behind the Bush Lies 

and Why the Media Didn’t Tell You

The lesson of the confirmation bias, introduced in Chapter 2, is that

conservatives will seek to acquire political information by reading books

from the first list, while liberals will rely only on the second. We should not

be so surprised at the existence of an escalating culture war. 
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Some commentators fear that the American cultural divide threatens

our government’s very ability to face the future. Thus, conservative political

scientist James Q. Wilson warned in a 2006 Commentary essay: 

The steep decline in popular approval of our national officials

has many causes, but surely one of them is that ordinary voters agree

among themselves more than political elites agree with each other….

Sharpened debate is arguably helpful with respect to domestic issues,

but not for the management of important foreign and military matters.

The U.S., an unrivaled superpower with unparalleled responsibilities

...is now forced to discharge those duties with its own political house

in disarray…. A divided America encourages our enemies, disheart-

ens our allies, and saps our resolve — potentially to fatal effect.… Po-

larization is a force that can defeat us.29

Is polarization a “force that can defeat us”? Perhaps; but polarization

is also a force that explains us. As we have seen in earlier chapters, humans

are predisposed to partisan bias. Large societies are therefore always sus-

ceptible to polarization. It is not only for the sake of our country, therefore,

but for the sake of the entire world, that we must come to grips with this

quintessentially human — but potentially diabolical — tendency. To say that

partisan bias has been a problem in history is a sad understatement. In our

own era, which is occurring after the anticipated “end of history,” we have

witnessed the Rwandan genocide, the chaos of the former Yugoslavia, en-

demic civil war in Sri Lanka and Colombia, mass murder in Darfur, and

most recently, the blood feud between Sunni and Shia in Iraq. 

This is nothing new. From earliest history, the story of humankind

has been a recitation of xenophobia and warfare. The only difference is that

now we understand why.

What’s the Matter with Sausalito?

Why There Will Be No Final Victory (or Defeat)

What’s the Matter with Kansas? 

— Title of book by Thomas Frank

IRRATIONAL PARTISANSHIP
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The two parties that divide the state, 

the party of Conservatism and that 

of Innovation, are very old, and have 

disputed the possession of the world ever

since it was made.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

The Conservative

There is nothing wrong with Kansas, despite the plausible central ar-

gument in Thomas Frank’s best-seller. Frank argued that poor and middle-

class Americans (represented by the typical Kansan) are illogically voting

against their own economic interests when they vote Republican, because

Democratic policies would be more favorable for them.57 The Kansans may

well be guilty of illogical political analysis, but this apparent self-contradic-

tion should not be surprising to the reader of this book, given the existence

of innate political irrationality. 

One implication of the bio-cultural model is that each political party

can always count on solid support from about half the voting public, regard-

less of whether that party’s policies are actually good for its supporters. Bi-

ology and culture make sure that most citizens are tilted either to the left or

to the right — and cognitive bias guarantees that we stay that way. 

The Republicans in Kansas are going to remain Republican, regardless

of the success of policies adopted or implemented by the Republican lead-

ership. If the Kansas Republicans should ever be confronted by evidence

that their party is acting against their interests, it is likely that they would fil-

ter such evidence through their own confirmation bias until they reached an

even greater conservative militancy, as we have seen from Drew Westen’s

brain scan research. The stronger the opposing arguments a partisan faces,

the more thoroughly the partisan reinforces his biases. 

Frank is thus hoping for an impossibility: that the great mass of peo-

ple will suddenly decide to use their reason to over-ride their bio-cultural

programming. It is not going to happen. In 2008, as in previous elections,

Kansas remained in the red column.

By defining economic self-interest as the primary test of voter ra-

tionality, Frank wants to expose the illogic of Kansas’s working-class Re-
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publicans, but he does not seem to realize that he is opening up wealthy lib-

erals to the same logical attack. If poor people “should” be Democrats,

then rich people “should” be Republican. Yet there are many wealthy lib-

erals, proving that, at least for wealthy people, choice of political affiliation

is not purely a matter of finance. Why should we not allow poor people

the same dignity of choice?

Frank’s book is interesting as an example of the almost invariably red-

or-blue tint to popular political books. Virtually all our popular pundits fol-

low a similar line of reasoning, beautifully exemplified by the title of a James

Carville book: We’re Right, and They’re Wrong! Popular political books,

whether written by Franken, Limbaugh, Coulter, Huffington or whoever

else, follow the same script. These pundits are all peddling a childish form

of wishful thinking — that ultimate victory is almost in sight. 

“If only the other side will just learn to see things our way, they will

give up,” seems to be the underlying premise. Arch-conservative Ann Coul-

ter suggests that Democrats are a sort of vile disease, kind of like a social

form of gonorrhea, of which the homeland could be cured by application of

enough conservative penicillin. Liberals also perennially succumb to fan-

tasies of Republican extinction. 

Partisan screeds conintue to roll off the presses at a lively clip. As I

worked on this section, a new one, written by Peter Beinart, arrived to much

fanfare: The Good Fight: Why Liberals — and Only Liberals — Can Win the War

on Terror and Make America Great Again. There will be another one out next

week. These books are the romance novels of the political class: Harlequin

plots in which everything comes out all right in the end.

These pundits are hoping for an impossibility (which, if it arrived,

would put them out of business anyway, since they are all fundamentally

profiteers from political polarization). The natural distribution of human po-

litical leanings across a broad left-right spectrum ensures that we will al-

ways have liberals and conservatives. We will never have a country

indefinitely governed only by “tough daddies” or only by “loving mommies.” 

Given its current structure, the American polity is destined to remain

governed by a rough average of Democratic and Republican administra-

tions, as Ralph Nader has pointed out repeatedly to unfair derision. Half the

populace will tend conservative, half will tend liberal, and political machi-

nations and skullduggery will determine who pulls the swing voters in any
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given election. Each party will win some, then lose some. The political win-

ners will always get cocky, bogged down in scandal, and then lose their ma-

jority, as we have already seen a dozen times in our history. The political

tables will turn, then turn again. Rock, paper, scissors.

In the ebb and flow of American political tides, there can be no final

victory or defeat.

understanding Polarization

Party is the madness of many for the gain of a few.

— Jonathan Swift, Thoughts on Various Subjects (1711)

The beating of drums, which delights young writers

who serve a party, sounds to him who does not 

belong to the party like a rattling of chains, and 

excites sympathy rather than admiration.

— Nietzsche, Miscellaneous Maxims and Opinions

In The Myth of the Culture War (2004), Stanford political scientist Mor-

ris Fiorina argued that our so-called polarization is an illusion, that in fact

Americans are not that far apart when it comes to politics. Using poll data

from the Pew Research Center, Fiorina demonstrated that Americans,

whether they live in red or blue states, actually differ very little in their po-

litical views (though they think they do).58 In Fiorina’s view, it is political

parties that grow progressively more polarized for competitive reasons, while

the citizens stay the same. The media like to take the politicians’ partisan

battles as evidence of a culture war because the culture war is a good story

that sells papers and gets ratings. Out of self-interest, the media prefer to ig-

nore the overwhelming evidence of consensus amongst Americans. 

If we plot out a bell curve to represent American voters on a liberal-to-

conservative scale, it would probably look like this (Figure 1):



Figure 1 — What Culture War?

Surveys suggest a great deal of consensus on most political issues — and that
the largest group of voters is the one in the middle of the political spectrum.
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The core section of moderate voters represents the largest group in the

country. It would appear to be more logical to have a political system with

three parties, one far-left, one far-right, and one in the middle. That middle

party would be formidable. Unfortunately, most political scientists doubt

that such a system could survive for long. Game theory tells us that there

would be too much incentive for two parties to join together, bringing us

back to a two-party system. Thus, even in countries with many parties due

to proportional voting, the presidential elections still devolve into one-on-

one contests between a liberal and a conservative.

The moderate majority does not disagree much internally. However,

our modern political party system is based on its ability to cut the moderate

majority in half, with each party claiming their half. The parties are then

able to drive the two halves of the citizenry further apart. Both parties take

advantage of our animosity for opposition public figures. It is enough for us

to hate one of the candidates for us to be driven into the welcoming arms of

the party that opposes him or her. In the 1990s Republicans voted against

Clinton, not for Bush or Dole. In 2000 and 2004, Democrats voted against

Bush, not for Gore or Kerry. In 2008, once again, Republicans were more

motivated by distaste for Democratic leaders than by love of their own. 



The two parties have become expert in the use of propaganda based on

the manipulation of subtle clues and references to the cultural and biologi-

cal differences amongst the electorate. George W. Bush’s tendency to lapse

into Christian code was one example of this technique, which was quite ef-

fective in reassuring his base that he was one of them. When Hillary Clin-

ton famously became teary-eyed while campaigning for the New Hampshire

primary in 2008, her display of emotion communicated something powerful

to her female base while it befuddled pundits and Republicans alike. 

If we map the Democratic and Republican populations as separate

bell curves, we can see that there is probably a very large portion of over-

lap. Moderate Republicans and centrist Democrats fall into the same large

pool in the middle. However, at both extremes there are real and obvious dif-

ferences. Far-left Democrats and and far-right Republicans will tend to tug

their parties away from the center, separating the moderate majority. Figure 2

explains why Americans appear to be polarized, though the majority of us are

really in agreement. 

Polarization is often presented by the media as a sort of unmitigated

evil with virtually no support from the public, a display of bad manners in-

dulged in only by politicians and activists. However, this is naïve. We should

expect that the nation will at regular intervals be confronted with challeng-

ing policy debates that will necessarily polarize the citizenry. The revolution

Figure 2 — Democrats and republicans as Overlapping Bell Curves

There is a good amount of agreement amongst moderates toward the 
middle, but at the extremes partisans tend to pull the parties further apart.
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against England was the first of these critical junctures, the end of slavery

another, and there have been a dozen since then. When the U.S. finally be-

gins to implement universal health care for all its citizens, the means for

doing so will doubtless be the subject of general debate and polarization.

But is that not as it should be? Aren’t there some arguments that are so im-

portant that we should expect heated public opinion upon them? Why, then,

are we so intolerant of, and surprised by, polarization?

There is substantial historical evidence, for example, that the degree of

polarization is directly related to fluctuations in social inequality.59 As the

American economy has evolved over the past two centuries, it became at

times progressively more egalitarian (for example, from about 1930 to about

1980), while at other times it became more stratified and unequal. During

times of increasing economic inequality, the political sphere becomes tense

and marked by polarization.

In other words, our polarization is usually about something, or at least

signals something — even when we agree broadly on most political issues.

If we perceive increasing polarization today, it is because society is

undergoing economic stress that threatens to change our social contract. 

Inequality and immigration are currently two of the main drivers of

polarization. The failure of our government to integrate 12 million undocu-

mented workers has created an enormous underclass with no political voice.

At the same time, growth in the economy for the past twenty years has dis-

proportionately benefited the upper classes, and in particular the rarefied

top 1%. The result is a society under pressure from economic stratification. 

While working-class Americans have seen their incomes stagnate,

the success of the upper-class Americans has increased the overall aver-

age income. From 1980 to 2008 the Republicans benefited from this trend

because there is a rough correlation between income and party. Make a

group of middle-class Americans suddenly richer and quite a few of them,

though certainly not all, will wake up the next morning as newly-minted

Republicans. Buoyed by their newly-affluent reinforcements, the Repub-

licans moved sharply to the right in the 1980s and 1990s, most notably

with Newt Gingrich’s “Contract With America” in 1994. The Democrats

found themselves pulled reluctantly toward an American political center

that was drifting steadily to the right. 

As in all previous periods of economic stress and transformation, po-

litical debate and disagreement has intensified. Given the intensity of the
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Too much cultural / political distance — Hatch
and I are destined for political disagreement.

Figure 3 — The Theory of Political Distance

The further we are apart from someone on this political left–right spectrum,
the more likely it is that we will feel negative emotions in their presence.

A moderate Democrat and 
Republican have a good chance 

of getting along.
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economic upheaval of 2008–2009, that may be a good thing, or at least, a

necessary one. We do have things to talk about. If we can learn to discuss

these issues without allowing our discourse to degenerate into hatred or vi-

olence, we may well profit from vigorous social debates in the coming years.

Why do people react so emotionally to political figures?

Why do opposing political leaders irritate us so much? The study of

“social cognition” has demonstrated that humans can rapidly detect

through a variety of subtle clues whether another person has a similar

bio-cultural background. We tend to like people more when they are sim-

ilar to us. Most of us choose friends who are relatively similar in cultural

background, socioeconomic status, profession, and even age, height, at-

tractiveness, intelligence, and wealth. 
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*What about the so-called “purple babies”? Aren’t they the ones that polls clas-
sify as a growing class of “independents”? Where do they fit in? Actually,
into this footnote. Although increasing numbers of people claim to be neu-
tral or independent, research shows that in the end about 90% of these pu-
tative independents end up consistently supporting one party more than the
other (revealed in The Myth of the Independent Voter, by Bruce E. Keith, et.
al.). However, there are probably some true independents. According to the
normal distribution suggested by bio-cultural model (Fig. 1) there will be a
small number of people who sit precisely on the fence between the two par-
ties. These poor people are especially in need of this book, as it will explain
why so many of their fellow citizens seem to have fallen under the spell of
a bizarre partisan enchantment.

When two strangers meet and there is a very great disparity in back-

grounds or capabilities, an unspoken tension fills the air. Senator Hatch

made my hackles rise because I could feel, by looking at him and listen-

ing to the sound of his voice, that his bio-cultural programming was dia-

metrically opposed to mine, and that he would therefore probably hold a

number of values completely opposed to mine. 

Look at Figure 3 for a sketch of the principle suggested here — when

people occupy positions on the political spectrum that are very far from ours,

we feel a proportionally strong discomfort in their presence. This explains why

extremist candidates have such difficulty in getting elected. Regardless of their

personal brilliance, too many of the voters will take an instinctive disliking to

them. Genetic similarity theory predicts that candidates will do best when they

exhibit genetic traits that are close to the median for their constituencies. 

In politics, average can be much better than excellent.

Confronting Our Own Irrationality

A sect or party is an elegant incognito 

devised to save man from the vexation 

of thinking. — Emerson, Journals, 1831

Today, most Americans identify themselves with one of the two main

political parties and prefer to socialize with people of similar politics.* When

Democrats talk politics with Democrats, they express their frustration at the

idiocy and corruption of the Republicans. When Republicans socialize with

Republicans, the political insights expressed are similarly one-sided. Over
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the years, those of us who participate in this game are forced to seek an ex-

planation for the strangely persistent stupidity of the other political party. 

“How can they possibly be so dumb?” we ask ourselves in astonish-

ment. “Are they doing it on purpose?” The other party seems to get every-

thing wrong — whenever a new issue comes up, they predictably take the

wrong approach. Time after time, they always do the wrong thing. “At least

they’re consistent,” we conclude, shaking our heads.

Both sides seek explanations for the habitual erroneousness of their

opponents, and find it in the other’s self-deception. Democrats observe

that the Republicans refuse to admit that they represent wealthy corpo-

rate interests to the detriment of the whole community, that their cam-

paigns appeal to closet racists, that they’re too cheap to cough up the

taxes that build schools and hospitals, etc. Republicans, conversely, as-

sert: Democrats refuse to confess that they’re not patriotic and that they

want to tax all our money and spend it on things like midnight basketball

for illegal immigrant crack addicts. 

Apples arguing with oranges, dogs debating with cats — upon this cu-

rious custom have we founded the edifice of our republic.  After each politi-

cal debate, we come away with renewed respect for the intelligence and

wisdom of those who share our views, just as we are once again discouraged

by the stubbornness of the fools on the other side. Like a perpetually-feud-

ing husband and wife in need of marital counseling, bi-partisan America is a

couple that cannot get along because the two sides do not know how to lis-

ten to each other. The bio-cultural model tells us what to listen for: deep un-

derlying predispositions that are almost impossible to change. 

The scientific research cited in the book suggests that political beliefs

are the outward manifestation of cultural and hereditary biases, and are

therefore not accessible to arguments based on logic or facts. Over time, our

inherited tendencies become petrified by reinforcement from family and

work environments, and then are further hardened by lifetime habits of bi-

ased perception. 

If you consider that the bio-cultural model also applies to you (yes, I’m

talking about thee, gentle reader), then you must face the disheartening pos-

sibility that your own political views are not necessarily the fruit of logic,

research and deliberation, but are to some extent an accident of birth or af-

filiation, like your pretty blue eyes or the prestige of your home address —

attributes which you may be proud of but hopefully don’t take too seriously. 
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If we accept that Democrats and Republicans have been shaped by bi-

ology and culture to become fundamentally different kinds of people, and if

we follow this concept to its logical conclusion, we will arrive eventually at

a surprising humility. We realize that we have become accustomed to artifi-

cially boosting our vanity through partisanship. It is human nature to flat-

ter ourselves when we feel superior to someone else because they are of the

“wrong” political party, but if we are all just born or brainwashed into one

political orientation or another, such self-flattery is not only misplaced and

unjustified, it is a tiny bit ridiculous. 

A lot of Americans really should come down off their high horses, po-

litically speaking. Our preference for the Democrats or Republicans de-

serves no greater intellectual respect than our children’s preference for

vanilla over chocolate:

REPUBLICAN CHILD: Why will the Democratic children of this

family never understand that chocolate was the only ice cream envis-

aged by the drafters of the U.S. Constitution? Vanilla is expensive and

wasteful, betrays a lack of personal responsibility. Worst of all, it is

often French! 

DEMOCRATIC CHILD: I hope our parents will understand that the

rich and powerful elder siblings of this family want to force us to eat

their disgusting expensive premium imported chocolate, but the hard-

working junior siblings of this family, who have already done their

homework, know that honest vanilla is the only way to crown an

American child’s apple pie! 

Before I immersed myself in the research that led to this book, I used

to spend time with Democrats griping about Republicans. But now when

this goes on too long I feel like we’re sitting around vituperating vanilla or

chocolate, and I start to feel silly. We are all dupes of an oligarchic system,

anyway, both Republicans and Democrats, as I will explain in the following

chapters. Today, there are really only two kinds of Americans, red sheep and

blue sheep. It’s the sheep part that should concern us more than the red-or-

blue part. However, this requires us to wake up to the biases underlying our

own partisan outlook. From my own experience I will tell you — this is ex-

tremely difficult for most people, and for many others… impossible.
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We are not the only nation stuck in a red-blue stalemate. Political sys-

tems around the world are mired in the trench warfare of partisanship (Iraq

and Kenya are two contemporary examples). These unproductive partisan

feuds hinder our societies in their efforts to negotiate an increasingly complex,

global society, and to fight looming global catastrophes, like the threat of

global epidemics or nuclear terrorism. However, if we can reveal to voters

around the world the illogical underpinnings of partisan wars, we can hope

for an eventual diminishment in hostility, and a loosening of political log-jams. 

Tips On avoiding Partisan Irrationality

1. avoid political arguments. 

Political opinons are only partially based on reason, logic, or facts, so

you generally can’t win a political argument with reasonable arguments or

factual evidence. However, you can lose friends, alienate co-workers, and

irritate your spouse, children, parents and siblings.

2. Don’t disparage people of different political leanings.

You have little reason to feel superior to people who support the other

political party. The odds are that you arrived at your own political opinions

through accidents of birth and social environment rather than as the fruit of

rational analysis, so you have nothing to feel especially proud of. There are

no persuasive studies that correlate IQ or general intelligence with political

persuasion. There are smart, honest, and sincere people on both sides. Even

if you are absolutely certain that your party is correct on a particular issue,

at least try to appreciate how deeply-rooted and emotional the other side’s

views are, and you won’t expect them to change on the spot.

3. research the facts by looking for information from both sides.

The odds are that many of your political beliefs are held with pretty

flimsy evidence (but strong feelings) to support them. Stop assuming that

your political side is always right. If you want to develop a rationally-based

opinion on a particular political issue, do some research on your own and try

to obtain information and arguments presented by proponents from the

other side. Understand that your views have been formed over a lifetime of

filtered perceptions. You may find you are not always “loyal” to your “team,”

but you will become a more rational and knowledgeable citizen.
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4. If you must talk about politics, 

respect the constraints of biology and culture.

There are two unproductive ways to talk about politics and one pro-

ductive way. Most people rely exclusively on the first two: 

1) Mutual Self-Congratulation: this is where we sit around and con-

gratulate ourselves on our superior intelligence to the morons who support

the other political party; 

2) The Emotional Political Argument: when confronted by an op-

posing political viewpoint, we react emotionally. Both sides only resort

to logic as a weapon intended to secure victory, rather than to locate and

define the truth.

Theoretically, there is a “right way” to talk about politics, though in

practice we rarely see this method used by actual living, breathing human

beings. This is the right way to debate politics: 

1) Begin any political discussion by acknowledging you have partisan

biases or leanings; 

2) Understand that your interlocutor also is constrained by his or her

partisan point of view — so you are not going to “win.” I believe that it is ac-

tually impolite to even try to win a political argument; 

3) Accept that if there is a disagreement at all it is probably because you

are different kinds of people with different backgrounds and therefore have

fundamentally different perceptions of the nature of political life. In such a

context, the right thing to do is to try to explore and define the nature of

one’s differences, rather than convince or persuade the other side of their

error. The end of this type of political discussion comes when you have

agreed on a definition of your disagreement and on the kinds of data that

might be found to help prove or disprove either side.

A final hint: listen to your heartbeat. When you can feel your chest

pounding or your face flushing, constructive political discussion is no longer

possible. I recommend that you follow Monty Python’s military strategy:

Run away! Try again later, when both of you have cooled down.
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CHAPTER 8

Voting and Political Irrationality

Vote or die. — Campaign slogan, 2004

Elections are the opiate of the masses. 

— Guillermo C. Jiménez

Dark TruTh #8
It doesn’t matter whether you vote or not

(but go ahead and vote anyway — it’s fun).

To Vote or Not to Vote

W
hy do people vote? The answers are remarkably obscure. The

logical puzzles underlying individual voting behavior were first

explored in Anthony Downs’ classic 1957 An Economic Theory of

Democracy, one of the founding texts of the “rational choice” school. Downs

began with the neo-classical assumption that voters, like consumers in the

marketplace, are rational and self-interested.60

Downs found that his rationalist assumptions led to a frustrating para-

dox. Since voting is not a perfectly “free” activity for the individual, because

it requires a minimum of time to actually vote, and requires even more time



* OK, I’m guessing there. But I’m sure it’s in the high bazillions.

** It actually is even worse than that: if the miracle happened and there was a

tie vote and your vote broke the tie and there was a recount and once again

your vote broke the tie (and assuming you weren’t just experiencing a schiz-

ophrenic hallucination), it is still far from certain that you would have ac-

complished anything rational, because it is quite possible that your

candidate would be so constrained by Congress or economic problems or

unexpected issues (i.e., terrorism, a financial meltdown) that none of the

policy objectives which you hoped for would come about. It is also possible

if one wants to be well-informed on the issues, it follows that rational voters

must derive some significant benefit from voting. Otherwise they would not

spend their valuable time on it. However, Downs found that it was strangely

hard to identify what benefit rational people could expect from voting. In any

electoral system in which only one candidate can win, the only way that your

vote can change the outcome is if there is a tie vote and your vote either makes

or breaks the tie. In all other cases, your vote was either superfluous for the

winning side (they would have won anyway, whether you voted or not) or in-

sufficient for the losing side (they would have lost anyway). 

Since a single vote can have no possible effect on the outcome of an

election unless there is a tie or one-vote victory, and since there has never

been a tie or one-vote victory in any presidential election anywhere in the

world at any time in history (to my knowledge), the likelihood that your

vote will affect the outcome of a U.S. presidential election is actually (ac-

cording to my own rough calculations), about one in fourteen trillion gazil-

lion bazillion.* Unfortunately, as the contested 2000 U.S. presidential

election demonstrated, the reality is actually worse than those semi-imagi-

nary numbers indicate. If, by some freakish coincidence, the Democratic

and Republican candidates actually did tie, and your vote was the deciding

vote, there would inevitably be a recount and extended litigation until a

final count would determine a winner with a margin of victory in the hun-

dreds or thousands (hello again, Supreme Court). Therefore, I would argue

that an individual voter’s chances of affecting a U.S. national election are

effectively zero. The election results will be the same whether you vote or

not. The only difference is that if you vote, you must expend a minimal

amount of effort, whereas if you don’t vote, you save yourself that slight

but unproductive effort.**
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that your candidate would follow standard post-election procedure and

promptly forget about all of his or her campaign promises. It is also quite

possible that you are an ignorant, biased dope and that you have chosen the

wrong candidate for the country. It is possible that you, like many other

Americans, have so failed to keep up with political issues that you do not re-

ally know which candidate would be better for your own interests. Finally,

if you voted in Florida, it’s possible that the ballot was so confusing that

you think you voted for one party but you actually voted for the other party.

There is no longer space in this footnote to factor in the risk of stolen elec-

tions (rampant throughout US history), so I simply refer readers to the ex-

cellent book, Steal This Vote by Andrew Gumbel. Literally, when it comes to

rational voting, only a miracle will keep you from wasting your time.

Strangely enough, though, people do vote. Lots of them! Thus we ar-

rive at the so-called Voter’s Paradox. Either people are not rational when

they vote, which upsets our cherished assumptions about the citizenry, or

there is some other mysterious explanation for voting.

Downs made a gallant attempt to find a loophole in the Voter’s Para-

dox. Rational people vote, he proposed, because they are reasoning that if

they did not, democracy would collapse. Each of us rationally prefers to sac-

rifice the small amount of time it takes to vote, because we wish to avoid the

alternative of having no government at all. Although Downs’ economic

analysis of voting was a work of creative genius, this explanation begs more

questions than it answers. 

For one thing, Downs failed to address the issue of rational “free rid-

ing.” If my fellow citizens say they are going to vote in order to sustain our

form of government, and if I can predict with a good level of certainty that

most of them actually will vote, then why can’t I stay home? 

“You don’t really need me,” the rational non-voter could point out,

“You already have more than enough people to sustain democracy. Besides,

you guys like voting, whereas I prefer baseball!” 

Typically, we disdain free-riders as parasites. Most people consider free-

riders as people who shirk the duties required by their communities. How-

ever, it does not have to be that way. I once knew a married husband who

enjoyed washing dishes. For some peculiar reason he thought washing dishes

was enormous fun. Although the family was well-off financially, he refused

to buy a dishwasher because he enjoyed washing dishes so much (at first I
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didn’t believe it either). In such a family, is it reprehensible for the wife or chil-

dren to forego their share of the dish-washing “chores”? Surely they can be

free-riders on the husband’s dish-washing passion, and so long as they help

out elsewhere, the family is no worse for letting the husband do all the dish-

washing. We could call this “harmless free-riding.” 

I would argue that most voter abstention falls into this category: harm-

less free-riding. Research indicates that most non-voters are apathetic and

uninformed, so society is not losing a lot when they don’t vote. Moreover,

no democratic government in history has ever collapsed due to an absolute

failure of voters to turn out at a national election, so it does not seem that

free-riding is threatening any imminent social catastrophe. Quite the con-

trary, even in Switzerland, where the inhabitants are subjected to a never-

ending barrage of time-consuming direct elections, a third of the populace

resolutely turns out. In most other industrialized republics, the turnout is

at least one-half of the voting public, and often runs as high as three-fourths.

There seems to be no danger that the remaining staunch voters will sud-

denly stop voting.

If the abstention of non-voters is harmless, then it is also rational.

Surprisingly, it is much harder to figure out what is going on in the heads

of the voters. Despite the befuddlement of Nobel prize-winning econo-

mists, millions of voters keep showing up at the polls, election after elec-

tion, rationally or not. How can we explain their stubborn behavior?

Surely it can’t just be a matter of all these people over-estimating their

chances of breaking a bizarre tie vote?

Why Do They Do It?

A generation of rational choice theorists has taken a crack at solving

the Voter’s Paradox.

Political scientist William Riker built on Downs’ framework by sug-

gesting that a voter’s sense of duty made up for the low odds that any sin-

gle vote could affect the outcome of a national election. In Riker’s formula,

the fact that the costs of voting (COST) usually outweigh the likely bene-

fits (which is the probability of making or breaking a tie times the policy

difference between the candidates, or POLICY BENEFITS), is made up for

by a positive “DUTY” term: POLICY BENEFITS – COST + DUTY = VOTING.

This is an economist’s inimitably nerdy way of saying that people vote be-
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cause they feel they “oughta,” which seems sensible, but leaves us with the

same old questions. 

How can it rationally be your duty to do something that can have no

possible effect (since your chances of determining the election are zero, so

are the Policy Benefits)? Moreover, why can’t society simply rely on one-

half of its citizens to feel that sense of duty, while the others don’t feel it?

Even if the sense-of-duty approach explains why some people vote, it does

not explain why we condemn the others, as it utterly fails to address harm-

less free-riding.61

Subsequent writers felt that Riker’s formula was essentially correct but

that the variable “D” term should not be interpreted in terms of duty, but

rather in terms of expressive enjoyment. Voting is not a logic-driven act of

investment (e.g.,“I expend twenty minutes of my time voting in order to ob-

tain ‘X’ units of value”) but is rather an act of expression, like attendance at

a football game (“I like going to the game and cheering for my team even if

my individual cheering alone is not likely to help them win”). No one buys

a ticket to a football game as an investment in the likelihood that his or her

team will win. We go for the thrill of the game. We want our team to win and

we cheer lustily throughout the combat, but not because we believe that our

personal cheering is going to bring the team to victory. 

Voters vote because it’s fun, in this view, but they don’t really believe

that they are going to influence the outcome of the election. This comports

well with the observation that there is often a jovial, public-spirited ambiance

at the polling booths. People are feeling good about themselves and their

country, and they are feeling empowered. Every major election has a bit of

the small-town July 4th parade about it. As we wait in line to cast our bal-

lots we could be posing for a heart-warming Norman Rockwell depiction of

American democracy at work.

Still, there are problems with the expressive enjoyment theory. For one

thing, harmless free-riding is unscathed by the enjoyment perspective. If the

only rational justification for voting is that it is fun, there is no reason to con-

demn those who do not find it fun. The “get out and vote” exhortations that

rain on us from all quarters prior to elections become absurd. It surely can-

not be a duty to have fun, even in this most hedonic of republics. On the

other hand, this view suggests that those who are concerned about a possi-

ble decline in voter participation might want to look more closely at the

pleasurable aspects of elections. If voting could be made even more enjoy-
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able, more people would probably vote. Personally, I like the idea of a state

lottery or raffle in which all voters would be automatically entered. If each

citizen had a chance of becoming a millionaire through voting, we’d have no

more problems with turnout.

The voting process should also be easy and fun. It should be more like

going to a football game, and less like going to the Department of Motor Ve-

hicles. You don’t necessarily have to provide free margaritas and neck mas-

sages at the polling booths, but at the very least the major fun-killers should

be eliminated. Residents of Ohio will remember the 2004 election, when vot-

ers had to wait for hours in the freezing rain to cast their ballots. I would

wager there weren’t too many rational-choice theorists in those long lines.

Both Republicans and Democrats will agree that waiting for hours in the

rain is not an especially fun way to express their support for democracy. 

Voting So Our Friends Won’t Bug us

Part of the difficulty that the rational-choice school encountered in

solving the Voter’s Paradox was due to their atomistic focus on the indi-

vidual voter. However, no one votes in a vacuum — we all take cues from

our environment. In real life, human beings are always embedded in so-

cial networks. Regardless of any internal mathematical calculations we

might make about the efficacy of voting, there is evidence that we are

more strongly influenced by peer pressure than we are by logic. 

We are badgered on all sides to vote. Every election cycle features

endless advertisements from admired celebrities urging us to participate.

The candidates themselves repeatedly ask, cajole and even beg for our vote.

Before the election, our friends and neighbors quiz us to find out who we’ll

vote for, and afterwards, reproach us bitterly and vehemently if we are fool-

ish enough to admit that we didn’t vote. Why do we care so much about the

opinions of all these other people? 

Harvard political scientist Samuel Abrams* proposes an ingenious “so-

cial-embeddedness” explanation:
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People get involved in politics because they have a desire to be

valued members of the groups or networks to which they belong….

Humans are social animals who crave the approval and respect of

other people. To achieve this people will sometimes go to great

lengths in doing what is expected of them by the group. There is

nothing irrational about voting…. When people vote and read about

politics it is because this is sometimes a way to get respect from

other people in their social networks. Politicians understand this

and try to influence what groups discuss….62

Abrams’ research provides evidence that the more “embedded” we are

in society, meaning the greater the number of our connections to the people

around us, the more likely we are to talk about politics, and the more likely

we are to vote. All of these factors also correlate positively with the length

of time that someone has lived in a particular neighborhood or worked at a

particular job. In short, the more socially-embedded we are, the more polit-

ical we are. People are motivated to learn about politics in the same way that

baseball fans are motivated to memorize reams of statistics: it’s a way to im-

press your fellow fans (and sometimes a way to compete with them). This is

similar to the argument that voters are motivated by enjoyment, but from

the perspective of social-embeddedness, voting becomes the manifestation of

something laudable and even necessary for a good society: the citizen’s de-

sire to belong, to be a part of something bigger. 

Abrams contrasts the voters’ motivations with the politicians’:

One of the most intriguing facts about voting is that the act it-

self produces no tangible benefits to the individual, yet it is of great

value to those who get to run the government…. [T]here is little

reason for people to seek information about the candidates or… the

issues…. By contrast, from the perspective of politicians, or the

groups that stand to benefit from public policies, voting and politi-

cal knowledge are of critical importance…. Because voting is such

a trivial act for the individual but such a crucial one for politicians,

the latter will invest heavily in convincing people that their vote re-

ally does matter or that their expression of partisan allegiance is

worth the trouble.63



Although Abrams believes it is in the interests of America’s political

elites to try to convince us to vote, he does not believe that we are simply

fooled into voting by shrewd politicians. The most important reason for vot-

ing is that doing so is an integral part of the ongoing political conversation

that people carry on with their families and co-workers.

Abrams’ social-influences theory of voting is a valuable addition to the

rational-choice model, but he crucially fails to address the issue of rational

voter intention. Voters can only be considered rational in pursuing enhanced

social relations through voting if that is in fact what they intend. But, do peo-

ple really vote only so as to improve their ability to discuss politics with

friends? I doubt it. 

If Abrams had asked his research subjects why they voted, I conjecture

that the following would have been the majority answer: “We vote to get our

candidate elected. Duh!” As we now know, this is not a rational answer (at

least from a rational-choice perspective), but that is what people will tell you.

Not many would answer along the lines of: “I believe it is my solemn

duty to vote so that I will be able to shoot the bull with my buddies to-

morrow after work while we’re drinking beers and eating peanuts at Sam’s

Bar & Grill.” 

Despite the theory of social-embeddedness, I believe that the rational-

choice school has been unable to save voting behavior from the charge of ir-

rationality. The most convincing proof of this came to me through

observation of my own irrationality in analyzing the issue of close elections.

It had long seemed obvious to me that if my preferred candidate were fore-

cast in the polls to be thirty points ahead on the eve of the election, it was

okay to abstain. The victory was guaranteed. What’s the point in voting

when the election has already been decided in advance by the public (as-

suming you trust the polls to be accurate within thirty points, which I do)?

However, in cases when the race was too close to call on the final days, it

seemed cravenly to fail to show up to support the team. It took several days

of reflection for me to realize that — from a rational point of view —close

races are no different than lopsided ones. Your vote in a close presidential

race is equivalent in value to your vote in a lopsided race: zero. Zero equals

zero, depressing as that math may be to some of us. 

We are understandably deceived by the drama that closely-contested

races generate. Although our vote is equally ineffective in the close election,

it is still quite true that you would probably feel guiltier having failed to vote
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if your candidate lost by a small margin. Even more importantly, you would

have greater reason to fear the irrational wrath of your friends. The flip side

of the coin of Abrams’ social influences theory is that we vote partially out

of fear of reproaches for not voting. You could argue that it is therefore ra-

tional to vote because it keeps our friends and family from nagging, harass-

ing and criticizing us, but then we would have to ask if your friends and

family are rational in nagging and harassing you, given that your vote can

have no possible influence on the outcome of the election.

Voting is thus not adequately explained by any rational framework.

Fortunately, we still have evolutionary biology.

Evolutionary Psychology:

Why We really Believe in Voting

Why is the myth of individual voting efficacy so widespread? Why

are citizens everywhere unwilling to believe that their individual vote does

not matter? Evolutionary psychology provides answers where rational

choice fails. As noted earlier, humans evolved for thousands of generations

in groups of no larger than 150 (and usually much smaller than that), in

which individual acts of expression (precursors of voting) could make a

difference in group deliberations. The contrast between such societies and

our modern nations is total. Our brains are not wired to comprehend how

minuscule we are in comparison to our huge contemporary societies. As in-

dividual citizens, we are like single grains of sand on an enormous coastline.

Although our society repeatedly tells us that a single individual can make a

political difference, this is almost always not true (unless you become a

politician or a billionaire). The harsh truth of modern society is that in a

political sense, at least, a single individual does not matter. Depressing?

That’s why we don’t believe it.

It wasn’t always that way. Let us recall the example of the chimpanzee

alpha-male contests observed by Frans de Waal, as an indicator of possible

behavior in early proto-human tribes. In Chapter 5, we saw that alpha-male

contenders used a combination of violence and strategy to defeat their op-

ponents. Importantly, though, De Waal identified another crucial element

to chimpanzee politics — partisan support from females. De Waal observed

that it was difficult for the alpha male to achieve or maintain power with-

out the support, or at least the non-interference, of the troop’s leading fe-
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males. Whenever a conflict between alpha-male pretenders would arise, the

females would play a crucial role as chorus, hooting and stamping, and

sometimes intervening physically, to indicate their preferences. It is clear

that the males kept track of who supported them and who didn’t, and pun-

ished defectors whenever possible. 

There is a telling photograph of the chimp named Luit jumping up

and down on top of a female — she had “betrayed” him politically by be-

friending his alpha rivals.64 Vote or die, indeed! Thus, it seems plausible

that members of proto-human troops would have evolved in such a way

that individuals felt an evolutionary imperative to “vote” by hooting and

stamping to indicate their support for one alpha-male candidate over an-

other. In these contests, it would make sense for family members to sup-

port those males to whom they were most closely related. Thus, the

evolutionary origin of political parties, and of partisan bias, can be traced

to family-supported campaigns for tribal leadership. Those who “abstained”

from voting not only failed to promote their own genetic interests (your

own chances for reproductive success would be increased if your close rel-

ative became the tribal boss), they cost their families a valuable ally. If the

analogy from chimp society to proto-human society holds true in this re-

gard, it follows that humans would have evolved a hard-wired propensity

to believe that our political input matters — because, for hundreds of thou-

sands of years, it did. Equally important, we would have evolved a tendency

to punish those lazy family members who refused to help out.

As we observed earlier, humans have a deeply-ingrained negative atti-

tude towards shirking, the earliest form of free-riding. As Robert Trivers

first theorized in the 1970s, it is likely that humans have developed exquis-

itely sensitive mechanisms for detecting cheaters and freeloaders. During

the period when our brains were evolving in the long twilight of pre-history,

if you chose to abstain during the dangerous part of the hunt, you were un-

likely to receive a gift of meat from the intrepid hunters who went in for the

kill. When tribal societies were engaged in a vital common enterprise, like

hunting, migration or combat, anyone who shirked at a crucial moment

could bring death and ruin to the entire tribe. Since earliest times, desertion

of an army in time of war has been punishable by death. Deep in our ge-

netic wiring, humans are programmed to hate shirkers. The problem today

is that in modern societies it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between

shirking and reasonable abstention. In Nazi Germany, teen-agers who re-
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fused to join the Nazi Youth were accused of shirking patriotic duties, but

we now understand that they had good reasons.

Our biological impetus to take voting seriously has been reinforced by

a number of historical and social factors. Consider the historical origins of

modern republics, most of which were born in periods of turmoil or revolution,

replacing hated monarchies or dictatorships. There is something special about

any nation’s first election. One only has to think of the first Iraqi election after

the fall of the Saddam Hussein regime. Braving credible threats of bomb at-

tacks, millions of voters turned out. It is doubtful that any of them had any

clear understanding of what they were voting for. Any rational-choice pro-

fessor could have written a whole book about how irrational they were being.

Their country was in the midst of chaos which no one seemed able to calm, re-

solve or even understand. And yet, movingly, they came out by the millions. 

Most modern republics went through this phase. At the beginning,

every vote is a vote for democracy, a system which recognizes the individ-

ual’s evolutionary imperative to be heard and counted. In a sense it doesn’t

matter who you vote for. Fortunately or unfortunately, that changes fast.

When a so-called democracy has been around for fifty, one hundred, or two

hundred years, you no longer vote out of relief for not having a king. And

yet the semi-sacred aura of that first election still lingers over all subsequent

elections, endowing them with a traditional solemnity that rational choice

can do little to tarnish.

That individuals are hard-wired to vote is further confirmed by the

modern media fascination with public voting contests and mechanisms, of

which the television program “American Idol” is but one classic example.

As with presidential voting, it is impossible that our vote will make a differ-

ence, but in the case of “American Idol,” what possible “policy benefits” can

we expect from voting? There are none.

Human beings simply enjoy voting, it is part of human nature. As with

other evolutionary imperatives, we can deduce the existence of biological

programming from the enjoyment we derive from a particular activity. The

most important things we have to do from an evolutionary perspective are

for that reason also the most fun (sex and food, for example). Voting comes

not far behind. Voting makes people feel good.

Part of the existential anomie felt by members of modern society lies in

the lurking suspicion that, in fact, our vote really does not matter at the na-

tional level. Psychologists have established that a primary element of a
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healthy personality is the belief that one can control one’s environment. Al-

bert Bandura developed his influential “self-efficacy” theory from research

which showed that psychological well-being correlates strongly with a belief

that one is in control of one’s life. Depression, conversely, results from the

conclusion that one is powerless in the grip of environmental factors. This

suggests that voting may be good for us psychologically. Unfortunately, that

may also require us to be a bit irrational and ignore some obvious truths

about the power of a single vote.

We are thus left with a final taste of the voter’s paradox: although

citizens may be voting for the right reasons (psychological well-being, so-

cial bonding and symbolic self-expression), if asked why they vote, they

will usually provide an illogical answer (it is an effective way to get your

candidate elected). 

“rational Ignorance”: Why Voters Don’t know anything

Another key principle proposed by Anthony Downs is that of “ratio-

nal ignorance.” Downs contended that it actually made sense for the aver-

age voter to remain quite ignorant. If the individual voter’s chances of

affecting an election really are infinitesimal, then the voter has little incen-

tive to acquire any information about the election. Instead, the voter should

do the bare minimum that it takes to cast an intelligent ballot. What is the

bare minimum? In America, if you want to play Political Trivial Pursuit at

work or in the bar after work, all you have to know is whether you are a

Democrat or a Republican. With that, your political sophistication is com-

plete and sufficient for voting purposes. 

Rational-choice theorists might argue that you would achieve higher

stature in your local political network if you learned to discuss politics in-

telligently, but I suspect that’s because most of them spend their time argu-

ing with other professors. The rest of us don’t need facts for our political

discussions — propaganda, rumors, assorted slanders, scabrous jokes, pre-

posterous lies and half-baked myths will do just fine. Moreover, our knowl-

edge does not even have to be about the issues, it is enough if we are familiar

with a few juicy facts about the candidates, or their relatives.

Just as teen-agers are able to sustain long conversations on the relative

merits of the latest pop celebrities, political conversations can thrive on a

steady stream of politico-celebrity gossip. Michelle Obama wore what? Dick
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Cheney shot whom? Clinton was fellated where? Hillary cried, why? It is far

more entertaining to discuss the foibles of our candidates than it is to discuss

their policies. When Republicans got together before the 2004 election, the

comparison of John Kerry’s head to Herman Munster’s was a more common

topic than Kerry’s position on social security. Democrats likewise were quick

to share reports on the latest two-syllable word that President Bush had mis-

pronounciated. Everyone remembers when George H.W. Bush expressed

amazement at the modern supermarket scanner, or when Michael Dukakis

rode around in a tank looking like a turtle on wheels — proving that these

episodes were very widely discussed — but who remembers what the can-

didates’ policy positions were at the time? 

Should any of this make us doubt whether Americans citizens are well-

informed enough to cast meaningful ballots? Are there any indications that

the citizenry is “rationally ignorant,” as rational-choice theory predicts?

Consider the following evidence:65

◆ Three-quarters of Americans admit they know little or nothing about

the USA Patriot Act.

◆ As of 2006, three years after the Iraq invasion, 58 percent of

Americans mistakenly believed that the Bush administration had explic-

itly stated that there was a direct connection between Saddam Hussein

and the 9/11 attacks. Over 85 percent of soldiers fighting in Iraq believed

in such a connection.

◆ In 1952, 1989, and 1994, at least one-fourth of Americans could not

correctly name the vice president.

◆ Only one-fourth of Americans can correctly name their two senators

and only one-third can name their representative.

◆ The average American thinks America is 32 percent black, 21 per-

cent Hispanic, and 18 percent Jewish (the real figures are 12 percent, 13

percent, and 2 percent).

◆ Over half of Americans think that the nation is at least 30 percent

black and a seventh of Americans think the nation is half black.



◆ Almost three-fourths of Americans believe that most new immi-

grants come into the country illegally, whereas in fact most enter legally then

overstay their visas.

◆ A fifth of Americans think that the government spends the most

money on foreign aid (actually less than 1 percent) and another fifth thinks the

greatest expenditure is on welfare for the poor (actually less than 3 percent),

while in reality defense and military spending is the largest part of the budget

(ranging from 20 percent to 50 percent, depending on whom you believe).

◆ In 1985, almost a third of the Jews in one northern California region

said that they did not believe that Gentiles would ever vote for a Jew for

Congress. At the time they said this, all three of their elected Representatives

in that area were Jewish.

◆ Americans do not have a clue what is in their own Constitution: one-

third think it establishes English as America’s official language, and another

sixth believe it establishes America as a Christian nation; one-fourth can’t

name a single First Amendment right.

Americans spend a great deal of time talking about politics, but it does

not appear that many of those discussions are grounded in those old-fash-

ioned things called “facts.“

Vote or Die, Truth or Lie?

If it is irrational for a single individual to vote, does that mean that all

of the get-out-the-vote campaigns are absurd? Not necessarily. As Samuel

Abrams pointed out, voting does not accomplish much for any given indi-

vidual, but it is absolutely essential for the politicians. Therefore, get-out-

the-vote campaigns make sense from a rational point of view, though not for

the reasons that are usually given. They are vital for the politicians more

than for the voters. If a get-out-the-vote drive can get an extra hundred thou-

sand people to the polls, that might be enough to swing a victory. 

There are problems with an inflexible get-out-the-vote philosophy.

Since get-out-the-vote drives are aimed at marginal voters, who may have lit-
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tle knowledge and unclear or ambiguous political opinions, one of the po-

tentially perverse effects of these drives is that they create even greater po-

larization, and they do so amongst the most ignorant voters. Voters are

always more polarized than non-voters, so in the end all that get-out-the-

vote drives accomplish is to create partisans out of ignoramuses. This may

not be the finest starting ingredient for a healthy democracy.

Get-out-the-vote drives can backfire politically, because they are

easily-copied strategies. The other party is monitoring your get-out-the-

vote efforts and will endeavor to match them. It might be easier for

wealthy white populations to organize get-out-the-vote drives than poor

minority populations, so such drives might be more cost-effective in

wealthy areas than in the poor ones. In other words, a get-out-the-vote

drive on behalf of minorities might do nothing more than spur the wealthy

to organize an even more successful drive at cheaper cost, thereby gain-

ing an important tactical advantage. Get-out-the-vote drives might just

be expensive ways of shooting yourself in the foot. They utterly failed to

help the Democrats in 2000 and 2004, just as they failed Republicans in

1992, 1996 and 2008.

What if they held Elections and Nobody Came?

The great puzzle at the heart of the Voter’s Paradox is that people vote

when we cannot identify any rational reason for them to do so. If people re-

ally were rational, the theory holds, they wouldn’t vote at all. Should we,

therefore, take cold comfort from the fact that so many millions of people

turn out to vote in national elections? Is it encouraging that deep in the core

of this vast, industrial beast there beats a resolutely democratic heart?

The stirring irrationality on display in national elections is not con-

firmed in local elections, where we find no trace of the Voter’s Paradox. In

many local elections, the voters display a disturbing level of rationality in

the most concrete way: by staying home. 

In the past decade we have seen the following turnouts at U.S. may-

oral elections: 5 percent in Dallas, 6 percent in Charlotte, 7.5 percent in San

Antonio, 7 percent in Austin. A Tennessee congressional primary attracted

a full 7 percent of the state’s voters, while a gubernatorial primary in Ken-

tucky drew 6 percent. School board elections around the country have seen

turnouts as low as 1 percent. In seven cities in Los Angeles County, Cali-
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fornia, elections for city council were canceled when no challengers emerged.

Only 12 percent of eighteen to twenty-four year olds voted in the 1998 Con-

gressional elections.66 When it comes to local politics, Americans are either

getting lazier or more rational, or both.

The “Who Cares?” Theory

Non-voting is the way many 

contented people express 

passive consent. — George Will

In a future book I hope to marshal empirical evidence to support the

following thesis: “People who are obsessed with politics often become un-

bearably boring and self-righteous when discussing politics.”

People who are especially interested in politics seem to possess a genetic

defect in their brains which prevents them from perceiving that not everyone

else is similarly fascinated. They appear unable to appreciate the fundamen-

tal reality that society needs people with diverse interests — artists, firemen,

female beach-volleyball players, etc. These other folks are fully-occupied with

their own professions, and don’t always have time to relish the latest absurd

political debates. While political junkies derive enjoyment from endlessly re-

hashing elections, others regard such conversations with the dread of a den-

tal appointment. If a person is utterly uninterested in politics, what benefit to

them or to society from forcing them to argue about politics, or even vote?

Self-righteous voters tend to condemn a lack of interest in politics as “ap-

athy,” though it may simply signal that the person has rationally decided to ac-

cept the political status quo. The conservative columnist George Will has

suggested that one of the reasons for declining voter turnout in the U.S. is that

Americans are just too darn contented. These non-voters apparently hold a

view along these lines: “Apparently someone is running the government, and

as I’m on my way to the beach right now in my shiny new Prius, and as I’ve got

a cooler full of ice-cold Coronas in the back, I’ve really got no major complaints

about our society, so I don’t think I’ll vote today, thank you very much!”

Some will call this apathy,* but that casts an unfair connotation on

the non-voter’s expression of disinterest. Why is it apathy to be uninter-
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ested in current politics, while it is not apathy to be uninterested in current

philosophy, poetry, or quantum mechanics? One never hears this reproach:

“How dare you be so uninterested in the cosmological implications of

string theory!” 

It is a mark of immaturity and arrogance to consider our own pas-

sions to be of universal interest. Most of the people who spend a lot of

time discussing politics are merely parroting propaganda and half-truths

they have gullibly and unthinkingly adopted, anyway. The recent inten-

sity of political discussion in America has not prevented the average po-

litically-obsessed American from being staggeringly ignorant of political

facts and realities. 

When times are good, citizens can perhaps be forgiven for consid-

ering government to be like a big clock that runs fine on its own. When

times are hard or government policies are controversial, though, as dur-

ing the Great Depression, Vietnam era, Iraq invasion or the U.S. finan-

cial panic of 2008, neighbors scold each other for failing to stay informed

politically. However, it is not at all clear that the greater intensity of in-

terest caused by momentous times leads to any improvement in the polit-

ical situation, not to any personal rewards for the political junkie. Recall

that the Nazis were voted into power. When the U.S. reached its greatest

intensity of political interest, during the Vietnam War, it elected Richard

Nixon, and then it re-elected him. When the Iraq war was unarguably the

most important political issue of the day (the 2004 election), the country

re-elected George W. Bush and provided him with a Republican majority

that allowed him to maintain and expand his disastrous occupation. We

are therefore probably too self-righteous in our condemnation of apathy:

voter apathy does not seem to hurt society in the good times, and a lack

of apathy often does not help in the bad times.

Finally, we should observe that a lack of interest in voting does not

automatically equate to a lack of civic responsibility. George Will notes

that since 1980, while voting has been declining, the portion of Ameri-

cans volunteering with charitable or social services groups has risen by

about 20 percent and per-capita charitable giving has risen a remarkable

40 percent. Arguably, voting is one of the most trivial political acts that a

person can perform, especially as compared with volunteering or giving

charitable donations.
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Conclusions: Finding reasons to Vote

In summary, we think we vote to get our candidate elected, but that

would be impossible. In reality we vote because evolution has wired our

brains so that voting is simply fun and makes us feel good about ourselves

(and also because we are afraid our friends will find out we didn’t vote). It

seems so obviously right to vote that it is practically an unassumed ethical

imperative. Regrettably, however, we vote on the basis of the flimsiest polit-

ical knowledge, or worse, on the basis of lies, errors and misunderstandings.

What’s a country to do?

1. Leave the non-voters alone.

Given the Voter’s Paradox, there really is no good reason for ha-

rassing non-voters. Abstention is just as rational as voting, if not more.

2. Leave the voters alone.

Voting is a fine and perfectly sensible way of expressing support for

one’s government. Most importantly — it feels good and puts you in tune

with your fellow political junkies. If some people did not willingly sacrifice

the time it takes to vote, our current system of government could become un-

workable. So long as those voters refrain from self-righteous preaching, we

have no reason to criticize them.

3. Make voting easier and more fun.

Voting today is too much of a pain in the neck. If I can vote for Amer-

ican Idol on my cell-phone, why can’t I vote for McCain or Obama the same

way? Since the value of voting to the individual is infinitesimal, the cost to

the voter should logically also be as close as possible to infinitesimal, so

that even a small sense of duty will tip the balance in favor of voting. It

should be possible to vote on the Internet or by any digital device, even a

cell-phone. I would even go further, with what I call “concierge voting” —

you could program your local municipality to give you a wake-up voter

call. Someone from the election bureau would call you on the phone to re-
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mind you that you wanted to vote that day, and they could take your vote

right then, just like our helpful credit card companies do. My suggestion

on the relevant security and fraud issues: fix them. If we can use our credit

cards to pay money online or over the phone, there is no reason we can-

not vote that way as well. Obviously, votes should generate a paper record

which can be anonymously verified by the voter, just like our online credit-

card transactions do.

However, I do not agree that voting should be extended over a week

or month, as is practiced in some local elections. There is evidence that this

diffuses the interest of the electorate, leading to even lower turnouts. You

have to keep a sense of drama about the election if you want people to par-

ticipate. Elections aren’t logical processes, they are social events. No one

wants to go to a party that lasts a month (after age 22, that is).

If we are not only concerned with voter turnout but with voter igno-

rance, then we should experiment with mechanisms that will force the elec-

torate to educate itself. I am therefore in favor of “Deliberation Day,” the

national holiday proposed by political scientists Bruce Ackerman and James

Fishkin.67 Deliberation Day would take place a couple of weeks before a

national election and allow citizen assemblies to debate the issues in a con-

centrated and in-depth fashion. 

Finally, Election Day itself should also be a national holiday — this

would thrill voters and non-voters alike.

4. Give people something real to vote about, so that

they will actually learn something about the issues.

There is only so much improvement possible within the duopolistic

mafia that is our current political system. It is virtually impossible to resist

being suckered into partisan antagonism, because all of us naturally tend to

prefer the images associated with one or the other parties. Unfortunately,

this reduces our subsequent votes to nothing more than automatic expres-

sions of our genetic and cultural biases.

There may be ultimate limits on the perfectibility of human society. In

all conceivable large governments, a single human’s vote will remain in-

evitably trivial. It is unlikely that any voting system could ever perfectly rec-

oncile society’s complex and conflicting interests. However, we can do better

than we are doing today. 
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The first step would be to give voters interesting and meaningful things

to vote about. This would be most the powerful possible incentive to over-

come today’s citizen ignorance and apathy. It must be fascinating to be a

U.S. Senator. Ted Kennedy called it the greatest job on earth (though he

had not much experience with any other jobs). U.S. Senators get to vote on

the exciting and challenging issues facing the country, whereas our personal

vote is little more than a matter of being asked to choose over and over again

between “Scoundrel A” and “Scoundrel B” (under conditions in which it is

completely unthinkable that we would ever choose “B”). 

Individuals should be given the same exciting and interesting elections

as those facing Senators and Congressmen. The way to do this will be de-

scribed in detail in Chapter 13.

CHAPTER Eight APPENDIX

Verbal Judo for Non-Voters

If America has anything like a national religion, it is the voting religion. For

members of this religion, non-voters are like anti-Christs. Anyone brave

enough to confess to not voting in a presidential election is either stout-hearted

or foolhardy, depending on the situation. Since I know from experience how

difficult it can be to explain the rational-choice analysis of voting behavior, I

have provided the following Q & A session with helpful pointers for rational

non-voters on how to deal with the most common objections and vituperation:

Q: What do you mean you don’t vote? How dare you? Oooh, I’m

getting so angry.

A: Why do you hate freedom? Are you working for Osama or something?

Q: (Baffled) What are you talking about?

A: America is known as the ‘land of the free,’ not the ‘land of the vot-

ing.’ Surely if there’s one fundamental freedom we have, it’s the freedom

not to vote.
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Q: But I just don’t understand how you can be too lazy to vote, it only

takes fifteen minutes.

A: I didn’t say I was too lazy to vote, I said I chose not to vote.

Q: So then, if it’s not laziness, why didn’t you vote!?!

A: For several reasons. First of all, my vote couldn’t possibly affect the

outcome; second, I don’t support either of the candidates, both of whom I

think are wrong in many respects; third, I think a vote under these condi-

tions makes a mockery of democracy, because it just props up a system that

doesn’t offer voters meaningful choices.

Q: So you don’t believe in democracy, I take it? Are you a damn

communist?

A: I believe in nothing but democracy, but as the Founding Fathers

made quite clear, the U.S. was not established as a democracy but as a re-

public, which is another way of saying as an electoral oligarchy. In the Fed-

eralist papers, it’s quite clear. If you don’t believe me — just read the next

chapter! 

Now, if you’re a big fan of real democracy and would like to do some-

thing to finally introduce it to the U.S., I’d be glad to work with you. You

might want to read the last chapter of this book! 

Q: But we have major problems facing the world right now! You’re

just copping out. Don’t you realize how important it is for us to keep the

Republicans out of office?

A: It seems that you’re in favor of everyone voting, but only if it’s

against Republicans. Don’t you see that if you encourage everyone to vote

you will also be encouraging the Republicans? I see that you hate the Re-

publicans, apparently, and I’m sorry if I don’t hate them quite as much as you

do,* but I really don’t see how you think my vote could possibly make a dif-

ference, anyway. We live in New York, and it’s well-known that the Re-
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publicans will never carry New York in a presidential election. So in a very

real sense, the next election in New York has already been held, and the

next one after that as well. What need for us to vote, then?

Q: But how can you possibly argue that your vote wouldn’t count?

What about the contested Florida vote in the 2000 Presidential election,

doesn’t that prove that every vote counts?

A: No, for a lot of reasons. First, many voters were illegally and fraud-

ulently scrubbed from the Florida rolls, so every vote did not count. Sec-

ond, the winning margin was in the hundreds, so clearly one vote didn’t

matter. Finally, if there had been a margin of one vote it would have been

contested, so once again, your vote would not have mattered. And all of that’s

assuming your vote wasn’t “hanging a chad,” as they say, which is truly faux

pas in Palm Beach.

Q: But it’s obviously a citizen’s duty to vote. How can you deny that?

Everybody knows that, don’t they?

A: If it’s so obvious, how come Dwight Eisenhower virtually never

voted? How come Dick Cheney never voted in local elections? I would think

Eisenhower would know something about duty (more than Cheney, cer-

tainly), since he directed the invasion on D-Day, when so many American

boys did their duty by dying. Have you done military service?

Q: Uh, no. Actually, I’m just an imaginary straw person you put up

here to look dumb, remember?

A: That’s right, I forgot. Anyway, carry on, you’re doing an excellent

job! As I was saying, in some countries military service is obligatory and

therefore a duty. Have you breached your duty to the U.S. by failing to vol-

unteer for military service? Some people would argue that you have, but I

wouldn’t. The concept of duty is one that varies from country to country

and time to time. So how did you decide that voting is a duty? No one ap-

pointed you the sole arbiter for the U.S. as to what is a citizen’s duty and

what isn’t. There is absolutely no constitutional requirement to vote. Did

you vote in the last local school board elections? 
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Q: Uh, actually, well… since I’m imaginary and all….

A: What a lame excuse. Of course you didn’t, and most of your neigh-

bors didn’t either. Does that mean that none of you understands civic duty?

I don’t think so. In how many elections does a person have to vote? Like

your neighbors, I do other things to help my community, like volunteering

and contributing to charities, and I consider those a more important civic

contribution than voting.

Q: But what if everyone did what you’re doing, and refused to vote?

A: That’s ridiculous. The very fact that you’re standing here arguing

with me about this proves how stubbornly and passionately most people

want to vote in national elections. We are not ever going to get into a situa-

tion in a national election where suddenly everyone refuses to vote, because

there are too many people like you.

Q: So you think it’s stupid to vote. That’s a fine lesson to be teaching

our young people.

A: I never said it was stupid to vote. If you vote and you feel happy

about voting, I have no complaints. You’re the one that was criticizing me.

I think voting is a fine symbolic expression of one’s support for the gov-

ernment, and some people seem to think it’s just plain fun, and those are

perfectly acceptable motivations for voting from my point of view. Of

course, I don’t share those views, because I think we have a retarded and

undemocratic system of government which we ought to change, but that’s

an argument for a later chapter.

Q: Hmm… (increasingly frustrated and confused)…. Well, you do re-

alize that if you don’t vote, you have no right to complain.

A: Why not? That’s like saying that if I don’t check the weather report

I can’t complain if it rains. A single citizen can have about as much influence

on national politics as on which way the wind blows. Anyone who enjoys

kvetching about politics is entitled to do so, whether they have voted or not. 
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CHAPTER 9

Placebo Democracy

In reality, the word democracy signifies nothing more nor
less than a nation of people without any government at
all.... Remember, democracy never lasts long. It soon
wastes, exhausts, and murders itself. — John Adams

Dark TruTh #9
America is not a democracy

(at least not according to the terminology used by the Founding Fathers).

a republic, Not a Democracy

M
any beginning students of American history are surprised to learn

that America was carefully and deliberately set up by its Found-

ing Fathers not to be a democracy. Actually, most of the patrician

Fathers harbored a deep mistrust for the rowdy system they called democracy

— a government in which the people effected the popular will directly, as in

ancient Athens. The master architect of the U.S. Constitution, James Madi-

son, argued in the Federalist Papers that a democracy was impossible in any

large country, because people could not deliberate and discuss from afar. 

One has to wonder what Madison would say if he were alive today and

we gave him a Blackberry and then asked him, “What was that you were say-

ing about it being impossible to communicate from afar?” Would he recon-

sider his antipathy to democracy? 
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Probably not, because he had another very strong argument against

democracy — human irrationality. Brilliantly anticipating the modern Cul-

ture War by more than two hundred years, Madison decried the tendency

of humans to act irrationally in the political context:

As long as the reason of man continues to be fallible, and he

is at liberty to exercise it, different opinions will be formed. As long

as the connection subsists between his reason and his self-love, his

opinions and his passions will have a reciprocal influence on each

other…. The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the nature of

man; and we see them everywhere…. A zeal for different opinions

concerning religion, concerning government, and many other

points… an attachment to different leaders ambitiously contend-

ing for pre-eminence and power… have divided mankind into par-

ties, inflamed them with mutual animosity, and rendered them

much more disposed to vex and oppress each other than to coop-

erate for their common good. So strong is this propensity of

mankind to fall into mutual animosities, that where no substantial

occasion presents itself, the most frivolous and fanciful distinctions

have been sufficient to kindle their unfriendly passions and excite

their most violent conflicts.68

That is probably the finest brief analysis of political irrationality ever

written. Although we cannot fault Madison for a lack of prescience, we

may quibble with his prescription. Madison felt that the only way to avoid

falling into the political trap set by human nature was to scrupulously es-

chew democracy:

[D]emocracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and

contention; have ever been found incompatible with personal secu-

rity or the rights of property; and have in general been as short in

their lives as they have been violent in their deaths.69

Thus spoke the Architect of our Constitution, a man clearly uncom-

fortable with the very idea of democracy. In his fear of the irrational passions

of the citizenry, Madison participated in a legacy stretching back to Thucy-

dides and especially Plato, who hated democracy for having murdered his
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beloved Socrates. Sheldon Wolin, an expert on classical government, ex-

plains Plato’s democratic reservations as follows:

The usual claim was that the democrat had a passion for equal-

ity not merely because he was envious of distinctions of wealth, so-

cial status, birth, education, and virtue, but because he hated them.

Plato went further and refined the idea by saying that the democrat

loved freedom because he had no use for the forms of deference tra-

ditionally owed to various authorities. The demos was, in other words,

disrespectful of social boundaries (Republic, 537b–d). Wherever the

demos was incorporated as sovereign, the passions so to speak were

collectivized. The result, so it was alleged, was “turbulence,” “disor-

der,” frequent changes in the laws, and erratic policies. In contrast,

the counsels of reason, elaborated by the philosopher and attributed

to the Few, produced prudent judgments and virtuous actions.70

Anticipating George W. Bush’s characterization of terrorists as haters

of freedom, the Platonists and Madisonians characterized supporters of

democracy as haters of virtue and education. 

M.I.T. political scientist Francis Dupuis-Deri has provided a historical

analysis of the curious self-contradiction behind our use of the word “democ-

racy.” Dupuis-Deri traced the evolution of the popular usage of this term in

both the U.S. and France, contrasting the term as employed by the founders

with our present understanding:

[A]lthough virtually all politicians today identify themselves

with it, ‘democracy’ (and its derivatives ‘democrat’ and ‘democratic’)

indiscriminately evoked chaos, irrationality, the tyranny of the poor,

immorality and atheism at the time when the modern electoral sys-

tems of the United States and France were established. It was not

until the nineteenth century that influential politicians began to iden-

tify themselves as ‘democrats’ and to place the political regimes of

their countries under the heading of ‘democracy’.71

It is hard for us to appreciate today how pejorative the term democ-

racy was at the time of the U.S. Constitutional Convention in 1787. The

word “democrat” was used as an aggressive epithet when one wanted to
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tarnish a political opponent as advocating mob rule, chaos or the abolition

of private property: 

[T]he term ‘democracy’ and its derivatives unmistakably

served to draw a visible negative distinction between the speaker

and his adversaries, whom he sought to discredit by branding them

as both irresponsible and dangerous.72

It was said that Alexander Hamilton lobbied for the Constitutional

Convention largely out of his fear that the States were indulging the people’s

irrational “fondness for democracies.” It should not be surprising that a good

deal of discussion at the Constitutional Convention revolved around the “tur-

bulence and follies of democracy” and the “vices of democracy.”

Sheldon Wolin contrasted Athenian democracy with the system de-

vised by the Founding Fathers by referring to the American system as “elec-

toral democracy.” Wolin pointed out that the American version was actually

carefully designed to counteract the power of the people, which was supreme

in Athens. Since the majority of the early American citizenry were poor, it

was thought (in Philadelphia) that Athenian-style democracy would in-

evitably result in the rich losing their property. Virtually all of the delegates

to the Convention were men of property and most were quite wealthy. They

believed they had much to fear from Athenian democracy, so they built their

system as a series of bulwarks against it:

Among the main reasons Madison had recommended a re-

publican constitution based on representative government was that

it would control democracy by making it difficult for the majority to

rule and that it would establish a political system in which there was

a fair prospect that most of the major institutions of the national

government — the senate, electoral college, the president, and the

supreme court — would be staffed by republican aristoi.73

Not only were women and slaves not granted suffrage, in many states

suffrage was further restricted to landed property owners and their first

sons. The Founders must have felt fairly secure as they left Philadelphia

that, whatever flaws their system contained, an excessive penchant for

democracy was not one of them. And yet within fifty years the great Alexis
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de Tocqueville would author a famous book called Democracy in America,

using a term that the entire world would come to associate with the Ameri-

can system of government. How was it that America came to be referred to

as a “democracy,” when its venerated Founders had striven to clearly mark

the distinction between republic and democracy, and furthermore had

strongly expressed their distaste for the latter?

Chocolate Becomes Vanilla, and Vice-Versa

When Benjamin Franklin left the Constitutional Convention at its

conclusion, legend has it that he was approached by an old woman, who

asked: “So, Dr. Franklin, what kind of government have you given us?”

To which the old sage responded, “A republic, madam — if you

can keep it.”

The purpose of this venerable chestnut is to further the hagiographic

Founding Myth, that the Founders went to Philadelphia as did Moses to the

Mount, returning with immutable wisdom inscribed upon sacred tablets.

Franklin’s oracular warning to the old woman was meant to convey that the

Founders had done their part of the job, and that the rest — the future of the

nation — would be up to the citizenry. However, upon closer scrutiny, the

story seems curious. Did Franklin believe the old woman would understand

the fine distinction between “republic” and “democracy” (with all of the at-

tendant disparagement of democracy) as did the Founders? Unless the old

woman was an intellectual ancestor of Susan Sontag, Franklin’s bon mot

probably would have gone right over her head. We can imagine her smiling

beatifically at the Great Man as he walked away, then, a moment later,

quizzically knotting her brows. A republic? What’s that? And why are we

going to have trouble keeping it?

Flush from their improbable victory over the British, and securely cod-

dled in swathes of self-serving bias, the Founders had created a system in which

all power and most privilege would rest securely in their own hands. They as-

sumed that they could count on the support of those Americans who had es-

sentially been forever excluded from direct participation in the political process.

In fact, the Founders’ anti-democratic political philosophy did meet

with support and understanding in most quarters, at least initially. Dupuis-

Deri gives the example of a newspaper that appeared in the U.S. in 1801

under the unambiguous name of The Republican, or the Anti-Democrat, and
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which featured a supportive article entitled “The Government of the U.S.

Not a Democracy.” The article explained the distinction between republic

and democracy and warned readers that a democracy is always “the curse of

republics,” a “volcano of licentiousness,” and the “prolific mother of faction,

cruelty, injustice, sedition, and tyranny.”74 By 1809 the Founders were al-

ready being venerated as great Solons for having precluded American democ-

racy. In the words of Fisher Ames, the “sages in the Convention” had wisely

chosen the governmental form of a republic, “which differs more greatly

from democracy, than democracy from despotism.”

But then the country changed. The addition of new states to the orig-

inal thirteen brought new proponents of an egalitarian ideal into the picture.

At the same time, American partisanship became a mass phenomenon. With

the expansion of the nation, political parties grew into large, national or-

ganizations. Organizations, like organisms, follow their own evolutionary

logic — they do whatever it takes to survive and reproduce. As the new par-

ties and their candidates began to seek out voters for national campaigns,

candidates discovered the attractiveness of pro-democratic rhetoric.

In 1824, five candidates ran for the Presidency, but none of them ob-

tained a majority of the votes in the Electoral College, so the election was

thrown to the House of Representatives. There, artful behind-the-scenes

work by Henry Clay brought victory to John Adams. When President

Adams appeared to reward Clay by making him Secretary of State, there

was a national outcry at the appearance of a backstage agreement. Adams

thus unwittingly provided one of the losing candidates, General Andrew

Jackson, with the perfect ammunition for his 1828 campaign. In Jackson’s

view, a cabal of Eastern aristocrats had robbed the ordinary people of elec-

toral victory. Although he had called himself a “republican” in his first cam-

paign, in 1828 he sought to distinguish himself as a “democrat.” Jackson

waged America’s first classic populist campaign, calling for support from the

poor and working class to help throw out what was already perceived to be

a privileged Washington elite. 

Jackson’s electoral victory confirmed the existence of decades of pent-up

resentment against the Founders’ anti-democratic spirit. The ordinary people did

not hold themselves in as low esteem as had the Founders, and they wished for

some of the political access that had been arrogated by Jefferson’s “natural aris-

tocracy.” Soon newspapers began to jump on the Jacksonian bandwagon. While

prior to 1800 not a single American newspaper had featured the word “democ-
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rat” or “democratic republican” in its name, after 1820 an explosion occurred and

by 1850 there were 202 newspapers with some version of the word “democracy”

in their names. By 1840 Jackson had chosen to rename his party the “Democ-

ratic” party. Conservatives began to flee the newly-unpopular word “republi-

can,”even changing the name of the National Republican party to the Whig Party

in 1834. When that was not enough, conservatives began claiming that they, too,

were “democrats,” much to the indignation of the renamed Democratic Party.

When the dust had settled, by 1850, it had become virtually impossi-

ble for a prudent politician not to classify himself as a supporter of “democ-

racy.” Chocolate had become vanilla, and vice-versa. America now

considered itself a democracy, although its constitutional structure was un-

changed: republican to the core.

unpopular Populism

The tragedy of modern democracies is that they 

have not yet succeeded in effecting democracy. 

— Jacques Maritain, La Tragedie de la Democratie

Given the undemocratic structures bequeathed to us by the Founders,

and given further that those structures were not altered when the country

began calling itself “democratic,” it should not be surprising that many Amer-

icans have continued to clamor for “real” democracy. However, since the word

“democracy” has already been appropriated by the major political parties, the

malcontents are stuck with lexicographical leftovers: “populism” and “direct

democracy.” The first sounds suspiciously like socialism, and in fact has been

associated with socialism in many specific campaigns. The latter sounds tech-

nical and kind of boring. Neither has made much progress in arousing support

amongst the broader electorate. Populism hasn’t been popular.

Which brings us to a crucial question — do the American people really

want democracy (the old-fashioned, Athenian kind)? Or to use contemporary

terminology, is there public support for direct democracy in America? Data

from opinion surveys is contradictory. Americans report frustration that

Washington politicians are not really responsive to the concerns of ordinary

people, and majorities express support for democratic mechanisms like ini-

tiatives and referenda. At the same time, Americans exhibit a great lack of in-

terest, and even antipathy, for the actual work of democracy: thinking,
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analyzing, debating and compromising. It seems that Americans would like

the opportunity to participate in a real democracy, but they are secretly hop-

ing that if the opportunity ever arises, their neighbors will rise to the chore. 

If pressed, many Americans admit that they would just as soon have

decision-making powers turned over to bureaucrats, “experts” or even busi-

ness leaders. People want more democracy, so long as they don’t have to get

personally involved.

The above are some of the sobering conclusions reported in Stealth

Democracy (2003) by political scientists John Hibbing and Elizabeth Theiss-

Morse, who conducted a national survey on Americans’ beliefs about how

government should work. Most strikingly, the survey revealed an over-

whelming lack of desire to get involved in politics: 

The last thing people want is to be more involved in political

decision making: They do not want to make political decisions

themselves; they do not want to provide much input to those who

are assigned to make these decisions; and they would rather not

know all the details of the decision making process. Most people

have strong feelings on few if any of the issues the government

needs to address and would much prefer to spend their time in

nonpolitical pursuits. Rather than wanting a more active, partici-

patory democracy, a remarkable number of people want what we

call stealth democracy.75

This total absence of appetite for politics was nonetheless allied (para-

doxically) with a feeling that citizens should be allowed greater access to pol-

itics because politicians weren’t doing a good job of representing the citizenry.

In the national survey, more than 70% of respondents disagreed with

the statement, “The current political system does a good job of representing

all Americans.”

Do Americans really want more democracy, or not? The answer ap-

pears to be: we don’t know. It all depends on whether someone can come up

with a kind of democracy that requires no work. 

Those who are devoted to the dual ideals of democracy and laziness

will be pleased to know that I have in fact come up with such a system, de-

scribed in the concluding chapter.
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Placebo Democracy as a Successful Meme

Let the people think they govern and they 

will be governed. — William Penn, 

Some Fruits of Solitude (1693)

A meme is a unit of cultural behavior that can be passed from person

to person by imitation.* Examples are songs, beliefs, fashions, customs,

ideas, innovations and techniques. Specific instances of widespread memes

today might include: the use of iPods, tooth-brushes, denim pants, the

Happy Birthday song, Chinese food, text-messaging, etc.76

Like genes, memes must be transmitted to survive, and face strong

competition. Memes are like software that we choose to install on the hard

disks of our brains. Memes must serve some function, or possess some in-

nate attractiveness or superiority, if they hope to win the battle over other

memes. If a tune is not catchy, or if a new product is not effective, it will not

be propagated. In our ordinary, everyday culture we find thousands of suc-

cessful memes, each of which has temporarily won a “battle of the fittest”

over other, rival memes.

Systems of government can be analyzed as memes. For most of

recorded history, the most successful governmental meme was monarchy.

However, memes, like genes, may go extinct. The democracy meme, for ex-

ample, flared up briefly in ancient Athens before disappearing forever.

In the 18th and 19th centuries, the monarchical meme was replaced by the

republican meme, led by the example of the American and French Revolutions.

Within a few decades, the republican meme was itself replaced by a new hybrid

meme – a government that functioned as a republic but simply called itself a

democracy. I refer to such government as “placebo democracy.” Placebo

democracy has been an extremely successful meme, ruling much of the world

for the past two hundred years. What explains its attractiveness?

Placebo democracy’s success is in part due to the egotistical nature of

our irrationality, which makes us susceptible to self-serving beliefs, whether

true or not. The great advantage of placebo democracy is that it flatters the

*Richard Dawkins developed the concept of the “meme” in an attempt to

apply Darwinian principles to human cultural evolution. 



citizenry while expecting little of them. When the government of a placebo

democracy invokes the term “democracy,” it does so with a sacred solemnity

it expects the public to share. The public is easily infected with that spirit of

reverence — understandably. They are pleased to learn that they are mem-

bers of a highly-privileged global elite — the lucky citizens of a democracy.

Placebo democracy’s spread has been facilitated by a phenomenon un-

anticipated by the Founders (who, after all, were mostly republican). Elec-

toral campaigns have proven irresistably entertaining. Aided by the modern

media, elections have become the world’s favorite competitive sport (we’ll

discuss why elections are so fascinating in Chapter 11).

Thus we see the enormous challenge faced by those who would like to

see placebo democracy evolve into something more truly democratic. To win

an evolutionary battle with placebo democracy, any new system must there-

fore be: 1) truly democratic; 2) incredibly easy; 3) flattering to the citizens;

and 4) entertaining.

We’ll try to rise to that challenge in Chapter 13.

Democracy: an Impossible Dream?

Most discussions of democracy today are based on the assumption that

democracy is at least possible. We may not have very much democracy yet,

but someday we could, right? The answer to this profound question is far

from clear.

Amartya Sen is one of the world’s leading economists, winner of the

1999 Nobel Prize for economics, with a dual academic appointment to both

Harvard and Cambridge. In his Nobel biography, Sen recounts a life-chang-

ing incident that occurred when he was a struggling graduate student in eco-

nomics at the University of Calcutta. He was sitting alone in his room when

friend and fellow student, Sukhamoy Chakravarty, rushed in with news of

the publication of an astounding economics paper. The monograph, Social

Choice and Individual Values, was a Ph.D. thesis that had been published in

New York in 1951 by Kenneth Arrow, a young economics professor at Stan-

ford University.77

Sen and Chakravarty immediately repaired to a local student hangout,

the College Street Coffee House, to pore over the mathematical proofs un-

derlying Arrow’s stunning “impossibility theorem.” Sen never forgot that

long afternoon, as the two friends sat by the window and the mild winter
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sun of Calcutta cast a fading glow over Chakravarty’s features. The two

friends spent hours pondering the amazing implications of what Sen would

later later dryly refer to as “Arrow’s demonstration that no non-dictatorial

social choice mechanism may yield consistent social decisions.” 

The two young Indian economists were not the only ones left in stu-

pefaction by the reach of Arrow’s Theorem. It was instantly controversial

and has remained so. A year after publication, the noted economist Paul

Samuelson bewailed its impact: 

The search of the great minds of recorded history for the per-

fect democracy, it turns out, is the search for a chimera, for logical

self-contradiction. New scholars all over the world — in mathe-

matics, politics, philosophy, and economics — are trying to salvage

what can be salvaged from Arrow’s devastating discovery that is to

mathematical politics what Kurt Gödel’s 1931 impossibility-of-

proving-consistency theorem is to mathematical logic.78

In the past fifty years, over 2,500 academic articles have cited Arrow’s

Theorem. No one has been able to disprove it technically, but many impor-

tant thinkers, including Amartya Sen, have challenged its relevance, thereby

participating in an age-old debate. 

There are many ways of expressing Arrow’s Theorem, but in essence

it proves that any conceivable democratic voting system can yield unde-

mocratic results. By implication, you can’t vote your way to perfect democ-

racy, because there is no single election procedure that can always fairly

decide the outcome of an election. It seems the best you can do is accept

the existence of some sort of non-democratic constraint, a dictatorial gate-

keeper (like a parliament), which can intelligently limit the total number

of options available.

In his essay, Arrow continued a distinguished lineage of voting theo-

rists. The limitations of voting systems have long been known, ever since

the Marquis de Condorcet established in the 18th century that if there were

a choice between as few as three policies — X, Y and Z — it could easily

occur that X was preferred to Y, Y was preferred to Z, but Z preferred to

X. The outcome therefore depended on the order in which the alternatives

were put. The poor Marquis ended up poisoned on the way to the guillotine

— quite a dramatic demonstration of how trivial voting can be, as compared

PLACEBO DEMOCRACY
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to other political methods. If Condorcet’s theory seems too technical for you,

just remember the child’s game of “rock, paper, scissors,” in which rock beats

scissors, scissors beat paper, and paper beats rock. Condorcet established

that voting can be a lot like playing this game over and over. The winner

after any given play is not “better” than the other alternative, it is just lucky

to have been matched that time against a weak opponent. Political scientists

call this “cycling,” and it is considered to be only one of the devastating cri-

tiques of democracy that issued from Arrow’s work.

Although the debate over the reach of Arrow’s theorem is far from

over, it should leave us with a sense that democracy is a far more complicated

concept than is popularly assumed. We can’t vote our way to paradise.

To be fair, although it is generally conceded that Arrow’s work is tech-

nically unassailable, the real-world significance of the theory has frequently

been doubted. For example, political scientist Gerry Mackie has conducted

an in-depth survey of dozens of real-world elections and come to the conclu-

sion that Arrow’s critique is irrelevant outside the ivory tower. In Mackie’s

analysis, most real-world elections actually are effective as a way of express-

ing the citizenry’s political preferences. In particular, his analysis shows that

cycling does not occur as frequently as Arrow’s theory would predict.79

Regrettably, I cannot concur with Mackie’s optimistic conclusions. Al-

though his technical attack on Arrow is impressive, he failed to attack one

of Arrow’s assumptions which is actually favorable to democracy. Arrow

began his analysis by assuming that voters actually have preferences. This

is one of the fundamental tenets of “representative democracy” — namely,

that the politicians must actually have something to represent. However, as

we will see later in Chapter 11, most political science research bears out a

contrary conclusion. 

The average citizen really does not have many — or any — political

preferences. At every election there are at most two or three issues that the

average voter considers worthy of consideration (and some of these aren’t

even real issues, but merely contrived and ambiguous preferences for

“change” or “moral values”). However, it is well known that any legislator

will literally have to vote on hundreds of issues during his or her term. If

the voters haven’t expressed any preference on these less-salient issues (be-

cause they don’t have any preferences), then who exactly are the politicians

representing in our so-called representative democracy? 



CHAPTER 10

Irrationality and the Politician

I shall continue to believe that “great men” are a 

lie, and that there is very little difference in that 

superstition which leads us to believe in what the 

world calls “great men” and in that which leads 

us to believe in witches and conjurors. — Letter 

from Benjamin Rush to John Adams

Dark TruTh #10
We expect our politicians to act like gods, 
but they’re human, so they act like dogs.

The Perils of Politocracy: Public Servants — or Public Masters?

Nowadays, for the sake of the advantage 

which is to be gained from the public 

revenues and from office, men want to be 

always in office. — Aristotle, Politics 3.6

I
sometimes refer to our current system of government as “elective oli-

garchy,” but a more pungent equivalent might be “politocracy” — gov-

ernment by politicians. All so-called democracies in existence today are

really politocracies. In fact, we are so ingrained to think that politocracy is

the only possible form of democracy that it is very difficult for us to con-

ceive of an alternative. Whenever the news media talk of “spreading democ-

racy” they measure its progress in terms of “free and fair elections.” For the

press: elections = democracy. Given the evidence presented in preceding
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chapters, however, there is good reason to believe that this popular view is

irrational. My task in this chapter is to explore the ramifications of a more

accurate equation: elections = oligarchy. 

Elections are fundamentally anti-democratic. I wish I could claim credit

for this seemingly-radical viewpoint, but in fact it was already widely under-

stood and accepted in ancient democratic Athens. The Athenians, far wiser

than we, knew that government by election inevitably becomes government

by the wealthy and powerful. Therefore, they chose most of their public of-

ficials through a system of lottery in which all free male citizens were eligi-

ble. Any Athenian citizen could wake up one day to find himself a magistrate

or chair of an important public committee. I do not advocate a return to that

Athenian system, but I recall it here merely to indicate that a full 2,500 years

ago a highly-intelligent people had come to an important understanding about

electoral politics which we appear to have entirely forgotten.80

The widespread acceptance today of electoral politocracy as the only

available form of democracy is supported by a number of irrational beliefs.

First comes our childish credulity in the rhetoric of “public service.” All politi-

cians refer to themselves as “public servants” and all express their ambition

for public office as motivated by an intense desire to serve the public. Most

politicians invest early on in some “back story,” some community service or

civil-rights-protest experience that they can trot out to prove their sincerity. 

Such rhetoric is too self-serving. It’s a rare CEO who claims to have

obtained his MBA in order to render “public service.” People get MBAs

because they want to become rich. Likewise, no starlet ever hitched her

way to Hollywood because she thought a career in films was the best way

to serve the public. People go to Hollywood to become famous. Politicians

are no different. They aim their careers toward Washington, D.C. or the

state capitols because they desire power (in addition to fame and wealth;

and let’s not forget, sex).

If politicians were to admit that they were really motivated by a desire

to achieve fame and power, it would be like the Wizard of Oz pulling away

the screen on himself (without the assistance of Toto). The illusion would

be dispelled. As in the case of Oz, that could prove to be a good thing. 

The current political landscape confirms the notion that power is really

the politician’s ultimate motivator. Tycoons such as Michael Bloomberg and

Jon Corzine were not satisfied by the mountains of cash they earned on Wall

Street. It is an American cultural truism that money “makes the world go
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around,” but for people with lots of money, money is not enough — there is

a sweeter honey. After a successful career as a Teutonic robot, Arnold

Schwarzenegger was not yet satisfied. Being the world’s number one box

office star was not enough. If you doubt the attractiveness of power, consider

our former Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, a dull, pompous, pudgy war

criminal with a big nose, goofy glasses, funny accent and bad clothes, who

was nonetheless able to seduce movie stars with that little something that

even Brad Pitt himself still lacks: power.

Primatologist Frans De Waal, the world’s leading observer of chim-

panzee politics, compares our politicians to chimps and finds good reason to

prefer the chimps:

For males, power is the ultimate aphrodisiac, and an addictive one

at that…. Given the obvious “will to power” (as Nietzsche called it)

of the human race, the enormous energy put into its expression, the

early emergence of hierarchies among children, and the childlike

devastation of grown men who tumble from the top, I’m puzzled by

the taboo with which our society surrounds this issue…. Everyone

seems in denial…. Political candidates… sell themselves as public

servants, only in it to fix the economy or improve education. Have

you ever heard a candidate admit he wants power? Obviously, the

word “servant” is doublespeak: does anyone believe that it’s only for

our sake that they join the mudslinging of modern democracy? Do

the candidates themselves believe this? What an unusual sacrifice

that would be. It’s refreshing to work with chimpanzees: they are the

honest politicians we all long for. When political philosopher

Thomas Hobbes postulated an insuppressible power drive, he was

right on target for both humans and apes. Observing how blatantly

chimpanzees jockey for position, one will look in vain for ulterior

motives and expedient promises.81

In every presidential campaign, each candidate must develop a sen-

timental narrative of how they came to “public service.” Each election

cycle, the public is asked to believe the same hypocrisy. As De Waal sug-

gests, the main difference between the politicians and the chimps is that the

chimps don’t lie. 



Bad Boys: When Politicians Go Wrong

Offices are as acceptable here as elsewhere, and 

whenever a man has cast a longing eye on them, a 

rottenness begins in his conduct. 

— Thomas Jefferson, letter (May 21, 1799)

In early July, 2007, Senator David Vitter of Louisiana, a stalwart Re-

publican opponent of same-sex marriage, should have been celebrating his

greatest legislative victory. As the successful leader of a fight to stop an im-

migration bill supported by both President Bush and Senator Dianne Fe-

instein, Vitter had just helped guarantee the continued disenfranchisement

of twelve million hard-working undocumented aliens. However, this

Louisiana paragon of moral values, known particularly for his view that

marriage is “the most important social institution in human history” (trans-

lation: it’s not for gays), found himself unable to savor his moment of par-

liamentary glory. He had other catfish to fry. His name had been found in

the call records of Deborah Jeane Palfrey, the “D.C. Madam.” Following

the script that had worked for so many other politicians, Vitter promptly

admitted to a “very serious sin in my past.” 

A few days later, fresh reports indicated he probably should have used

the plural for “sin.” Jeannette Maier, the madam of another high-priced

brothel, this one in New Orleans, paid Vitter the ultimate compliment that

politicians don’t want to hear when she called him “one of the nicest and

most honorable men I’ve ever met” (by “honorable men,” I suppose, mean-

ing: “older men who reliably pay top dollar for exotic sex with young pros-

titutes”). In August, 2007, I participated in an online poll on America On

Line (AOL) that asked whether the revelations concerning Senator Vitter

were “surprising” or not. Approximately 89 percent of us were not surprised

by the Senator’s sexual hypocrisy, while a mere 7 percent of respondents

were still capable of astonishment.

Senator Vitter first came to Congress in a 1999 special election to re-

place his predecessor, Robert L. Livingston. For those of you who have for-

gotten Mr. Livingston, he was one of the senior Republican Congressmen

who led the fight to impeach President Clinton. Livingston, another paragon

of Southern moral virtues, had to abandon the Clinton-hunting wolf-pack
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and resign from Congress when Hustler magazine exposed his own history

of marital infidelity. Thus, in a sense, Vitter was merely carrying on a

Louisiana tradition.

Despite the humiliation and scandal faced by Vitter in the summer of

2007, he still had to count himself a very lucky man. Why? He was lucky be-

cause his own sexual escapades were almost immediately wiped off the front

pages thanks to the spectacular efforts of yet another Republican moral

paragon, Senator Larry Craig of Idaho, caught soliciting sex under a bath-

room stall in an airport. Senator Craig, of course, had also severely con-

demned President Clinton’s Oval Office antics. Perhaps Craig felt that when

it comes to illicit fellatio, it is better to give than it is to receive. Having ex-

coriated Clinton for the inappropriateness of having sexual relations in the

Oval Office, Craig showed us the right way for a politician to have sex —

with complete strangers in a public toilet.

This is the story of but two months in the long sex life of Washington,

D.C. I could go on; and on, and on…. A complete history of sexual scandal

in Washington will probably never be written, because the public does not

want to read a 20,000-page book that needs to be updated weekly (note to

self: maybe they do — idea for next book). From the earliest days of the Re-

public, when our first Ambassador, Benjamin Franklin, fondled and groped

the awestruck wives of his French hosts while on mission to Paris, shortly

to be succeeded by the even-more-amorous Thomas Jefferson, who broke

an ankle in the Louvre while leaping to an assignation with yet another mar-

ried Frenchwoman, all the way down to our contemporary satyrs, the pri-

apic Kennedys, Wilbur “Fanne Fox” Mills, “Slobbering” Bob Packwood,

Bill “I did not have sexual relations with that woman” Clinton, etc., our po-

litical leaders have repeatedly proven to be incredibly horny old goats. 

From amongst the innumerable peccadilloes known to history, my fa-

vorite is this gem from Ronald Kessler’s book Inside Congress:

Capitol Police Officer Gregory M. Lacoss will never forget

turning the doorknob to one of Lyndon B. Johnson’s seven Capitol

hideaways when LBJ was majority leader of the Senate. It was 3

a.m. and Lacoss was making his rounds, checking to make sure all

offices were locked. Lacoss opened the massive door and gasped.

On the sofa, Johnson was having sex with Carole Tyler, a blond,

curvaceous secretary.
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“There was LBJ on top of Carole,” Lacoss recalled. “I said,

‘Excuse me.’ He said, ‘You son of a bitch.’ He jumped up. I took off

running because I knew that man’s temper. I ran to the other end of

the Senate building, down the marble stairway, past the Ohio clock.

I ran through the Rotunda. He was running after me. I ran to the

House wing, down to the terrace level, and to the chief’s office.

“I just caught LBJ on top of Carole,” Lacoss shouted at the

desk officer on duty. “He’s threatening to kill me.”

The desk officer told Lacoss to hide in a locker. “Those lockers

were little,” Lacoss said. “I had a gun and flashlight, and I crammed

myself in. I could hardly breathe. LBJ came flying in. I could hear

him slam the door. I thought it would break. He said, “Where is that

officer… that son of a bitch who came in here. I’ll kill him.”

Eventually Johnson tired of the hunt and the desk officer ex-

tricated Lacoss from the locker.82

So much for the role of politicians as “moral leaders” when it comes to

extra-marital sex. History reminds us that in this respect, politicians are in-

veterate liars, Democrats and Republicans alike. This is one area where his-

tory is guaranteed to repeat itself. Mark my words, dear reader, before this

year is out we will witness at least one more episode of the tawdry sort we

should have become used to long ago: lovey-dovey text messages from con-

gressmen to under-age pages, affairs with interns, madams with long mem-

ories, etc. ad nauseam.

[NEWSFLASH: It was extremely hard to keep this section of the

book up to date. Inevitably, as this book was being revised for press, new po-

litical sex scandals continued to break out. For example, in March 2008 it

was revealed that New York Governor Eliot Spitzer had engaged in trysts

with a 21-year old prostitute. The world press gleefully shared the informa-

tion that the Governor would pay as much as $4,500 for a single, sexual

assignation. Regrettably for Spitzer, he paid a lot more in the end, as the

scandal cost him his political career. Within a few days of announcing his sit-

uation, he resigned. In a heart-warming bipartisan display, his successor,

former Lieutenant Governor David Paterson, was promptly sworn in be-

fore the State Assembly. Governor Paterson became only the third African-
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American governor since reconstruction. Within two days, however, Paterson

himself announced that he had been guilty of having several extra-marital af-

fairs — as had his wife — but he considered such actions as legal (since not

involving prostitutes) and therefore not relevant to his position. And so it

goes. I can confidently promise new material for the next edition.]

In all fairness to our lusty male politicians, their behavior is no worse

than that of privileged men and women in other walks of life. As the tabloid

press never ceases to remind us, the glitterati are very romantically active.

Evolutionary biology says: Duh! The primary motivation of any sexual or-

ganism is to reproduce with a mate who is likely to produce successful off-

spring. In our society, that means having sex with rich, beautiful or powerful

people. As in chimp societies, those that can, do. Let us not be too quick to

condemn those who are hotter (or hornier) than we are. We should recog-

nize that our star male politicians appear to be besieged by extremely will-

ing female victims. Sharon Stone herself got weak-kneed when President

Bill showed up; Condoleezza Rice struggled to conceal the full extent of her

worshipful admiration for her husband — I mean, her boss. Barack Obama

must walk with care among his throngs of female supporters, lest he be dis-

membered with affection. 

When a male chimp succeeds in knocking off his competition and

finally becomes the alpha male himself, his main reward will be sexual.

Evolutionary theory suggests that his body should adjust to this new-

found status by producing hormones like testosterone that will enhance

his sex drive. I know of no study measuring the testosterone levels of po-

litical victors, but I would conjecture that such levels rise after a success-

ful election. Pump a man full of testosterone, then send in a nubile young

woman carrying a pizza and flashing a thong, and the rest, regrettably, is

CNN history.

how to Get Elected and Impress Chicks

The pleasure of governing must certainly be 

exquisite, if we may judge from the vast numbers 

who are eager to be concerned with it. — Voltaire, 

“Government,” Philosophical Dictionary (1764)
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Nominee, n. A modest gentleman shrinking from 

the distinction of private life and diligently 

seeking the honorable obscurity of public office. 

— Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary

It is time for the electorate to develop a politics of human nature: an under-

standing of political action informed by evolutionary and cognitive psychology. 

If we accept Frans De Waal’s contention that humans have a geneti-

cally-acquired will to power, we stop expecting better behavior from our

politicians. All humans possess a power drive — politicians are simply those

people in whom the power drive is most extreme. If the behavior of chimps

is any indication of early human evolution, it seems that societies have always

been structured in power hierarchies in which dominant males had superior

access to both sex and food resources. Thus, throughout human evolution it

not only made sense for males to battle and jockey for power, but also, hav-

ing achieved it, to exploit their privileges as unfairly as possible. LBJ’s mid-

night charge through the Senate, still tumescent from his frolic with the

curvaceous Miss Tyler, is reminiscent of nothing more than the angry blus-

ter of an alpha chimp whose sexual monopoly has been challenged. 

The anecdotes of sexual indiscretion recounted above concerned only

male politicians, and there are perhaps good reasons for that. As has been

argued earlier, sexism in the political sphere may well be a manifestation of

evolutionary pressures. Some writers hold that any purportedly-scientific

explanation of male dominance is actually a justification of that behavior.

Others will point to the numerous examples of women who have achieved

high political status (such as Margaret Thatcher, Golda Meir, Indira

Gandhi, Mary Robinson, and Hillary Clinton) as evidence that gender is ir-

relevant in politics.

These critiques are misplaced. The objective here is a feminist one: obvi-

ously, women should have an equal role in the political sphere. However, so

long as modern governments are based on the “electoral myth” which the Athe-

nians debunked so long ago, politics will tend to be dominated by men, with re-

sultant costs for society as a whole. By organizing our government on “free and

fair elections,” we are risking a polity marked by male dominance for a long time

to come. It is as if we decided to choose our leaders through contests of who

could drink the most beer, watch TV football the longest, or light their own

farts on fire — i.e., contests more likely to be won by males than females.



* I urge readers to visit the website of the Inter-Parliamentary Union to check

the latest figures: www.ipu.org
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No serious evolutionary theorist would argue that all men are essen-

tially more political than women, nor that male political dominance is en-

tirely explained by biology, nor that some women aren’t extremely motivated

by politics, nor that many women aren’t extremely talented at politics. How-

ever, evolutionary theory is consistent with a slightly-higher political drive

for men on average, and a slightly-higher tolerance for the ugly kind of ad-

versary combat we find in electoral contests. 

Over time, even very slight differences in interest are probably suffi-

cient to generate huge political inequalities. So long as we choose leaders

through election, we will tend to choose more males than females. Today,

after four decades of women’s liberation, women still represent only 18 per-

cent of the U.S. Senate and 16 percent of the Congress. In Europe there

have been attempts to mandate a minimum percentage of females in national

parliaments, but such attempts will not easily overcome the latent sexist bias

of an electoral system. Most top leadership positions in such countries still

go to males. Astonishingly, Rwanda is the only country in the world where

women represent a majority in the parliament. There are extremely few

countries where women crack the 40 percent figure (outside of Scandinavia,

there is no region in the world where women hold more than 22 percent of

parliamentary seats).*

Electoral politics are sexist by their very nature, but that is not the only

way in which they are undemocratic.

Political Leadership Today: Profiles in Boorish

If the people can choose only from 

among rascals, they are sure to choose a 

rascal. — V.O. Key, The Responsible Electorate

The public good requires us to betray, 

and to lie, and to massacre: let us resign 

this commission to those who are more 

pliable, and more obedient. — Montaigne
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What kind of person tends to be successful in politics? Is there any

sort of uniform profile, or are there strong tendencies? 

Our political leadership is both homogenous and peculiar. Politicians

are similar to each other, but different from the rest of us. As I have estab-

lished above, there is a strong likelihood that the majority of them will be

male. It is also likely that they will be wealthy, white, tall, Christian, ambi-

tious, workaholic, competitive, extroverted, intelligent, verbose, manipula-

tive, deceptive (and secretly very horny). 

This is not an ordinary person we are describing here. We are rather

depicting an obnoxious type that many of us got to know in high school: the

tireless self-promoter who takes himself too seriously and appears to believe

his own hokum. Remember Tracy Flick? These are the people who want to

join every club and committee and never shut up at any meeting. Not every-

one wants to be one of these persons. Not everyone can even stand to be as-

sociated with them. Yet we allow ourselves to be ruled by them.

What if you want to enter politics but you are not stamped from the

mold of the Stepford Senators? What is it like to try to join the political

club if you don’t look and act like everybody else? Consider the experi-

ence of several female British M.P.s who entered a male-dominated Par-

liament in the 1990s, as recounted in the BBC radio documentary, “A

Monstrous Regiment.”83

Says Labour’s Barbara Follett, elected to Parliament in 1997: “Some-

times when women got up to speak, some of the men — not thankfully on

our side of the House — would put their hands on their chests, wiggle them

around and go ‘melons’. It was like a schoolboy type of humor.”

When former women’s minister Joan Ruddock tried to address the

issue of strip-searching women in Northern Ireland, she recounted: “I heard

completely audibly in the chamber one of the men on the Tory side say, ‘oh,

I’d like to strip search you any day.’”

Former Labour MP Oona King concluded of parliamentary etiquette,

“It’s all willy-jousting.”

Proving you don’t need a willy to joust, Labour M.P. Fiona MacTag-

gart silenced a Tory critic, John Bercow, who had unmercifully teased her

for her schooling at Cheltenham Ladies’ College, by drawing attention to

Bercow’s short stature: “I said, ‘I have no more influence over where I went

to school than the honourable gentleman had over his lack of inches — I
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imagine we have both been affected by our experiences.’ He’s a completely

short arse — and since I did that, he stopped it.”

I wonder if Bercow was not in part silenced by the devastating double

entendre lurking in MacTaggart’s retort (a man lacking in “inches” vertically

may also lack them perpendicularly; willy-jousting, indeed). Still, I’m sorry

that MacTaggart had to stoop to Bercow’s level (which apparently was quite

low to the ground). 

Having now considered the discomfiture of a group of privileged white

women entering an enclave for privileged white men, let us imagine that you

are a bit more exotic. Let’s say you are black, or gay, lesbian, Muslim, fat,

short, albino, vegan; or that you live in a trailer park, or were once arrested.

How are you going to feel trying to fit into the rich white country club? Do

you really want to join? Do you think you would be easily accepted? Would

it be easy to communicate and get along with your peers? 

It is no wonder that legislatures are always more homogeneous than

the citizenry they supposedly represent. The in-group does not even have to

discriminate to keep ordinary people out. When we see how obnoxious they

appear at a distance, we don’t even want to join.

The fundamental rule of partisanship is that we like people who are

like us. We tend to join clubs out of a perception that the people in the

club are like us in some important way. It takes an unusual kind of mo-

tivation to want to join a club where you are likely to be considered as a

bizarre outsider. In 2007, the U.S. Senate was composed of 82 males and

18 females; two Senators were Hispanic, one Senator was African-Amer-

ican (and he was shortly to be lost to the Senate due to promotion). The

figures for Congress speak of only marginally greater diversity. These

statistics reveal the self-contradiction at the heart of “free and fair” elec-

tions. Elections by their very nature are neither free nor fair. Legisla-

tures inevitably devolve into bastions of privilege, no matter how

egalitarian the rhetoric.

We are led today by a homogenous elite. Let us describe the profile

of this Stepford Senator, the statistically most probable politician:

White and male: Most politicians in the U.S. are white and male. If a

political candidate were to join a country club as exclusive as the Senate, it

would provoke popular discussion as to his commitment to equality.
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Wealthy: Increasingly, candidates are wealthy. There are two main

drivers for this trend. First, American politics has become more populist

since the 1960s. Well-financed demagogic appeals to popular opinion have

proved decisive in political campaigns and legislative battles. This was due

in part to the rise of television as the chosen terrain for political warfare, and

the corresponding decline in importance of old-boy partisan networks as the

ultimate power brokers. The result is what one political scientist refers to as

candidate-centered politics. In the era of candidate-centered campaigns, a

personal financial fortune can more than substitute for a career rising grad-

ually through the party ranks. As campaign consultants have developed the

marketing science of political campaigning, it has become possible to create

a credible presidential campaign out of nothing more than hot air and money.

Consider the absurd candidacies of Ross Perot and Steve Forbes, arrogant

crackpots who thought they could buy themselves a place in the national

spotlight — and were proved correct. 

Narcissistic: If one closely analyzes the rhetoric of political debates

and speeches, one can eventually categorize all candidate statements as vari-

ations on the following: 

“My ideas are much, much better than my opponent’s stupid ideas.”

“I love America way more than my opponent loves America.”

“I really, really want this job. I have always wanted this job. That’s why

I’m the best person for this job. Therefore, please give me this job.”

“Look how beautiful my wife and children are!”

We accept that people who run for office must be unbearably boastful.

It is remarkable that we are then sometime surprised that these people ex-

aggerate. As president, Ronald Reagan on more than one occasion boasted

about his WWII experiences, without bothering to point out that his color-

ful memories were of heroic actions that he had performed in movies.

unscrupulous: Legislatures are marketplaces of unbridled competi-

tion. Wherever competition becomes an obsession, there will be cheating.
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The endless sporting scandals involving steroids are surprising only to the

naïve. Our society lavishes its greatest hero worship on sports stars, but pro-

hibits them from using substances that can help them win. The inevitable

result is endemic cheating. In the political sphere, the key factor contribut-

ing to a candidate’s election is money. Political campaign contributions are

the steroids of politics. So long as they are helpful, candidates will figure out

a way to get their hands on “the clear”: cash.

Consider the above personal characteristics. Do they belong to the

kind of people that we want in charge? So long as we maintain our currently

flawed electoral democracy, these are the people who will run our lives, re-

gardless of which party we support.

Equal rights for ugly People: Exploding the Meritocracy Myth

Nothing appears more surprising to those who consider

human affairs with a philosophical eye than the easiness with

which the many are governed by the few, and the implicit sub-

mission with which men resign their own sentiments and pas-

sions to those of the rulers. When we inquire by what means

this wonder is effected, we shall find out that, as Force is al-

ways on the side of the governed, the governors have nothing

to support them but opinion. It is, therefore, on opinion only

that government is founded….

— David Hume, On the First Principles of Government

Why do we accept to be governed by an elite oligarchy? Sadly, one of

the main reasons is that we think the powerful deserve to be powerful. Per-

haps the most pervasive myth in our society is the unspoken one that high-

status people are better than low-status people. Few people will own up to

this belief, but it underlies so many of our social structures that it is impos-

sible to deny. Indeed, social status is such a powerful factor in a person’s life

that there is medical evidence that it affects life-span. Higher-status men live

longer and age in better health. In America as in so many other cultures, sta-

tus is literally a matter of life and death.

However, though higher-status people may lead healthier and even

more enjoyable lives, that is certainly no reason for concluding that they are
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morally superior to lower-status people. All citizens deserve equal respect

from our society and our government. There is no valid reason to discrimi-

nate politically against low-status people. 

Nonetheless, we do. Our government is composed almost entirely of high-

status people who rule on the basis of the unspoken assumption that low-status

people are somehow inferior, intellectually or morally. The growing economic in-

equality in American society, and the increasingly precarious position of our

cognitive and social underclass, are in part due to the habitual tendency of politi-

cians to make laws which reward the privileged while they neglect the unfortu-

nate. The financial crisis and banking bailout of 2008 is just one more example.

Politicians, like everyone else, “see” the world in a way that maximizes their self-

esteem. Since politicians are viewed by society as “winners,” they are inevitably

predisposed to legislate in favor of other winners. In other words, rich bankers

get bailed out while defaulting homeowners are evicted.

Of course, no politician would ever admit anything like that explicitly,

but an anti-underclass bias is frequently implied. Thus, political campaigns

are full of rhetoric praising work: “the working man,” “a country where a

person can get ahead with hard work,” “a country where a person can achieve

their dreams,” etc. The implication is: “If you are poor, it is because you are

slothful.”

As a typical example of this kind of thinking, consider the following

point of view from a 2008 conservative political column on the topic of the

“IQ gap” in American society:

Seek out the rich man in his castle: It is far more likely the case in the

U.S.A. than anywhere else, and far more likely the case in the U.S.A.

of today than at any past time, that he is from modest origins, and won

his wealth fairly in the fields of business, finance, or the high profes-

sions. Seek out the poor man at his gate: It is likewise probable, if you

track back through his life, that it will be one of lackluster ability and

effort, compounded perhaps with some serious personality defect. I

have two kids in school, eighth grade and tenth. I know several of their

classmates. There are some fuzzy cases, but for the most part it is easy

to see who is destined for the castle, who for the gate.

Of the deciding factors, by far the largest is intelligence. There

are of course smart people who squander their lives, and dumb people
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who get lucky. If you pluck a hundred rich men from their castles and

put them in a room together, though, you will notice a high level of

general intelligence. Contrariwise, a hundred poor men taken from

their gates will, if put all in one place, convey a general impression of

slow dullness. That’s the meritocracy. That’s where we’ve come to.84

This author supports what might be called the Standard American

Viewpoint on Success (SAVS): Anyone can become wealthy and successful

if they work hard enough. Implicitly, people who fail to achieve wealth or so-

cial status in America are both lazy and dumb, hence unworthy. We would

feel guilty of cruelty and lack of compassion if we condemned other people

to a lifetime of poverty just because they were slightly less intelligent, so…

cognitive dissonance sets in, and we find ourselves obliged to blame them for

laziness as well. The poor and miserable usually deserve their unhappy fates,

says SAVS (with relief). You probably believe this as well, dear reader, no

matter how progressive you may pretend to be. We are all subjected to so

many years of social brainwashing that indoctrinates us with the belief that

wealth and status are always the result of greater effort, and are therefore

deserved. Yet there are good reasons to doubt the basic validity of SAVS: 

1) It is simply not true that everyone will advance equally with equal

amounts of effort. Life is harder for some people than it is for others. You

could say life is like a foootball game where some players have to wear heavy

weights and handcuffs, while others get to ride around on motorcycles. It’s

not fair, under such circumstances, for the people on motorcycles to brag

about how they scored touchdowns through hard work.

The marginal utility of effort will vary enormously depending upon

differences in inherited social capital. For example, consider the case of two

men, Bruce and Doug.

Bruce’s dad is a wealthy doctor, his mom a former athlete and model;

Bruce grows up in a wealthy suburb, attending private schools. His IQ is

measured at 135; he reaches 6’ 3”, is good-looking (like his mom), extro-

verted, energetic, disciplined, and has a naturally happy, buoyant personal-

ity. Bruce has huge social capital. Every additional hour he invests in his

career promises major payoffs down the road.

Doug is not nearly as lucky. Doug’s dad is still in prison and his mom is

dead, so he lives with his aunt, who is an alcoholic. Doug still limps from a car
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accident he had as a kid which was poorly treated at an inner-city hospital. He

ate some paints chips off a peeling wall as a baby, but his IQ probably would-

n’t have been that high, anyway: about 80 (he is in the bottom 10 percent). He

is slightly obese from adolescence on, and his height is 5’ 6”. He is described

by teachers and counselors as “spaced out” and “lonely.” Doug has no social

capital. He can work really hard, but will the extra work do him as much good

as it would Bruce?

Bruce has a chance to become a player in our global economy — if he

works hard, he can become a corporate executive, plastic surgeon, trial

lawyer, etc., making tens of millions of dollars in his career.

Doug has no choice but to work hard, just to stay alive, but what in-

centive does he have to put in extra hours? What good will that do him in

our economy? It’s one thing to put in extra hours studying for the SAT so

that you can get in to Princeton; it’s another to work over-time as a cashier

at your local supermarket.

If you know someone like Doug who has been promoted to manager

of your local dry-cleaner’s, give him your full respect, dear reader. He prob-

ably worked as hard as any Bruce who ever made it to Senator.

2) Behavioral genetics (remember the twin Jims) suggests that inten-

sity of motivation and concentration, and hence the capacity for hard work,

are as likely to be genetically-determined as any other physical or behav-

ioral characteristics. 

If you were simply born with a particular trait, there is no reason for so-

ciety to reward that trait as if it were a moral virtue. Venerating hard work is

therefore about as logical as venerating red hair. With all due respect to our

foxy fellow redheads, they have done nothing to earn our special esteem. The

same is true of our fellow workaholics. Just as a St. Bernard dog can spend the

afternoon sleeping while a Chihuahua drives one crazy with incessant yapping

and skittering, different humans are born with different work drives. Worka-

holics are people who were born with high-energy thermostats. They’re not

necessarily better than other people, they were just born with an inability to

keep still — a characteristic that happens to be highly remunerative in today’s

capitalist marketplace, though frequently annoying to family and loved ones.

A low energy-level is not the only inheritable impediment a human

being may face in the battle to acquire social status. There are fates arguably

worse than laziness, such as fatness, shortness, ugliness, dumbness, a phys-
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ical or psychological handicap or alcoholism. Try getting elected to public of-

fice if any of these adjectives apply to you. 

Surveys have shown that tall men earn slightly more on average than

shorter men. Other surveys have demonstrated that obesity can have a cor-

respondingly negative effect. In other words, if you’re a short fat guy, don’t

set your hopes on being referred to someday as the “the Senator.” It appears

that the negative impact of obesity is even more serious for women, and

getting worse. In 1981 a slightly-obese American woman could expect wages

4.3 percent lower than her slimmer colleagues; by 2000 the wage penalty for

female obesity had risen to 7.5 percent.85

Half of all Americans will always be below average in height, intelli-

gence, looks, musical and athletic talent. It’s not hard to end up in the bottom

half of any of the above categories. It can happen to anybody. The problem

is that in our capitalist society the below-average citizens make so much less

money than the above-average. In our globally competitive economy, a few

lucky breaks and a few IQ points may represent the difference between liv-

ing in a mansion or in a trailer park. In the “old” societies of Europe, the ac-

cumulated wisdom of the ages has informed society that you never know

when your kids are going to end up in the bottom half. Hence, the strong Eu-

ropean safety net. The American middle class is different — like a gambler

at the blackjack table who still hasn’t lost hope. We hesitate to support “tax

the rich” strategies because we still secretly hope to become rich ourselves. 

The meritocracy myth prevents us from seeking a more just society be-

cause it provides us with a plausible justification for the inequity around us.

Meritocracy is our excuse for inequality. If there are outrageously rich people

who spend their money lavishly and wastefully, we tell ourselves that is be-

cause our markets must provide incentives for creativity and risk-taking. If

there are miserably poor people, we tell ourselves it is because those people, to

their discredit, lacked a sufficient respect for education, thrift and hard work.

However, behavioral genetics forces us to challenge the meritocracy

myth. If the twin studies are correct, we must face up to the reality that

achieving a match between one’s genetic inheritance and one’s environment

is largely a matter of pure luck. To be lucky in the genetic lottery is its own

reward. To wake up tall, beautiful, athletic, energetic and intelligent, is re-

ally to start the day off on the right foot.

Do we need political power and social privileges thrown in for extra

measure?
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CHAPTER 11

Irrational Elections

You can fool too many of the people too 

much of the time. — James Thurber

Dark TruTh #11
American presidential campaigns are vicious, shallow, 

mendacious and farcical, but at least they’re entertaining.

Presidential Elections: adventures in Enjoyable absurdity

T
he American presidential election is the world’s most important

political event, the Academy Awards and World Cup rolled into

one. The winner of this election can plausibly claim the title,

“Prince of the World.” If ever an election demanded a full, balanced and

informative discussion of the most important issues facing humanity, it

would be this one. If ever we dreamed of seeing the glory of democracy

on display, it would be here. 

Given the height of our hopes, our disappointment is extreme. The

Emperor is naked. Here is a brief list of what the world could hope for in the

world’s most important election, compared with what we actually get:



Issues: We hope for an informed, vigorous public discussion of the key

policy concerns. Disappointment: We get a canned, strategic marketing con-

test, in which the candidates are paralyzed by fear of going “off message.”

Each candidate chooses his or her own preferred field of battle, even if that

means endless discussion of false problems. In 2008 both parties jumped on

the “offshore drilling” bandwagon, though energy economists decried as

ridiculous the notion that such drilling could have any immediate impact.

honest results: We hope that the outcome can be trusted as having

been produced in a clean, transparent manner. Disappointment: The post-elec-

tion mess in Florida in 2000, and the similar mess in Ohio in 2004, were not

aberrations. Outright theft of elections has been surprisingly common in

American history.

Democratic mechanism: We assume that the person with the most

votes will win. Disappointment: We are saddled with a bizarre system called

the Electoral College. In 2000, Gore earned a half-million votes more than

Bush, but lost the general election. In 2004, Kerry was within a few hundred

thousand votes of winning Ohio, and with it the presidency, even though he

would have lost the popular vote by two million votes. 

responsible media coverage: We hope that the media will provide in-

depth, balanced analysis of the candidates’ policy positions. Disappointment:

The media collude with the candidates to present us with a phony dog show.

Instead of issues-analysis, we get celebrity profiles. In early 2008 the media

followed Barack Obama like groupies on a rock tour. When Sarah Palin

joined the contest they became like Britney-hunting paparazzi. In order to

maximize revenues, the media frame the election as an exciting down-to-

the-wire “horse race” — even in years (like 2008) when the outcome was a

foregone conclusion. 

Clean, substantive campaigns: We hope that the candidates will focus

on the issues and not on vicious attacks of their opponents. Disappointment:

Both sides commonly resort to smear tactics and outright lies. The Democ-

rats scare us by presenting the Republicans as racist corporate war-mon-

gers eager to cut funds off from the poor and elderly, while the Republicans
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present a frightening counter-portrait of the Democrats as America-hating,

terrorist-loving, high-spending, atheist homosexuals.

Intelligent debates: We hope for lively exchanges that reveal the can-

didates’ characters and explore the issues. Disappointment: We get carefully

scripted recitations of market-tested pablum. Consequently, our estimate of

who “won” turns on the tiniest of gaffes: who sweated or grimaced the most,

or sighed least. 

Why is the world’s most important election decided so superficially

and irrationally? As before, evolutionary psychology provides helpful clues.

As a rational method of determining voter preferences and setting national

policy, the election is worse than useless — it is preposterous. However, as

an extremely entertaining combat for tribal supremacy, reminiscent of the

millions of similar struggles that occurred throughout human evolution, it

makes perfect sense. 

We have been hard-wired by evolution to pay great attention to strug-

gles for power that may impact our lives. We are also hard-wired to express

our preferences in such contests — not on the basis of logic or reason, but

rather as an expression of our underlying genetic and cultural affinities. We

vote for the candidate we like best, and we tend to like best that candidate

who is closest to us on the genetic, cultural and socio-demographic spectrum.

Thus evolution has bequeathed us a wiring which a) makes political contests

irresistibly interesting, b) makes us want to participate in them, and c) makes

us prefer candidates who are culturally or genetically similar to ourselves. In

many ways, our current political behavior is the continuation of the everyday

activities of our ancestors over the past 1.5 million years.

how to Elect Tall, Deep-Voiced, handsome, 

happy People on rainy Days

Most people assume that voters choose the president on the basis of

some relevant criteria, such as a preference for the given candidate’s poli-

cies, or the candidate’s character and experience, or the candidate’s party.

What else could explain the preference for one candidate over another?

This basic assumption is challenged by a welter of studies which show that

voters are heavily influenced by a number of apparently irrelevant per-
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sonal qualities. Often it seems that the voters are choosing the candidate

they would most like to date or befriend, rather than the one best-qualified

to lead the nation.

height. In 2008, Barack Obama loomed in height over John Mc-

Cain, and won the election. The taller of the two presidential candidates

wins the election more often than not. Since 1888, the taller candidate has

lost the popular vote in only five elections. Since the television era began

in 1952, the taller candidate has only lost the popular vote four times out

of thirteen elections. 

George W. Bush’s campaign team was so frightened of the height dis-

parity in 2004 (Bush stood 5’ 11” while opponent John Kerry loomed a for-

midable 6’ 4”) that they carefully kept Bush at least ten feet away from Kerry

during the presidential debates. These results may be puzzling to rational-

voter theorists, but are quite unremarkable to evolutionary psychologists. 

As has been noted earlier, tall men benefit from a number of unfair

privileges, political and otherwise. Studies have established that tall men are

considered more attractive by women. On average, tall men cohabit with a

greater number of sexual partners and have more children. A variety of evo-

lutionary mechanisms have been proposed to explain this phenomenon. It

could be that tall men were once better hunters or fighters, or it could be that

height is simply an arbitrary form of sexual display, like the peacock’s tail.

Whatever the case, it should not be surprising if our unspoken but wide-

spread preference for tall people, so important in other areas of social life,

also has an effect at the polls.86

Voice. Another bizarre result is provided by voice-spectrum analysis.

Deep-voiced candidates appear to have an advantage in campaigns. Close

your eyes and listen to the vocal quality of Barack Obama, Mike Huck-

abee, John McCain, or Hillary Clinton. You will notice that all of these

leading political figures have marquee voices — pleasant, engaging, steady,

resonant, self-assured. Though most politicians have good voices, the win-

ners tend to have the best ones. Social psychologists have discovered that

during conversation low-status individuals tend to adopt the vocal patterns

of high-status individuals. This process is known as “communication ac-

commodation.” Researchers Stanford Gregory and Timothy Gallagher

studied the political impact of a specific low-frequency hum underlying
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human vocalization. Generally inaudible, the tenor of this hum nonetheless

appears to communicate social status. The more confident and steadfast the

tone, the higher the status of the speaker. Higher-status individuals also

permit themselves a greater freedom in vocalization so their vocal patterns

tend to be more expansive; lower-status individuals have a more timid, re-

stricted vocal range. Lower-status individuals, it has been suggested, indi-

cate an acceptance of their subordinate position by following the vocal lead

set by high-status individuals.87

In a voice-spectrum analysis of presidential debates since the 1960s,

Gregory and Gallagher demonstrated a correlation between vocal dominance

and the popular vote. In each case, the candidate whose low-frequency vocal

pattern was dominant ended up winning the popular vote. If a good voice

can help you, it follows that a bad one hurts. Ross Perot’s high-pitched nasal

whine did not hinder him in the rough-and-tumble of the corporate market-

place, but it made his election to the Presidency a virtual impossibility.

Again, for evolutionary psychologists, this is no surprise. A strong,

deep voice is a biological marker of high testosterone, which correlates with

heavier musculature and aggressiveness. Anthropologists studying a hunter-

gatherer tribe in Tanzania have established that deeper voice pitch predicts

reproductive success. Men with lower voice pitch were found to have fa-

thered more total children. Women who aspire to leadership may benefit

from having a voice which is low enough to qualify as “masculine.”

The impact of these two seemingly irrelevant characteristics — height

and voice pitch — suggests that voters are actually acting like rational stone-

age tribe-members assessing the conflict between two pretenders to the role of

alpha male. Frans De Waal’s observation of chimpanzee politics suggests that

it can be dangerous for chimps to “abstain” from political participation. Alpha

chimps keep track of who supports them in battles for power, and they punish

defectors. Similarly, in proto-human tribes it may have been dangerous not to

support the eventually-successful candidate for alpha status. It would have

made sense for political spectators and supporters to learn to spot and support

early favorites and front-runners — it was the safest bet. The taller, deeper-

voiced, more testosterone-drenched candidate was often the right pick. Is it

any wonder that Conan the Republican was elected Governor of California? 

The problem, of course, is that a strategy that was rational for proto-

human tribes struggling for survival on the African savannah (i.e., let the

biggest, toughest person become alpha) is not at all rational for our complex
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societies today. We are not looking to elect a cave-man-in-chief. We are look-

ing for someone who will represent the complex interests of a large society

in an efficient manner. It is no longer rational to take height and voice qual-

ity into consideration. Yet we do.

Beauty. Physical attractiveness is another randomly distributed, in-

nate characteristic which is irrelevant from a rational point of view but which

we might expect to have a positive influence on voters. A number of studies

have confirmed that voters — at least under laboratory conditions — ex-

hibit a clear preference for candidates that look the part. When a handsome

candidate is matched against an unattractive one in a simulated election pre-

sented to college students, the handsome one wins even when the accompa-

nying campaign messages are identical. This finding corroborates a

substantial body of research from social psychology which has established

the presence of a powerful beauty effect.

When college students are shown pictures of attractive people and

asked to speculate on their associated personal qualities, the students at-

tribute qualities of intelligence, honesty and discipline to those people; con-

versely, unattractive people are associated with the opposite qualities. While

it used to be said that “politics is show business for ugly people,” that gen-

eral principle no longer holds true. With the birth of the television era and

the application of sophisticated Madison Avenue brand-marketing tech-

niques to the political marketplace, personal attractiveness has become in-

creasingly important. 

From John F. Kennedy to Sarah Palin, the “hottie” candidate has been

able to count on significant electoral support merely on the basis of looks.

More importantly, it has become increasingly dangerous to be ugly. As the

sophomoric saying goes, beauty is skin deep but ugly goes to the bone.

Some portion of John Kerry’s defeat in 2004 can surely be attributed to the

odd, equine longitude of the candidate’s cranium. If Dennis Kucinich

looked more like George Clooney, at least half of the voting public (females)

would begin to take him very seriously. But he looks like Dennis Kucinich,

so he is treated the way people who look like Dennis Kucinich are treated

(you know what I mean). Governor Bill Richardson of New Mexico prob-

ably had the most impressive resume of any of the Democratic contenders

in 2008, but he was promptly dismissed by voters. He was simply 25 pounds

too gordo. Americans might some day elect an ethnic candidate, but not a
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panzón. My advice to compadre Bill: cut back on the chorizo until you begin

to look more like Barack.

Conservative political scientist Lee Sigelman conducted a tongue-in-

cheek analysis of the respective attractiveness of Democratic and Republi-

can office-holders. He had a single research subject go through the entire

Almanac of American Politics for 1988, rating all 50 governors, 100 senators

and 435 House members on an “ugliness scale” from –5 (yecch!) to +5 (hot-

tie). Although the research subject was purportedly a liberal (she was iden-

tified only as “a middle-aged woman who has an inordinate fondness for

looking at pictures of men”), the data indicated that the Republicans held a

significant beauty edge (nearly 10 percent were hotties, compared to the De-

mocrats’ 1 percent; at the other end of the spectrum, 25 out of 26 politicians

earning the lowest “yecch” rating were Democrats). It also appeared from

the data that governors and senators were substantially better-looking than

House members, suggesting that those with long-term political ambitions

should consider plastic surgery sooner rather than later.88

Is it possible that a person’s appearance could be in some way connected

to true political competence? If so, is it possible that voters detect and accurately

process these visual cues? The ability to intuitively “size up” a politician from

his or her looks could be considered a variant of the “political heuristic” —

emotional snap-judgments that work because they are based on the wisdom of

our intuitive brain. For the most part I have been skeptical of the value of the

political heuristic, given the presence of overwhelming partisan bias. However,

under conditions where bias is not present, people have displayed a remarkable

ability to judge strangers by their looks.

In an intriguing experiment devised by psychologists Nalini Ambady

and Nicholas Rule, college students were shown pictures of the CEOs of the

top-25 and bottom-25 companies in the Fortune 1000 list. They were asked to

guess how competent a leader the CEO was, merely by looking at his picture

(they were all men). To a remarkable degree, the students’ evaluations of the

leadership potential of the CEOs correlated with the level of profit earned by

the company. In other words, students who knew absolutely nothing about

the CEOs or their companies were nonetheless able, as a group, to predict

which CEOs would perform better, merely by looking at their pictures. This

suggests that there really is such a thing as “looking like a leader.”

For voters in presidential primaries, who are not yet overly constrained

by partisan bias (because all candidates are from the same party), and who
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know little of the candidates, a judgment made at face value may therefore

contain a surprising wisdom. However, once our partisan bias kicks in, we

become immune to the subtle charms of an opposing candidate’s physique.

Few Republicans fell in love with Bill Clinton’s good looks, while Democ-

rats proved equally resistant to George W. Bush’s.

A candidate for public office can have no 

greater advantage than muddled syntax; 

no greater liability than a command of

language. — Marya Mannes, More in Anger

Our great democracies still tend to think 

that a stupid man is more likely to be 

honest than a clever man, and our 

politicians take advantage of this prejudice

by pretending to be even more stupid than

nature made them. — Bertrand Russell, 

New Hopes for a Changing World

Intelligence. Intelligence is arguably the only one of the innate char-

acteristics worthy of rational consideration by voters. Surely it would make

sense for voters to prefer the more intelligent of the two candidates? Even

here, however, we must be wary of a strong potential for irrationality, be-

cause most candidates do not write their own speeches or political plat-

forms, so it is hard to tell who is sounding intelligent. When someone

quotes a profound observation by President Reagan, they are almost in-

variably quoting his favorite speechwriter, Peggy Noonan. Humor is often

associated with intelligence, but it’s a rare president who writes his own

material. Bill Clinton’s best jokes were crafted by the presidential joke-

writer, Mark Katz. When John McCain or Barack Obama makes a smart-

sounding new policy proposal, chances are it was developed by a team of

well-paid political consultants. 

Moreover, American social attitudes toward intelligence are am-

bivalent. There appears to be no advantage to being considered the

“egghead” candidate. The erudite Adlai Stevenson lost twice to Eisen-

hower, brainy Jimmy Carter was crushed by the vacuous Reagan, nerdy

Dukakis was clubbed by the syntactically-challenged George H.W. Bush,
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and the encyclopedic Al Gore succumbed to good ‘ole boy Dubya. Does

it help to have a brain? I suspect that Karl Rove’s answer would be: yes,

but only if you hide it. 

Don’t ever mis-underestimate a savvy politician. In 2004 a conserva-

tive columnist, Steve Sailer, researched military and college records to ex-

trapolate I.Q. scores for George W. Bush and his successive opponents, Gore

and Kerry. The results showed they are all smart guys — Gore’s I.Q. was

135, Bush’s was 125, and Kerry’s 120. As I have noted previously, voters

tend to vote affectively — we vote for the candidate we like the most, and

we tend to like those people who most resemble us. By definition the aver-

age human intelligence is set at 100. Politicians who are too intelligent are

simply not like the rest of us — fully 80 percent of the population has an IQ

beneath 110. As the 2008 presidential primaries developed, Hillary Clinton’s

evident intelligence was one of her greatest drawbacks. 

There may even be good evolutionary reasons for being suspicious of

extreme intelligence. The highest I.Q.s are estimated to be in the 200 range

— literally twice the average. If we analogize I.Q. to height, coming across

a person with an I.Q. of 200 is rather like meeting a person who is twelve feet

tall. Wouldn’t that frighten you? It should. Evolution may have bequeathed

us a healthy fear of people who are too smart. Many of us have experienced

that tingling “spider-sense” when we are receiving a sales pitch from a too-

smooth salesman, the feeling that our pocketbooks are suddenly going to be

made much lighter, whether we like it or not. Brainy politicians can make us

feel the same way — at their peril.

happiness. One of the most active fields in psychology today is known

as “positive psychology,” the study of human happiness. Dozens of popular

books on the psychology of happiness have appeared in the past few years.

As with so many other personal characteristics, it appears that genetics plays

a determining role. Most psychologists now believe we are each born with a

happiness “set point,” a base level of happiness which does not vary much

throughout our lives, no matter how hard we try. If you are naturally a happy

person, this is good news. If you are naturally a sad person, well then….(you

were probably already depressed).

The theory of “limbic resonance” posits that emotions are contagious,

which suggests that a high happiness set point could be a great advantage to

a politician. Neuroscientists have discovered that the human brain possesses
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“mirror neurons,“ brain cells which cause us to feel the same emotions being

experienced by persons we observe. When we watch someone cry, it makes

us feel sad; when we watch someone laugh, we feel happy.

It follows that watching happy politicians will make us happier. From

my perspective, this is the only way of explaining the amazing success of

Ronald Reagan, the ultimate “happy warrior.” As a number of biographies

have attested, Reagan was so uninterested in politics that he did not even

recognize all the members of his own cabinet. But no one can deny the

man’s good-natured bonhomie. Even when he got shot, the assassin’s bullet

narrowly missing his vital organs, he was cheerful enough to josh with the

surgical team before going under anesthesia! Limbic resonance explains

why it was so often said about Reagan that he made “America feel good

again.” Of course he did — one only has to compare his bouncy demeanor

to that of the preceding sour-pusses — Carter, Ford and Nixon. In the 2000

presidential campaign George W. Bush cultivated a happy-go-lucky qual-

ity, coming across almost as a bit of a frat-boy clown, which contrasted

starkly with the gloomy Gore. It worked. Happiness is smart politics.

In early 2008 Barack Obama displayed an amazing ability to whip his

supporters (and most of the nation’s liberal pundits) into a fever of good

feelings. Consider, for example, this article by George Packer in the New

Yorker magazine, which describes an Obama speech:

When [Obama] walked onto the stage, which was framed by

giant vertical banners proclaiming “HOPE,” his liquid stride and

handshake-hugs suggested a man completely at ease….

“We love you,” a woman shouted.

“I love you back,” he said, feeding off the adoration he had

summoned without breaking a sweat….

Obama spoke for only twenty-five minutes and took no

questions; he had figured out how to leave an audience at the peak

of its emotion, craving more. As he was ending, I walked outside

and found five hundred people standing on the sidewalk and the

front steps of the opera house, listening to his last words in si-

lence, as if news of victory in the Pacific were coming over the

loudspeakers. Within minutes, I couldn’t recall a single thing that

he had said, and the speech dissolved into pure feeling, which

stayed with me for days.89
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Now that’s limbic resonance. 

Reagan continued to be a happy warrior all through the savings-and-

loan debacle, as well as the Iran-Contra scandal. While those scandals are

now fading into the mists of history, Reagan’s happy smile grows ever more

iconic, as increasing numbers of public buildings, airports and monuments

are named after him. Happiness can even trump history.

rain? Political scientist Brad Gomez led a team of researchers who

analyzed the impact of rain and snow in 3000 counties across the U.S., in all

presidential elections from 1948 to 2000. They discovered that one inch of

rain reduces overall turnout by an average of 1% and cuts the Democratic

vote by 2.5%. In America, it seems, rainy days can paint a state red, while

sunny days will dry it blue. Gomez conjectured, for example, that two

Northeastern thunderstorms would have been enough to throw the 1960

election from Kennedy to Nixon.90

In a presidential election year the citizenry hears endless discussion about

the candidates’ respective positions, character and past performance. But in

the end, the outcome might just turn on a haircut, a smile, or a rainshower.

It’s Not the Economy, Stupid 

When James Carville posted the immortal slogan, “It’s the economy, stu-

pid,” in the 1992 Clinton campaign war-room, he echoed the opinion of many

political scientists. In particular, Carville’s view found support amongst those

brave political souls who have ventured into the world of presidential-elec-

tion forecasting. Over the past fifty years, dozens of presidential-forecasting

models have been developed. Many of these frameworks have been very suc-

cessful in predicting presidential-election outcomes (though none has proved

perfect). The factor most consistently taken into account by these models is the

economic performance of the nation at a given date before the election. 

According to the consensus view of the forecasters, voters really be-

lieve that a president’s main job is to provide a healthy economy, no matter

what they say. When interviewed, voters will claim that they are motivated

by a candidate’s “values” or “experience,” but history tells us that a president

or incumbent party that presides over a thriving economy will almost always

be rewarded with re-election. Conversely, when the economy is weak or in

recession, it is a near-certainty that the challenger will be elected. At first
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glance, this seems like a clear display of rationality on the part of the voters,

contrary to my main thesis. Surely it makes sense to choose the president on

the basis of the economy’s performance? Actually, in my opinion — it does

not, for the following reasons: 

1) The president is only one of a large number of factors with an im-

pact on the economy. Other important factors include the Federal Reserve

chairman, the congress, the business cycle, international conflicts and com-

petition, global financial crises, disruptive technological innovation, natu-

ral disasters and commodity shortages. It is much easier to attribute

economic performance to the president than it is to trace the complex se-

quence of factors that would give a more accurate picture. 

Thus, one president may raise taxes to eliminate a deficit, causing a

temporary downturn during his or her own administration to the benefit of

the succeeding administration. Another president may exhaust the public

treasury to temporarily boost the economy in a fashion which will only be

revealed as unsound in a subsequent administration. A president may im-

plement a number of economically questionable policies and yet be re-

warded with a good economy, while another might follow the most

enlightened-economic policies and yet be punished by a recession. Voters’

tendency toward rational ignorance will prevent them from ever being able

to tell the difference. Incumbent presidents and parties will tend to be over-

praised for a good economy and over-criticized for a bad one.

2) Only in theory can we compare the incumbent’s economic per-

formance to what the other party would have done. Even if the economy

has done well, this is no proof that the other party would not have done bet-

ter. If the economy has declined, it might have declined still more precipi-

tously under the other party’s leadership. We simply cannot know.

Of course, I agree that the economic performance of the nation is to

some extent the president’s responsibility. However, given the difficulty in

ascertaining the scope of the president’s responsibility, the state of the

economy should not be enough to determine the preferences of rational

voters. A truly rational voter would scrutinize the candidates’ prospective

economic platforms more than the economy’s current performance. But

that would be so hard! 
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To a large degree, therefore, the incumbent president or party is sim-

ply lucky to inherit a good economy the year before the election. Con-

versely, the challenger is lucky when the election cycle coincides with an

economic downturn. Since it is not rational simply to reward the lucky, the

evidence from the economic forecasting models supports the general theory

of an irrational election process.

Rationally or not, though, the economy matters, and the forecasting

models suggest that it is generally decisive. By mid-2008, an election year,

it had become clear that the American economy was in such bad shape

that a Republican victory in November was remote. The most well-re-

spected forecasting models (such as Ray Fair’s of Yale), predicted a clear

Democratic victory. 

The media, however, did not make such predictions widely known.

Doing so might have spoiled interest in the election, which the media was

counting on to fill the role of top-rated reality show of the year. Perhaps

the most subversive implication of the success of the forecasting models is

they suggest the existence of a “campaign fallacy” — an erroneous belief

that campaigns matter. However, if the economic forecasts are accurate,

political campaigns become meaningless. When forecasting models accu-

rately predict the winner with data from the year before the election, we are

hard-pressed to avoid the conclusion that campaigns are irrelevant in terms

of persuading the voters.91

Consider the example of the 1988 election, for which the economic fore-

casts predicted an easy George H.W. Bush victory. At first, the forecasts ap-

peared to be way off target, as the Democratic challenger (Michael Dukakis)

garnered an early 17-point lead. Then, the polls began to see-saw back and

forth, with Dukakis apparently losing a lot of steam when he looked silly rid-

ing in a tank, and later in a debate when he seemed strangely unperturbed by

the thought of his wife’s rape. The coup de grace, according to the conventional

wisdom, was the devastating impact of Bush’s infamous “Willie Horton” ads,

which suggested that Dukakis was soft on crime. When Bush won the gen-

eral election the pundits blamed Willie Horton, but the forecasters reminded

everyone that their highly-accurate predictions had been made before any of

those campaign maneuvers. In the forecasters’ view, the 1988 campaign, for

all its drama, just proved that campaigns really do not matter.

Fortunately for America’s highly-paid political-campaign consultants,

the forecasting models have not always proved correct. Most strikingly in
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2000, the election forecasts by political scientists predicted an easy victory

for Al Gore. Although the forecasters could claim some consolation in Gore’s

popular-vote victory, in truth their predictions were off the mark. A com-

peting school of political scientists seized on the 2000 results to vindicate

their claim for the existence of “campaign effects.” Campaigns can matter,

they proclaimed, especially when they are as maladroitly run as the Gore

campaign in 2000. Perhaps campaigns do matter after all?

In 2008 the economic models correctly forecast an easy victory for

the Democratic candidate. Once again, the victors attributed the results to

the competence of their candidate, while the losers blamed the media. 

Presidential Campaigns: The Negligible role of Issues

The people are that part of the state that 

does not know what it wants. — Hegel

Is there a place in the election process for the careful, rational analy-

sis of policy positions and agendas by the voting public?

There are two competing schools of thought on this issue from po-

litical science. The first is represented by Philip Converse, especially as

expressed in his classic 1964 paper, “On the Nature of Belief Systems in

Mass Publics.” Converse’s research showed that most Americans don’t

really have political opinions or ideologies, though they can trot out a

few seemingly-plausible factoids when prodded. In Converse’s view, peo-

ple vote primarily out of party identification. Most people carry around

a grab-bag of half-digested political viewpoints to justify their votes, but

they don’t really understand any of those viewpoints in any depth. The

campaign cannot be about issues because the people do not really un-

derstand any issues. 

You can easily test this theory out on any of your politically-conscious

friends. Next time they express an opinion on a political issue — such as

U.S. withdrawal from Iraq, universal health coverage, or global warming

— ask for a few details. When should the Americans withdraw, and what

should they do if a civil war ensues? Who should pay for our universal cov-

erage, and how much should they pay? How exactly are we to stop global

warming, and when are we stop it, and how will we know when we have done
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enough? In most cases, the answers will be very fuzzy, and become fuzzier

still the more you push for details. Most people think they have political

opinions — but when pressed, can’t say what they are.

Not everyone agrees with Converse. Some people think the voters

know plenty enough to choose between politicians, and that voters can make

a perfectly fine selection on the basis of minimal cues. This contrary view is

best exemplified by Samuel Popkin’s influential 1981 book, The Reasoning

Voter. Popkin espouses a form of democratic minimalism generally referred

to as “low-information rationality” or “gut rationality.” In Popkin’s view, vot-

ers do not need to know very much about the issues to form rational deci-

sions on the candidate. Informal, superficial cues are enough.92

I refer to Popkin’s view as the “hot tamale theory” of political science,

due to his reliance on one memorable example. When President Ford was

campaigning in the Texas Republican primary in 1980, he appeared for a

photo-op in which he was called upon to enjoy that Mexican delicacy known

as the tamale. Unfortunately for Ford, no one had informed him in advance

that the corn shuck on the tamale is a wrapper — he took it as part of the

dish, and bit lustily into it for the world’s cameras. Ford thus made the front

page of the New York Times, much to his own chagrin. Subsequently, after

losing the Texas primary to Reagan, Ford said that the lesson he had learned

about political campaigning was, “Always shuck your tamales.” 

The conventional wisdom held that Ford’s culinary gaffe had soured

the crucial Mexican-American vote. Popkin argued that it was quite rational

for Mexican-Americans to take Ford’s ignorance of their food as a lack of un-

derstanding for their culture and their needs. In Popkin’s view, when the

public makes up its mind on such seemingly-slight factors, there is actually

a powerful underlying rationality at work. 

Popkin confuses rationalization with rationality. Thus, he qualifies voters

as rational if they can find any reason at all to justify their electoral decisions:

POPKIN: Why didn’t you vote for Ford?

MEXICAN-AMERICAN: I don’t like the way he eats tamales.

POPKIN: Okay, that makes sense.

Popkin is setting the bar for democracy too low. Voters should rely

on good reasons, not just any reasons. With respect to Popkin, it is not



sufficiently rational — and therefore not acceptable — for voters to

choose their leaders based on the candidates’ respective mastery of

tamale-shucking protocol. 

Multi-cultural ignorance of the sort demonstrated by Ford could ra-

tionally be considered at most a minor factor in assessing a candidate’s com-

petence. However, for it to be determinative is ridiculous. Ford was not

running for President of Taco Bell. I say this as a Mexican-American, with

some fondness for the controversial food in question. 

Popkin’s analysis is ultimately more insulting to Mexican-Americans

than Ford’s gaffe. Are Latinos assumed to be so intolerant that we reject An-

glos who do not know our national cuisine by heart? We would also have to

reject many of our own, under that stringent criterion. Many Mexican-

Americans are unfamiliar with such traditional Mexican regional dishes as

cochinita pibil or huachinango a la veracruzana. Yet greater numbers of Mexicans

are unfamiliar with Caribbean and South American dishes. Extremely few

Latinos are entirely familiar with the complete Ibero-American gastronomic

gamut. It’s a rare gringo who knows that tamales from Oaxaca are different

from those made in Puebla. Most tamales are wrapped in corn shucks, but

some are wrapped in plantain leaves. There are sweet, pink tamales made

with raisins and cinnamon, and hot, spicy tamales with chicken mole or pork.

Every Mexican presidential candidate knows all of this, but American can-

didates can surely be forgiven their tamale ignorance. 

Both Wrong: The howard Cosell Theory of Politics

I never vote for anybody. I always 

vote against. — W. C. Fields

Under democracy, one party always 

devotes its chief energies to trying to 

prove that the other party is unfit to rule 

— and both commonly succeed, and are 

right. — H. L. Mencken

An attitude of permanent indignation 

signifies great mental poverty. Politics 

compels its votaries to take that line and 
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you can see their minds growing more 

and more impoverished every day, from 

one burst of righteous anger to the next. 

— Paul Valery, Tel Quel

Anger is the most seductive of the 

negative emotions; the self-righteous 

inner monologue that propels it along 

fills the mind with the most convincing 

arguments for venting rage. Unlike 

sadness, anger is energizing, even 

exhilarating. 

— Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence

The electoral domain is characterized by the ad hominem attack. Both

sides are always assailing each other, getting offended about it, retaliating,

and getting offended again. Why is the political realm so suffused with

anger? We can take a clue from the world of show business, where it has

long been understood that if you want to sell tickets, you need a villain.

When a candidate wants us to pay attention, he/she trashes the opponent. It

always works. 

Howard Cosell was a famous sportscaster whose career reached its

peak in the 1960s and 1970s. He will live forever on ESPN Classics history

as one of Muhammad Ali’s principal interviewers, and baiters. I was always

fascinated by the fact that virtually all Americans hated Howard, yet he

was said to be a “popular sportscaster.” One evening while watching Mon-

day Night Football I realized that a key selling point of the show was that

it permitted groups of men to assemble all over America to laugh at

Howard’s pomposity. 

Cosell was known for his showy vocabulary, which was ridiculed by

his fellow announcers, football legends Don Meredith and Frank Gifford.

Whenever Howard would utter one of his classic inanities, such as, “It would

appear that Staubach will have to expeditiously prestidigitate the Cowboys

into the end-zone with a modicum of his customary legerdemain and savoir-

faire,” football fans throughout the nation would joyfully roar their con-

tempt: “Howard, you a—hole!” Meredith and Gifford strove to keep their

disdain for Cosell from showing, but were often unsuccessful.

IRRATIONAL ELECTIONS
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This got good ratings, but everybody looked forward to the day when

the annoying jerk would retire. When he did, he was replaced by another

football legend, Joe Namath. Namath, Meredith and Gifford, all handsome,

talkative, affable Hall-of-Famers, were a football-announcing dream team,

expected to easily surpass the ratings achieved in the Cosell era. It never

happened — ratings declined. People had loved hating Howard. Without

him, the show lacked spice.

The same effect is common in politics. We love hating the other side.

In most of our recent presidential elections, American voters have been more

motivated by anger and disliking for the other side than by true admiration

for their own candidate. In 1996, if you had been able to plumb the soul of

the average Republican voter, you would have discovered that they were far

more motivated by dislike for Clinton more than by love of Dole. Again, in

2004, Democratic voters were more motivated by their dislike for Bush than

by their admiration for Kerry. Anger gets us to the polls. Love doesn’t.

Anger is energizing — it releases catecholamines, neurotransmitters

which act as energy stimulants, your brain’s own version of Red Bull. We get

a pleasurable little kick of out of political indignation, an anger buzz. It

should not be surprising that anger and indignation are amongst the princi-

pal commodities of the political marketplace. In the political sphere, parties

and politicians manufacture indignation and the media distribute it effi-

ciently to eager consumers in the various markets. The next time you feel

yourself getting angry during a televised documentary or news report on a

political theme, ask yourself whether the broadcaster is peddling more than

just a quick fix for indignation junkies. 

An academic study of negative political advertising, Going Negative, by

political scientists Stephen Ansolabehere and Shanto Iyengar, revealed that

negative ads are effective in getting partisans to the polls, but moderates and

independents are so turned-off that, in the end, overall voter participation ac-

tually declines. 

Ansolabehere and Iyengar suggest that as a result negative advertising

might be good strategy for at least one of the candidates in every election —

the one who fears that a large turnout will benefit the opponent. Since

today’s professional pollsters can determine early in the campaign who is

more likely to benefit from a high turnout, negative advertising is probably

going to remain a staple of our elections for a long time to come:
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Negative campaigning transforms elections into an entertaining

spectator sport…. Those who do vote represent increasingly partisan

groups within the electorate. Campaign advertising has contributed

significantly to the disappearance of the non-partisan voter and the

polarization of elections…. [A]dvertising removes the incentives for

candidates, journalists and groups to foster public spiritedness. Can-

didates care only about their market shares, not about the total

turnout. Reporters care only about their bylines, not about whether

their stories foster faith in the political system…. [O]nce the gates of

negative campaigning are opened, they are difficult to close. The best

way to answer an attack is with another attack, and journalists, who

thrive on political conflict, echo the negativity of the campaigns in

their own critical and cynical reporting.93

The paradoxical role of political journalists in sustaining a vicious en-

vironment deserves greater scrutiny from voters. Journalists routinely claim

to decry negative campaigning, but since no one benefits from it more than

they do, we should anticipate a journalistic tendency to make political moun-

tains out of campaign molehills. 

how to Flout the Popular Will and Discourage Voting 

in the Name of Democracy: the Electoral College

The Electoral College system is the canary in the mine of American

political irrationality. So long as the Electoral College exists, political irra-

tionality thrives, and we must question whether Americans have any hunger

for true democracy. The only possible explanation for the persistence of this

antiquated mechanism is rational ignorance. If voters bothered to inform

themselves, the Electoral College would collapse like a house of cards. 

Our red vs. blue divide is a direct creation of the Electoral College.

Without the Electoral College system, we would have no red-and-blue maps

on election night. Instead, the maps would look like a crazy, fractal quilt,

closer to our multicultural reality. 

The Electoral College not only exacerbates our culture war, it fails to

make sense from a democratic point of view:
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1. We accept absurd results. Americans continue to accept that is pos-

sible to lose the popular vote and still win the election. George W. Bush

was elected president in 2000 even though he had lost the popular vote by

500,000 votes. Liberal groups were furious with the 2000 election, but their

fury failed to translate into a national debate on the Electoral College sys-

tem. Our passivity is disconcerting. It is theoretically possible to achieve

much greater disparities than the one observed in 2000. If a highly-polar-

izing candidate were to win all the red states by 51% but receive only a

small fraction of the vote in the blue states (or vice versa), we could end up

electing a president who would have lost the popular vote by twenty or

thirty million votes. The Electoral College system leaves America open to

truly ridiculous results.

2. The Electoral College strongly discourages voting. Every four years

we are urged from all sides to do our civic duty of voting. Without delving

into the larger irrationalities of voting already discussed earlier, let us sim-

ply observe here that the Founding Fathers understandably failed to foresee

the overnight Gallup Polls. If one of the candidates has a 25-point lead in

your state on the eve of the election, it can seem truly pointless to vote. All

of those civic-minded appeals to vote, showered upon us by celebrities of

every stripe, never address the simple question: why vote when you already

know the outcome? Gallup and Roper are never going to be off by 25 points

(the polls can be wildly inaccurate during the primary season, but as the

general election nears they become increasingly reliable). It is a huge sur-

prise when presidential election-eve polls are off by even three points. A

five-point lead on election eve is close to insurmountable.

In some states, like Massachusetts, the result is a foregone conclusion

years in advance. For the past thirty years it has been a safe bet that the

next Democratic candidate would take Massachusetts. Why then, do the

people in Massachusetts keep voting, since they know in advance which

side is going to win? Many voters quite rationally choose to stay home,

only to be castigated by the punditocracy for contributing to the “decline

in voting.” 

In an era of increasing red vs. blue polarization, we can expect that

more and more states will fall into the same category as Massachusetts,

Texas and New York. In an unlikely but conceivable dystopia of total po-

larization, it would be possible to know the outcome in every state well in ad-
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vance. No one would have to vote any more because everyone would know

in advance how everyone else would vote — if anybody did. Our political

system would validate Yogi Berra’s classic restaurant review: “No one ever

goes there anymore because it’s too crowded.”

3. The Electoral College is bizarre and peculiar. This strange contrap-

tion was cobbled together as a last-minute compromise when every other al-

ternative had failed. It is now the conspicuous sore thumb of democracy.

Every year America holds thousands and thousands of elections. In all those

other elections, a margin of one vote provides victory. Only in our most im-

portant election is it possible to receive one million fewer votes than your op-

ponent and still win. If there is any sense to the Electoral College mechanism,

why don’t we see it in place elsewhere? No other American state or munic-

ipality employs anything like it, nor does any other country.

4. The Electoral College was created out of fear of democracy. We all

remember from our high school civics classes that the Electoral College was

devised by the Founding Fathers to protect the interests of the small states.

Since even the least-populous states are guaranteed two senators, no state

can have fewer than three electoral votes. To this day, supporters of the Elec-

toral College continue to parrot this single, solitary benefit. It forces the pres-

idential candidates to focus attention on the smaller states; or at the very

least, it keeps the candidates from focusing exclusively on the largest states. 

This is a trivial, imaginary benefit. Does anyone really believe that the

small-state focus in presidential campaigning measurably improves the lives

of citizens in those states? There is an implicit understanding here that pres-

idents will reach into the pork barrel to repay the small states that supported

them — but is that a good thing? There is no proof that the republic as a

whole is more efficiently governed because the candidates spend two or three

extra days campaigning in a small state, or because they spend more of their

TV advertising in a swing state. It is of no benefit to the nation as a whole

that Florida or Ohio received a slightly-more-punishing regime of manipu-

lative political advertising than the citizens of neighboring states. Nonethe-

less, it is largely for such illusory benefits that we accept a system in which

the winner may have been rejected by the clear majority of voters — the op-

posite of democracy as commonly understood everywhere in the world.
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The Presidential Survivor Show: Why We Love It So

The best that can be said about our presidential system is that it ro-

tates power between two different kinds of elite. This is in accord with the

minimalist conception of democracy put forward in the 1940s by the great

Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter. In Schumpeter’s view, it was naïve

to believe that democracy was a form of government controlled by the pop-

ular will. Rather, Schumpeter saw democracy as merely a system for peri-

odically changing the leadership at random intervals. For Schumpeter, the

potential for an orderly transfer of power was enough to mark significant

progress over monarchy, in which ineffective leadership could persist for

decades or centuries.94

However, Schumpeter’s explanation does nothing to illuminate the vast

popular interest generated by the American election. If our presidential cam-

paigns are meaningless festivals of irrationality, why do we love them so

much? Americans are completely besotted with presidents and presidential

elections. Our national heartbeat is tuned to a four-year cycle. Every fourth

year the entire media complex, from lowliest blog to the New York Times,

growls noisily to life in anticipation of the election year, a long season of media

obsession. If the campaign is as meaningless as the evidence appears to indi-

cate, why are we (and all other nations) so fascinated by it? In previous sec-

tions I have focused on evolutionary reasons for a predisposition to be

fascinated with contests for power. To this, let me add a cultural explanation.

To understand our obsession with presidential campaigns, we have to

appreciate that our election is more than a political event. In a very real

sense, it is a religious event. With the decline of traditional religions as na-

tional unifiers, the political process has stepped into the vacuum. The pres-

idential election is our most important national ritual — it is a symbol of

who we are as a people. To their credit, the Founders feared monarchy as

much as they did democracy. They attempted to prevent the office of the

presidency from acquiring monarchic importance and trappings by plac-

ing the Presidency on a status roughly equivalent to that of the Speaker of

the House or the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Thus, the Constitu-

tion forces the President to get approval for all executive appointments from

the Senate, and the right to originate legislation is left entirely to the Con-

gress. The Founders hoped this fragmented structure would prevent the
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President from becoming too pre-eminent. Their failure has been embar-

rassingly total. The Presidency and the election process have provided

Americans with an unending source of popular entertainment in ways that

the Founders failed to anticipate.

From the very first administration, the figure of the U.S. Presidency

loomed over all other governmental branches in prestige. This should have

been anticipated — whatever is rare is coveted. The Speaker of the House

is one of 435; a Senator is one of a 100; a Chief Justice is one of nine. Only

the President is unique. The imposing aura of the office was further digni-

fied by its first holder, the most eminent American of all time. It is revealing

that George Washington’s portrait graces the dollar bill, unifying our two

most potent national icons. Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Hamilton are

the only non-Presidents ever to figure on U.S. paper currency, while all other

bills feature former Commanders-in-Chief. No senator, governor, con-

gressperson, military leader, artist, doctor or scientist has ever been suc-

cessful enough in our eyes to merit this honor. The French, in contrast, were

even known to put poets on their currency (in the days of the French franc).

The presidency is a mirror held up to the face of American society. We

are defined by our presidents. Our schoolchildren learn a history paced in

presidential administrations, as if history proceeded in four-year increments.

Perpetually succumbing to the narrative fallacy, we use presidents to make

sense of the inscrutable weave of history. Thus, to most Americans, the Civil

War is as much a tale of Lincoln’s leadership as it is of the nameless 600,000

dead and wounded. Did America survive the Great Depression? Thanks to

FDR’s sweeping vision. Were the 1950’s calm and tranquil years? Due to Eisen-

hower’s serene but uninspiring leadership. Were the 1960s exciting times of

change? Ushered in by JFK’s bold new style. Was America confident in the

1980s? Reagan’s inspiration. Is American power resented around the world?

Bush’s arrogance. 

The political world is infinitely, disturbingly complex, so we simplify it

with an easy formula. When our party’s president is in power, we are living

the good times. When the opposite is true, we are in the bad times. Our large

chaotic world is condensed into a single, affectively-weighted symbol.

Despite the best intentions of the Founders, the American president

has become a secular monarch. Consider the regal trappings of the office. All

monarchs have had splendid abodes and palaces, but our president lives in

the most famous residence since Versailles. Monarchs have always traveled
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in style — but could any royal carriage rival the majesty of Air Force One

escorted by a phalanx of F–16’s? P. Diddy’s posse of bodyguards makes him

the king of New York, but they better step back when they see the Secret

Service approaching in those trademark shades. The court of Louis XIV

glittered with brilliance, but not more so than black-tie dinners at the White

House in JFK’s Camelot days. 

Monarchs have always lived in fear of their lives, and our president is

no exception. Whenever the American president ventures outside the impe-

rial grounds of the White House to have a meal in any restaurant or hotel,

a team of two Secret Service agents is assigned to watch the cooks prepare

the Presidential repast, lest the great one be poisoned by a culinary assassin.

Does anyone know how the Speaker of the House (or Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court), travels? Or where they live? No one watches their food

being prepared. Barely anyone knows their names. It is one thing to be grand

vizier, another thing entirely to the monarch.

The president is thus a person of intense, almost overpowering inter-

est. To this enormous celebrity we must now add the inherent drama of elec-

toral conflict. Like sporting events, elections are sanitized forms of warfare.

Any one-on-one election has an irresistibly fascinating story line. In the end,

one side will be guzzling champagne and throwing party-streamers, while

the other side will slink away, bloodied, beaten and unemployed. 

When you combine the dramatic elements of conflict and defeat, in-

herent to elections, with the greatest prize offered by any contest in history

— the American Presidency — you get a spectacle which is irresistibly riv-

eting. Call it Presidential Survivor, the ultimate “must-watch” TV. No wonder

that Hunter S. Thompson said that watching American elections was “bet-

ter than sex.” The battle may well be irrelevant and meaningless in terms of

translating the policy preferences of citizens into governmental action, but

that doesn’t mean it’s not incredibly fun to watch. 

Joyce Carol Oates captured the gritty allure of prizefighting when she

called it a “theater of reality.” Politics, similarly, is a theater of reality, though

it is more difficult than with boxing to tell where the theater ends and the re-

ality begins. Still, victory and defeat can be equally glaring in both cases. The

concrete reality underlying our highly-theatrical election process is that one of

the candidates will end up a laughing stock, while the other will hold the levers

of vast power. Even the most cynical of political observers must concede that

it matters who wins. If not to the nation, it certainly matters to the candidates.
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In the weeks leading up to a presidential election, Democrats and Re-

publicans reveal their preferences in millions of discussions across the land.

Some of the discussions are cordial, but many are not. “Trash talk” and ban-

ter are tossed back and forth, much of it by the candidates themselves. The

day after the election, a lot of Americans are going to have to eat crow, and

keep on eating it for four years. That is a true source of drama. There is a lot

at stake on election night for all voting Americans. Many Americans watch

the Super Bowl, but the number of spectators betting on the game is still a

small minority. In politics, however, all voters are in a sense bettors, who

have risked at least the time and effort it takes to vote, and usually more

than that — their pride.

While it is moderately acceptable, at least in some parts of the country,

not to watch the Super Bowl, it is practically morally reprehensible not to

catch election fever. As the election approaches, the media collude to create

an atmosphere of utmost urgency and suspense, practically screaming at us:

“It all matters so much!“

“The future of mankind depends on the outcome!“

“Keep watching TV!“

What will happen on America’s next election night? One thing is a cer-

tainty: eyeballs will be glued to the TV screen, advertisers will pay top dol-

lar for access to those viewers, and the coffers of the media giants will swell

again with profit.

Conclusion: It’s Time for a Change 

Is any of this a bad thing? So what if we are obsessed with a trivial, neg-

ative and undemocratic mechanism? Even a meaningless election can provide

us with a minimum, Schumpeterian form of democracy, and that is probably

better than hereditary monarchy. Although policy issues may not have deci-

sive importance in the election, the campaign process does allow Americans to

vent their political spleen. Studies show the citizenry is not greatly educated

by the process, but they do pick up a few things. The great interest generated

by the dramatic subtext of the election forces the people to think about poli-

tics a little more than they do in other years, and that also may be a good thing.
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Nonetheless, there is much to be condemned in our national campaign

obsession. Americans are encouraged to believe that by participating in this

quadrennial spectacle they have done their political duty. Americans who

vote walk away from each election feeling they have accomplished some-

thing that they can be proud of. They may not have researched any of the is-

sues; they may not have changed parties in thirty years; their vote may be a

purely automatic response to environmental stimuli or manipulative adver-

tising; they may be completely unaware of local politics and community is-

sues; their exposure to campaign rhetoric may have made them more

polarized and angry; but, they’ve voted, and feel they can go home and rest

for four more years. 

Here, the citizenry sets the bar for democracy too low. What good are

you doing your country if you vote like an automaton without any deep un-

derstanding of the issues? Conversely, what real choice is your country giv-

ing you if your only option is to periodically confirm your partisan prejudices? 

The harsh truth, as the Athenians discovered two millennia ago, is that

elections are good for demagogues but bad for democracy. If we want

democracy, we will have to find a better way. In the meantime, though, elec-

tions are extremely fun to watch.
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Chapter 12

Obama Zen: The Color of hope

Dark TruTh #12
Our hopes reveal not only our dreams but also our fears 

and frustrations; no one hopes for something they already have.

A leader is a dealer in hope. — Napoleon, Maxims (1804–1815)

E
very political rationalist must accept that rationality is often about as

welcome as a cold shower. When the opposition political party is in

power, our fellow partisans laugh heartily when we satirize the ir-

rationalities of government. However, when our own president is in power,

those governmental irrationalities become less interesting, and our friends

would rather not hear about them.

As a rationalist with liberal inclinations, therefore, it was with mixed

feelings that I watched President Barack Obama succeed President George

W. Bush. President Bush, for all his defects, had been one of history’s great-

est promoters of the concept of political irrationality. While he was in office,

it was not difficult to make the case that there was something fundamentally

irrational about our political system.

President Obama, on the other hand, presented a new challenge. His

victory appeared to symbolize the opposite of political irrationality, a tri-

umph of tolerance over the irrationality of racism. When President Obama

announced that he wanted to make government “cool again,” the multitudes
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(the liberal multitudes, at least) responded with a throbbing adoration that

showed that, whatever they thought of government, they considered their

new president to be the coolest man on the planet. As Reagan had twenty

years before him (and JFK twenty years before that), Obama made the

country feel good again. Americans fell back in love with America. Ethnic

minorities around the world looked on with wonder and a sense of inspira-

tion. School-children of color dared dream bigger dreams than they had ever

dreamed before.

Of course, it is always nice to see Americans (or anyone else) feeling

so good about themselves. Nothing is more human than the urge to cele-

brate an accomplishment. However, as we saw in Chapter 2, human vanity

is a powerful driver of erroneous perceptions. Although it was a basic tenet

of New Age parenting that a child’s self-esteem should always be boosted,

recent research has come to a contrary conclusion. A balance is needed. Too

much self-esteem and you fail to see your own flaws. Studies have shown, for

example, that bullies and violent criminals tend to have very high self-es-

teem. National self-esteem, like personal self-esteem, is an unreliable indi-

cator of rationality and psychological health. When we see someone

celebrating immoderately, we are not impressed but rather suspect that they

have some psychic wound or sense of inferiority to conceal. America’s orgy

of self-congratulation over the victory of Barack Obama was in this way

suspiciously extravagant. 

The overpowering hunger for celebration was certainly understand-

able. With two costly wars underway and an economic recession looming,

Americans were starved for good news, which explains in part why Obama’s

election became such a national obsession. As a liberal, I am inclined to agree

with other liberals that President Obama is a brilliant and dedicated states-

man. However, as a committed rationalist I also feel obliged to cast a few

drops of cold rain on this happy parade. 

Despite the new president’s undeniable qualities, the American politi-

cal system remains today exactly what it was before his election. Our gov-

ernment is an oligarchy masquerading as a democracy. The election of a

single inspiring leader cannot possibly change that. The election of one en-

lightened politician is insufficient to redeem a flawed system. This was amply

demonstrated by the corruption scandal which broke out immediately after

the election (in which Governor Rod Blagojevich of Illinois was charged
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with attempting to sell Obama’s newly-vacant Senate seat). As I have ar-

gued in the preceding chapters, our current system will always tend to pro-

duce more politicians like Blagojevich than like Obama. 

It was on the issue of race that Obama’s election was taken to be most

symbolically inspiring, and it is here that we will find the greatest popular

self-deception. 

In the 2008 election Barack Obama dominated almost every Ameri-

can demographic, yet gained only 53% of the final vote. Obama received

over 95% of the black vote, 78% of the Jewish vote, 68% of the Latino vote

and 62% of the Asian vote. Why, then, was the winning margin so narrow?

The answer lies in the fact that Obama soundly lost the nation’s largest de-

mographic: whites. Obama received only 43% of the white vote and only

41% of votes from white men. Although Obama actually did better among

whites than John Kerry had in 2004, the results in 2008 are regrettably quite

consistent with a substantial residue of anti-black prejudice from whites (no

Democratic candidate has carried the white vote since 1964). 

Between 2000 and 2008 the U.S. Hispanic population grew by 32%,

the Asian population by 30%, the black population by 9% and the white

population by 2%. The proportion of whites who harbor racist prejudice has

therefore probably diminished as a percentage of the total, but there is little

evidence that the historical effects of racism are fading.

As President Obama began his administration, African-Americans rep-

resented 13% of the American population but 55% of federal prisoners. In

early 2009, as the economic recession began to take its toll in jobs, unem-

ployment was 6.6% among whites and 11.9% among blacks. From the point

of view of statistical equality, the U.S. Senate in 2009 should have included

thirteen African-Americans; instead, there was only one.

It would be naïve and unrealistic to believe that the election of Barack

Obama could have any major positive impact, in the short term, on the

above-cited statistics. Indeed, the incoming president announced specific

time-tables on ending the Iraq War and on achieving energy independence,

but made no specific promises as to when Americans would begin to achieve

racial equality. As the above statistics show, that time is not likely to come

soon. America’s racial problems are far from over. 

With Obama’s election Americans must confront the growing chasm

between symbolic racial victories and racial realities. The success of indi-
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vidual African-Americans can no longer be taken as a symbolic proxy for

true equality. Symbols of equality can be enormously attractive and inspir-

ing, but they can never satisfy our desire for true equality.

One of the reasons that America’s racial divide is so intractable is that

there are aspects of racism which Americans stubbornly refuse to acknowl-

edge. In this chapter, I will focus primarily on one aspect of this refusal, our

national oversimplification of race. 

Obama and the Diversity of african-american Experience

Other than color, Obama did not — does not — share

a heritage with the majority of black Americans, who are de-

scendants of plantation slaves…. So when black Americans

refer to Obama as “one of us,” I do not know what they are

talking about…. — Stanley Crouch, NY Daily News (2006)

“I go by the one-drop rule. One drop [of black blood],

and you’re black. The truth is, every African-American is

biracial. Go back far enough, and you’ll find the massah

was in the slave quarters.” — Spike Lee, quoted at Demo-

cratic Convention (2008)

Barack Obama’s 2008 victory in the U.S. presidential election was his-

toric because it represented the first time a predominantly white nation had

elected a non-white head of state. The global press trumpeted Obama’s vic-

tory as a triumph over racism which was particularly redemptive in light of

America’s legacy of slavery. 

Given the public attention to the candidate’s racial background, it made

news when a few African-American pundits expressed the opinion that

Obama was not really “black.” These contrarian journalists pointed out that

Obama had been raised by a white mother and grandparents and had had

little contact with African-American culture prior to adulthood. Was Obama

“black enough?” Given that over 95% of African-Americans voted for him,

the resounding answer seemed to be: yes. 

The critiques of Obama’s blackness never attracted popular support.

When Obama gained victory in the Iowa primary, the issue virtually disap-

peared. After the 2008 election, discussion of Obama’s blackness was in-
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creasingly interpreted as churlish or even racist (though the issue had in fact

arisen first in the black community). A new taboo had formed. 

Given President Obama’s early popularity, America’s disinterest was

perhaps understandable. Nonetheless, a reluctance to fully engage the issue

of the president’s ethnicity masked several important contradictions. Amer-

ican racism is a complex phenomenon, replete with contradiction and self-

deception. The writers who raised the issue of President Obama’s blackness

were prematurely silenced. By avoiding a potentially awkward discussion

of the president’s bi-raciality, we missed an important opportunity to come

to a deeper understanding of racism.

A profitable discussion of the president’s ethnicity does not necessar-

ily imply a criticism or rejection of the president. Even the first writers who

raised the issue of Obama’s blackness (Stanley Crouch and Debra Dicker-

son, for example) ended up supporting Obama and celebrating his victory. 

The issue of “black enough” for politics did not arise with Obama nor

will it disappear with his election. It is a recurrent American political theme

which we should now try to decode. Prior to Obama’s 2008 candidacy, for

example, it had recently been observed in the 2002 electoral duel between

two African-American candidates, old-school Sharpe James, the former

Mayor of Newark, and his challenger and eventual successor, Cory Booker.

Booker, a Stanford grad and Rhodes scholar with suburban roots, was no-

toriously ridiculed by James as a “faggot white boy” and a “white Republi-

can.” Booker’s authenticity as a representative of under-privileged blacks

was challenged in light of his economically-privileged background and ties

to wealthy and glamorous financiers. 

In 2002, Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton endorsed Sharpe James, who

was running for his fifth consecutive term as mayor. James squeaked out a

contested victory. Booker, however, did not slink away. When Booker re-

turned for another scrap in 2006, James abandoned his mayoral campaign

and Booker cruised to a 70% landslide, establishing himself as a rising star

of American politics (while James was left to face indictments for corrup-

tion). By 2006, Booker was no longer criticized for not being black enough.

Obama himself failed to overcome the not-black-enough rhetoric in

his first attempt at national office. In his 2000 Congressional race against

the highly-respected former Black Panther leader Bobby Rush, Barack

Obama was defeated by thirty points. Although Rush did not specifically

tag Obama with the not-black label, he did point out Obama’s lack of expe-
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rience with the civil rights struggle: “[Obama] went to Harvard and became

an educated fool…. Barack is a person who read about the civil-rights

protests and thinks he knows all about it.”

On the street, the action was rougher. One of Obama’s political oper-

atives, Al Kindle, recalled the harshness of these early encounters: 

“The accusations were that Obama was sent here and owned

by the Jews. That he was here to steal the black vote and steal

black land and that he was represented by the—as they were

called—‘the white man.’ And that Obama wasn’t black enough and

didn’t know the black experience, the black community. It was

quite deafening…People would say, ‘Oh, Kindle, man, we trust

you, you being fooled. Obama’s got you fooled.’ And some people

called me a traitor.”95

Obama overcame the bruising defeat to Rush, returning in 2004 to win

a special election for the U.S. Senate with the overwhelming margin of 70%.

Obama’s opponent in the 2004 Senate race, Alan Keyes, also attempted to

make a not-black-enough attack on Obama (Keyes is African-American).

This time the approach drew more ridicule than support. 

The experiences of Obama and Booker suggest that young black politi-

cians with elite backgrounds will commonly face this challenge in their first

electoral appeals to black working-class voters. The Ivy-league interlopers

must first establish their “street creds” if they hope to be viable candidates.

When Cory Booker challenged him in 2002, Sharpe James taunted Booker

by insinuating that Booker had to “learn to be black.” Booker responded by

demonstrating the sincerity of his commitment to the black community. As-

tonishing the press (and his neighbors) he chose to live in the downtown

projects in Newark. 

Booker and Obama invested heavily in acquiring the necessary cred-

ibility with the local community, and they both achieved that credibility.

Obama spent years as a community organizer on Chicago’s South Side, later

marrying into a prominent South Side family and becoming a pillar of the

local community. However, the fact that both men had to work so hard sug-

gests the existence of an underlying dynamic of rational scrutiny. There is

nothing wrong with black working-class voters wanting to make sure that

their representatives have shared their experiences. Later, though, when
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those same African-American candidates seek state-wide or nation-wide of-

fice, the not-black rhetoric becomes increasingly strained, because it is

harder to understand why white voters should care whether a candidate is

black enough.

On at least one occasion, a politician was rejected by the electorate as

not black enough. In the 1984 elections for the Stockton City Council, a black

incumbent by the name of Ralph White was unseated by a “black” challenger

named Mark Stebbins. The problem, in Mr. White’s view, was that Mr. Steb-

bins was not really black. Although Stebbins possessed frizzy hair, the over-

all physical impression he gave was of an ordinary white American.96

After losing the election, Mr. White conducted some research on Mr.

Stebbins. He then called a news conference at which he angrily brandished

a copy of Stebbins’ birth certificate, which listed Stebbins’ race as white, as

well as that of both of Stebbins’ parents.

“If the momma is an elephant and the daddy is an elephant, they durn

sure can’t have no lion,” explained White, “They got to have a baby elephant.”

When pressed on how he could be sure that Stebbins was not black,

White responded: “I know white when I see it.” He further explained: “His

hair is the big thing. I know he’s had a permanent.”

Stebbins protested that he was, in fact, black. He claimed to be “so-

cially, culturally and genetically black,” tracing his ancestry to an unspeci-

fied black grandparent. He sniffed that the question could even be raised:

“It’s terribly significant that you can still ask a man’s race twenty years after

the Civil Rights Act.”

Stebbins pointed out that he was married to a black woman, lived in

the black community, and had been an active civil rights protester and ac-

tivist for twenty years. Indeed, many prominent members of the local black

community were of the opinion that Stebbins was black enough, or at the

very least, felt that it was unfair for White to raise the issue. Thus, the Rev.

Bob Hailey, chairman of the Stockton chapter of the Black American Polit-

ical Association of California, said that Stebbins was, “one of the bright spots

here. In my estimation, he thinks black and is black.” 

In terms of credibility as a representative of the ordinary black voter,

Stebbins seemed to have a slight edge. Stebbins was known as a tireless ac-

tivist and the organizer of community gardens, while White was primarily

known for his opulent 27-room mansion and numerous rental properties.

After two recall elections, the Stockton voters were perhaps confused. A
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was a white claiming to be black. Mr. White was indubitably black, but was

the other white black as well? For reasons that were hard to decipher, Steb-

bins was booted out on the second recall. The baby lion was snubbed by the

somewhat puzzled elephant herd.

What does it mean to be black in America? The experiences of Steb-

bins and White, like those of Booker and Obama, suggest that the answer

is not always as simple as one might think. In fact, both white and black

Americans habitually oversimplify the issue of race. 

Oversimplification #1: All blacks in America share a common cul-

tural bond. 

This common misperception is unfortunately magnified by the popu-

lar use of the term “African-American.” Although the term’s popularity is

understandable (it promotes a sense of historic pride), it is nonetheless con-

fusing. Most black Americans have only a distant and remote African an-

cestry, while many newer African immigrants (including whites and

North-African Arabs, for example) have a more direct tie to Africa. This il-

logic was exposed when a white teen-ager who had grown up in South

Africa applied for an “African-American” scholarship at his new high school

in Colorado. Quite correctly, the school decided that he was not eligible,

though no one could deny the boy’s technical claim to status as an “African-

American.” The scholarship was intended to benefit under-privileged black

people who had grown up in the U.S., not over-privileged white people

who had emigrated from Cape Town. However, the mix-up revealed the

potential for confusion.

The term “African-American” became increasingly popular after 1988,

when the Rev. Jesse Jackson held a news conference to urge its widespread

adoption. At first, the change caught on slowly. In a survey of blacks con-

ducted by the Washington Post in 1989, 66% of respondents still preferred

the term “black,” while only 22% preferred “African-American” and 10%

liked both terms. However, by 2003 those preferences had largely reversed.

The same survey now showed that 48% preferred “African-American,” 35%

preferred “black” and 17% liked both terms.

Meanwhile, over the time period in which the term “African-Ameri-

can” became ascendant, the U.S. received a very large number of immigrant

blacks with roots in the Caribbean or Sub-Saharan Africa. In the 1990s, the
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number of American blacks with roots in Africa tripled, while the number

of blacks of Caribbean origin grew by 60%. By 2000, foreign born blacks

constituted nearly a third of all blacks in New York City and Boston. 

The potential ambiguity within the term “African-American” became

not just a matter of semantics, but an issue with true political significance.

In 2004, for example, the New York Times reported on a conference of public

health experts in Silver Springs, Maryland, on the topic of how to educate

African-Americans about the dangers of prostate cancer. An Ethiopian-born

activist, Abdulaziz Kamus, had attempted to argue that there should be more

of a focus on African immigrants. He was surprised to find himself rebuked

by black Americans, who insisted that the purpose of the campaign was to

focus on native-born blacks.97

According to Kamus: “I said, ‘But I am African and I am an American cit-

izen; am I not African-American?’ They said, ‘No, no, no, not you.’ The census

is claiming me as an African-American. If I walk down the streets, white peo-

ple see me as an African-American. Yet African-Americans are saying, ‘You

are not one of us.’ So I ask myself, in this country, how do I define myself?”

In fact, black America is every bit as multi-cultural as the rest of Amer-

ica. Americans with a high percentage of African ancestry fall into many cul-

turally-distinct groups: black Americans descended from West African

slaves (the largest group); African-Native American descendents; Span-

ish/French/English/Creole-speaking West Indian immigrants; Central Amer-

ican immigrants; Brazilians; African first- and second-generation

immigrants; blacks born in Europe; and, bi-racial and multi-racial mixtures

between these groups and other groups (e.g., Tiger Woods). 

Both white and black Americans tend only to “see” the first group, and

to lump everyone else of color into that group, which leads to misunder-

standing and resentment. West Indian, African and Brazilian immigrants

often complain that the distinctions between their cultures and black Amer-

ican culture are insufficiently appreciated.

Increasingly, black Americans have also maintained that ambiguities of

race and class can be detrimental to American-born blacks with a slave an-

cestry. Thus, at a 2004 reunion of Harvard University’s black alumni, Pro-

fessors Lani Guinier and Henry Louis Gates issued a statement of concern

that more than half of Harvard’s “black” students were West Indian and

African immigrants or their children. Their statement generated a sharp de-

bate within the black educational community about whether or not the an-
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cestry of black students was relevant. Thus, Orlando Patterson, a Harvard

sociology professor and West Indian native, said he wished others would

just “let sleeping dogs lie.”

But Prof. Mary C. Waters, another Harvard sociologist and an expert on

West Indian immigrants in the U.S., demurred: “You need a philosophical dis-

cussion about what are the aims of affirmative action. If it’s about getting black

faces at Harvard, then you’re doing fine. If it’s about making up for 200 to 500

years of slavery in this country and its aftermath, then you’re not doing well.

And if it’s about having diversity that includes African-Americans from the

South or from inner-city high schools, then you’re not doing well, either.”

These cultural fault-lines are quite apparent to those who experience

them in their daily lives.* Sheila Adams was a Harvard senior in 2004. She

had met many blacks at Harvard, but few with backgrounds like her own:

born in the Bronx to a school security officer and a subway token seller.

Adams said that there were so few black students like her at Harvard that

they had taken to referring to themselves as “the descendants.” Aisha

Haynie, another Harvard student at the time, said she had been spurred to

research the ancestry of black students by the reaction of her black class-

mates when she told them that she was not from the West Indies or Africa,

but from the Carolinas: “They would say, ‘No, where are you really from?’”

A similar type of cultural oversimplification is found in the American

custom of grouping a number of highly-diverse cultures under the general

rubric of “Latino” or “Hispanic.” If a candidate of Cuban or Argentine de-

scent were to reach the White House, it would probably be celebrated by the

press as a victory for Latinos in general. However, we might find some ret-

icence from the most-populous Hispanic minority, Mexican-Americans.

Cuban-, Argentinean- and Mexican-Americans have highly distinct cultures

and each of these groups would like the rest of Americans to know it. 

Another over-simplification is represented in the term “Asian-Ameri-

can,” which also melts down dozens of rich, distinct cultures into a single

stereotype.

Oversimplification # 2: Exposure to racism in America is similar for

all blacks. 

*See, e.g., “Definition of ‘African-American’ Becoming a Debate of Her-
itage,” New York Times, April 29, 2004.
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African-American culture has greatly stratified according to skin-tone

and class. The life experience of wealthy, highly-educated blacks is funda-

mentally different than that of poor, working-class blacks. We could almost

speak of two separate cultures linked by a common color, except that even

the color is different. African-Americans are subject to “colorism” from both

whites and blacks (colorism is the tendency to treat light-skinned people

better than the dark-skinned). As we will see further below, pervasive col-

orism is the secret shame of African-American culture (as it is, indeed, of

global culture). Our squeamishness in dealing with the president’s racial

mixture allows related issues, such as that of colorism, to remain un-ex-

plored, hence un-solved.

The black population has not only stratified according to skin tone,

but also economically and educationally. For a young black person with only

a high school diploma, it is much harder to land a job than a comparably

qualified white person. The same is not necessarily true for black graduates

of Harvard Law School. America’s top law firms and government agencies

— all committed to the ideals of diversity — must compete against each other

to recruit from the limited pool of black and Hispanic candidates at the lead-

ing law schools. For African-Americans from privileged backgrounds or

with elite educations, race is not a disadvantage in the same way it is for

African-Americans from working-class backbrounds. From a socio-eco-

nomic perspective, African-American society (like white society) is a gold-

capped pyramid, a small wealthy triangle perched atop a vast base of the

middle-class and poor. For African-Americans in the top section of the pyra-

mid, the traditional American narratives of racial oppression can be inap-

propriate and even patronizing.

Oversimplification #3: When a black person marries a white person,

their children are black. 

Americans today have agreed by consensus to classify race according

to a simple formula, which is literally black and white. A person is either en-

tirely black, or entirely white. It seems impolite, and even a trifle racist, to

talk of “in-between.” When President Obama referred to himself as a “mutt”

in an early press conference, the national response was an awkward silence.

In America we are nonplused by the concept of the half-breed. Despite this,

the category of “in-between” has a long and rich history which is increasingly

relevant today.
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Many Latin American and Caribbean nations, with much higher pro-

portions of black and brown peoples than the U.S., are composed almost

entirely of “in-between” populations. Most of these societies were once struc-

tured on caste systems which corresponded to gradations in skin color. 

The American custom, in contrast, is known as the “one drop rule.” It

was notoriously exemplified in the Plessy v. Ferguson ruling of the U.S.

Supreme Court in 1896. In that case, the Supreme Court upheld the State

of Louisiana’s right to prevent Homer Plessy from boarding a “whites only”

train compartment, though Plessy was only one-eighth black. The Supreme

Court’s ruling implicitly supported the “one-drop” theory, which held that

one drop of black blood was enough to taint a person as non-white. Ironi-

cally, though, that “racist” one-drop principle still underlies our current

black/white simplification of the American racial divide. In particular, it is re-

sponsible for our classification of President Obama as black. Since the pres-

ident is precisely half-black and half-white, from a logical perspective it

makes just as much sense to classify him as “white” as it does to classify him

“black.” When we call the president a black man we are guilty of a cultur-

ally-approved form of racism. 

Compare the American approach, which might be called “one-drop of

black,” with Brazilian custom, which we could call “one-drop of white.” The

Brazilian census allows Brazilians to classify themselves as white, brown

(“pardo”), black, yellow or indigenous. As a practical result, Brazilians make

great use of the in-between concept of brown. In everyday usage, the terms

“moreno” (brown) and “moreno claro” (light brown) are used more often

than “pardo.” Roughly forty percent of Brazilians identify themselves as

“moreno”or “moreno claro.” 

If a Brazilian “moreno claro” comes to the U.S., he may be disconcerted

to find himself classified by Americans as “black.” If the Brazilian protests, he

may be criticized for trying to “pass” and deny his blackness (the same ex-

perience is common for Caribbean and Central American immigrants). 

The opposed one-drop principles represent differing approaches to the

social fact of racism. The American one-drop principle set a high barrier to

entry (i.e., genetic purity) to the privileges of white society. In America’s

slave-holding days, “brown” was placed on the black side of the white/black

fence. The Brazilian approach, in contrast, derived from the response of non-

whites to racism. Aware of the social stigma that attached to blackness, but

allowed by Brazilian custom to self-classify, Brazilians of color adopted the
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broad “moreno” category, which encompasses a large number of ethnicities

and cultural mixtures. The concepts of “whiteness” and “blackness” in Brazil

are consequently ones of gradation. Many Brazilians who self-identify as

white would be considered people “of color” in America. It is noted with

self-deprecating humor by Brazilians that in Brazil color is enhanced by

wealth and status. Wealth has a detectably “whitening” effect on the self-

perceptions of upper-class Brazilians.

If we looked at President Obama’s election from a Brazilian or

Caribbean perspective, we could arrive at an interpretation that might seem

shocking or cynical to Americans. When voters elect a candidate like Barack

Obama it is not, strictly speaking, a victory for “blacks.” More accurately, it

is a victory for the “moreno.” As the independent historian J.B. Bird ob-

served with regard to former Secretary of State Colin Powell:

Many other countries of the Americas do not follow the one-

drop approach. As an example of the U.S. distinction, consider the

case of U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell. Though he clearly ap-

pears to be of mixed African-European ancestry, in the U.S. Pow-

ell is described simply as “black,” and in fact it would be considered

offensive if The Wall Street Journal described him as a “light-skinned

black”... Such is not the case in all countries of the world. In most

countries of the Caribbean, Colin Powell would be described as a

Creole, reflecting his mixed heritage. In Belize, he might further be

described as a “High Creole,” because of his extremely light com-

plexion. So which is he, black or Creole? It depends on the culture

making the distinction. Ethnicity purports to be based on human

biology — on the dubiously scientific notion of “race” — but in re-

ality, it reflects cultural norms as much or more than the alleged

composition of someone’s “blood.”98

Why It Matters: The Skin Color Paradox 

“What makes blue-veiners [light-skinned blacks]

so aristocratic, is that we blacks like them, the

white folks like them, and they like themselves.” —

Sutton E. Griggs, The OverShadowed, (1901) 



“I guess I’ve benefited from the colorism, because

I’m light-skinned…. I’ve always had the long,

straight hair. I thought I was just pretty…. 

— Markita, African-American college student

quoted by ABC News (2005)

The worst insult a dark-skinned boy as a child ever

got is to be called African…. You can call me any-

thing in the book when I was younger. Just don’t

call me African. — Jason, African-American col-

lege student quoted by ABC News (2005)

The racial over-simplifications described above contribute to the per-

sistence of prejudice. One of the themes of this book is that is impossible to

address problems that aren’t perceived. Thus, for example, one of the most

harmful forms of skin-based discrimination is rarely discussed: the self-in-

flicted form of discrimination known as “colorism.” Many African-American

and Latino families will admit that subtle (and sometimes not-so-subtle)

preferences are expressed within them for the lighter-skinned members. In

fact, both whites and blacks in America discriminate against darker-skinned

black people. For many dark-skinned blacks and Latinos, the most painful

prejudice they ever face in their lives comes from their own peers.

The impact of colorism is not at all trivial. Studies show that dark-

skinned black Americans have lower economic status, diminished social

prestige, receive harsher treatment from law enforcement and have a lower

likelihood of holding elective office than light-skinned blacks. In one study

of male felons incarcerated for their first offense in the State of Georgia,

it was found that light-skinned blacks received sentences three months

longer than those of whites, medium-skinned blacks received sentences six

months longer than light-skinned blacks, and dark-skinned blacks received

sentences six months longer than that. The difference in average sentence

between the whites and dark-skinned blacks was 571 days (and in the

Georgia penal system, those are undoubtedly some very long days) —

about a year and a half. 

Another study found that black defendants in capital cases with a

white victim are twice as likely to receive the death penalty if they have
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dark skin and Afrocentric racial features. People with darker skin color

are more likely to have grown up in poor families, less likely to finish

their education, less likely to marry, and if married, have spouses of lower

socioeconomic status. 

Colorism is rampant in Hollywood and on Madison Avenue, as has

been attested to by generations of black actors who have had to learn the

type-casting that goes with their skin-tone and “look.” Actor Mel Jackson

was quoted as saying that light-skinned men like him tend to get the role of

the “business executive:” “If the character’s supposed to be more successful

or more articulate or have a better background, they’ll easily cast me in that

character.” Actress Wendy Raquel Robinson made a similar observation:

“I’ve never been offered... the distressed mother. I play the very upscale, ed-

ucated young lady. I do have some peers that are a lot darker than myself.

They don’t get the opportunities.”

American black politicians are predominantly light-skinned. A study of

all African Americans elected to the House of Representatives, Senate or a

governor’s office since 1865 revealed that “light-skinned blacks have always

been considerably over-represented and dark-skinned blacks dramatically

under-represented as public officials.” When the American press touts a

“promising” young African-American politician, the odds are they are speak-

ing of a light-skinned candidate. In a survey experiment that varied the skin

tone of black candidates in a hypothetical election for Senate, the light-skinned

hypothetical candidates beat their dark-skinned rivals by eighteen points. Re-

spondents rated the light-skinned candidates as being more intelligent, more

experienced and more trustworthy than their dark-skinned opponents.

Although it is a painful reality for American society to face, we must

come to admit that some African-Americans benefit from what political sci-

entist Jennifer Hochschild refers to as the “Skin Color Paradox.” The para-

dox is that blacks are aware of colorism but do not resent light-skinned blacks

because of it:

Engagement with colorism would war with a strong sense of

racial identity. Black racial identity is premised on recognition of

primary marginalization, whereas skin color differentiation is a form

of secondary marginalization. In an environment in which members

of a group feel deeply threatened by institutional or individual

racism, it is very difficult for members of that group to protest in-
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ternal differences…. [I]ntense concern for disfavored group mem-

bers seems like a luxury that cannot at present be afforded… or

even like a betrayal of the comradeship and collective spirit needed

to fight the external threat.99

In other words, colorism has been allowed to persist because racism

has always been a more pressing problem. To confront colorism risks being

taken as disloyalty in the battle against racism.

While the election of Barack Obama suggests that, at least in some

small measure, American racism has finally begun to diminish, it does not

say the say same thing about colorism. On the contrary, it appears that col-

orism and the skin color paradox are alive and well, lurking in the long

shadows cast by racism. Although Barack Obama’s campaign for the pres-

idency in 2008 was welcomed by many as an opportunity to address racial

issues in greater depth, no one raised the issue of colorism. 

Colorism is not only an American problem, it is a global phenomenon.

There is a huge market in developing countries in Africa and Asia for skin-

whitening creams. While an awareness of racism has allowed Americans in

the past to combat discrimination on a national scale, an awareness of col-

orism would enable us to attack discrimination globally, helping literally bil-

lions of people. That is one change worth hoping for.

Obama as hero

“Calmness is always Godlike.” 

— Emerson, Journals (1840)

“Mr. Obama is handsome, fit, smart,

and a great speaker… and Americans tend

to get giddy over winners, especially un-

derdogs who take the measure of a foe

thought to be impregnable…. But I’ve

seen charismatic politicians and pretty

families come and go…. There was some-

thing more that was making people go ga-

ga over Obama…. We’ve been watching

that something this week, and it’s called
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leadership. Mr. Obama has been feeding

the almost desperate hunger in this coun-

try for mature leadership, for someone

who is not reckless and clownish, short-

sighted and self-absorbed.” — Bob Her-

bert, New York Times (January 28, 2009)

Was the tsunami of love and good feeling that followed Obama’s in-

auguration an indicator of rationality? Or to use Bob Herbert’s phrasing,

quoted above, did Americans “go ga-ga” over Obama because they could

instinctively tell he was going to be a great leader? As this book went to

press it was not yet possible to comment substantively upon President

Obama’s performance in office. However, his initial popularity was a mat-

ter of established fact. After his first week in office, Obama’s approval rat-

ing was 68% (Gallup) — one of the highest initial scores ever recorded.

John F. Kennedy had begun office with an initial approval rating of 72%,

Dwight Eisenhower had begun at 68% and Jimmy Carter at 66%.

Is presidential popularity a good indicator, for a rational person, of that

president’s past or future performance? If so, it is an extremely imperfect

predictor. The highest presidential approval rating ever recorded (92%) was

achieved by George W. Bush shortly after 9/11. George W. Bush also holds

the highest disapproval rating (76%) ever recorded (in 2008). More often

than not, presidential popularity faces a steep downward slope. From its

highest to its lowest point, George W. Bush’s popularity declined by 73 per-

centage points, Harry Truman’s by 65 points, George H.W. Bush’s by 60

points and Jimmy Carter’s by 47 points. 

Historians have not always ratified the citizenry’s popularity ratings.

Thus, Harry Truman finished his administration with abysmal ratings (22%

in 1952), but his reputation has been refurbished since then. Ronald Reagan

is now considered the pinnacle of conservative achievement, but he began of-

fice with modest ratings (51%), which dropped to a low of 35% by 1983,

before recovering in his second administration. 

Commentators who sought to explain the dynamics of Obama’s early

popularity frequently commented upon the president’s “Zen” equanimity.

Throughout the campaign marathon of 2007–2008, Obama had displayed an

increasingly impressive serenity, looking like Tiger Woods calmly striding to-

ward certain victory on the 18th hole (while feverish competitors blew them-
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selves up trying to keep pace). Was the positive reaction of the American

electorate to Obama’s self-assurance a demonstration that voters can intu-

itively sense the type of leader they really need?

Once again, our viewpoint is likely to be colored by self-serving parti-

san bias. Liberals will answer one way, conservatives another. While

Obama’s campaign serenity was undeniably impressive, it did remind one of

another display of cool composure by a politician — George W. Bush’s in the

days leading up the Iraq invasion. In March, 2003 American newspapers

and magazines vied with each other to present steely, heroic images of Pres-

ident Bush and his Cabinet as they prepared for war. On the eve of the in-

vasion, much was made of George W. Bush’s “almost eerie” calm. Sometimes,

history reminds us, calm precedes a storm. 

Obama’s early popularity (like Bush’s) reveals our innate human pref-

erence for calm leaders. This preference has been demonstrated by a num-

ber of studies. Calm interpersonal behavior has been associated with high

serotonin levels. Blood samples of leaders (college fraternity presidents in

one study, alpha chimpanzees in another) show high serotonin levels. In one

experiment, a single monkey in a group of monkeys was given Prozac (which

raises serotonin levels). The Prozac-enhanced monkey would then become

the dominant male.

In our long evolutionary past, calmness was a valuable characteristic

for leaders. One of a leader’s primary tasks was to anticipate and resolve

disputes, a vital activity which required calmness. By emulating a leader’s

calmness in difficult times, followers were more likely to survive themselves.

Our evolutionary programming causes us to gravitate toward calm leaders. 

Obama’s exceptional serenity is one element of his rock-star appeal.

However, neither his early popularity nor his calmness provide any rational

basis for evaluating him nor for predicting his future success.

The rationality of hope: reasons to Like Obama

Obama possesses all of the qualities that were conducive to alpha-male

status in our evolutionary past. He is tall, good-looking, and intelligent, with

a deep voice and a calm, reassuring demeanor. For the most part, however,

I think the rational voter should ignore these types of personal characteris-

tics. They have been possessed by both Democrats and Republicans in the

past, and by unsuccessful presidents as well as successful ones. Great lead-
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ers like Gandhi and King have possessed charismatic qualities, but so have

demagogues like Mussolini and Peron.

Likewise, Obama’s soaring campaign rhetoric of change and hope

left the rationalist in me unmoved. The political challenger always prom-

ises change, but this is not helpful unless we are told what kind of changes

are intended. 

It is human nature to hope. As Dr. Johnson observed, “The natural

flight of the human mind is not from pleasure to pleasure, but from hope to

hope.” However, as studies of the over-confidence bias have revealed, hu-

mans tend to hope too much and are consequently prone to disappointment.

Thus one of the principle tenets of Buddhism, the most psychologically-as-

tute of all the major religions, is that we must learn to tame our longings and

hopes. Hope usually feels good, but it is not always rational.

Why, then, do I count myself amongst President Obama’s supporters,

rather than as a rational agnostic? It is because I approve of two of Obama’s

central policy themes: 

1) his opposition to excessive partisanship, and 

2) his insistence on government transparency. 

This book has argued that our partisanship is not only irrational but

that it allows politicians to exploit us. The great appeal of Obama’s political

philosophy is that it attacks political irrationality on both of these crucial

fronts. Americans who imitate Obama’s example will become less partisan.

Policies of transparency will make it that much harder for self-serving politi-

cians to exploit us.

Evolutionary psychologists Patrick McNamara and David Trumbull

have emphasized the role of emulation in the lives of great leaders. Many

great historical leaders modeled themselves closely after an influential men-

tor. In turn, the great leaders themselves tended to become the source of

widespread imitation. Human beings, like other apes and monkeys, are ex-

traordinarily imitative (“monkey see, monkey do”). Obama’s noble, post-

partisan example has the potential to be enormously influential in the long

run, which is a good thing.

However, while I approve of Obama’s post-partisan goals, I think it is

important to remain realistic as to his chances of overcoming partisanship in

the short term, which are modest at best. Our irrational partisanship has

deep biological roots which have been strongly reinforced by lifetimes of

cultural programming. Political irrationality will not be easily vanquished.
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CHAPTER 13

Overcoming Political Irrationality

The public can best speak for itself when it
can gather together in some way to hear the
arguments on the various sides of an issue
and then, after face-to-face discussion, come
to a collective decision. 

— James Fishkin, The Voice of the People

Dark TruTh #13
If you want real democracy, you’ll have to learn to trust your neighbors 

(at least, more than you trust the politicians).

Is rational Democracy Possible?

P
olitical irrationality is the source of some of our most fundamental

social problems:

Partisan polarization and the Culture War — Our two-party politi-

cal system encourages social conflict. Innate ideological predispositions are

reinforced and exacerbated by partisan bias, which makes our conflicts bitter

and hard to resolve. Parties, politicians and the media each have good (self-

interested) reasons to stir up our latent biases. The result is an angry soci-

ety, divided against itself. 
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Self-serving social mythology — The failures of our political sys-

tem are camouflaged by myths that are difficult to debunk because they

make us feel good. At the party level, partisans refuse to accept that their

party’s policies or leaders have flopped. Consequently, our political land-

scape is cluttered with moribund failures, propped up by “true believ-

ers” (e.g., sugar subsidies, the drug war, the Electoral College, the Cuban

embargo, Iraq, etc.). 

un-democratic political structures — Though we pride ourselves on

our democracy, we are in fact the subjects of an oligarchy. In the U.S., the

ordinary people are only rarely allowed a direct vote on any important issue,

and then only at the state or municipal level (never at the federal level). 

The citizenry therefore does not vote directly on federal tax levels,

government expenditures, compensation for elected officials, decisions to

engage in war, revisions to the law or Constitution, or any other important

public matters. 

Instead, every few years the citizens are allowed to choose between

two groups of rich people, one of which goes on to make all important de-

cisions. These politicians hold absolute power, so they are besieged by

wealthy lobbyists. 

The Way Out — Instead of entrusting all our political decisions to

politicians, which leads always to partisan conflict and corruption, we need

to return power to the citizens. However, we need to do so under conditions

that minimize political irrationality. In practice, this means giving power to

small groups of citizens who are required to really learn about a given issue,

and who are expected to debate and discuss the issue before voting.

The Next Big Thing in Democracy: Citizens

In a speech given on July 3, 2007 the United Kingdom’s incoming

Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, announced to some consternation that

his government would make extended use of a device known as the “cit-

izen jury.” Brown said that the purpose of this democratic innovation was

to “[B]ring government closer to the people… by devolving more power

directly to the people.”100
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A citizen jury — as the U.K. soon learned — is a small group of ran-

domly-selected citizens who are asked to deliberate upon a policy ques-

tion, such as gun crime or public healthcare. After hearing evidence and

discussing possible solutions for a day or more, the jury reports its find-

ings and recommendations. It functions rather like a focus group, except

that it is meant to influence governmental action rather than corporate or

political strategy. 

Prime Minister Brown’s announcement of official governmental sup-

port for the citizen jury was big news in the world of democratic theory.

Growing public frustration with the failures of electoral democracy has cre-

ated support for direct democracy, and Brown’s experiment was one of the

boldest steps taken in that direction. Although I support Prime Minister

Brown’s overall objectives, I am not surprised the program left voters un-

derwhelmed. In fact, Brown’s juries were met with scorn in many quarters.

An editorial in The Observer (England) reported “growing concerns that

they [citizen juries] are a ‘sham’ listening exercise used for political purposes,

rather than a genuine way of canvassing opinion.” One academic said, “There

is a lot of worry about whether these are genuine consultations and delibera-

tions. If used in the wrong way, they can actually close down debate rather

than open it up.” Soon, news reports began to crop up highlighting the high

cost of the juries. In October 2007 The Guardian (London) reported that juries

had cost 500,000 pounds in the first four months of implementation. Other

reports pegged first-year expenditures at over three million pounds. Conser-

vative critics attacked the juries as being unaccountable, undemocratic, un-

qualified and overly powerful, not to mention — phony: “fake listening.”101

By 2008, all talk of citizen juries had evaporated as Gordon Brown

fought for his political life. Ironically, he was attacked above all for a failure

to provide leadership. By leading the British people toward democracy, he

had apparently been taking them in a direction they were not especially in-

clined to go. Perhaps this is because the British electorate found the citizen

jury to be a phony, political ploy by the Prime Minister. However I think a

more important reason is that the average voter, British or otherwise, is not

overly desirous of more democracy. Most people are still comfortable with

placebo democracy, a system in which voters are assured that they have

democracy but that someone else will do the hard work of making all the

decisions. Thus, the so-called democratic public often expresses anger when

its leaders fail to act monarchically.
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The U.K. experience is also instructive as regards the perverse diffi-

culties that will always obstruct democratic reforms that originate with ei-

ther party. If a democratic innovation is introduced by one of the

established political parties, it will be attacked by the other party because

it was “not invented here.” No political party wants to admit that the rival

party has just made a great step forward in democracy. Sadly, the psy-

chology of partisan bias suggests that any democratic reform’s opposition

will become entrenched over time. If one party introduces democracy, the

other party will fight it, and confirmation bias will ensure that the oppo-

nents become increasingly dogmatic. Democratic reforms therefore have

a better chance of widespread acceptance if they are developed through

non-partisan mechanisms.

Citizen Panels, Citizen Juries and Deliberative Polls

Despite the birthing pains of citizen juries in the U.K., the device

should make a large impact on democracies worldwide. Similar approaches

have also been referred to as citizen panels, citizen councils, deliberative

polls, consensus panels, and by a variety of other terms. Two of the most in-

fluential methodologies are the Deliberative Poll, developed by James Fishkin,

and the Citizen Jury, developed by Ned Crosby. 

The common element is that citizen-participants are expected to “de-

liberate” — that is, to receive information and then discuss and debate

amongst themselves — before coming to a final decision. Note the con-

trast with ordinary surveys and elections, in which participants are al-

lowed to respond instinctively and without information (i.e., irrationally).

The deliberative poll and citizen jury provide a context in which people

are encouraged to activate System 2, the reasoning module of the brain.

With deliberative polls and citizen juries we are looking to create an ideal

micro-polity — a group of informed and concerned citizens — to help

guide the rest of us. 

The idea has been catching on around the world. In 2007 the Prime

Minister of Bulgaria, Sergei Stanishev, pledged that his government would

make use of the results of a Deliberative Poll on the plight of the impover-

ished ethnic minority known as the Roma (more commonly known as Gyp-

sies). The inability of Bulgarian society to integrate the Roma has been one

of the country’s most intractable problems. Following Fishkin’s procedure,
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the Bulgarian government first surveyed 1,344 people on a variety of issues

related to the Roma, including housing, crime and education. From the ini-

tial survey group, 255 were selected to participate in a two-day conference.

All participants received briefing materials, including proposals from polit-

ical parties and non-governmental organizations. During the conference,

participants broke into small groups to discuss issues and raise questions,

which they later posed to experts in a full session. Six hours of the pro-

ceedings were broadcast on national television.

Some of the initial discussions were brutal, revealing widespread an-

tagonism against the Roma. “They should be given just bread and water,”

said one woman. However, by the end of the process, it had become clear

to most participants that the further integration of the Roma was not only

possible but necessary. Participants were surveyed again at the close of

deliberation. The percentage who thought that the Roma should live in

separate neighborhoods had declined from 43% to 21%. Those support-

ing an increase in the number of Roma police officers increased from 32%

to 52%. Most Bulgarians appeared willing to support the integration of

Roma into society, despite the divisive rhetoric of nationalist politicians.

The Deliberative Poll results were evidence of the underlying tolerance of

the Bulgarian people.102

Also in 2007, a group of 400 Australians came together in Sydney to

use the Deliberative Polling method to explore ways for Muslims and non-

Muslims to live together without prejudice. In 2006 Taiwan held what it

called a “deliberative democracy debate” in the election for Mayor of

Taipei. Citizens and citizen representatives participated directly in the tel-

evised debate. In 2005 in Zhejiang Province in China, a Deliberative Poll

was used to determine public attitudes toward spending priorities. In

Greece in 2004, former Foreign Minister George Papandreou helped or-

ganize a Deliberative Poll which actually decided an issue (albeit a rela-

tively minor one) — the selection of a Socialist candidate for the mayor of

Marousi, an Athens suburb.

Deliberative Polls, Citizen Juries and other forms of citizen panels have

also been widely used throughout the United States. The Public Utility Com-

mission of the State of Texas, for example, has used Deliberative Polls to de-

termine service satisfaction with eight of the state’s publicly-regulated utilities

companies. Recently, federal wildlife officials announced a controversial plan

to use a citizen panel for the management of grizzly bears reintroduced into the
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Bitterroot Mountain range of Idaho and Montana. If citizen panels can effec-

tively govern grizzly bears, management of humans may not be far away.

Which Way Forward: Panels or Direct Democracy?

Panels. Citizen panels offer a promising solution to problems caused

by our ingrained political irrationality, but they do not bring us all the way

to political paradise. Let us examine why.

The strongest benefit of the citizen panel is that it provides an oppor-

tunity for citizen rationality. No other currently existing democratic mecha-

nism allows ordinary citizens to participate in politics in a truly rational

manner. While studies show that ordinary voters do not acquire much infor-

mation prior to voting, members of a citizen panel are forced to learn about an

issue in depth. Moreover, citizen panelists are required to confront divergent

views through discussion and debate. Every participant must learn to accept

that well-intentioned fellow citizens may hold radically different views. The

citizen panel is like a mini-legislature, providing its members with a deliber-

ative experience similar to that of a working Senator’s or Congressperson’s.

The other principal benefit of citizen panels is that they are funda-

mentally democratic mechanisms. Citizens express their views directly, with-

out the need for representatives. Citizen panels provide a democratic

alternative to our traditional political oligarchy. The citizenry, at long last, is

allowed to comment directly on political issues. 

When the panel makes its report, the general public is provided with

a trusted source of political information. As we have seen earlier, one of

the endemic problems of electoral democracy is that the citizenry does

not fully trust its elected leaders. Despite their oft-repeated assurances of

love for public service, we suspect that they are self-interested humans

(just like everybody else) who will make policy decisions to reward sup-

porters even when it might not benefit the general public. Ordinary citi-

zens also suspect that elected leaders are “out of touch,” that their cushy

lives of power and privilege prevent them from understanding the travails

of ordinary people. 

As opposed to an elected legislature, the citizen panel is much more

likely to contain a mix of backgrounds, including those who have been less

fortunate economically and otherwise. Citizen panels help diversify the po-

litical sphere by introducing opinions that do not emanate from the social
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and political elite. We may not agree with the recommendations of a citizen

panel, but we are likely to accord them a certain respect that we might not

accord a politician. The politician can claim to represent the polity, but he or

she may be lying. The citizen panel, on the other hand, is the polity. Citizen

panelists may prove to be wrong, but we cannot doubt their sincerity.

Another advantage of citizen panels — as currently constituted — is

that they do not have much capacity to do harm. They represent a form of

incremental utopianism, low-risk democratic experimentation. Radically-

utopian political designs, from Plato’s to Lenin’s, have failed to take into ac-

count that governments and societies are intertwined systems. Even minor

utopian tinkering is apt to produce surprising systemic feedback. Govern-

ment emerges from national culture the way a tree grows from its roots. Rad-

ical utopians have often been like people trying to plant trees with no roots. 

Political innovation is more like gardening or farming than it is like

architecture. One must accept the constraints of climate and soil, and

wait to see whether the new seed will bear fruit. A plant that flourishes

in one climate may fail in another. Thus it makes sense to set aside a test

patch, where you can experiment with a few different strains before

planting the whole field. 

To date, citizen panels represent a very modest test patch. As currently

practiced, citizen panels provide a source of persuasive information to the

political elite — but they do nothing to change the basic structure of our

government. This is simultaneously a virtue and a vice. Panels won’t do

much harm, but they can’t do much good.

Direct democracy. Contrast the citizen panel with those other demo-

cratic mechanisms, sometimes lumped together under the rubric of “direct

democracy”: initiatives, recall and referenda. These latter tools allow citi-

zens to originate and pass legislation. The referendum and initiative can do

some good, theoretically, because they can allow a frustrated citizenry to cir-

cumvent obstructionist leaders. 

However, as most prominently seen in California, experience with

these measures has been mixed. Although the objective of initiatives and ref-

erenda is to allow the citizenry to speak directly without the intermediation

of the legislature, initiatives and referenda have at times become vehicles for

special interests. In order to place an initiative on the ballot, all that is needed

in most states is a certain number of signatures. Corporations and lobbyists
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have learned that you can simply pay people to get those signatures, which

is not that different from buying votes. Initiatives and referenda expose pol-

itics to the risk of becoming purely a money game. 

These criticisms are persuasively advanced by journalist David Broder

in Democracy Derailed: Initiatives and the Power of Money. However, Broder’s ar-

guments are themselves systematically critiqued by political scientist John

Matsusaka.103 Matsusaka’s historical analysis of American direct democracy

suggests that Broder’s fears are over-stated, and that direct democracy has al-

ready provided powerful benefits. For example, Matsusaka compares overall

tax levels and government expenditures in states that have initiatives and ref-

erenda with states that don’t. States with direct democracy had consistently

lower tax rates than states without it. Direct democracy may be a powerful

force for government efficiency.

Small, incremental improvements and innovations will probably make

the initiative and referendum more powerful in years to come. For example,

it might be helpful to use citizen panels to oversee the initiative process, in

order to focus citizen attention on important issues rather than only on those

that are pushed by special interests.

Problems with Panels. Experience from the past few decades of dem-

ocratic tinkering suggests we should expand the role of citizen panels but re-

main cautious on the rapid expansion of initiatives and referenda. However,

the legislative power of initiatives and referenda does suggest a possible av-

enue for the future role of citizen panels: they can be given real power. 

Recall that the main criticism leveled at citizen panels in the U.K. (es-

pecially by Tory voters) was that they were sham exercises, mere public re-

lations charades for the Labour Party. There was a strong answer available

to this criticism, but one had to be willing to go through with it. Prime Min-

ister Brown could have followed the lead of his Bulgarian colleague, Prime

Minister Stanishev, by promising to take citizen panel results into account.

Of course, even when politicians have the temerity to promise something,

they can still change their mind. The future of citizen panels therefore lies in

finding ways to make their results binding and compulsory.

One important difference between the legislator and the citizen pan-

elist — and an implied criticism of the citizen panel — is that the legislator

has a chance to learn the job and become a professional or expert, while the

panelist must remain a beginner. Thus citizen panels are said to entrust im-
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portant decisions to amateurs. Fishkin’s Deliberative Polls require direct cit-

izen participation for at most two days, while Crosby’s Citizen Juries con-

vene from one to five days. Can we expect ordinary citizens to be converted

into Solons over a long weekend? 

Participants in citizen panels commonly receive information on the

issue they are asked to consider, but they are not briefed or trained on the

power of cognitive bias, nor on methods of negotiating and resolving pol-

icy disputes. Without such training, much of the potential value of the panel

is lost. Supporters of panels will reply that the inexperience of panelists is

a small price to pay for their impartiality. Although our elected representa-

tives can plausibly pretend to the status of experts, surveys show that we

still do not trust them. It makes sense to prefer sincere amateurs to dis-

honest professionals. In the future, however, this criticism should be taken

into account. Methods should be devised to introduce a training regimen

into the panel process. Even an hour or two of training on the concept of

cognitive bias could enable participants to come to better decisions.

Another criticism of citizen panels is that they provide a democratic voice

for only a tiny fraction of the public. Initially, only a very small proportion of

the citizenry will get to sit on panels. However, as time goes on, a greater pro-

portion of citizens will have had the chance to participate. Gradually, the ben-

efits of panel membership will spread throughout the population. Eventually

the point may be reached when citizens strive just as creatively and energeti-

cally to escape citizen panel duty as they do now to escape regular jury duty. 

We should not be naïve in assuming that people will be instantly en-

nobled or enlightened by their participation on citizen panels. Just as with

regular juries, citizens may come away disgusted and disillusioned. Studies

show that most people do not like argument or conflict, so it would not be

surprising if a significant proportion of panelists ended up with a negative

view of the process. Would that be a good reason to stop using panels? Not

in my view — the main purpose of panels is not to increase the personal hap-

piness of those participating on the panels, but rather to produce rational

political decisions that are untainted by elite bias. 

A final inherent weakness of panels is that they have the capacity to

generate extremely unpopular opinions. This seems counter-intuitive at first.

Since the panels are composed of ordinary citizens, shouldn’t the broader

citizenry accept the panel’s recommendations? Not necessarily. Remember

that the panelists start out as ordinary citizens, but by the end of the process
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they have undergone a profound transformation: they have become knowl-

edgeable. This actually makes them extremely un-typical. In a sense, they

have become a mini-elite. As with decisions emanating from any elite, their

recommendations may be met with incomprehension. Thus, in Australia in

1999, a Deliberative Poll was organized to consider Australia’s relationship

to the British monarchy. The results of the Deliberative Poll suggested that

it was time to sever the relationship between Australia and the monarchy, but

a subsequent citizen vote went the other way. The public did not agree with

its own Deliberative Poll. 

Fishkin blamed the apparently anomalous result by blaming it on a

sophisticated pro-monarchy advertising campaign. The same thing hap-

pened in Canada in 2006 when a large citizen panel was entrusted with

considering electoral reform, and proposed several radical new changes

which were in turn rejected by the general public when put to a vote.

Again, one could blame campaign effects. However, it makes more sense

to simply accept the vote as revelatory of an expected rationality gap be-

tween the panelists and the broader public. It is normal that people who

have received a great deal of information on a social topic will come to

somewhat different views on that topic as compared with people who have

no information at all. It will therefore be a common experience for citizen

panels to produce results that are slightly, or substantially, mystifying to

the general public.

How should we react to puzzling decisions emanating from citizen

panels? First, consider the alternative: puzzling decisions made by politi-

cians. Do these not provoke complaints as well? Our elected politicians

make a great number of unpopular decisions, but for the most part these

do not lead to civil unrest because our societies accord a degree of tradi-

tional legitimacy to the work-product of our elected leaders. Citizen pan-

els, likewise, will eventually be trusted by the citizenry. We have seen in

the U.K. that this trust will not always be attained easily or quickly. As

with any social innovation, trust takes time to earn. Citizen panels are a

new device and it will take time for citizens to learn to appreciate their

benefits. Like that other venerable device based on citizen participation,

the legal jury, citizen panels will eventually become accepted as one of the

essential mechanisms of a truly democratic society.
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The Let’s Try Democracy (LTD) Party: Government by Citizen Panel

BOSWELL: So, Sir, you laugh at 

schemes of political improvement.

JOHNSON: Why, Sir, most schemes 

of political improvement are laughable

things. — James Boswell, Life of Johnson

The principal improvement that could be made to citizen panels is to

give them real legislative power. Here, however, an oligarchic Catch-22

blocks the way. Citizen panels can only acquire true power if politicians are

willing to give it to them, but that is unlikely — because politicians won’t

vote themselves out of a job. 

I propose, therefore, to put the citizen panel to a general vote by creat-

ing a political party based entirely on the citizen panel. This theoretical party

will be dubbed the “Let’s Try Democracy Party,” (“LTD Party”) in recogni-

tion of the fundamental challenge facing our political system, namely, that of

achieving true democracy.

The LTD Party Concept. The LTD Party would be based on an agree-

ment to submit all legislative votes to a panel of constituents. The LTD Party

legislator agrees to be remote-controlled by the constituency. 

Let us consider the hypothetical case of the first LTD Party candidate

elected to the U.S. Congress. After being elected, the LTD Party legislator

immediately creates a citizen panel of 100 citizens, each of whom will be in-

vited to serve a term of one year. When the time arises for a vote on a partic-

ular issue, the citizen panel deliberates and decides (most deliberations will

be accomplished on-line, through a secure web-site).  The LTD Party legisla-

tor will follow the orders of the panel regardless of his or her own preferences. 

how it Will Work. The LTD Party legislator will help prepare, struc-

ture and coordinate the deliberations of the participants, but in the end the

panel will decide. The LTD Party thus voluntarily transfers power from the

political class to the citizenry. While most politicians claim to speak for the

people, but in fact are heavily influenced by their financial stakeholders, the

LTD Party politician is immunized from undue influence by being rendered
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powerless. No one bribes the powerless. Unlike other politicians, the LTD

Party legislator actually does have some claim to the term “public servant.”

Even though LTD Party candidates may still be motivated by the usual com-

bination of personal self-love and lust for glory (assuming they are human

and not saints or robots), when it comes to legislative votes — their most im-

portant activity — they would be forced to act as public servants.

Benefits: neutrality and rationality. The LTD Party not only provides

us with a more rational way to make political decisions, it provides us with an

avenue of escape from the red state / blue state culture war. As political sci-

entists like Morris Fiorina have established, most Americans fall in the mid-

dle of the political spectrum, but our two-party system creates an artificial

barrier in the center. For years, surveys have shown that Americans are un-

happy with harshly negative, polarizing political campaigns, and are therefore

disgusted with the two main political parties. However, there is no place for

these disgusted moderate voters to go. If they retreat into apathy, they are

harassed and chided by self-righteous college kids. If they choose one of the

two main parties, they perpetuate the polarizing culture war. If they choose

an alternative party, such as the Greens or Libertarians, they are roundly de-

rided for “wasting their vote.” The LTD Party finally provides a home for

these disgruntled rationalists.

Legislative Focus. The LTD Party deals with the vote-wasting argu-

ment by focusing exclusively on legislative elections, which are of much

lower interest to the general public than presidential, gubernatorial or may-

oral elections. Most Americans cannot name their congressional represen-

tative, much less their state representative or city council-person.

The LTD Party candidate says to the voter: “Vote for whomever you

want for president, governor or mayor. But since you don’t know who your

legislator is anyway, go ahead and vote for the LTD Party for Congress, the

state legislature and the city council. By doing so, you vote for direct democ-

racy and reduced power for politicians.” 

Alternative parties have failed to gain traction in the U.S. mainly because

they always seek to establish a foothold in the impossibly competitive presi-

dential election. The only kind of third party could that could seriously compete

in the presidential election would be one led by a telegenic billionaire. This will

not be the LTD Party’s approach. Consequently, the LTD Party willingly fore-
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goes the presidential campaign. It would be harder to structure a remote-con-

trolled executive than a remote-controlled legislator, anyway. The LTD Party

concept is better suited to legislative than to executive elections.

a Non-partisan Party. Unlike other alternative political parties, the

LTD Party does not compete on the ideological spectrum. There is only one

issue on the LTD Party platform: direct democracy through citizen panels.

This is neither a left-wing nor a right-wing point of view. Citizen panels will

produce conservative recommendations as well as liberal ones. Moreover,

surveys show that conservatives support greater democracy as much as lib-

erals. Consequently, the LTD Party has a true claim to the vacant position

of Middle Party. The LTD Party will provide a refuge for those citizens who

don’t want to be polarized. In fact, for such people, the LTD Party will be

the only rational option. All other parties place you somewhere on the ide-

ological spectrum, open to red vs. blue sniping.

In an LTD Party campaign the main strategy would be to sell the

virtues of the citizen panel concept, not the virtues of the candidate or of a

particular platform. The candidate’s personal beliefs and preferences would

be quite unimportant, since they would not necessarily be carried out. If

one wanted to know what the candidate would do in office, one would have

to consult the citizens — they would be the “deciders.”

Since the LTD Party will preach no particular platform, there will be

no need to attack the other side’s platform. Negative campaigns will be-

come a thing of the past. The LTD Party campaign will be completely open

and welcome support from Democrats and Republicans, even those actively

campaigning for their party’s presidential candidate. Instead of phony cam-

paign events, the LTD Party campaign will be organized around a series of

Deliberative Polls. Instead of a campaign in which the politician announces

his or her policies, here the politician listens as the policies are dictated by

the citizens.

Impact. Let us imagine that a small percentage of legislative seats

around the country, perhaps 5%, were captured by the LTD Party. What im-

pact could we expect? Thousands of ordinary citizens would be drafted into

an intensive civics-training program. After service on a legislative panel, cit-

izens would return to their communities with deep, practical knowledge of

how our government works, and of the key challenges facing our society. As
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opposed to regular citizen panelists, who deliberate on a single issue, mem-

bers of an LTD Party panel would become true policy experts after their year

of service. During their deliberations, the citizen panelists could be expected

to discuss issues with family and co-workers, bringing knowledge of legisla-

tive issues to a broader public.

The LTD Party would create a vital swing bloc in the middle. The politi-

cians of both sides would begin to appeal to this party for support; but they

would learn that in such appeals their former demagogic strategies would be of

no use. For the first time, they would have to rely on logic, evidence and reason.

Criticisms. The LTD Party concept is open to most of the criticisms

which have been leveled at the citizen panel, and to a few more as well. The

most obvious objection is a pragmatic one — could it work in practice? Mod-

ern legislators spend much of their time in negotiations, conferences and com-

mittees. Many votes take place at the last minute, sometimes late at night,

and many votes are on re-drafts or minor amendments to prior legislation.

How could a citizen panel follow this labyrinthine process, much less pro-

vide effective and timely decisions when needed? How could a citizen panel

participate in a drafting committee? How could it originate legislation?

My answer to these general objections is that these difficulties can

be overcome. Attorneys represent complex corporate interests in negotia-

tions without having to check with the Board of Directors on every edit to

every clause. Citizen panels could set clear parameters on what would be

acceptable legislation. It would even be possible, using modern digital tech-

nology, for large numbers of panelists to participate in last-minute deci-

sions on revisions to legislation. As for the drafting and development of

legislation, citizen panels could appoint sub-committees to carry out these

tasks. It is true that the LTD Party legislator would have much less free-

dom of action than his/her Republican and Democratic colleagues. But

then, that is the whole point.

“Field of Dreams” Democracy: Build It and They Will Come

The LTD Party concept is only one of many proposed innovations that

have been put forward to deal with the deficiencies of our current system. A

number of proposals have been based on replacing some our American “win-

ner-take-all” style elections with proportional systems like those of European
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parliamentary democracies. While this might represent an improvement over

our current duopoly, proportional systems still leave politicians in charge. I

favor systems that allow citizens to express their preferences directly.

Political scientist Kevin O’Leary proposes an interesting democratic

innovation he calls the Virtual National Assembly (VNA). Under his system,

each of America’s 435 Congressional districts would draft 100 ordinary cit-

izens into a group that would function much like a citizen panel or deliber-

ative poll. The citizens would be provided with information and a digital

forum in which to air and express their views. They would then vote on the

same legislation that was proposed to Congress. 

Who would listen to their votes? At first, the deliberations and votes

of the VNA would carry no formal weight, and politicians would certainly

be free to ignore them. That’s why I refer to the VNA as “Field of Dreams

Democracy”: as in the baseball film, we first build the ballpark, on faith to

some extent, then hope that players will come.

I believe O’Leary is right that the politicians would come to play. They

would be forced to. Opinions emanating from 43,000 well-informed ordi-

nary citizens would have thunderous clout. The VNA would become an ex-

tremely powerful organ of public opinion.

Eventually, O’Leary believes the VNA could be formally entrusted

with some important decision-making powers, which would represent an

epochal change in American democracy. This would require major amend-

ments to the Constitution, no small matter.

Although I support O’Leary’s proposal for a national citizen assembly,

I think there is still a lot of work to be done in refining the VNA’s assump-

tions and proposed procedures. For example, O’Leary prefers face-to-face

meetings for citizen assemblies, rather than web-based or electronic meet-

ings. His reasoning is that much of human communication is “non-verbal”

and would be lost or garbled by electronic transmission. However, I would

argue that some of the “non-verbal communication” which would be lost is

non-verbal communication of social status. Losing it might be a good thing.

The perception of social class could tend to replicate — within the citizen

panel — the same uneven playing field that exists outside in society. 

In many cultures, gradations of social status are clearly marked by

dress, accent, tone, posture and even physiognomy. Our perception of a

speaker’s social status directly affects our evaluation of the speaker’s per-

suasiveness. Face-to-face meetings are always subject to the risk that high-
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status individuals will intimidate their colleagues. Web-based discussions

are an alternative, but in that case we might just be transferring political pri-

macy to our most nimble-fingered typists. We should probably explore

mixed or hybrid systems, with part of the process conducted online and part

in face-to-face meetings. 

I would further recommend that each citizen representative be allowed

to delegate his or her position to a friend or family member. There are many

people whose self-perceived lack of social status might make them bashful

in political debates; but most of these shy persons probably know at least

one friend or family member brave enough to go down to the citizen assem-

bly and tell the folks a thing or two.

Another aspect of the VNA which should be further explored is the

possibility for an international counter-part, a Virtual Global Assembly. Ar-

guably, there is even more need for a global assembly than a national one,

because the democratic deficit is greatest at the international level (there is

very little democracy at the domestic level, but virtually none at the global

level). As the lone superpower, the United States can unilaterally undertake

actions which will affect the lives of citizens everywhere (which is why our

presidential election is avidly watched by the entire world), but only 5% of

the world’s citizens are allowed to actually vote for the American president.

The U.S. invasion of Iraq, for example, arguably taxed the economies of every

country in the world by disrupting global oil supplies and driving up the price

of crude petroleum. This is a form of global taxation without representation.

In every American election, whether presidential, gubernatorial, mayoral

or legislative there are at most two or three salient political issues upon which

the election may turn (e.g., the economy, a foreign war, a particular scandal,

etc.). One issue that never makes it into the top three is our United Nations

policy. The citizenry is woefully ignorant of geopolitical affairs. An American

citizen might have a positive or negative view of the United Nations, but in ei-

ther case is almost certain to lack specific opinions on any particular U.N. ac-

tion. It’s the same in all other countries. The citizens of the world may love or

hate the U.N., but they cannot tell you what it does or how it works.

How then, do the world’s “democratically-elected” political leaders

know what instructions to give to the U.N.? The politicians have no choice

but to devise such instructions on their own, without consulting the citi-

zenry. International policy of all kinds is therefore developed in a kind of

bureaucratic black-box, permanently shielded from all democratic influence
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and scrutiny. The citizens of the world are obviously affected by globaliza-

tion and international relations, but they have no way of reacting to events

or of expressing themselves, because there are always more-salient domes-

tic issues that will determine national and local elections.

Admittedly, there are very great technical challenges facing the creation

of a Virtual Global Assembly (language, for example). However, given the

current democratic vacuum at the international level, the need is even greater.

However, is the VNA realistic? Isn’t it — like the LTD Party — just

another example of ivory-tower utopian dreaming?

Marketing Democracy: Open Letter to the rich and Famous

If we are to transform our current system of government into some-

thing more democratic and more rational, we must overcome one final par-

adox. Our arguments so far against political irrationality have been entirely

logical. Unfortunately, this entails a certain self-contradiction. If people re-

ally are irrational when it comes to politics, what makes us think that we

could use rationality to convince them to change? Indeed, one of the central

arguments of this book is that most of our political orientation is impervious

to logical argument. 

What are we to do? One answer is to wait for citizen discontent with

politicians – already substantial – to grow to a point that the need for dem-

ocratic evolution becomes painfully obvious. One might call this the “silver-

lining theory,” in that it suggests that any serious social crisis represents an

opportunity for political growth.  Although the global financial turmoil gen-

erated in 2008-2009 by the failure of the sub-prime mortgage market may

eventually lead to better governance, it is rather a large price to pay. There

has to be a more systematic approach that we can follow while we are pa-

tiently waiting for the next financil crisis or political scandal.

So let us consider another tack, following the path blazed by Madison

Avenue. If you want to create demand for new products, it’s not enough to

create devices with wonderful, innovative features. You also need good mar-

keting. “Social marketing” is the use of modern market-research and adver-

tising techniques to effect social change. Advertisers have taught us that if

you want to make something cool, use an admired celebrity to peddle it. In

our celebrity-obsessed culture, there is a great, un-used social power wait-

ing to be tapped. As our TV, film and recording stars age, their earnings
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plummet while the bonfires of their vanity continue to blaze brightly. Rather

than letting these paragons of entertainment wash up on the shores of some

reality show, let us offer them a more dignified alternative. Give us your

help, let us say, and we will make you even more famous than you were be-

fore — and what’s more, we’ll make you honored and respected (which you

never were before), as one of the founders of true democracy.

In recent decades, political parties have increasingly recruited future

candidates from the ranks of recycled celebrities — e.g., Ronald Reagan,

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sonny Bono, Jesse Ventura, Al Franken, Fred

Thompson, etc. Let us follow their example, but with considerably less risk

for the general public. When a celebrity runs for office as an LTD Party leg-

islator, we don’t have to fear that he or she will make empty-headed deci-

sions, because the LTD Party legislator doesn’t make any decisions. The

citizen panel makes the decisions, the legislator just carries out their orders.

Consequently, the LTD Party is not afraid of the damage that celebrities can

cause through their inexperience. An LTD Party politician is harmless. We

can just sit back and enjoy their antics without worrying that they will start

an unnecessary war or destroy Wall Street.

Our recent political history has taught us that a candidate’s likeability

can be his or her most powerful asset — and celebrities are experts at being

likeable. Any sufficiently well-liked figure would be sufficient to launch the

first LTD Party campaign, or serve as the VNA’s first spokesperson. For a

politically-oriented comedian like Jon Stewart or Stephen Colbert, the tran-

sition would be a smooth one, from political entertainer… to entertaining

politician. Revered sports legends like Tiger Woods, Michael Jordan or

Larry Bird could easily be elected as LTD Party candidates. 

While the LTD Party will require only an engaging first candidate to

get off the ground, the Virtual National Assembly (or Virtual Global As-

sembly) could be started even more easily. Here, only one ingredient is re-

quired: money. There is no legal impediment to creation of such bodies, and

all the managerial impediments can be overcome with enough capital. If the

politicians sell out to wealthy lobbyists and corporate interests, then let us

return the favor, by using crusading billionaires to battle plutocracy. Bill

Gates and Warren Buffett could create democracy with pocket change. Let’s

encourage them to do so.

When I observe philanthropists like George Soros, celebrity activists

like Sean Penn or Arianna Huffington, or activist organizations like
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moveon.org — all supporting traditional left-wing causes and structures like

the Democratic Party, I lament the missed opportunity to support the more

fundamental and progressive reforms of citizen panels and citizen assem-

blies. These activists are currently just promoting one branch of electoral

oligarchy over another.   There is a better way. 

Education for rational Democracy: Starting with the Mirror

Self-reflection is the school of wisdom. 

— Baltasar Gracian, The Art of Worldly Wisdom

Go to your bosom,

Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know.

— Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, 2.2.136

The increased use of citizen panels, as through the LTD Party con-

cept, is a promising avenue for the development of true, rational democracy.

An ultimately more powerful avenue is through public awareness and edu-

cation. If citizens become aware of the pervasive extent of human political

irrationality, they can begin to combat it in the most powerful way — by

looking in the mirror. 

The key concept in this book is that our political orientations emanate from

deep biological and cultural sources. It therefore makes no sense for us to feel

great pride in our own politics, nor to despise other people for their politics. 

Strong partisan bias comes very close to racism — it is at heart a fail-

ure to accept human diversity. If you are one of the many Americans who

feel an intense antagonism or even hatred for the other party’s leaders, ask

yourself why you need that feeling. Do you not accept to live in a society

where people hold political beliefs that are different from your own? 

Likewise, try to understand why you support candidates. Have you

made a rational analysis of your candidate’s policy proposals and compared

them with your own preferences? Or are you falling prey to a normal human

fascination with images of celebrity, beauty, and power? It is all right to love

and support a particular politician, but we should not confuse that kind of

support with participation in democracy. 

If you want to participate in democracy, learn about something. Learn a

lot, not just a little; learn about both sides. I hope that this book has chal-
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lenged you to face up to your own ingrained tendencies toward political ir-

rationality, but that is only the beginning. I urge you to find out more about

global warming, stem-cell research, the WTO, conflict in the Middle East,

immigration policy, social security, etc., but please: try to counter your own

confirmation bias. 

This will be hard work, but I can promise you that it is very reward-

ing.  In the long term, knowledge can be more powerful than voting, but

only if tempered by an awareness of our human penchant for bias and

irrationality. If we really want democracy, the best way to prepare for it will

be by becoming an informed, rational citizenry.
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EPilogue

The “Ten Suggestions”
For Greater Political rationality

Order a purge for your brain, it will be 

much better employed there than upon 

your stomach. — Montaigne, “Of the 

resemblance of children to their fathers”

1. Be humble with respect to your political knowledge.

You should be humble about your political knowledge because stud-

ies show that if you are an average citizen, you don’t have much. Even if

you are a fanatical news junkie and fervent C-Span watcher, your knowl-

edge of issues is probably no deeper than a sound-bite. If you are highly-

partisan, your confirmation bias has probably effectively shielded you from

a great deal of data. The odds are that you haven’t listened to contrary ev-

idence for years.

There is a lot out there, politically speaking, that you don’t know. As

Socrates said, the beginning of wisdom comes in a person’s realization that

“I only know that I don’t know.”
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2. accept that your community will always 
contain people very different from you.

If you are a Democrat, you must learn to accept that Republicans are

not going away. America’s future has Republican presidents in it, and your

fellow conservative citizens are going to abide as well. If you are a Repub-

lican, similarly, you must come to grips with the likely future health of the

Democratic Party. 

In a large society, people will always have views based on radically dif-

ferent cultural premises. Sometimes, the views of our fellow citizens will

shock us, but we should be cautious about reacting with contempt. Instead,

we should look at their behavior as a puzzle, asking ourselves, what is so

different about their value systems that it drives them to come to such a

strange viewpoint? How can we negotiate a compromise?

3. Weaken your partisan attachments.

There is a good chance that you are genetically predisposed to be ei-

ther liberal or conservative. Strangely, however, that predisposition does not

necessarily correlate with your choice of party. Many people are in the

“wrong” party — natural conservatives in the Democratic Party, natural lib-

erals in the Republican Party. That this is possible suggests that most peo-

ple are strongly susceptible to childhood partisan indoctrination, the primary

method of acquiring a partisan perspective. 

What would happen if you were to change political party tomorrow?

I wager that you would be embarrassed and uncomfortable in front of many

of your friends and co-workers. But is that a good reason for remaining in

your political party? Why do you need to feel allegiance to any political

party? This book has argued that it is simply irrational to have strong loy-

alties to the Democratic or Republican parties — neither of which has an in-

ternally consistent ideology. The Democrats do not always support liberal

politics, and the Republicans do not always support conservative viewpoints.

Since you cannot rely on these parties to provide consistent ideological po-

sitions, you shouldn’t blindly follow them. Think for yourself. 
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4. Don’t despise those people who hold 
political views contrary to your own.

There is disturbing evidence that humans are innately susceptible to

racial and xenophobic hatred and intolerance. In modern, secular society,

partisanship unfortunately becomes one of the principal means for the ex-

pression of these atavistic, destructive impulses. If you find yourself despis-

ing other people because of their political opinions, ask yourself what has

become of you. What is the point of becoming involved in politics if it makes

you a hateful human being? The costs to you and to society of your ani-

mosity far outweigh any imaginary benefits from the potential victory of

your political party.

5. Don’t pay too much attention to presidential elections.

The irresistible spectacle of the presidential election offers a fascination

which is out of proportion to the slender opportunity it provides for a ra-

tional discussion of the issues. Becoming greatly interested in presidential

elections is no substitute for acquiring informed political opinions. For many

citizens, coming to a vote in a presidential election is a good excuse for not

doing any political thinking otherwise. Don’t be one of those lazy citizens.

By all means, have fun following the electoral spectacle, but don’t delude

yourself: watching the televised Presidential Survivor show is no substitute for

becoming an informed, rational citizen.

6. Leave the non-voters alone.

The choice between Democratic and Republican parties is a sterile one.

In either case, a detached political elite will continue to run the country. In

such a context, non-voting is perfectly rational. A rational understanding of

voting allows us to appreciate that in any event, voting is primarily a sym-

bolic act. Non-voting is therefore an acceptable way of symbolically ex-

pressing one’s refusal to accept the choices presented. A true democracy

should accept such symbolic expressions of disagreement.
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7. Learn about something.

Studies show that most people don’t learn about political issues in

depth. When someone does get riled up enough to want to research a polit-

ical issue, it is pretty likely that partisan bias and confirmation bias will lead

that person to highly-biased sources. Thus we have a polity that is principally

composed of citizens who are either ignorant or irrevocably biased.

Don’t fall into this trap. Learn about political issues in depth, making

sure to give equal time to opposing viewpoints. 

8. If we want more representation of women 
and minorities, we will have to be willing to experiment 

with new democratic mechanisms.

I have argued that there is an inherent sexist bias in electoral politics.

An analogous bias exists against racial minorities. If we want more repre-

sentation of women and minorities, we will not soon achieve it through tra-

ditional electoral means. When qualified women and minority candidates

appear, they will tend to face rationalized objections, a cover-up for subter-

ranean sexism and racism. Citizen panels and direct democracy provide a

necessary alternative to government by a biased elite.

9. Don’t try to export democracy.

In the Founders’ terminology, we are not a democracy, we are a re-

public. Since we do not have democracy, we cannot really export it. Indeed,

our attempts to “export democracy” have been hampered by our own lin-

guistic self-hypnosis. So-called modern democracies are really enlightened

oligarchies. Those countries that we call most “advanced” are the ones where

the oligarchies play by the rules. However, for republican government to

work, the law-abiding oligarchies themselves must already be in place, and

if they are not ready for the importation of republican power-sharing, the re-

sults will be disappointing. Thus in the late 20th century we have seen the

growth of sham democracy and even democratically-induced civil war. It is

not that the citizens are not ready for democracy, but that their oligarchs are

too immature to share power.
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10. Build utopia slowly and cautiously.

Public disgust with the failures of our current system often leads to

broad, utopian proposals to “turn government over to the citizens.” How-

ever, all our research indicates that the citizens as a whole are genetically-

predisposed to partisan conflict, and are therefore susceptible to

demagoguery. 

Reformers should therefore learn to accept the constraints of biology

and human nature. Moreover, the protean capacity of powerful elites to ma-

nipulate government reforms to their advantage suggests that we should pro-

ceed carefully, lest we make things worse than they already are. The best

way forward is to experiment cautiously with different ways of increasing

the participation of ordinary citizens in real democratic decision-making.

From amongst the alternatives available, the increased use of citizen panels

seems like the most promising experiment.
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Chapter 1
1 The modern theory of political irrationality has rich historical roots. It has,

for example, classical antecedents in the work of many early philoso-

phers, such as Plato (e.g., The Republic, with its enduring metaphor of the

irrational cave-theater that so eerily presages our own flat-screened co-

coons, and The Apology, with its implicit condemnation of the criminal ir-

rationality of the citizenry in condemning to death its greatest citizen,

Socrates) and Aristotle (whose rational classification of governments into

monarchies, oligarchies and democracies was history’s first systematic

debunking of political nonsense). Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan contributed

the viewpoint that society requires mechanisms for negotiating the per-

petual clash of self-interests, but he viewed the basis of this struggle as an

individual one, and failed to capture the extent to which civil conflict is

caused by tribal, partisan or ethnic allegiances. The great French apho-

rist, La Rochefoucauld, was a keen observer of the ability of personal

self-interest to skew perception, anticipating the work of cognitive psy-

chologists by several centuries. At the founding of the United States,

James Madison argued strongly for a dispersed, diffuse system of gov-

ernment, in which committees of elites were delicately counter-balanced

against each other, because he felt that any other course would lead ei-

ther to monarchy or to true democracy (which he feared would give the

irrational masses control of the government, leading in turn to chaos and

ruin); see particularly Federalist Paper No. 10 (Hamilton, 1787). Ralph

Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau and Friedrich Nietzsche are re-
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membered for their intense dedication to intellectual autonomy; each be-

lieved that intellectual independence requires freedom from irrational

partisanship and cant. The great Austrian-American economist, Joseph

Schumpeter brought his profession’s capacity for sober observation to

bear on the issue of citizen irrationality, observing simply that since most

citizens did not show any understanding of political affairs, it was evi-

dently fallacious to attribute the operation of modern, so-called “democ-

racies” to the people’s will. For Schumpeter, what we call democracy is

not characterized by the expression of the popular will (which is either

irrational or non-existent) but by an orderly and lawful alternation be-

tween different kinds of elites (see Schumpeter, 1942). Kenneth Arrow’s

Impossibility Theorem, and Anthony Downs’ economic analysis of

democracy, provided us with a new rational framework for the analysis

of politics, and new paradoxes of irrationality to decipher. The tools of

cognitive psychology, particularly the “heuristics and biases” approach

developed by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky (see Kahneman,

2002), have enabled contemporary social scientists and political philoso-

phers to analyze political irrationality in great depth and with increasing

precision. See, especially, Tyler Cowen’s paper, “Self-Deception as the

Root of Political Failure,” (2003), and Michael Huemer’s “Why People

are Irrational about Politics” (2008). The psychological and biological

roots of political irrationality have been brought to popular attention

through the work of journalists such as New York Times columnists

Nicholas Kristof and David Brooks and Newsweek science writer Sharon

Begley. See, for example, Begley’s article, “When It’s Head Versus Heart,

The Heart Wins,” (Begley, 2008), and Bryan Caplan’s “The Myth of the

Rational Voter.”
2 The study which used twin data to determine whether politics are inher-

ited is John R. Alford, Carolyn L. Funk and John R. Hibbing’s “Are

Political Orientations Genetically Transmitted?” Alford, 2005). A vari-

ety of press articles reported on the study and interviewed the authors,

including Benedict Carey’s “Some Politics May Be Etched in the

Genes,” New York Times, June 21, 2005, and Mathew Hansen’s “Uni-

versity of Nebraska Political Scientist says Genetics, Politics Linked,”

Lincoln Journal Star, June 23, 2005.
3 For an analysis of the evolutionary psychology of politics, see Paul H.

Rubin, Darwinian Politics: The Evolutionary Origin of Freedom (2002).
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